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TRAINING SCHOOL ORIENTATION 

Rules While in At~~ndance at an'Approved Co~ncil Train
ing School 

A. -The .following rules and re:~ulations are required 
to be enforced-at.a C.ounCil, approved school: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 • 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Commuters should park their "cars in designated 
areas only. . 

Trainees are required to be punctual for all 
classes and roll call. Continued tardiness 
will be reflected in tae trainee's final 
eva-Iuation. 

I =.:.~,. -

, For absences dluetdf~s~Jtnesses or emergencies, 
the trainees are r~,quirea-=to~--not--ify~ the school 
coordinator on the'day of the absence prior 
to commenci~g of school. 

The uniform of the day prescribed by the school 
shall be in effect for all studen trainees. 

~he designated uniform shall be maintained in 
good, clean and well pressed order at all times. 

Distinguishabl'e uniforms are not to be worn 
on the street with civilian clothing. 

Personal hygiene and appearance shall not be 
negl~cted. 0 

Student trainees entering the training school 
shall remoVe their outer garments and be seat
ed in an orderly manner; , 

Smoking in the classroom durinq the class is 
left to the discretion of' the school coordin
ator and/or individual instructor,s. 

Student trainees shall maintain"decorwn"'wltile in 
the classroom and shall treat all instructors 
with respect at all times • . . 

The student trainee with a question shall ~aise; 
his hand and await rec~qnition. 

Use of school telephone will 
official department business 
u~gentnature. 

be limited to 
and calls of an 
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13. Any form of gambling or possession of alcoho
lic beverages is prohibited during the dura
tion of a Council approved training program. 

14. Trainees are required to maintain classroom 
cleanliness; and will be assigned to mainte
nance detai\l.s to ,insure the orderliness of 
the classro~m if required. 

15. Trainee conduct, disorder or neglect prejudi
cial to good order, efficiency Ol:' discipline, 
whether or not specifically stated in these 
rules and regulations is prohibited and can 
be cause for dismissal from the school. 

Attendance in The Training School~ 

'A. Each trainee shall be requi~ed to attend all ses
sions of the school e'xcept, absences approved by 
the school coordinator. No trainee will be certi
fied when his absences exceed ten per cent of the 
hours of instruction. No trainee may be certified 
without receiving the fifteen hours of firearms 
instruction. 

1. Attendance records on all students must be 
forwarded to the Executive Secretary of the 
CoUhcil by the school coordinator prior to 
the certification of the trainees. Time lost 
through excused absences may be made up when
ever this can be arranged by the school 
coordinator. 

Examinations to be Conducted. 

A. At least four examinations are required for the 
course of the basic recruit school, three equally 
distributed during. the GO'llrSe curriculum and a. fi-
nal examination. ' 

1. The school coordina'tor will determine passing 
and failing of trainees, howey-er, no trainee 
should fail if he has achieve,d a seventy per 
cent average on the tests administered and is 
not otherwise disqualified. If there is~uffi
cient. documentation to indicate that a tx:ainee 
has not met with passing standards of the 
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approved school the sch 1 ' 
i~~ediately notify the E~o tC~Ord1nator will 
the C 'I " ecu 1ve secretary of 

o~nc1. Upon 'this notificati 
Execut1ve secretary will on, the 
evidence supporting the artrang7 to secure the, 
fa'l ' con ent10n of the 
mi~e~re. Th1~ shall include, but not be li-
inatio~~' a~~P~~~r~; ~~~ ~ff~cial writ,ten exam-
instructors, recordsOfa~~~ 'dstatements from 
written state en ance and a 
w~y the train::n:h~~~~ ~~~ ~~ordin~t~r stati~g 
f1cate. The school coord' awar e a cert1-
copies' of th '£ 1nator shall retain 
tive secreta~se 1 ems forwa:ded to the Execu-
review the it~~s !~~,E~~~~;1~~n~ecr~tary.shall 
people concerned with th err1ng w1th 
~t;Ydthroughregistered :a~~s~heP~~~~~:et~n~o-
The t~~~~!:;nt of the reasons for his failure. 
trainee be ~ department may :equest that the 
another sch~~ren ihe opportun1ty to enroll in 
will not be reimbun a~Yfevent, a community 
tt d rse or personnel who 

a en a Council school and fail t 
passing grade. A failin ' o,secure a 
forded one add't' 1 g tra1nee w1ll be af
a Council SCho~l1~na opportunity to attend 
partment wishes. 0 repeat a course if the de-
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TAKING AND PRESERVING NOTES 

Introduction to ~aking and Preserving Notes. 

Notes must be taken in the classroom. Listen attentive
lythen jot down only the main thought.. When compiling 
data you should place the title at the top of the page. 
The date will be placed in the upper left corner and the 
name of the instructor in the upper riiht corner. Each 
instructor will be introduced to the c aSs and a short 
resume of his background will be given. This informa
tion about the iIll,structor should be noted so it. can 

. later be placed i,n your permanent notebook. You can use 
;:'~both sides of the page in your stenographer notebook. 

Definition of Note Taking. 

Note taking may be defined as the t::anscri1?ing C?f essen
tial points and ideas, from the SUbJect be~ng d~scussed 
in such form and quantity so as to enable the recon- _ 
struction of the substance of the subject matter. 

What is Note Taking. 

A. ,A brief digest in student's own words of important 
videas presented.. It is an outline of the essen
tial points presentede It should be supplemented 
with the student's own experiences whenever possi
b.le. It should contain examples and explanations 
to make the d;gest more meaningful~ 

B. Aid to memory. 

1. Means of periodic refreshing the memory about 
the subject. It is the collection of signifi
cant phrases and sentences to enable the stu
dent to recall extensive discussion of a point 
or idea. It is not the transcribing or re
cording of everything said. The complete re
cording is too bulky and time consuming to 
transcribe and review; therefore, it is not 
desirable. 

a. Three "Rls" of memory are: RECALL, RE
COGNIZE and RETAIN. It is much easier to 
recall what the instructor has said, to 
-recognize the information ~e has given, 
and'to retain this knowledge by the use 
of classroom notes. 

'.' 

5 

c. Note taking involves the following: 

1. Listening., hearing, and comprehending the 
the id~a or point. 

2. Digesting or briefing the discussion of the 
point or idea. 

\ 

a. Use brief phrases. 

b. Use significant words. 

3. The writing of the digested thought or 
summary of a point in note form • 

4. Listening while writing. Writing notes 
of one point and digesting the discussion 
of a completely different point. 

5.; Rewri ting the notes taken in class.. As soon 
as possible, rewrite the notes taken in class, 
amplifying and expanding the rough and hurried
ly taken notes, in preparation f~r placing 
them in the finished notebook. 

Purpose of Taki~g Notes. 

A. Helps to organize thinking on subject. Taking 
notes assists the student inob-eaininqrnore value 
from subjects presented.-· The instructions and 
practice in note taking enables the student to 
take better notes more easily. Rewriting rough 
notes helps to fUrther impress upon the mind the 
various points presented. Rewriting rough notes 
improves the quantity and quality of the notes. 
When you type the finished notes, it helps in 
memorizing them. The finished notes must make 
sense for any future reference. 

Generally the instructor has expended much time 
and effort in thinking about and organizing'his 
material. He is also relating to the student, in 
just a few hours, knowledge which has taken him 
years to acquire, mostly by experience. By taking 
notes the student will get the benefit not only 
of the instructor's knowledge but also his effort 
in clearly thinking the subject through then 
o~ganizing the material in the clearest way. The 
student may re-arrange the notes and organize them 
into the order which he considers most logical and 
helpful to him. 

.---- -
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Helps ~o co~ordinate material. Writing classroom 
notes ~nsures more attention and mox'e. concentration 
on,the lectur~. ~he notes help to impress the 
J?o~nts of,the.lecture upon the memory and aids 
~n co-ord~nating material from the lecture. The 
lecture will unfold to you as you review your . 
notes. You prevent mental confusion and compilJe 
a much more valuable permanent notebook by 
taking classroom notes. ' . 

Value of notes. 

l~ No~es are often the only record of many 
J?o~nts,presen~e~. This is especially true 
~n pol~ce tra~n~ng, as relatively few competent 
texts are written on police subjects. 

2. Notes serve to clarify and amplify the text
book or other material when books, pamphlets 
or prepared materials are available. 

3. Without the help of notes, less than '20% of 
the instructions would be retained by the 
student. 

a. Taking notes helps the student learn 
more during the instruction. 

15: Notes serve as a basis of review for 
later study. They serve as a personal, 
J?ermanent reference source when placed 
1n your permanent notebook. 

Training and ex~erience in note taking useful. 

~xperie~ce in de~elop~ng note taking abilityc is 
useful ~nmany s~tuat~on in police work. . 

1. Aids in receiving any type of information. 

a. Desk duty. 

b. Radio traffic. 

c. Telephone conversations. 

2. Investigation of~complaints. 

3. Taking,statements. 

V. 

VI. 

7 

'Problems in Note Taking. 

A. Difficulty in writing and listening at same time. 

B. 

1. student fears he will miss a point. 

2. Scribbling, hurried writing. 

3 • Maki~g notes too bulky. 

Instructor may present lecture in poor form. 
Student will have to organize lecture so it is 
of most value to him. 

c. Instructor may .use example which does not clarify 
point or idea. Student should ask inst~uctor 
to fUrther clarify point, since other students 
are probably confused also. 

D. Personal manne~isms of instructor may distract 
student. 

1. He may have a low or very high pitched 
voice. 

2. He may use poor enunciation. 

3. 

4. 

He may physically fidget, and detract from 
what he is saying. 

He 'may have poorly prepare~c:~'~i"S ",6,ubject. 

5. .He may present too many points or id~as. 

6. He may talk too fast. 

Methods and Suggest,ions for Taking Notes. 

A. Material. Use stenographer's notebook that is 
furnished to' you at the start of each training 
session; a good pencil or ball point pen • 

B. ' Style of notes. 

1. outline form. 

a. The structure of an outline is shown 
in this material on notetaking. 

b. It is the briefest method of taking notes. 

.. , 
, 
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VII. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

,; 

/ 8 

It heips in organ1z1ng thd notes logically 
and in later revrew, it shows clearly. 

.~~~ the main topics at a gl9::nce and S~(;ll:egates 
the m~ip points. ~ 

,il ~/-

Leave marginal space fq~additions and 
corrections.c 'A good getheral rule to fol- . 
low is 1:0 leave space ,Ii especially between 
topics, f()r later tns~rtions or comments. 
If n9t~s are bunched$~it is impossible 
to later add or co~ent. 

, )" 
/il 

The system is b0.~3~\:lwhich causes t-he least 
trouble fot: ~he s.,iudent. 

Lea~ie space for 'adding to your notes 
') lat~ir. 

j! 

C. Be brief in n:~)te taking. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Leave oUl~ words which are not necessary"to 
the cleai~ meaning of the sentence, such as 
adjectives and articles. . 

Use symbols. For example: Cress is symbol 
for Christianity; + is syml:tol for addition;" 
x is symbol .for multiplication or in algebra 
it is the unknown quantity. (, 

Self-devised shorthand. You can use a self
devised'shorthand f or abbrevia~ions._~!0I" ... 
example:. :[t£.·D.,,(dz;.mk-'dr'iving) T-cD~~O. I. L. 
Ldr.i:vrng~~under influence of liquor) ~ Acc. 
Inv~ (accident.investigation); Pol. (police); 
R. A. (robber armed); B & E (breaking and ,3 
entering); Fe!. (felony); M~a. (misdeme~hor); 
D. o. A. (dead on arrival). t, 

Use catch. phrases such as: "5W" (who, what, 
where, when, why).,u,3R" (rec~ll, retain, 
recognize). 

D. Di~grams an~ illustration~. 

The instruc,tor will often use a diagram or illui:" 
tration.Make a rough copy in your notebQoWYand 
make the finlshed:copyathome. 

Suggestions for Typing P~rmanent Notes:. 

-:.' ' 

.-;::p' 
10 -;./ 

...... ..--.,..;,.// , ......... -.'"'-""''''.>:~=n:.L.--::~ ... .:.: 
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A. Perman~nt notebook. At the start of each regional 
S.9flCi'ol.all new class members will be issued a ring 
b'1nder, hard back notebook, 8~ x- 11". Students who 

:0 ' ,have attended pJ.:evious schools will be asked if ' 
~~c tneir permanent notebook i.s filled. If it i9,-:I 

another notebgok wilr be issued to them. 

B. Typing.:"-Permanent notes. 
-~ 

Plain whH:e typing paper will be used. Lined 
paper may be used if notes are written in ink. 

1-.cc~~ Use one side of paper only. 

2. Start new subje.ct~ on new page; do not start 
a new lecture,in'the middle of a ~age. 

3. Provide adequate margins o~ all four sides 
of paper .. Center the ,writing on the page 
so it will be balanc'ed. 

5~ 

6, 
~------. 

a. Dor..-~t crowd material on the page. 

Qdntinuations to the next page~snOuld 
not break a sentence. ~~/=--

Skip one line betwe~n'--breakdowns:' 

Indent fiv~_.spa(;es when' g~ing to the next 
degree in<the outline. 

FOlIQW·:p~a.'Ua procedure in typing up permanent 
notes" you used in ~aking notes in classroom., 

a. Subject or title--centered at top of 
pag~;~c:apitalize and underline. 

£ f./ 

r;:' 

h. Instructort sname and rank on second 
line below su1:?jector title of lecture 
and next tori.ght margin. 

c. ThEf date on same line as instructor's 
name and next to the left :margin. 

d. Skip one line below the da~"e and ins.truct
or's name and give brief resume of instruct
or's background. 

e. Skip one line and start with fi~st major 
heading. 

~ ._' ~> 
A>-

.~A~::-· 'I 
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a. 

b. 

c. 
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.10 

Narrative forni~ /'l'he narrative form 
or the story b06k form is more complete 

'but usually mote bulky and it is more 
difficult to find desired material. 

Outline for;rtl. . Desirable for classropm 
notes but unsatisfactory for per~anent 
noteDook. It -is used primarily, to jog. 
m~mory and often lacks.vita.l.v~nformation 
that is soon forgotten." . 

Combination of both. This is. the moist 
popular-form a~d encompass~s the good 
qualities of both the Qutline and nar
rative forms. 

I ~ 

8. Headings to'be used in note taking. 

a. Major heading. p-
-':.,,;: 

·u 

Use Roman numeral .' to designate. €a.pi tal
ize and underline en'tire ma.jor heading. 

b. Secondary heading. 
,~;:, -

Use capital letter to designate. Capital~ 
ize only first lette~ in each word of 
heading and underline. 

c • /sub--:,seconda)2Y headi:r;lc:r~ .. 
. '. . "'_0'; =. __ '~"~'.~-3'-"":--:;"'p' 

Use Arabic numberal.tt;·"lienglT'a'te. Cap,;~. 
i talize only fi:'l;tr''¢';;le'''d'''ciFr~ in headj.ng. 
Do not ~nde~line~ 

~Y '\'{ ., 

Secona/sqb-SJJ~ondary heading. 
,,':. /"/' 

d. 

US'e small letters to -d~signate; othez;.wise 
same as "c I' . above • ~, 

9.' . Use.a single' page to title thee finished note";-
book. 

(;" Inde~/to _ be usEfd -;j.n note taking. 

1. ,TemporaJ:Y index. 

Maintain a temporary index in pepc4l. 

{i 

',: 

'J 

VIII. 

2. Permanent in&~~. 
-;1 

When l1oteboqk is complete-~ the pencilled 
numb.l3rs of the pages' sbould be replaced' by 
typewritten numerals"~" . 

a. 
',-

Cros sindex • ,~ 
~. ~:: 

It 1.s ~eq6mmepded th,€lt each SUbject be 
cro$~ ~l1dexed in atetritporary index in 
the fr,ont of, YOUr notebook ~" Whe,n' the 
notE~96~k is?ompleteT~he temporary 
cr'?~s .'!-:ndex should be . r~_placed by a 
p~:trnanent cross index'~-'Ah e"':";;:;"'--;;;~"'-:"""';o,t: 

. -. -'-. ~ ,if • A~"'p""'\S.I-' .£ .... 

~pross indexi7lg,thi's titl-e or subject-
;\,~:' would . be1",-,-"";;cc 

/.~ .• !_- '-;'-,:::c-.-,;-/';::::' ';;::;'-';':;-~ ~ 

'''' -~.i' UIlde,r "T" _~" .;:;./::" >' 

f-; Taking an-if'Preserving ]."1otes •••.• Page 123 
Under "p " ", 
~reseEr!Ting and Taking Notes ••••• Page 123 
Under' liN" 

«:;;~-?': ' Notes, Taking~)nd Pre/serving ~ ••• Page 123 

'b'. Value of index to you. 

A cC?mple1:e c::c:S)Ss index will place the 
e~t1,:re ,cPontex%ts of your notebook at your 
d~~p2s_al 'i,vl, thin a minimu.'ll amount of. time. 
T~;~::f" saving in time wi~l~- :d~pay you ritany 
t~mes over for the work expended in com-
piling ~t. . 

General suggestions in pot.etaking. 
r"'~ ~..-

--!".~:~ --~ 

A. Study notes.<~f:-;soon as . possible after the session 
to b~1:1;~rcabsorb the instruction. 

'~ 

B • __ .,.yeriodicreView of notes after ins~ruction has been 
)-/ cO,mple-eed . helps the student retain the previous 

'week ~s inst.ruction. This is very h~lpful prior" to 
final examination •. 

.;; 
~, 
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~--. :~ 
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E. 
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When studYingtem~~;:--arYti6tes, 
or,typing permanent notes, try 

p~ior ~ to re-writing 
to: -~ 

. 1. Memorize the major headings. 

2. Visualizeothe'skeleton of the outline. 

3 .. "MEmlorize t',le secolld~ry heB:C1;pgs --oooliac major 
head~ng ,a~ a time,) 

Read and think about the supporting ideas or 
points pertaining to the sUbiJoints. 

,-

·Be sure of' the instructor's point before writing 
'it down. 

Use your own words,o except when taking down defini-'
'tiqns or technical points. 

Quotations and statistics should be recorded word 
for word. . 

Examples, similes ,aQ,d anecdotes which il~li'Str~~:e 
a point are :most valuable~Include them 1n your 
notes. ' A few words wili;sefve to recall the 
example at"; a' later date. " 

li~- ·q;'·r.ai.n yourself to recognize important statements • 
. Wa tch- for -cn-ueS'tha_~~.E!J1ker lI!ay give" such as f ,. 

"I' 11 repeat, " "This is'siqnif;cant," "Which leads 
tro the next important point" or --nMake a ,note of 
this." 

,::~'" 
q:..';,~~ Wri te--fast .. -nQt painstakingly ... ' 

"'.. 'S;,"~';:,>;.._~ " "J • When in doubt
O 

abou1; sp~lling, al(~ays refer to a 
.. c.~~ "~ -<;dic1:ionary whe~ t.YJ2~!lgyour oopermanent.not_epo9~ • . -':::" .. t.:'\-i.r~~~ _ -'-___ ~_""'~-'--:=__ _---=--_"=--''"'''--.--~' __ _ 

N 

~ -"- . 

~" 

• 
~'~~:::~".,- ~K. Develop a "PATTERN" and "STICK TO IT" in the set 

'~~~~, up of your notes and the finished notebook. 
". '"':~'" ", ,(:r..' 

~'~:ri., K~~ THE NOTES AND Y~UR NOT~~O<::K .,~_p T!-, E~~!c_E~~~_o, 
.pAY .-"'~.If youget.beh1ndToyOU-w1~-.rf1na 1e very<~C_" 

~-'~~=~~~~ ,~ dl£{,icti,to "catch up. 

Keep ~'hciind~~"1n~,terial filed in a conveni~nl:'P;tace 
foX'. eas~~';~':::~,,,,,_ 

.M. 

D6rra ts ,in Ndt-e Takin~" '. 
, <'"" 

A. ., Don • t: take any subj e~t"~ghtly ." 
" ~S~,_~ 

o~·~ .... , 

'-::::-~ 

IX. 

.-~, 

'1J; " ' ,0 
I 
11 

I~ 

~\ 

13 

B. 

c. Don' tinclude any.=-daUr or iIl'formation under a major 
heading·~;~.sul.'J';;lieading unless properly designated 
.a9=t~~oraer· or sequence and applicability • 

::-~.,::::.:. ,:::.~ 

E. 

-F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

K. 

Don't~e afraid to ask questions. 

Don.' t !at:t~e instructor get ahead of you. 
.. t' 

.-=. 

Don't trust your memory~ , 

Don't ponder "over spelling, grammar, phrases, etc. 
in the temporary notes. 

!:' ...... 

Don't let a point pass which you do not understand. 

Don't worry about what ithe next fellow is writing 
down. 

Don't typ,e on both sides of the paper in the per
manent notebook. 

Don't'start new subject on same page with any 
other subject. 

" 

.~ 

i 

{ 
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CHAPTER"! 

INTRODUCTION 

August Vollmer, considered by many to be th~~the~~<lt~~odern 

Police Administration", once commented on'the formidable list of re-

quisites necessary to even consider a man capable to function in police 

id.;~uations. After enmnerating such a "list, he concluded his observations 

by remarking that if the man possessed all of these, he might be a good 

policeman. 1 

In considering the training of law enforcement officers, we must 

also reflect on the importance of law enforcemtmtto our society itself. 
- .:: 

In their excellent treatise, "The Introduction to Law Enforcement", 

Germann, Day and Gallati summed up the sociological importance of. good 

law enforcement in stating that from conception to death, we ar.e all 

affected by la"1 enforcement and that not only are life and. property 

dependent on effective law enforcement, but-peaceful eltistence and con-

tinuity of ~overnment depend upon maintenance,of order for the common 
. 2 

,good. Many other writers on t~e contemporary scene have commented 

upon the role of the police; many of these writers look upon the modern 

law-enforcement officer as the, sole protective force of the people in 

averting mass upri,sings and eventual. anarchy. Even if the power of the 

lAugust Vollmer, The Police and Modern Society, University of 
California; Press: Berkeley, 1936. 

2 Germann, Day and Gallati" Introduction to Law Enforcemerit, Charles 
C. Thomas; SpringUeld. Page vii of Preface of Third Edition. r 

M.~-!r--,.,.'" t~~~·c._""'_· ----
i! .~----

c 

2 

police in such matters is over~rated,·it cannot be denied that, as was 

cited previously, law enforcement apd its officers affect each of us in 

some way at some time -fn=our l:i.ves. 

In addition to our personal contacts with'''; individual /~1fficers, law 
... :<. 

enforcement - effective or ineffective - demands millions of our tax 

dollars, regulates the relative security of our homes and highways, and 

mirrors the rise and ebb of popular concern in governmental affairs. As 

the duties of the law enforcement officer increase in time,3 we'will find 

the increased importance of adequate police service ever mounting in 

our generation and- the generations to follol';. With this growth in the 

amount and depth of police service will be the simultaneous demands for 

more and better training for the individual officers. 

Police instruction, as such, is not a topic eaSily divisible into 

components of the nuts-and-bolts category of learning-teaching process; 
;:::' 

in this instance, it involves two distinct types of learning andt7a~hing. 
,;// 

The distinction between the two _ types of instruction which shou.!Ld comprise 
// 

every police education program was well outlined by Thomas.a. Aaron, in 
// 

a recent law enforcement professional periodical. Mr. Aaron stated that 

anad~g~ate training program should focus on the development of two 

thing~ in police tra.inees and personnel, nanely, that they should be 

taught how to perform, and an understanding and appreciation regarding 

aKnowledge~~w"lh\T-- ~nd_~:rj!~JlIlPortant ~1HEN and WHY they should perform.4 
~---......c..::.=-=_--.= _____ _ 

3See Municipal Police Administration, International City Managers' 
A.~sn.: Chicago, 19.61. Pages 7,.,8. 

4 
Thomas J. Aaron, ~and Order Magazine, Vol. 14, NQ6 10. October, 

1966. Page 15. 
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An example of the distinction which Mr. Aaron makes migJit be in the cdn~ 

sideration of the use of emergency equipment Qn a~pli.c~ vehicle. In. 

training the officer how to use~it,-i;he-first'requiJ;,ement is fulfilled; 

however, there remain~ the requirement of instruct'inglrlii{-as-EoliiiEN' 

to use the eq'!Jipment and WHY, which is some t: imes even more important 

than knowing Rc:M to use it • Knowledge of prope~cr!.fI!1:! scene conduct,' 

of the reasoning behind rule s of evidence, both fall basically into 

this type of educa~:i,o~~divisibility. 

Mr. Aaron adds that skills and techniques - the ROW part of the 

consideration - are useful only insofar as,they support and assist the 

ends to which knowledge is put. 5 .;.;: --

The preceding statements point up a distinction in types of instruc.-

members - can be divided 'into two catego!;;i.es:-training anQ,"education. 

These two categories ~~e not synonymous. Mr. Aaronpoin.ls out that 

training involye~,· a process /pf instruction involving, the development of 
c- " 

physically-oriented a~ivities .• He def~nes. the term education as a pro-
_ :;:-..=- i;fo.0"'/ '(-:"'-:;-. 

cess of instrucfion which involve$~i~e;u'iv;loPlIlent of intellectual quali .. 
'" -:.-":/ 

c' 

ties and strength of chara~t'er, arid has as its pritqe ob jective teaching 

the student to thirik.~ 
/ 

Since Mr. As/ron commented that this disti'ifcttion ha$;~long been re .. 
. ""-~~~' 

cognized l,ll/educational circles, and tha,t progre~sive police planners 
" /" . 

would/do well to realize the distinction between the two, his next 

5Ibid ; Page 15 •. 

6 
Ibid; Page 32. 

4 

statement seems the only logical conclusion to be drawn from this con-

sideration, namel?, that police 'instruction programs, sb:0ulr.l be expected 

to satisfy both the training and ,~education needs of the police personnel. 7 

o Germann, Day and ~Gatiati ,~treng;hen Aaron I S cont~1J,tionDY -p;~nting 
out that the aspir:tIlg' poJ"j.,ce pract'itioneC~'m_us~.be prepare~ toh~r.dle 

not only theHc:MQf~1:he'i,ob, but the WHY and WHEN as well •. They "~9'ntend 
r5) 

that the pol~ce officer must not only know what to do but must be able 
, . 0 

to defen~:t his goals and the methods 'Used in pursuing them. <S 

;itt is desirable ~,:O':-know not only how to act,but to understand why 

o,~i{ is to act a certain way and '='1hen one is to act a certain way. Such 
:::--::;~"';.--i.'~;:'~ '- -

'-:""''a~Q!!.d.erstand:ing i.s ind:Lspensible to the mBn.who would be an effect;iv~. 
"'"'- __ ...... ,,' . -;:-::", __ . . ;.~~':: L~' L ~ 

l~wenf()rc~ent-c,Q~,ficer, for oftentimes a phi1,9sophical basis is the . '~:'- " '. 
- "-. '.~ '1 

o-:lly sustaining element for a professional decision. 

1. FAST PqL1CE INSTRUCTION 

Many departments of the recent: past - and, unfortunately, s1:111 

some of the present - felt that a ulan was equipped for the job if he 

was inpossessicn of a good nightstick, a gun and a badge. These, 

an adceptalHe 

of handling most problems ariSing during 

7Ibid • Page 32. 

8Germann, " Day and GaUati, op: cit. ;~page 33. 
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It wasn't until the e~rly part of the twentieth century that arty 
/0'/ 

/. 

start on p#D:e education gained headway. V. A. ,Leonard noted that the 
_/./ ~-

poli9j¥/began to feel the -effects of certain new forces and that Fosdick's 
,~' --:;-- d 

/-' ~ - C _-0 

~flmnpari~on (R~ymond B. Fosdic~.:-~<~ui:6pean Police S;yste~s, New York, The. 
~: -

;>' .' ~ . . • //.-
Centu;y Company, 1915)-::0£ the differences between Ameri:can and European 

'.=o:"-~ 

police poinJ;ed up the grellt, disparity bet-ween the methods of the -tw':l.;c' 

systems. Fosdick" sai<t.Leona-rd, ~placed-;-much of the,:~ause of thy; dis-

- parity upon personnel and, t~aining policies. The impact of Fosd; .. ck' s 
/'~;;'-

work, Leonard states, was further' amplifie4 bV ~he then~,changing cha;a~~er 
of police w(ti~_wb!~_!t ~a.~~~_psemitmlort intellectual functionin{/~~~C-tCa1ent: 

/ 

and ability} 
.-:? 

:';:::: ~~fc.-::x:;;;--:. 

<::"-"';=Dth~C"'time when the b~dge and the gun we;e. the "only tools given 

the recruit, po~ice instruction moved upward. 

,_ the ~s§igtiing of the ~ecruit' to an experienced officer •. Thbl was the 
:..~-

~(stai't'-{)f an in .. service trainin~ program. Eventually formal police :t?choo~s 

were formed and. organized, evolving into a.cadem:tesfd"r the instru.ction 

of the recruit iJ'l police subj~cts. ~O c:.'-

Th.efact.Ors to consider_~n the pest methods of i~structing, the Jie-

crutt mi8htinelud~i 

1) 

• .--c' 
/;:~ ... 

- ,./?-::. 
Tltose methods migh~ well have fulfilled the needs cof t~ ~Jm.e-s; 

" , 

. '.-;; 

/-

"- ~---

-. ~) 

.. ~('3." '>, ) 
,'. 1 

• = 

,,/:l 
;-4::'
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Ii 3) There were fewer social issues which have repercussions on the 
law enforcement activities; 

~..=-===-=O;~ _.:=.~_';:-__ cc=-=-_=--:=---o 

4) Experience:,wasconsidered.the most important factor in the 
education process'of the' police recruit. 

11.- .. ' PRESENT POLICE INSTRUCTION 

Ge,rmal1n, Day and Gal!ati offer us the ideal introduceiorr to this 

part of our presentation, when they observed that from a relatively 

simple b~~inni1}&l'.._J .. aw~n£orce~ent h§s~volved into a progressively more 

complex activity requ~;ir.g-~;~;i~lized training and te~~iques.ll 

August VG11mer states that there is a per~ist€nt belief shared by 
;/ 

layman and policeman al~~e, that practical experience in th~~fieid will 
r ..... -: .. --'~-'~L_~.:-=~; • .-:",.:---._~.:-- -.~.~~-_ ; ---_-~';;.r::--.;:;:__ --~---..::...- -~;--c~..:: '----'.' 

e,<J.uipthe~ o-fficer~tohali(fre-~the;-c-rimes3ncf behavior problems with ~b..±ch 
,~. 

the officer can expect to be confronted. He states.that not only"is this 

, a fatse"nOti:on,~obutthat iJ::,so'perpetuation ;o~'~pc~~sC.'ilie day when police 

service will £e"considered a profess;i.on. 12 

Exp:X:ienceis admittedly a fine method of recruit instruction •..•.. 

But it is expensive.bQtl1 to the individual - in that so much time is 

needed to expose the recruit to the major types of situations he will 
,;.... . _.- ~1- -

-lati1fio confront - and expensive to the employing agelncy - in view of the 

mist~kes made by the recruit, for this method of l~arn,i.ng is a hit-or

. mi,ss, tria~'and-err(fr system. The illlpracticality of relying on this 

~,~' -------------
11 . 

Germann, Day and Gallati, OPe cit. Page 213. 

1t 
August Vollmer, The CrUninal. The Foundation Press: BrooklynJ 1949 • 
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method of instruction to the exclusion,of either previous formal instruc

tionor sim1..lltaneousformal instruction is obvious. 
. . 

Besides 1:he impracticality of an "experience only" arrangement in 

there a:re. contemporary pZ:0blems in police work which demand 
:.~ ':\ 

instruction, 

contemporary solut1"ons. Theore ar bl' 'i" . e pro ems 'ar s1ng today which make ~ny 
J' 

of the past means of treatment 1"nadeq·ua~tOce. C . d ourt ecisions have placed 

_ restrictions on police investigative activities. Social issues have 

arisen and their publicizing has led to unrest and disorder unknown in 

~-= __ many areas but a decade ago'. R1"ot train"n d b 1 1 g an mo contro are included 
.. ~ 

in recruit school curricula today when five or ten years ago this might 

have been considered a waste of class time. 

The ~ise of these cOllt-emporary problems in the po1i~~ field pre

sents problems ~n training and education of tHe officer. Needless to 

.say,. any training in the legal aspects of arre""i::, search and seizure, 

detention, interrogation, evidenc~ and general criminal law will have 

<'to be increased with regard tQ, current court decisions in these re

spective fields~ Any revisions or extensionsofdec:lsions will have 

to be brought to the attention of all officers. 

The erupting of social issues puts special demands on police 

depar~ents, requiring the ~g~~i~n of whole, new bureaus to handle 
- ~--.. - ;;:-.~=:----

growing community unrest a~~cial problems affecting t~e police. 

Individual offic~rs mus~ be made aware of the basis for the unrest, 

of their role in keeping minor incidents from exploding into major 

disasters. They must be made aware of the dynamics of human relations 
c , 

of the sociological importance of the issues at stake, of the subtle 

i, 
11 
,) 
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undercurrents WQ1ch go to malte up individual and group attitudes 

and thinking. 

Finally, the changes from thepast.would not be complete without 

the inclusion ,.of two other considerations: 

1) The goal of professional classification; 

2) The developments in the technological fields which affect law 
enforcement. 

Regarding the former, concerted efforts have been made in the past few 

.... years tQ achieve official recognition as a profession. Police work, 
." 

for the most part, has not been considered as a profession. 

"Professionalization" also holds new demands for the police field. 

--·c:):ts members must be made to understand the philosophical bases for any 

police function, their limitations and purposes, their real objectives. 
:'.. . 

They must b~made to realize that deviations from ethical standards 

affects everyone in the field and serves as a setback in progress toward 

the goal of professionalization. They must be made to understand that 

~ere1y asking for this status will not guarantee its being granted; 

that they must earn the support and respect of those whom they serve. 

They.must be alo1are of the growth in the many facets of their field so 

that their knowledge is not limited to their own functional specializa-

tion. They a1m,ost must understand the units of other law enforcement 

" i d h" 13 div1s ons an t e1r purposes. August Vollmer felt that though the 

13See ... MD - Medical Newsletter, article on ~miriology and Medicine, 
Vol. 10, No~ 3, March 1966, by Dr. Felix Marti-Ibanez; and Allen Z. 
Gammage, Your Future in Law Enforcement, Richards Rosen Press: New York, 
1961. Pages 37 to 63. 
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officer should not be expected to exhibit an expertise in the field of (~. 

scientific cr~e detection,he should nonetheless be acquainted with 

the field so that he would"be able to recognize any situation which, of 

f "t" ti 14 its nature, should demand the attention 0 an expert 1nves 19a on. ,/ 

He must be willing to open R'1~;;!li!n~t""t_o new concepts wh~~~-,,_w!J.l-lead him 
~ .. ~~~ ~~~-;?0- -=c::~ ~~~ .• ~-". 

and his fellow officers toward professionalism. He must be willing to 

denounce any and all acts or omissions which would not further that 

goal, and which would, in fact, delay the realization of that goal. 

The latter consideration - namely, that of technological develop-

ments - is rather bordering on enigmatic, since it can be used to the 

betterment or detriment of law enforcement. William Shaw, Police,Tech

nology Editor of Law and Order Magazine, made a sage observation in a 

recent issue of that magazine, when he observedthat'~eeping up with 

the time" is an honored ,axiom of the business world. The corporations 

which availed themselves of technological advances prospered and those 

which chose not to, stagnated. He followed this with the statement 

that the criminal world has taken advantage of technology in order to 

achieve" its goals and so should law enforcement. lS While this does not 

G ~~N mean, as Mr.cShaw was ~uick and emphatic to point out, that men 

be replaced by gadgetry, or aophisticated electronics, the need does 

does exist today for a realization by police atiministrators of the 
-' .. ~ 

. 
l4August Vollmer, Ope cit., page vii of Foreward, by Rollin Perkins. 

lSWilliam Shaw, Law and Order Magazine, Vol. 14, No~ 12. December, 
1966. Page 46. 
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proper place for technology in their plans and a proper realization of 

the value of this tool for the police profession. 

Concerning the cortsiderationof the "experience alone" illUSion, 

individual police officers must be willing to sacrifice t~ir own pre-

sent comforts and inertia in order to realize benefits in the future. 

They must act with initiative in pursuing education, on their own time 

and at their own expense, if necessary, in order to realize progress. 

They must realize that to benefit most from the nature of the work, they 

must have an understanding of the work and the people involved. They 

must realize that this is a product of their own personal endeavor. 

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

1) The 130 curriculum hours presently established as the accept-

able minimum number under an MLEOTC decision has been used as the cOfe 

curriculum for approximately 18 months, and there has been little re-

search opportunity to study its efficacy. 

2) There is, needless to say, a recognition of geographical, 

regional, urban, suburban, and rural natures of tlv c;tate of Mic.higan. 

Such diversification of areas presented a problem to the researchers 

in devising a curriculum substantial enough, content-wise, to provide 

for the specific needs of each of the separ~te areas within the State, 

while at the same time maintaining a semblance of uniformity in organi-

zation of the curriculum. There was a realization that ~ome agencies 

would be interested in the inclusion of course work in particular 
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areas whereas other would not. The providing for some degree of flexi-

bility constituted BL pro~lem in the designing of the curriculum format.' 

3) There is a lack of guidelines from other states or agencies 

upon which to determine firm grounds for the recommendation of certain 

courses or types of courses. 

4) The devising of outlines sufficient to cover a minimum of 130 

hours of instruction and a maximum of 400 hours, dictates the need for 

a rigid evaluation procedure to select the proper content for each 

training school. 

5} Current law enforcement training reflects the need for constant 

upgrading and updating of materials presented to the officer. One of 

the most obvious needs today, for example, involves a comprehensive 

knowledge of the laws of arrest, search and seizure, and a knowledge 

of the rights of the layman and situations upon which the freedom of 

an individual may well be balanced. 

6} It must be recognized that. training schools of a regional 

i1ature would invite participation' from agencies not necessarily in a 

clos~ographical proximity to the school and its coordinating 

officer and/or agency. Therefore, departmental procedures and prac,. 
tices which are in effect in one jurisdiction and not necessarily in 

effect in the others, were excluded from the curriculum lesson plans. 

IV. OBJECTIVES 

The fo~ulation of objectives and goals to be achieved by a police 

.. " 

training school dictate the content and quantity of the curriculum 

involved. ~ objective ~~ es~ablishment ~~ state-wide curriculum 

.,-.,-----------_."" .. -.".- -

) 

(: 
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!!~ standardization ~!h! curricula, resulting 1a~ standardization 

£! training of ~ enforcement officers, ~ ~~ uniform enforcement 

£!~~ th~oughout ~ state. In this way, the knowledge, skill, 

attitudes and practices of all officers throughout the state are, 

hopefully, increased at a commensurate level. 

Recruit training schools provide an opportunity for evaluation of 

the individual. It is possible p for eXaIl}ple, for supervisory personnel 

to determine the presence and degree of supervisory and administrative 

talents possessed by an individual recruit. Therefore, ~ second objec

~ would entail ~ realization ~~ part £! supervision ~~ 

adequate appraisal should be made of those recruits who can be considered --- --_ ............. ..;;;;.;;;.;;..;;;.;;.;; 
.!! potential supervisors ~. future administrators, .!!!!!:!! !! specialists 

and/or technologists. 

In addition a recruit school offers an excellent opportunity for 

determining weaknesses in trainees and thus, makes the recruit school 

an extension of the selection process. 

Anoth~ objective ~~ithorough, complete, ~ standardized police 

training curricul~i! the development ~ confidence ~the officer. 

It has been-noted by police administrators that some officers, when in 

a quandary as to ~l7hich path to follow in a certain instance, or what 

procedure would most likely give the desired result, will frequently, 

in the absence of proper and sufficient training~ "throw their weight 

around," so to speak, supplanting knowledg~ with bluffing, and inviting 

sensitive situat-ions to develop for both the officer and those with whom 

he comes into contact. The obvious solution to this type of difficulty 

~. 
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involves more thorough and complete training of the off:i,cer in order to 

instill in him the confidence found in those who know what is expected 

of them, their legally established latitudes of operation, and the 

results of adequately performed tasks. 

V. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

The MLEOTC has certain responsibilities for the development of 

curricula standards to be utilized in basic training schools. Act 

No. 203, P.A. 1965 details this responsibility in the following sections 

and sub-sections: 

Section 9. The council shall prepare and publish advisory train-

ing standards with due consideration to varying factors and special 

requirements of local police agencies relative to: 

(c) Minimum courses of study, attendance requirements, equipment 

and facilities required at approved city, county, township" village or 

corporation police training schools. 

(e) Minimum basic training requirements which police officers 

appointed to probationary terms shall complete before being eligible 

for continued or pe:manent employment, and the time within which such 

basic training must be completed following such appointment to a 

probationary term. 

(f) Minimum basic training requirements which police offi~er's 

not appointed for probationary terms but appointed on, other than a 
,-

permanent basis shall complete in order to be eligible for continued 

employment-or permanent appointment, and the time within which such 

1 
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basic training must be completed following such appointment on a non-

permanent basis. 

(g) Categories or classifications of advanced in-servic~ training 

programs and minimum courses of st~dy and attendance requirements for 

such categories or classifications. 

Section 11. The council may: 

(a) Visit and inspect any poHce training school, or examine the 

curriculum or training procedures, for which application for approval 

has been made. 

Standardization 

To the extent possible this study will standardize the curriculum 

within all basic training schools certified by the MLEOTC. Since the 

outlines are extensive there will be some flexibility within the total 

framework of the outlim s. 

Just as the study will tend to standardize the subject matter 

taught in basic recruit school, so will it tend to standardize law 

enforcement procedures. Law enforcement officers will be taught the 

s~e thing whether they be from a NQrthern rural community or a 

Metropolitan center such as Detroit. 

Future Expansion of Training 

The study was initiated for the purpose of providing course out-

lines for the current curriculum for a minimum basic police training 

program. To this end,the development program would have been a monu

ment~l. task; however, the writer recognizes the trend of training and 
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seeks to encourage maximum training of all recruit officers. Theref~;:e; 

the review of outstanding programs throughout the United States/encour

aged the development of a practical method for future expansion of basic 

training through the MLEOTC. 

The MLEOTC will find it possible, as a ~esult of this study, to 

consider implementation of increased minimum basic training ona pro

grammed basis. Rec01lDJlenaations au for the increase of hours of instruc

tions to an eventual maximWliof four hundred hours for every recruit 

law enforcement off!~er in Michigan. 

utilizatipn of Outlines for other Purposes. 

'There is a recognition that many larger poliCE; a-epartments in 

" Michigan provide training forrl!et:'uits in~eli'ss of the 130 min~um .' 
/,:"// 

hours established by MLEOTC. 
/. 

In Jact,most larger departments exceed 

the minimum requirement~<:PY/ 1()0 or more hou~_.:~~!!:=~J1.!-_~_iact-=.ia~&Ilind-
. y-: , . I .';:,'" ~, __ ~-;,-;;-c.---==--=-~ 

=~--~~c~~~~~'"_~~"-"~_-=:~ __ -e6~out::t:i.1;!e's~pre-1rEffi~£O~OTC will be of assistance to 
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" ' those l,~rger~~eSiring to utilize the curriculum material 

_ ,/{l~~he disseminatiQu of the outlines could prove beneficial 

/ //~o the Council in itS,.,u1timate determination of which subjects to include 

in any future expanded basic recruit school curriculum. 

In additipft to the foregoing purpose, some training schools will 

/ desire to.C~nduct classes beyond tlleir present 130 hours when provided 
/" 

./}" 
with~~tensive course ~utlines. 
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DEFINITIONS 

~. - Act 1F203,/P~A.. of 1965~, approved by the Governor July 16, 19650 
,,/J;'/' 

_ ~ _~ _ _ _ _. -,.. ~«.'- __ ~ __ ,. ~.,-,:-. _. ~_ ; _ -_. -=-. ~ -~- ... 

!!2. - ~ly;:funds' a'~-'ru:Lrig from ~t1i~ adciiiional aSBessinetit:-or:~en-'percent 
on every fine, penalty or forfeiture, imposed and collected by the 

,/ court in criminal cases, and which are allotted to the training 
fund in order to provide fi,nancia1 r,~Bources for Council programs. 

Basic Recruit (Traili\ee) - Any police officer or law enforcement agent 
attending a CC'uucil-approved school. ' 

~.§Ybject - Any specified subject which must be ''6ffeTed in order to 
'n meet'''--the~requirements established by the L·a.EOTC. 

~ "',,:. 

Coun~.!! - The Law Enforcement Officers Training Council, as created by.,' 
, Act ,#203 of the Publi.cActs=c.Qf Mic'bigan,e~fectiv~ ",J~l;y -~~.J J.965. 

,-. =------" _0:- "-- ..... 

Credits - The number of hours designated ~Dr instruction in a particu- . 
lar course. 

Curriculum - An organized course of instruction established uPQD a base 
. including certain core subjects in addition to op~iQnal electives. 

Elect:tves - Certain subjects, the inclusion of which remains the option 
of the respective school coordinator. The ificlusion or exclusion 
of certain courses as electives are usually predicated upon reg:t~mal 
needs of the respective trainees and police agencies involved. 

::. -" ,.. .~ - . 

Instructor - Any person duly certified by the Michigan Law Enforcement 
Officers Training Council as being qualified and competent to in
struct=i~ Council-approved school. 

Local Advisory COIIIIlittee - Police executives of a regional area of the 
state, who organize and su,pervj.-1fe a police training program 
approved by the MLEOTC • 

School Coordinator - An individual selected by the Local Advisory Commit
tee of police executives as being responsible for organizing and 
conducting a Council-approved recruit training program. 

Standards - The -"requisites and poliCies established by the MLEOTC 
concern,ing the employment and eventual training of law enforce
ment officers, as provided through Act 203 of the Public Acts of 
Michigan, 1965. 

Training Facility - Any educational or training institution, or train~ 
ing site which is used to provide law enforcement training, meeting 
the approval of the Council. 

Training School - A Michigan Law Enforcement Officers Training Council 
approved basic trainingcschool. 
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CHAPTER II 

- -:. ~-'--';:'--~.~"'---=~ .. ;~::::.----~-= 

THE NEED FOR STANnA1Ur!Z£B'-TRAlN1NG 
,~o ~~o'~ ~~ " ~'~ ~ - ~~~~-"'-"~7'~-o-,:~~o~~;-:.:.:::_-~~~"""=~=",,, ' 

The small town officer illl as nluch a police office~Yi's the law en-,---::'. , 

forcementofficer from, the large m~~opolitan area, enforcing the same 
.. -.~~-

state statutes and comparable city ordinances. The officer ~rom the 

s~~aller department is frequent ly lacking in opportunity to pursue law 
r(;:'Y 

d f!,'" enforcement train:ing of an orgahized and cODiprehensive nature, and 

2 

oftent.imes his only exposure to training is what' he learns on the job 

from a superior officer or fram one who preceded him in his parficula-r 

function. 

The growth of, and :L~~real3e in,profess1.enalstatus is and will 

con~inue to be directly dependent on the amount and qual~ty of training, 
,,:;:'0-

and this training will be reflected in the actions,the operati<?ns, and 

the skills of the officer. 
) ~ ,.'t'" 

With the growing.,,;t1~end of inter-departmental activities and 
. .r.lfJ~-' .. J 

~ ~ 

multip'le-agencr::r c~ooperation coordinated by a central aut~o:ity, there 

arises .:"a 'need for an/ assu.rance of unifonnity in compliance with certain 
0" 

accepted and est~lished basic police functi~~s, as well as a fairly 
, ' ,/;/ 

. ~(f 
'Ul1fonn comprehenS10n of statutes and ord1nances affected by the speci-

, . 
~tc police act1v1ty involved. The un1fonn, standardized'training 
2' ~r 

18/ {\ 
:'; 

~There'-'is--,greait national concern today over the extensiveness of 

police l'owe.rs, the'1controlS exert;ed."'tip~n it, and whether there shQuld 
, c;;? . 

be amendments to controls,_ th;e'establishment of stricter controls or 
~---=-~----:=_==-';-____ . ___ -,- __ ..--... ,,.~~,~_./.-::'.::c:... __ ':-""":'- /1 

. (, .----'--- mor-eTenient controlsonpdlice power today. Often - and in particular 
/ ~ 

" in recent years, such as the past decade or two - the focu~ upon police 

power had been brought to bear as a result of ,:unethical or questionable 

police;'~ractices, which the inculcating of proper attitudes and philoso

phies of law j!rlforcement goals, as well as adequate law ~nforcement 
,-

training fo£ police practitioners, might have eliminated entil:~ly, or.-"_=-d':;::~""~c~' 
---'-C=_--=~'--O-::="-_=_- ~ 

at l-east minimized. 

,Current developments 'in the field of technology and science have 
I 

affected law enforcement. The criminal world has ~vailed itself~of 

these technological and scientific advancements ~n order to perpetrate 

crime more efficiently. It behooveS police administrators and educators 

to apprise the\f personnel of theSe developments, and though it might 

,_/ be imp,?ssible from a l'ractical and ,fiscal standpoint to provide the 
, ' 

police o£ficerwith comparable technological devices;='~at least make the 

individual officer aware of the' si$nificance O~A;:tfrlT use, any methods 
I _~., 

/.:1 

of detecting them in operation, and recognizing them when seen. 

In aadition, adequate training should be given to officers of 
.:::;-=--.='-;---=.----;-~=--=--

large and small ,~e-Partiifen.f;-~;iike, exposing til'; -tb '-the'~~f!t 1=echnologi---
~ _=~--' ----S':_~ '- o.-'--=~._.f:"'.-c::.... _ '" ' __ .. __ '-- ~"""<_~;.;~.,.._-...:,_-. :-=;,::=:'_,-;::"",,_ -=-_ -<-J ~;:::::.='_:_.-:,_~~ .. ~,:-..:.:-"" ::'.~.:, -:: -.-:"" -0: '", 

_ ~ __ ~alcde"efopments which .have affected law enforceme~t, in adding to the l' ~ schedule or pr-,ogram would ,tend to insure a uni£'onn interpretation ~~",... ~ .:0' 

'~,'_~ __ -''-'<=~=~~"~'';~~,c'C:::"=0"=~~''~'==-', • P ~~ _J'.f~,~~",~===<.~.~,_.,,~c~'.~ .. ~-l~~c~=c=.~"==~~":=-c;':'::~~·=-

these ~ laws and ord1.riancell and also tend tu lns.,ute a'~~?&o"tDlenfor~e- ',yI-'/pP 
tools available for law enforcement p~.actitioners to use in the war ", 

.,4 - ' #u 

state. ~. 

" . ' 
against crime. Such exposure should include topics such as: neutron 

activat:ion· analysis, gas chromatography, optical scanning techniq~s in 

fingerprint analysis, electronic data processing=-ahd<computer applications 
. -:'~. 
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DISCUSSION OF c.wr~, MLEOTC .lj'O ~HOURBASIC ,CURRICULUM 
,~:.:-;... ~>"'" -'--

.. ~g2?'i" , 
Refer;~~co Appendices D and E will indicate to the reader the 

- -. -"- ~ 

corttents of'" the 130haur curriculum, which was initially estabUshed 
~ (/ 

-0::: ._< __ ?-·':-:7.>--;~_+t-.'{J - ': 

as a core requirement by th:~'Ef:jl:(;~~Regardj.ng this.c\1rriculum, it 
h'\;,~"'.""':fP~J."c ~ .~,~ c ' 

must be noted-""t~~J.l:he-:difference between the 120 and the 130 hour curri
j~--/ 

referred to in respective bibliographies'j' '" For e:l£~,.mpi~, offi¢~rs ha.Ild~-
.::/-?' ._ _ 0 

ling specific types of problems' in the 'p01:ie{'field frequently commented 

on the relative'importance of ~ pa~t~~'lar subject matter. When these 

officers were called upon t,~ .• ±li~truct the recruits it was frequently 
./ ~ ;~, ,) 

~~~= -::-F-eund,tlr-m::;-,their''':emgb~s{§~~'lr~~~(t'U.u<'a1:eas ~effi!~ ted' their experiences 

'-" 

in the field. 

/ 

S:Ue co~ the ~qints "Which they particularly empbasized 

as training points were those with which they had had difficulties, or 

which had b'een indicated by their fellow officers - peers, subordinates 

or supe~isors - as requiring sPecific training and/or exposure. 

In"addftTo~\, ,tbe researc~erEr reviewed ext~nsively" the c\,lrricula of 

vario~s' other agencies, in parti:C,.ular S1:. 'Louis, ~1issouri:, (see Appe.ndiiB)~ 
_-~c=v:~?!~'C-~ 

and Chicago, Illinois (see Appendix C), In order to arrive at a fair in-
.' 

d~cation of what t}:les~ progressive police~departments considered 

" ~ 
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necessary for the office: to be equipped sufficiently to be able to 

handle normal, routIne, day-to-day problems, as well as the infrequent 

special problems. 

!n the jo~ analysis phase of the cur~icu1um study, the researchers 

had to take into consideration the classes or types of calls, assign

ments, and operations encountered by law enforcement officers. 

From the three different directions of approach - experience of 

the officers~ job analysis, and examination and critical evaluation of 

tr~ining and education experiences of other agencies - a~ourid basic 
~ 

curriculum of 130 hours was developed. However, it is strongly felt 

that such a curriculUm is presently inadequate to meet the growing 

needs of today's law enfo~cement officer. 

Evidence of the need for change in the curriculum estab lishment can 

be seen in the necessity for more role-playing experiences by the police 

trainee. As Hilda Taba points out, in her gurricu1um Development 

Theory and Practice, there is a distinctiPn between the learning ABOUT 

something and the learning of HOW of disciplined thinking. 16 There 

are two obJectives to be sought in the use of the curriculum. One 

objective in~olves the acquisition of knowledge, whether these be con

cepts, ideas or facts. And this can be implemented by the selection of 

content. 

The other objecti~e involves the acquisition of Bki11s and the 

development of attitudes 0 And this can !!.2l be imP1em.entifd by selection 

1[ 

16Hilda Taba, Curriculum Development - Theory and Practice, 
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc: New York, 1962. Page Z66. . 
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and organization of content alone. To acquire these; the student needs 

to be exposed to certain experiences which will give h~ an opportunity 

to function using the desired behavior as the goal. The former type of 

objective, the acquisition of knowledge; is more pertinent to the present 

130 hour curriculum. In order, ho~ver, to.be more extensive, provisions 

for additional curriculum time must be made. 

In order to realize the achievement of the second objective, namely, 

the teaching of skills, and the development of attitudes - in particular 

in regard to today' s increasing demands for such training - neither <. the 

present 130 hour curriculum, nor a modest increase would satisfy these. 

As Chief Thomas Reddin, of Los Angeles, indicated, scientific methods 

must be developed to teach certain subjects. 17 But even with the educa-

tiona1 tools available, the present time allotted certainly is insuffi-

cient to pursue adequately the second type of objective to satisfy the 

demands of modern law enforcement. 

There is, then, a need to pursue present programs of instruction 

to a more extensive and intensive degree and, in addition, such course 

mater~a1s as 'Human Relations, Psychology in Law Enforcement, Sociology, 

Race Relations, and other social science oriented topics. Role playing 

would be particularly advantageous and productive in a program of this 
'i , 

type because of the very natut'e of the sub ject matter - people dealing 

witbpl!ople;- . 

l7See Thomas Reddin, Police Weapons for the Space Age, in~ 
Police Chief Magazine, Vol. 33~,No. 11, pages 10-16, passim; and the 
monthly series on Police Electronics J in Law and Order Magazine, 
edited by William Shaw. 
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parenthei':tcapy, another observation by the writer involves this 

educational distinction made for years by educators and currently being 

appl~ed to the police field, namely, the distinction between training 

and education as instructionally-divisible entities. The distinction 

was for years used to establish the functions of educational institutions. 

It was felt that certain principles and philosophies were assign,,~d the 

domain of the academic lo1orld, whereas the ''nuts and bolts" of the 

police work - the instructional category we refer to here as "training" 

was to be the re~ponsibility of the recruit school. While this writer 

feels that ''nuts and bolts" subject do belong in the recruit school 

curriculwn, it is felt that the social science.s and the philosophies of 

law enforcement, are not solely the responsibility of the academic 

world, since until ~such time that law enforcement offic;ers are re-

quired to have a certain basic nwnber of college credits to quality for 

consideration as an ~pplicant, there will remain many recruits who, in 

the absence of college courses in such academic pursuits and/or exposure 

to them in a recruit school, will lack awareness and understanding of 

the significance of the subject. materials presented in such curriculwn 

additions .• 

Research li.terature indicates that where role playing techniques 

have been used in the past by police instructors, the school coordinators 

have often fouhd that the technique was considerably less expensive and 

time conswning than actual field training, and was considerably more 

interesting to these students in that it offered a type of realism 

lacking in the usual lectures, discussions and other types of cU'rrent 

instructional techniques. 
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How the Lesson Plan Materials for the Proposed Curriculwn were Obtained. 

The proposed ctlr.riculwn were obtained through the use of the 

three methods outlined above. Experienced officer -operational and 

administrative - personnel were queried regarding what they thought 

were important subject topics and what they felt the officer should 

have prior to going into the field. After this, a job analysiS was 

conducted. From this evaluation, certain min.imwn standards for the 

establishment of a recruit curriculwn were established. This was com-

pared with the findings and implementations of other agencies. From 

the evaluations, the 400 hour curriculwn emerged as a minimwn recom-

mendation (see Appendix F). 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term curriculum, as generally used in reference to law en-

forcement training programs, means all the experiences of the trainee 

under the guidance of the training program. The ways in 'which "trainee 

experiences" are organized vary greatly throughout the United States. 

Wide gaps exist, at times, between educational and training theory 

and training school practices. Many modern police educators have 

advocated for some time the development of experience curricula in con-

trast to curricula organized wholly into subject matter areas where 

the emphasis seems to be fulfilling a course requirement rather than 

upon what learning is to take place. In theory, learning through 

participation in the solution of real, practical police work situations 

has been accepted as in harmony with what is known about the learning 

process, yet in practice, t~e individual trainee is too often treated 

as passive material, tobe<iil.oldeai;f1toaprescribed pattern. Today, 

t 
law enforcement textbooks, lesson p~ans and teaching units are gener-

, I 

ally considered most useful when they serve as references and help 
il. 

provide answers to problems which relate to the job ~esponsibilities 

of the police officer. Actually, they are very likely to be followed 

pre);isely from cover to cover, often to the detriment of real .learning. 
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Despite this pessimistic view of law enforcement training progress, 

there are many evidences of widespread change. Drab, meaningless 

instruction, remote from the trainees' interests and needs is gradually 

being replaced by a more dynamic and sincere consideration of problems 

related to actual job performance. Instructional materials are being 

organized around units of work in which there is opportunity for 
~ 

trainees to participate in a variety of activities and situation. 

Group problem solving is often replacing the lec,ture, and in many 

cases the law enforcement training school ~ reaching beyond its 

four walls to find constructive activities in which police trainees 
\~~ 

can partic'ipate. 

There must be many activities, experiences and situations out

side the formal instruction program of the police courses which contri

bute to the law enforcement training curriculUm. Perhaps no other area 

of the total police operational concept embraces such a wide variety 

of experiences as the training curriculum. These experiences are so 

wide and so varied in nature as to call on instructional contributions 

from many law enforcement agencies and to involve many kinas of police 

personnel with a variety of professional skills and expertise. 

There is urgent need for a variety of educational and training 

experi~nces in training programs; it now becomes necessary to so plan 

as to make this possibl~h incorporating into the law enforc(!ment 

training curriculum those desirable activities, experiences, and 

situations which will promote the opUmum development of the police 

trainee. 
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The remain.der of this chapter presents various findings, conclu

siems and reconnnendations reflective of an attempt by the writer to 

interpre-~ past, present, and future MLEOTC police training curriculum 

tleeds and essential considerations. 

II. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Evaluation of Present 130 Hour Curriculum 

, There is little evidence to indicate the effectiveness of the 

present 130 hour curriculum in terms o£~1ifeeting the minimum needs of 

police trainees. This is readily understandable in that this curricu

lum has been considered and used as the core curriculum for the brief 

period of approximately 18 months. In view of this finding and 

directly related to it, there has been little, if any, effort expended 

to determine the needs of the present 130 hour curriculum in refer-

ence to additional courses and/or course hours of instruction. 

Effectiveness of MLEOTC Police Training Curriculum 

There is an urgent need to determine the extent of and/or the 

desired, training curriculum as voiced by practicing law enforcement 

officers. The use of a field survey should be used to identify desired 

additional and/or extended courses and the hours of instruction. 

There is evidence to indicate that this procedure would serve a very 

worthwhile purpose in terms of identifying the curriculum with the 

needs and interests of the officer. 

c' 
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Standardized Law Enforcement Training Curriculum 

Thel~ck of stand~rdized lesson plans for all subjects taught in 

MLEOTC training programs encourages learning experiences, activities 

and situations to occur, in many cases, by chance alone. Combined 

with the lack of any type of evaluation procedure to, determine the 

effectiveness of present instruction, the absence of sta~dardization 

in the preparati.on and presentation of all MLEOTC training school 

curricula promotes a high degree of inconsistency in the presentation 

of all required courses of instruction. 

Extension of Present 130 Hour Curriculum 

The present 130 hour mi1'lim;un training curriculum prescribed by 

the MLEOTC does not meet the needs of the trainee in terms of a suffi-

cient number of hours of instruction for the courses given, as well as 

the tupe or extent of courses offered. This conclusion is stated 

as the result of numerous discussion with various MLEOTCinstructors 

and trainees. 

Instructional Materials 

It is assumed that rather than the lack of or the inability to 

acquire adequate audio-visual equipment, there is simply the failure 

to use such equipment in courses of instruction by training program 

instructors. The effectiveness of the instructional program can be 

greatly enhanced by proper planning on the part of the instructor 

so as to assure the trainee the best possible instruction available. 

The use of audio-visual teaching aids properly planned for and presented 

can assist greatly in achieving the desired quality of instruction. 
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Ill. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In view of the aforementioned findings and conclusions, the 

following recommendations are stated: 
c 

Evaluation of Present 130 Hour Curriculum 

WE RECOMMEND THAT IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO DETERMINING 

c THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PRESENT 130 HOUR MINIMUM BASIC TRAINING 

CURRICULUM NOW STIPULATED BY THE MLEOTC. The primary focus of this 

research effort would be to evaluate all courses of instruction offered, 

c in term'S of meeting the needs of the trainee, both in and out of the 

classroom situation. In the absence of some form of concrete under-

standing and/or awareness by MLEOTC officials as to the degree which 

the training program actually accomplishes the objectives for which 

it was designed, no definite, positive conclusion can be stated as to 

the value of the present 130 hour curriculum. This research effort 

would assist greatly in determining what courses of instruct,ion should 

be retained for inclusion in a more extensive curriculum as well ~s 

those courses which should be added. It is suggested that a brief, 

( 'concise field survey questionnaire could be used to accomplish this 

evaluation and determination. 

Extension of Prese~. 130 Hour Curriculum 

WE RECOMt-mND THAT THE PRESENT 130 HOUR BASIC MLEOTC TRAINING 

CURRICULUM BE INCREASED TO A MINIMUM OF 200 HOURS OF 'COURSE INSTRUCTION. 

On the average, for all previous MLEOTC basic training programs, 190 

hours oi course instruction per training I~chool was provided. The 

c 

Q 
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computation of this average takes into consideration those programs 

which offe1l"ed only the minimum requirement of 130 hours of instruction, 

as well as those which provided in excess of 400 hours. This recom-

mendation is supported by voiced agreement from previous MLEOTC 

c __ inst~uctors, trainees, and school coordinators. 
- ----, - - - =-= 

=--'"-~ ----'""--

Dissemination of Prepared Lesson Plans 

The lesson plans prepared as the result of this specific study 

are intended for use in MELOTC training programs ranging from 130 to 

400 hours of course instruction. The reason for this being the diversity 

in both hours of instructl.·on and t f f ypes 0 courses of ered beyond those 

stipulated by the Council in previous basic training programs con

ducted throughout the state. In order for the Council to achieve the 

desired level of standardization in lesson plan development and prepara

tion, it was necessary to develop the lesson plans for an optimum 
I 

:~ther ~hana miniinUIlJ·basic training program. 

THERE, WE RECOMMEND THAT THE PREPARED LESSON PLANS BE DISSEMINATED 

TO PREVIOUS MLEOTC BASIC TRAINING SCHOOL INSTRUCTORS AND/OR OTHER 

RECOGNIZED INDIVIDUALS POSSESSING THE EXPERTISE ~O EVALUATE THE SUBJECT 

MPirTER CONTENT IN TERMS OF BOTH SUITABILITY FOR PRESENTATION AND SPECI

FIC TIME ALLOTMENT FOR CONTENT AREAS TO BE EMPHASIZED IN A GIVEN PERIOD 

OF TIME. For example, some training programs offer two hours of instruc

tion in Police Interviewing; others provide six hours. The Council 

makes no specification as to the maximum number of hours which a 

course can be allotted as the reimbursement procedure is based strictly 

on the 130 hour minimum furri~~lUm. If standardization in both the 

i 
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development and presentation of lesson plan outline materials is to be 

achieved, there must be consistency of course instruction in all MLEOTC 

training programs relative to each particular lesson plan content speci-

fying topical areas in ~hat content outline which should be emphasized 

during a given period of time. 

Preface Material for Prepared Lesson Plan Out!!~ 

WE RECOMMEND TF ... <\T THE PREPARED LESSON PLAN OUTLINES, AFTER BE ING 

FmLD-TESTED FOR EVALUATIVE ]?URPOSES, BE REVISED IN VIEW OF NECESSARY 

ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS, AND PREFACE MATERIALS DEVELOPED TO BOTH GUIDE 

MLEOTC INSTRUCTORS IN THE USE OF THE LESSON PLANS, ASw'"ELL AS PROMOTE A-· 

GREATER DEGREE OF STANDARDIZATION OF INSTRUCTION. The structure of 

this preface matet'ial for each lesson plan outline would give recogni-

tion to the following elements: 

1) Specific Topic 

2) General Objective 

3) Specific Objectives 

4) Questions f~r Discussion 

5) Suggested Learning Experiences and Activities 

6) Content (listing of major topical areas only) 

7) Instructional Methods 

8)o~Teaching Matertals 

9) Evaluation 

This material would precede the lesson plan content outline and 

would serve to introduce the plan and scope of instruci:ion"~ 

/ 

/ 

I 
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Training and Educational Aids and Materials 

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE MLEOTC IMMEDIATELY- PURC~E TRAINING AND 
') 

EDUCATIONAL AIDS AND MATERIALS IN THE FORM OF BOOKS, FILMS, AND AUDIO-

VISUAL EQUIPMENT. The use of these materials would be regulated by 

the Council through specified written procedures regarding their use 
-

and dissemination. It is recommended that the Council purchase the 

suggested Law Enforcement Training Library referred to in the Train~ 
cC 

:Facilities Project Report. 18 All Dooks, films,and visual-aid equip-

ment and materials should b~ located at the Council office, with the 

Executive Secretary responsible for maintaining these materials and 

equipment and accomplishing all transactions pertaining to their use. 

:::- -

18Cf., Dr. Bern J. Kuhn, A Study of Law Enforcement Tr~ining 
Facilities and Facilities Planning in Michigan. 
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Act Mo. 203 
PA.f 1965 

App,.." .., '-"mOl' 
Jul, 16. 1965 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

73RD LEGISLATURE 

REGULAR SESSION OF 1985 

ENROLLED SENATE BILL ·No. 30 
AN ACT to provide for the creation of a law enforcement 08icet5 traininl council; to 

provide f1>r additional costs in criminal cases and the establishment of the law _forcemeat 
officers trainin£ fund and allocations therefrom to local apncies of sovemment partici
pating in a police training program. 

Tile P~ple oj tile State 0/ Miclli,o,. efItJC': 

Sec, 1. This act shall be known and may be cited ~ the "Michipn law enforcemeilt 
ofIicen training council act of 1965". 

Sec. 2. As wed in this act: 
Ca) "Council" means the law enforcement council. 
(b) "Ezecutive secretary" means the ezecutive secretary .of the council. 
Cc) "Police oGicer" or "law enforcement officer" meau a member of • police force 

or other orpnization of a city, county, township or villqe reiularly employed u sucb and 
who is ieIpOnaible for the prevention and detection of crime and the enforcement of the 
teaeral criminal laws of this state, but shan not include any penoa -rvinI as auch IOIely 
by virtue of his occupying any other oGice or position, nor sbalI such term iDclude a 
sherif, undersherif, commissioner of police, deputy or -.ssistant commissioner of police. 
chief of police, deputy chief of police, or any penon baYing an equivalent title who is 
appointed 01' employed by A city, county, toWDlbip or villap to flUrc:iae equivalent luper
vilOry authority. 

Set. J. There is created the law enforcement council to carry out the intent of this 
act and to consist of 11 memben selected as foHo.:s: 

<a) The attorney seneral, or bis desiBDIted representative. 
Cb) The commissioner of state police, or his deaipated representative. 
(c) Three members appointed to the council b)' the ,overnor from a lilt of 6 active 

members submitted by the Micbipn association of chiefs of police. 
Cd) Three members appointed to tbe council by the IOverDcr flOm a list of 6 

active law enforcement oIiciaiasubmitted by the Micbipn aberil, uaociation. 
Ce) ODe member appointed to the council by the IOvemor from a list of 3 nama 

aubmitted by the fraternal order of the police. 
(f)One member appointed to the council by the govemor from a list of 3 Dames 

submitted by the metropolitan club. ' 
(47) 
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(,) One member appointed to the cNlCil by the· pvemor from • tiat of 3· DIIDII 
·,ubmitted by the Detroit police ~ IIIOCiltioDl. 

(b) AU appoiDtmenta made by thepemor IbaI1 be subject to the advice and CCllllellt 
of the IIIIIi:e. 

Sec. 4. All members of the council IbaU boirl o8ice lor I term of 3 yean, acept tbat 
of the members first Ippointed from nominees submitted by tbe MicbipD usociation of 
cbiefs of police and the nominees .ubmitted by tbe Micbipn aberil. auociatioD-l abaU 
be appointed for J yean, 1 for 2 yean, and 1 for 1 year. A ftCaDC)' (I" by e.pintiaa 
of • term or termination of his o8icial positiOll in law enforcement abaU be tiDed in the 
aame manner as the orisinal appointment. A member appointed to 6D a vacancy created 
other tban by expiration 00 a term IbaII be appointed for the UIt,apired term of the member 
wbo he is to succeed in the same mauner as the oriJinal appointment. Any member may 
be reappointed for additioDill terms. 

Sec. 5. TM council abaU desipate from amDDI its members a chairman and a vice 
chairman wbo shall serve for I-year terms and who may be re-eJected. Membership OIl 
the council aball not coutit~te boldint a public oGice, and members of the COUDCil aball 

.not be required to take and file oaths of 08ice before aerviq on !the council. The council 
sban not have the right to ezercise any portion of the IOvereiplipower of abe atate. H9 
member of the council shall be disqua1i6ed from holdint any public 08ice or employment 
by reason of his appointment or membenbip on the coUDCil, DOr Ib&U he forfeit Ill)' lUCIa 
office or employment, by reason of his appointment hemunder, notwitbstaDdinc the provi_ 
sions of any general, special or local law, ordinance or city charter. 

Sec. 6. The council shall meet at least. 4 times in each year It LanJinc and aball bold 
special meetinp when caned by the chairman or, in the absence of the chairman, by the 
vice chairman or when called by the chairman upon the written request of 5 IIMIIIhen of 
the council. The council shan establish its own procedures and nquiremenu with nlplCt 
to quorum, place and conduct of its meeting and other matten. . 

Sec. 7. The council shall make kU !V..nual report to the perDur which wiD inch. 
pertinent data reprdilll the standards established and the cIepee ~f participation of 
municipalities in the trainilll propams. . 

Sec. 8. The members of the council shan serve without compeautioa but abaU be 
entitltd to their actual eIpeD5es in attendins meetinp and in the i*f!H'lDlllCC of tbIir 
duti,.!I hereunder. 

!;ec. 9. The council IbaU prepare and publish advilory trainiat ItandarcIs with due 
c_deration to varying facton aDd special requiremeDta of Jocal police apacia relative 
to: " 

(a) Minimum ltandards of physical, educational, mental and moral ItD_ wbIch IlIaD 
IOvein the recruitment, aele(tion and aJlPOintment of police 05cen. 

(b) The approval of police trainii" achoola aciministered by a dty, COUDty, toWDlblp, 
viIIap or corporation. . . . 

(c) Minimum courses of Ituely, Ittenclaace reqWremeota, equipment and faciUties re
quired It approved city, county, to-mWUp, viUqe or corporatiOll police traiaJallCbooSa. 

(d) Minimum quali6cations for· iutrutton at approved police trainial acbooIa. 
(e) Minimum basic traininc uequiremeou which police o&ers appointed to proba_ 

tionary terms shall complete before beinI eliPble for continued or penDIDeIlt employmlllt, 
and the time within which .uch basic trainina must be completed folJowiDi lucia appoint
ment to a probatioDary term .. 

(I) Minimum basic traininI requiremeota which police a&en not appointed for 
probational)' terma but appointed on other than a permanent buia aba1I complete ID order 
to be eliaible for continued· employment or penDaDeIlt appoiJatmlllt, and the time witIUD 
whicblUcb basic trainiac mat be completed foUowina aucb appointmeDt OIl a DOIlpeIIIIIDIDt 
buia. 

0'''' (,) Catecories or clauificatiou of advanced in-aervice ttainiDr PftIIIIIIlI and mialmum 
courses of .tuely and attendance requirements for lucb callfOri. or cJasai6c:atioai. 

(b) The eatabUabmeot of .ubordiDate ftlional trainiq centers iD atratelic popapbIc 
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locations in order to serve the greatest number of police igencies that are unable to support 
~r own training pqrams. . 

.. Sec. 10. The council may enter into agreements with other .,enties, colleps and uni
versities to cany out the intent of this act. 

Sec. 11. The comcil In-ly: 
(a> Visit and inspect any police training school, or examine the curriculum or tr,\inios 

procedures, for which application for approval has been made. 
(b) Issue certificate!i to police training schools qualifying under the regulations of the 

council. 
(c) Authorize the issuance of certificates of graduation or diplomas by approved police 

training schools to police officers who have satisfactorily complettli minimum courses of 
study. 

(d) Cooperate with state. federal and local police agencies in esu.blishins and con
ducting local or area schools, or regional training centers for instruction and training of 
police officers of this state, its cities. counties. townships and villages. 

(e) Make recommendations to the legislature on matters pertaining to qualffication 
and training of police officers. 

Sec. 12. There shall be an executive secretarY of the council who shaH be appointed 
by the council, and who shall hold office during the pleasure of the cOWlciL Be shall per
form such functions and duties as may be assigned to him by the council. Be shall receive 
compensation and reimbursement for expenses within the amounts available therefor by 
appropriation. 

Sec. 13. (I) There is hereby created in the state treasury a law enforcement officers 
training fund. from which. the legislature shall appropriate such sums as are deemed nece&
sary for the purposes of this act. 

(2) (}n and after the effective date of this act, there shall be levied an assessment u 
additional cost in an amount equal to 10% of every fine. penalty and fo~~eiture imposed 
and collected by the courts for criminal offenses. other than a fine, penalty or forfeiture for 
a violation of the Michigan vehicle code or any local ordinam:e relating to stoppiq, ~rking 
or operation of a vehicle, and other than for a violation of the conservation lawi. Whco. 
fine is suspended. in whole or in part, the assessment shall be reduced in pro~rtion to the 
suspension. , 

(3) After a determination by the court of the amount due, the clerk of the (our. 
shan coll~1: t~e same and transmit it to the county treasurer, who shall transmit it to 
tiN! state treasu;ter til be deposited in the law enforcement officers training fund. The 
transmission to tb~ sta~e treasurer shall be in the same manner as fines collected for the 
state by the county. 

Sec. 14. The amounts annually appropriated by the legislature shall be paid by the 
state treasurer in accordance with the accounting laws of the state upon certification of 
tbe executive secretary of the council for the purpose of reimbursing the city, county, 
township or villqe in an· amount not to exceed ~ of the aalary paid to each police alicer 
meeting the recruitment standards and participatm, in trainins meetiq the standards pre
scribed pursuant to this act during the period covered by the allocation, plus ~~ of the 
necessary living ezpensea incurred by such officer which are necessitated by trainilll re
quiring that he be away from hil residence ovemisht. If the moneys in the law enforcement 
officers training fund to he appropriated by the legislature for such salary and ezpensc 
reimbursement are insufficient to allocate such amount to each ~rticipatilll city, (ounty, 
township or village, the amount allocated to each shall be reduced proportionately. In DO 
event shall any allocation be made to any city, COWlty, township or village which has not, 
Ihl'OU8hout the period covered by the allocation. adhered to the standards est~bIished by 
the council as applicable to personnel recruited or trained by such city, county. township 
or village during such period. 

Sec. 15. Any city. county. township or village which desires to receive aid pursuant 
to this act shall mllke application to the council for such aid. The application must be 
accompanied by a certified copy of an ordinance or resolution adopted by its IOvenUq 
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body. providi~ that while receivinc any aid pursuant to this act, the city, county; township 
or YI~late .. ~ adbere. to the standards established by. tbe council. The application shaU 
contain such Information u the council may request 

Sec. 16.. This act shall take elect on January I, '1966. 

Thil act ia ordered to take immediate effect. 
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CATALOG OF COURSES 200 

RECRUIT TRAINING PROGRAM 

METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CITY OF ST. LOUIS (MISSOURI) 
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Appendix B 

METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUI-3 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

. Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Core of Curriculum 

Patrol 101 
102 
103 
104 

Traffic Control and Enforcement 
Crime By Type 
Procedures By Type 

Police Skills 

201 Police Armament 
202 PhYSical Training and Self-Defense 
203 First ~Aid 
204 Report Writing 
205 Investigative Techniques 
206 Driver Training 

Police Knowledge 

301 Organization and Administration 
302 History, Tradition and Discipline 
303 Law 
304 Human Relations 
305 Cooperating Agencies 

Administrative Processes 

401 Administrative Processes 
402 Testing 
403 Case Studies 
404 Field Training 

Total Hours Training 

Hours 

28.0 
25.0 
47.0 
20.5 

51.5 
59.0 
20.5 
20.5 
20.5 
18.0 

24.5 
10.0 
54.0 
30.5 
16.5 

41.0 
28.0 
3.0 

88.0 

606.0 

December 12, 1966 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

101 - Patrol 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Introduction to Patrolman's Job (1 hour) 

,Business Checks and Open Door Procedures (2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

T-2-hoo 

W-2-1:0Q 

Th-2-2:00 Vacant Property and Burglary Alarms 

Auto Patrol and Vehicle Security (2 hours) M-3-l:00 

Field Interrogation 

Stopping and Searching of Vehicles 

Stopping and Searching of Vehicles 
(keview) 

Unsanitary C~nditions 

City Geography 

City Geography Examination 

Ca~e and Operation of Department 
Vehicles 

Major Incidents 

Crowd and Mob Control 

Unusual Complaints 

Unsafe Conditions 

Mechanics of Arrest 

Practical Radio Procedures 

Election Duties 

(2% hours) F-4-l0:00 

(3~ h.turs) T-5-9:00 

(1 hour) Th-15-1:00 

(1 hour) t-l-4-10: 00 

(2 hours) M-3-3:00 

(% hour) T-13-l:00 

(1 hour) Th-4-9:00 

(2 hours) Th -12-9:00 

(2 hours) W-8-9:00 

(1 hour) Th-4-l0:00 

(1 hour) M-6-2:00 

(2 hours) Th-2-3:00 

(1 hour) Th-ll-l=OO 

(1% hours) T-13-11:00 

-~ t 
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Traffic Control 

Introduction to 

Uniform Traffic 

State Traffic 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

and El1fcrcement 

Traffic Control 

Ticket 

Safety Responsibility Law 

Parking and Pedestrian Notice 

Traffic Direction 

Vehicle Towing Procedure 

D.P.C. 

Accident Investigation 

(3 hour-~) W-7-2:00 

(4 hours) F-7-l:00 

(2 hours) M-8-2:00 

(1 hour) M-8-4:00 

(4 hours) t"-8-l: 00 

(4 hours) Th-8-1:00 
(1 hour) M-9-4:00 

(1 hour) W-9-l0:00 

(3 hours) F-1O-2 :00 

(4 hours) F-8-l:00 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY "OF ST. LOUIS 

103 - Crime by Type 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training l?rogram 

Linear PrograIll 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Peace Disturbance 

As'saults 

Flourishing and C.C.W. 

Sex Offenses 

Homicide 

Stealing 

Destruction of Property and Relate,d 
Offenses 

Burglary 

Robbery 

Liquor Laws and Tavern Violations 

Auto Theft 

Con Games 

Destitute Cases 

Curfew and Truancy Notices 

(3Jz flours) 

(3 hours) 

(3% hours) 

(3 hours) 

(3 hours) 

(3 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(3 hours) 

(3Jz hours) 

(3 hours) . 
0 

(2Jz hours) 

(2 hours) 

(1 'hour) 

(l'hour) 

43 

F-6-9:00 

M-7-1:00 

F-7-9:00 

W-9-2:00 

M-9-1:00 

F-9-2:00 

W-IO-3:00 

M-lO-3:00 

Th-1l-9:00 

Th' -3-2:00 

T-7-10:00 

Th-13-2:00 

W-4-9:00 

Th-5-9:00 

The above lectures include the f.0llowing subject areas as they directly 
apply to specific crime. 

Law 
Recommended-Procedures 
Investigations 
Physicil,l Techniques 
Report Writing 
General Information 

,---~.-"''I-''-'''' 

./ 

Also 
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see: 

103A 

103A 

103A 

103A 

l03A 

103A 

Check Squad 

0-

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Narcotics Sqqad 

Homicide Division 

Mercantile Squad 

Gambling Squad 

Arson Squad 

(1 hour) Th-9-l:00 

(2 hours) W-1l-9:00 

(2 hours) F-8-9:00 

(1 hour) F-9-1:00 

(2 hours) W-1l-3:00 

(2 hours) W-13-9:00 

cl 

~ 
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i 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CI~ OF S'!'. LOUIS 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

104 - Procedures by Type 

Coronoers Procedures 

Morgue Procedures 

Tour of Morgue 

Hospital Procedures 

Tour o~ Hospital 1fl 

Tour of Hospita1 #2 

Teletype Procedure 

Booking Procedure 

(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(3% hours) 

(4 hours) 

(3 hours) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

45 

Th-5-1:00 

F-5-9:00 

W-5-9:00 

T-4-9:QP 

Th-4-l:00 

T-4-2:00 

T-2-2:00 

F-1O-9:00 

W-10-10:00 

46 

METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CI!Y PF ST. LOUIS 

201 - Po:'ice Armament 

Firearms Lecture 

St. Louis.P~lice Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG O.F COURSES 

Issue of r . .:volvers 
Mechanics of Operation and Safety 
Practice Dry Firing . 

Introduction to Shooting Positions and 

(4 hours) 

(1 hour) 
(1 hour) 
(2 hours) 

Dry Firing (4 hours) 

Indoor Shooting Practice (4 hours) 
(4 hours) 
(4 hours) 
(4 hours) 
(1+ hours) 

Introduction to Shotgun Lecture (2 hours) 

Introduction to Teargas Lecture (2 hours) 

Shotgun Mechanics of Operation, 
Dry Firing (4 hours) 

Outdoor Shooting, Teargas Demonstra-
tion, Shotgun Firing OJeldon Springs) (7% hours) 

Revolver Qualifications (4 hours) 

c· 

F-2-1:00 

T-3-l:00 

W-j".;;l-;Oo. _ 

F-3-l:00 
M-4-l:00 
T-5-1:00 
W-5-l:00 
W-6-1:00 

W-4-l:00 

F-4-1:00 

F-·5-1 :00 

T-6-9:00 

F-6-l:00 

-----::=. ------
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I 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOU):S 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Litlear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

202 - Physical Training and Self-Defense 

Police Baton 

Handcuffing 

Physical Training 

Self-Defense Training 

(2 hOUJ;s) 

(2 hours) 

(25 hours) 

T-2-3:00 

W-3-9:00 

2-15' Wk .. 
11:00 

(30 hours)· 2-15 Wk. 
11f;OO 

. ___ ~_k .. _ ... __ .. _____ . ___ _ 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT CI.-TY OF ST. LOUIS 
~. 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

:Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

203 - First Aid 

Introduction to First Aid (1 hour) 

Transportation of Sick and Inured (1 hour) 

Control o~ Bleeding (2 hours) 

Shock and Wound (2 hours) 

Artificial Respiration (2 hours) 

Oral Resuscitation (2 hours) 

Common Medical E~ergencies (2 hours) 

E & J Resuscitator , (2 hours) 

Heat Cases (1 Jtour) 

Poison Cases (1 hour)" 

EmeJ;gency Child Birth (1~ hours) 

Injuries ,to Bones and Muscles (1 hour) 

Medical Self Help (1 hour) 
(1 hour) 

M-5-3:00 

M-5-4:00 

M-6-3:00 

Th-6-9:00 

T-7-3:00 

Th-7-3:00 

T-8-3:00 

Th-8-9:00 

Th-5-.3:00 

" 'rh-5-4~OO -- -._--"'-- -

F-8-11:0'O 

Th-5-10:00 

W-13-4:00 
Th-13-4:00 

." 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

204 - Report Writing 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Lin~ar Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Introduction to Repo~t Writing 

Administrative Forms 

Report Writing 

Introduction to Form !eports 

.. , 
Report Writing Pr~ctice 

, 
/J 

" 

Liquor License and Dance Hall License 

Uniform Crime Reporting 

.-=--=-~-

(2 hours) Th-1-3:00 

(2 hours) W-I-J:OO 

(2 hours) F-1-3:00 

(2 hours) Th-3-9:00 
(2 hours) F-3-9:00 

(1 hour) T-14-4:00 
(1 hour) W .. 14-4:00 
(1 hour) Th-7L.4-1 : 00 
(1 hour) T-15-4:00 
(1 hour) Th-15-4:00 
(1 hour) W-16-1:00 
(1 hour) W-16-4:00 

(1% hours) F-3 .. 1l:00 

(2 hours) T-13-9:00 

METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 
50 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

2Q5 - Inv~stigati~e Techniques 

Principles of Investigation 

Source of Information 

Interviewing Techniques 

'Criminal Interrogation 

Introduction to Criminal Investigation 

Diagrams, Sketches and Charts 

Technic~l Studies 

Firearms Identification 

Statements, Admissions and Confessions 

Collection, Identification of Criminal 
Evidence 

Evidence Containers 

Fingerprints 

Pplygraph 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(2 ho~rs) 

(3% hours) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

M-2-1:00 

M-2-2:00 

W-2-3:00 

F-4-9:00 

W-6-9:00 

W-6-10:00 

W-7-9:00 

Th-7-9:00 

T-S-9:00 

W-9-9:00 

Th-9-9:00 

Th-10-9:00' 

T-4-1:00 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

206 - Driver Training 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Lin~ar Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Driver Trelining Class 

Driver Training Wentzville Track 

(2 hours) 

(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 

M-1l-3:00 

T-1l-7 :00 
T-12-7:00 

301 -

I> 

52 
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St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Organization and Administration 

Organization and Administration 

Bureau of Inspections 

Bureau of Services 

Bureau of Investigation 

Bureau of Field Operations 

Mobile Reserve 

Can,ine Unit 

Deployment Unit 

Communication Division 

Personnel Division 

District Station Organization 

District Station Administration 

Juvenile Division 

Tour of Headquarters 

Record Room Use 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 
(2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 
(2 hourtl) 

(2 hours) 

(V~ hours) 
(1 hour) 

Computer Training (1 hour) 

T-l-l:OO 

T-1-3:00 

W-1-2:00 

W-l-l:OO 

Th-l-l:OO 

Th-1-2:00 

F-1-1:o0 

F'-1-2 :00 

Th-1-9:00 
F-1-9:00 

W-l-ll:OO 

M-2-3:00 

M-2-4:00 

T-7-l:00 
Th-7-l:00 

W-12-3:00 

F-5-11:00 
M-6-l:00 

M-7-4:00 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST~ LOUIS 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Re,cruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

302 - History, Tradition and Discipline 

( 

, 

Purpose and Use of the Police Manual 

Rules and Regulations 

History and Tradition 

Discipline and Deportment 

Disciplinary Procedures 

Honors, Ce~emonies and Courtesies 
II 
,I 

Code of Ethics 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(3 hours) 

53 

T-l-ll :00 

M-1-2:00 

T-1-9:00 I , 
I 

W-1-9:00 l 
W-l-10:00 

F-l-ll :00 

W-14-l:00 

54 
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St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear l?rogram 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

303 - Law 

In,troduction to Criminal Law 

Laws of Arrest 

Laws of Search and Seizure 

Laws of Evidence 

City Counselor 

Cases as Viewed by the Defense Attorney 

Criminal Evidence Review 

Police Officers Place in Civil Disputes 

Preparation for Trial and Courtroom 
Demeanor 

Warrant Applications 

Courts and Their Jurisdictions 

Obsel~ation of Trial CCC #1 

Tour of City Court 

Circuit Attorney 

(3~ hours) 

(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 
(3~ hours) 

(3~ hours) 

(2 hours) 
(2 hours) 
(2 hours) 
(2 hours) 
(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(2 hours) 

(4 hours) 

(1 hour) 

(2~ hours) 

(3~ hours) 

(3 hours) 
(3 hours) 
(3 hours) 

(l~ hours) 

T-2-9:00 

W-2-9:00 

Th-2-9:00 
F-2-9:00 

T-3-9:00 

W-10-l:00 
, M-ll-l:OO 
W-ll-l :00 
M-.2l-l:00 
W-12-l:00 

F-4-3:00 

Th-8-3:00 

W-4-3:00 

W-12-9:00 

Th-6-l:00 

Th-2-l:00 

F-9-l0:00 

T-i.4-9:00 

Th-9-2:00 
Th-1l-2:00 
Th-12-2:00 ' 

F-10-ll:00 
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55 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Re~ruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Human Relations 

Representative of Press (1 hour) 

Psychiatric Growth and Development (3 hours) 
(2 hours) 

Mental Illness (2~ hours) 

Human Behavior (2 hours) 

Alcoholism (Social Disorgan.ization) (2 hours) 

American Culture (3 hours) 

Social Disorganization (1 hour) 

St. I.ouis Community (3 hOlilrs) 

Narcotics Addiction (2 hours) 

Suicides (2 hours) 

Psychology of Prejudice (3 hours) 

Mechanic~of Community Relations (1 hour) 

Mass Med'ia Relations (1 hour) 

Social Maladjustment and Sex Deviations (2 hours) 

F-9-9:00 

T-13-2:00 
W-13-2:00 

Th-13-9:00 

T-14-2:00 

Th-14-9:00 

Th-14-2:00 

T-l5-3:00 

W-15-2:00 

Th-15-9:00 

Th-15-2:00 

T-16-2:00 

W-16-9:00 

W-16-l0:00 

W-16-2:00 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

305 - Cooperating Agencies 

Missouri State Highway Patrol 

Police Public Relations 

Humane Society 

Alcohol Tax Unit (U.S~) 

Postal Authorities 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

U.s. Narcotic Division 

Pure Food and Drug Administration 

U.S. Secret Service 

Civil Defense. 

Tour of Fire Department 

National Auto Theft Bureau, Chicago 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(3~ hours) 

(1 hour) 

56 

Th-12-l:00 

M-5-l:00 

Th-13-1:00 

Th-3-l:00 

M-IO-l:OO 

W-14-9:00 

M-8-1:00 

W-13-l:00 

F-1O-l:OO 

T-8-1:00 

W-15-9:00 

T-7-9:00 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

. Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

401 - Administrative Processing 

Swearing In Ceremonies 

Administrative Processing 

Uniform Inspector 

I.D. Photos 

Introduction to Instructors 

Resume of Course and Note Taking 

Library Use 

Counselor Meeting 

Credit Union 

Relief Association 

Hospital Association 

Funeral Association 

Pension Association 

Field Training Critique 

Group Photo 

1(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(.~ hour) 
(;~ hour) 

(1 hour) 

(2 hours) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 
(1 hour) 
(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

(-\ hour) 

(% hour) 

(-\ hour) 

(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 
(1 hour) 
(2 hours) 
(1-\ hours) 
(-\ hour)', 
(1-\' hours) 

(-\ hour) 

57 

M-1-9:00 

M-l-lO:OO 

M-1-11:00 

M-1-12:30 
T-13-1:00 

M-l-l:OO 

M-1-3:00 

T-1-2:00 

T-1-4:00 
W-7-2:00 
Mu 5-2:00 

T-1-12 :30 

W-1-12:30 

Th-1-12:30 

F-1-12:30 

Th-l-ll:OO 

W-9-l:00 
W-IO-9:00 
M-12-3:00 
M-13-11:00 
T-14-1:30 
T-15-11:00 

T-14-1:00 

58 
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St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

401 - Administrative Processing (continued) 

Graduation Practice 

Graduation Detail 

Graduation Exercise 

Blood Bank (Red Cross) 

(1-\ hours) T-16-11:00 
(1 hour) _T-16-1:00 
(1-\ hours) W-16-11:00 

(4 hours) Th-10-l:00 

(4 hours) Th-16-1:00 

(4 hours) M-13-1:00 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

402 - Testing 

Weekly Testing 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Weekly Test Review 

(14 hours) 

(14 hours) 

59 

• 
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403 - Case Studies 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

Unitrain Review and Issue 

(1 hour) 
(1 hour) 

(1 hour) 

T-15-l:00 
W-15-l:00 

T-15-2:00 

'i 
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

404 - Field Training 

Traffic 

• Traffic 

Field - District 

St. Louis Police Academy 
Recruit Training Program 

Linear Program 

CATALOG OF COURSES 

(8 hours) 

(8 hours) 

(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 
·(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 
(8 hours) 

61 

T-9-9:00 

T-lO-9:00 

F-1l-7 :00 
F-l2-7:00 
F-13-3:00 
S-13-3:00 
F-14-4th watch 
S-l4-4th watch 
F-l5-4th watch 
S-15-4th watch 
S-lS-4th watch 
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APPENDIX C 

CHICAGO POLICE DEP~~TMENT 

RECRUIT CURRICULUM 

0' 
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( RECRUIT CURRICULUM D 14 WEEKS 
f 

MASTER SHEET 

Administration 

Criminal taw Unit 

Firearms & Drill Unit 

Firearms - 30 

Drill - 18 

Physical Training Unit 

Police Operations Unit 

Department Standards - It} 

Field Procednres -135 
.-

Gen. & Spec. Studies - 25 

:--;'vestigation 38 

\:'taff Services 23 

Social Science Unit 

Total Hours 

HOURS 

42 

90 

48 

35 

235 

-~--
490 

! {' 

! 

: 
i' 

B:ECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 
'-

ADMINISTRATION 

ORIENTAT1.0N: Swearingin Forms, etc e 

Welcome Address: Dep. Sup't. 

Psychological Testing 

Police Ethics 

Examinations 

Counselling 

Police Annuity Fund (G) 

Department Chaplains (G) 

Director's Hour 

Graduation 

Open House: Recruits' Families 

64 

Hours 

2 

1 

3 

1 

14 

10 

1 

6 

1 

3 

o 

42 
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RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

CRIMINAL LAW UNIT 

Constitutional Law 

Federal/State Courts & Prosecutors 

Criminal Code 

Traffic Laws 

Arrest, Search, Seizure 

Rules of Evide~ce 

Municipal Cede 

Court Complaints 

Testifying in Court 

Criminal Procedures 

Preliminary Hearing 

Mock Trial 

Mock Trial Review 

Postal Inspector (G) 

Alcohol & Tobacco Tax Unit (G) 

Secret Servic~ (G) 

Federal Narcotics (G) 

Inmigration (G) 

Civil Rights (G) 

Civil Liabilities (G) 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (G) 

Federal Probation, Pa~don, Parule (G) 

State Probation, Pardon, Parole (G) 

Total Hours 

Hours 

2 

2 

28 

6 

9 

8 

4 

2 

3 

6 

1 

5 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

90 

65 
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RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS' 

FIREARMS & DRILL 

Firearms 

Range Orientation 

Weapons Orientation 

Range 

Drill 

Discipline 

Hilitary Formations & 
Drill 

Baton & Drill 

Drill-Crowd Control 

Drill-Practice & Review 

1 Hour 

3 Hours 

26 Hours 

1 Hour 

6 Hours 

3 Hours 

5 Hours 

3 Hours 

Total Hours 

------

66 

Hours ""-

30 

18 

48 
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Orientation 

Physical Evaluation 

Defensive Tactics 

RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

PHYSICAL TRAINING 

Total Hours 

J. 

67 

Hours 

1 

2 

32 

35 
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RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

POLICE OPERATIONS UNIT 

DEPARTMENT STANDARDS 

Department Organization 

Rules & Regulations 

Discipline Procedures (G) 

General Orders 

Department Inspections (G) 

Police Courtesy 

Police/Public Relations (G) 

Telephone Courtesy (G) 

Total Hours 

68 

Hours 

2 

3 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

14 

". 
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• RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

.'. ~- ' .. --. POLICE OPERATIONS UNIT 

FIELD PROCEDURES 

--
Purpose of Reports 

Principles 'of Reports 

Observation 

Methods of Patrol 

Disturbances 

Record Procedures (G) 

Drunk Arrests 

Miscellaneous Reports 

Sex Offense Procedures 

Field Interrogation 

Traffic Enforcement Policy' 

Officer-Violator Policy 

Field Training Orientation 

Field Training 

Stolen Auto Procedures (G) 

Safety in Pursuit Driving 

Traffic Reports: Breathalyzer (G) 

Drunk Driving Arrests (G) 

o (.- Cooperation with Fire Dept. FIELD TRIP 

Non-traffic Ci~ations 

Field Case Reporting 

Intersectiort Control 

Citation Issuance Procedures (G) 

Traffic Reports: Radar 

69 

Hours 

1 

1 

3 

4 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

70 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

20 

2 

3 

1 

RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

POLICE OPERATIONS UNIT 

FIELD PROCEDURES 

Accident Investigation (G) 

Mechanics of Arrest 

Auto Theft Investigation 

Officer's Memo Book 

Total Hours 

Hours 

3 

5 

1 

1 

135 

70 
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• RECRUIT CURRICU'LUM - 14 WEEKS 

71 

POLICE OPERATIONS UNIT 

GENERAL & SPECIAL STUDIES 

• 
Academy Regulations & Conduct 1 

Classroom Notetaking 1 

f 
Study Habits & Examinations 1 

Medical Examination: (Medical Division) 1 

or 

FILM -"Th~ Rookie Cop" The Blue Light 

To-From-Subject Reports 1 

First Aid: Police Procedures 3 

First Aid 13 

Emergency Childbirth (G) 1 

Rabies Control (G) 1 

First Aid: Fallout & Shelters 1 

First Aid: Emergency Living 1 

Total Hours 25 

'I 

• 

RECRUI1' CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

POLICE OPERATIONS UNIT 

INVESTIGATION 

Principles of Investigation 

Preliminary Investigation 

Follow-up Investigation (G) 

Collection & Preservation of Evidence 

~ources of Information 

Police Responsibilities: Railroad Property (G) 

Identification of Persons 

Identification of Property 

Disaster Identification: FILM 

Fingerprints: Theory (G) 

Fingerprints: Practice (G) 

Modus Operandi 

Vice Investigation 

Techniques of Interrogation & Interviewing Witnesses 

Crime Analysis (G) 

Intelligence - BIS (G) 

Narcotic Offense Procedures 

Statements 

Crime Scene 

Robbery (G) 

Total Hours 

72 

Hours 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

2 

3 

7 

1 

38 
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RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

73 

POLICE OPERATIONS'UNIT 

STAFF SERVICES 

Hours 

Connnunications 
1 

Vehicle Maintenance 
1 

Transporting Persons 
1 

Transporting Persons: Female (G) 1 

Squadron Procedures 
1 

r Station Desk 
1 

J~il Duties 
1 

Processing Arrested Persons 
3 

Evidence & Recovered Property (G) 1 

Evidence & Recovered Property 2 

r 
Department Safety (G) 

8 

Coroner's Duties (G) 
1 

( 
Department Special Services (G) 1 

Total Hours 23 

( 

( 

)' 

----:---------------------<-
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City Orientation 

RECRUIT CURRICULUM - 14 WEEKS 

SOCIAL SCIENCE UNIT 

State & Local Government 

Social Problems 

Semantics 

Basic Psychology (G) 

Abnormal Psychology (G) Hours 1-2-3 

Abnormal Psychology (Hours 4 & 5) 

Causative Factors of Delinquency 

Police/Minority Groups (G) - (NCCJ) 

Juvenile Procedures 

Subversive Activities (G) 

Total Hours 

Hours 

2 

3 

5 

5 

5 

3 

2 

5 

4 

4 

2 

40 

"'1 

1 

74 
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~ MINIMUM BAS IC POLIC~<;~iNrnG"{;!J~lU~JJLUM 
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~, The foliowing lawi.enfo:rce.xnent officerminimUli) b~~.:pJ;>-l~cet:r,~in
ing curricutuIIL,i~ iadopted _by~he"Michigan tawEnfo~cement o££lbers:-' 
Training Councir'aa~~thorized"by Act,N~~';'~203,~JilbJ.~ic' Acts of Mi,ch:lgan, 
1965,'se¢tion9{a).' , .,' , . ' ... ,.~--:" ',<, ---.:-, 

" 

.j' ~ ;. ,; , I "1.::--

~ii!te 1ength of'the' Basic Course'~hali, be one hundredtwent;>hours 
of cl~ss:):oom andrartge .in~_truction.Anhour shall be defined ',as 'fifty 
m.inutef! ~of ins't:ruFtion pl~s a telJ. minute break. 

"\' 
)! 

'1 

ADMl:N:tS'l'MT!ON SECTION 3 Hours 
'~ 

P~og1l"am OrielJ.~,ation & Cla&.sroom Note taking ", 
Examinations ,< 

';1 
I) 

,'" II. . 

LEGAL SECTIOI-t .;1'24 Hours ,:;--..... " 

':.r.. 
Cbnstitutional Law . 
Crilninaltaw' (Toip.c lude 
Law of· Evidence ' 

or.ii!ntation on Civil Law) 

('-"." (\) 

Arrest, Search,&' Sei2@re'Law 
Admission,s & ConfessiOns 

INIlESTIGATION'SECTION - 16 Hours 
'\,., 

",. 

'" Criminal Investigad.o"" .- ~ , 
,'.", ," "'-" , "", "c~Vi~¢ _Imf6~t'igatio!'1& Nar~9tics 
~""_,_~,,,,, ;; '" "'~ ,{lr.1m~- ScenecSear$ . >', ," 

~ '~-'~~-""'--~~:::~JJ:>-~~'~~~tio~ & 1?reservationQ of EVi~ence 
0" -~~:JlCet:Yiew_:1t JllteI;rogation ", 

.:::~ - '~. . I ~ .... ~ .............. -.-~-;:.."t ". . 
. GERERAL POItiCE SEtrrION- ':.. "'49';Ro~rs 
-]; ,,~. , :- ""',,-,'\,",' 

" ~/Criine Prev:/ention& JavenileOffender 
o. '. . ~.:,~.,' 

Testifying;Ln Court: .' ''00'<, 

. Fi'rearma';, '., '1 
j *Police First. Aid \' 

Field"Notetaking & Repor't Writing 
Police. Gommu_nications e", >=-., 

Patrol Techniquea "'" 
~ Riot Control, " :-'8 . 

'''--

o Defens:tveTact:ics 

~. 0 

8 
3 
1 "'", 
2 
2 

t\ 

='~'!I' o .. . , . -" " ' , 

,.~ t;, ' \: 
(" 

" 

\, 

~, ' , ,. 

"\'I~ " 
'I' ',' ; '" 

l~ 

" 
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:r:RAFF!O SUBJECTS SECTION 17 Hours 
"'" "::::' Q 

:')---0 

M~tor V~hicle Law 
-~::.::::-

Motor Vehicle Accident'Lnvestj,gati6n 
'l'r.affic Signals ' ""'" . 

.... ',:~.~~.'-"-: 

& Rel~bed Subjects 
8 
8 
1 

f ' 
'( SPECIAL SJ:aJECTS SECTION 

'\ ""' 
" ~;,~ ," .", '. .... 

Humarr:Relatl:oos". -
Handling Abnonnal Person~~-=-~--
"Po~'i.ce Courtesy & Ethics 

---- -. ':) "~'" 

'rotal Hours 

'''-It is emphasi21ed. that this--1.s a minimum curriculum, 
encohriiged to enlat.!ge up.pn, it whenever possible. ,'. 
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The ampunt of training for which aid and certification will be 
granted in the basic course shall be a total of 130 hours of instruc
tion. The curriculum for this 130 hours shall confonu to the minimum 
basic police training curriculum published by the Training Council. 
Following is a syllabus of the topics in the minimum basic curriculum 
elaborated to clarifv the interpretation of the Council's curriculum. 

ADMINISTRATION SECTION ~ 3 Hours 

1. Program Orientation and C'lassroom Notetakins. -- 1 Hour. This portion 
of the program is for acquainting the trainees with the ground 
rules of the school. Such things as attendance requirements, 
examination procedures, school and Council fonn completion, em
ergency procedures,explanation of available facilities, distribution 
of handout materials for use during the school, and, in general, to 
create tneproper atmosphere for the learning processes to ,be 
utilized :1-.n the school. The trainees should be instructed during 
this period of note taking methods and the reasons for maintaining 
a notebook, ~ requirement in a Michigan Law Enforcement Officers 
Training Council program. These notebooks should be completed to 
provide the offic~r with a permanent re~ord of the vital infonuation 
presented in the school. The trainee should be instructed to 
restate all ideas and expressions used in lectures to his tenus 
so they will be meaningful t.O him for future reference purposes. 

2. Examinations - 2 Hours • 

LEGAL SECTION 24 Hours 

1. Constitutional Law - 2 Hours. The powers of the police and rights 
'of the individual are delineated with emphasis on the protective 
rights provided in the Constituion of the United States and the 
Bill of Rights. The State Constitution, particularly as it affects 
law enforcement, should also be discussed. 

, 2. Criminal~ - 8 Hours. (To include orientation of Civil Law) 
This section ""'ill cover administration of justice; the sources of 
law and general classifications of law to include criminal, civil 
and tort·, sources of crimina;!.. law in Michigan; common law; pre-

. I 
cedenc~ law' statutes o~ codd laws and attorney general s opinions. 
Crime and the classifications of crime w~ll be defined. The more 
frequently encountered crimes with a description of their elements 
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and a familiarization with the more common civil problems met during 
patrol assignments should be highlighted. Specific recommendations 
should be presented in the serving of writs and court orders that 
cleputy sheriffs in pax:ticular are often called upon to execute. , 

3. Law of Evidence - 4 hours. Various typ1es of evidence, rules of 
evidence and proper handling of evidence until it is presented at 
a trial will be emphasized. 

4. Arrest, Search and Seizure Law.- 6 Hours. The elements constituting 
a valid arrest and the proper scope of a search pursuant to a valid 
arrest will be discussed in this section. Distinctions will be made 
between felony and misd~~eanorarrests. The arresting process and a 
discussion of lIreasonable cause" in relation to this process should 
be covered. The aspects of self-protectil:m and the use of necessary 
force will be discussed. Searches with and without a warrant along 
with who and when the warrant may be executed and the proper proc'essing 
.of sei2ed property should be covered in this section., 

5. Admissions and Confessions 4 Hours. InstruLzion in this section 
should include a review of laws and recent Supreme Court decision, 
their effects on attaining an admission or confession. The purpose 
of obtaining statements and confeSsions should be developed along 
with the precautionary measures necessary to protect their value in 
prosecution. Voluntary and involunt4rytypes of confessions should 
be elaborated with pr~requisite procedures necessary to the act of 
recording 'such statements. The difference between admission and 
confession should be developed and the respective uses of each in 
an investigation. 

INVESTIGATIVE SECTION - 16 Hours 

1. 

2. 

Criminal Investigation - 8 Hours. The objective of a criminal 
investigation is to identify the offender, bring him to justice 
and recover the property involved in the case. The techniques of 
investigation facilitating this process such as the use of informers, 
undercover work, stake-outs, surveillances and other scientific 
field aids should be. developed in this block of instruc.tion. Specific 
investigations of the more serious offenses should be highlighted such 
as auto theft, burglary, robbery, forgery, check cases, homicide, 
miSSing persons, sex crimes and shoplifting. The method of operation 
used in specific crimes and the other peculiarities associated with 
the"various crimes should be highlighted during this section. 

V~ce ll~vestigation and Narcotics - 3 Hours. These types of investi
gation are singled out for concentration because modified ~echniques 
are employed in pursuit of the perpetrators of these crimes. Dis
tinguishable factors of this type of criminal is the victims' hesitancy 
to complain to law enforcement agencies and a great percentage have 
prior criminal records. Developed in this section should be the 

.( 
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extensLye use of informants and und~rcover officers who are heavily 
relied upon in this investigation category. Trainees will be in
structed on search methods used for finding contraband. Law relating 
to gambling, liquor, prostitution and the problems peculiar to 
each of these types of crimes should be covered. 

3. Crime Scene Search ~ 1 Hour. Emphasis should be placed on con
ducting a proper search in the initial investigation. Systematic 
methods of search which avoid the hit or miss approach should be 
developed. Evidence should not be moved until photographed when 
possible. Emphasi,$ in this section should point out that in 
addition to easily recognizable articles of evidence, ~ither latent 
or microscopic items may be present and be of great importance 
to the case. 

4. collection and Preservation of Evidence - 2 Hours. Evidence found 
during an investigation must be identified by some disguishable 
symbol by the discovering officer to insure at a later date that 
this is the same item found during a specific search. Identifying 
marks should be inconspicuous and small as practicable. Distinctive 
marks should be used such.as the initials of the discovering officer 
and the date of the disco~ery. Every persons handling the evidence 
from discovery to disposition forms a link in the "chain of custody.'; 
The chain of custody should remain as limited as possible. Care 
should be exercised in wrapping and transporting of evidence. 

5. Interview and ~nterrogation - 2 Hours. The interrogator and the 
subject are the components of interrogation. The attitude and 
preparation of the interrogator will be stressed along with the 
approaches for use with the different subjects. The place of the 
interview, the value of privacy;-c-~time element and persons present 
"du'ting the interview will also be highlighted. Techniques for 
interrogation of willing and able subjects and unwilling subjects 
will be discussed. 

GENERAL POLICE SECTION - 49 Hours 

1. Crime Prevention and Juvenile Offender - 2 Hours. Responsibility 
of law enforcement agencies and various juvenile agencies, pro
cedures for han.dling juveniles and obtaining juvenile court petitions 
should be studied. The proper methods and techniques in dealing 
with juveniles and the importance in dealing with each incident 
involving a youth on an individual basis will be emphasized. 

2. TestifyinSbin Court - 2 Hours. The importance ox police officers 
,as witnesses as well as their l'imitations will .be discussed. Officers 
will be instructed on the importance of prompt~ess and outstanding 
appearance for court appearances. Demeanor ~speech, voice, bearing, " 
objectivity and efficiency in relating the facts of the incident 
should be covered. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

ole 

----------~- --------~-

Firearms - 15 Hours. The firearms instruction is to acquaint officers 
with the moral and legal aspect$ of the use of firearms; the laws 
pertaining to the possession; the use of geadly weapons by police 
officers and others; the safety precautiomJ in the use of firearms 
at home, on 'the job and on the .range; inspection and cleaning 
procedurss for the upk~ef; of firE6trmS; re;<:,ognition of simple 
mechanica.l'defects fundamentals of fine .marksmanf;hip, proper 
stance, grip, sight alignment, breathing and trigger control plus 
the actual range exp,erience firing from both weak and strong hand 
pOSitions and slow and timed fire. Instruction in firearms will 
include both classroom and range practice on an approved in or 
outdoor r.ange. The trainee should fire at least 200 rounds of 
ammunition under the supervision of a qualified instructor. 'General 
orientation on shotguns and g~s guns should be included during this ,', 
period of instruction. ' .. ' 

Police First Aid - 4 Hours. The more serious types of injuries likely 
to confront the officer in the performance of his duty require the 
ability to recognize and knowledge to handle: Breathing and bleeding 
control measures for serious wounds, prev~ntion of trumatic shock, 
artificial resusitati.on, care of serious burns, fracture!';, poisoning, 
and emergency childbirth. 

82 

Field Notetaking and Report Writing - 2 Hours. M~thods of taking complete 
notes in an tnvestigation, value of field ~otes, necessity of keeping 
notes, preservation of notes, uses of sketches and diagrams for the 
recollection and memory reproduction of events for court presentation, 
the use of ,field notes in court and in writing inveatigative reports, 
the sound logical sequence of events in the narrative body of the 
report, the organization, ,understandability, grammer and punctuation 
should be highlighted in this section. 

Police Communications - 2 Hours a Regulations relative to the use of 
police communication devices and code systems for abbreviating messages 
on the air, proper demeanor and voice usage on these devices to in-
clude radios and telephones will be discussed. Configurations for 
local area communications will be highlighted whenever possible. 

patrol.Techniques - 10 Hours. Emphasis should be placed on police patrol 
since it is the first line of defense against the criminal element and 
the backbone of the police service. The general purposes of the patrol 
are the: Protection, prevention, repreSSion of crime and identification 
and apprehension of criminals. The methods of patrol will be covered to 
include fixed, auto and foot patrol. The techniques of patrolling and 
responses to emergencies and routine situations;operatin~ practices of 
the one and two man patrol units along with the hazard and security in
spection pr,"\l,..edu-r"" i.~. ",a:=:" ~_~hod of patrol. Hazards related to emergency 
responses and developing powers of precept ion and observation of persons, 
places and things should be covered Q Arrest techniques to include the 
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proper approach in different circumstances, field searches, use 
of restraining devices and processing of prisoners are included 
in this section. Procedures for approaching, stopping and 
citing traffic violators and how to legally deal with violators 
under the influence of alcohol and drugs should be discussed. 

8. Riot Control - 4 Hours. The general role of the police will be 
clarified along witn the definition of the difference between mobs 
and crowds and the types of police action to be used in these 
situations. A summary of dos and don'ts and instruction on some 
of the basic tactics used fer controlling a riot should be covered. 

9. Defensive Tactics - 8 Hours. The purpose of this block of inst.ruction 
is to provide skill development to inspire confidence in the 
handling of recalcitxant persons. Personal weapons will be in
dicated,to the trainees along with the vulnerable points of the 
body. The trainees will be given proper exercises and stretching 
manuvers to prepare themselves for physical exertion. Defenses 
will be taught against choke and other holds and use of handcuffs 
and restraint of, prisoners. The application of arm locks, come-along 
holds will be taught along with praotical orientation of removing 
persons from automobiles by different techniques. The intended 
purpose of the baton will be instructed. This section will include 
methods of disarming and protecting against persons armed with 
a dangerous or deadly weapons. 

TRAFFIC SUBJECTS - 17 Hours 

1. Motor Vehicle Law - 8 Hou~s. Familiarization with the Michigan 
Motor Vehicle Code and sections thereof that are most frequeJ.l tly 
used by the departments in the area served by the training school. 
Specific traffic offenses in the elements that make up violations 
should be emphasized. Proper p1:'ocessing of traffic arrests should 
be covered. 

2. Motor Ve~icle Accident Investigation and Related Subjects - 8 Hours. 
A brief discussion should be made of: ~'he theory of accident 
causation; purposes of accident investi.i)atio~'; commonly a,ccepted 
steps in accident investigation; procedt~g to the scene, parking 
vehicle at the scene; aidin~ the injured; protecting ~~e scene; 
restoring the flow of traffic, collection of physical evidence; 
19cating, identifying and questioning of witnesses; observing the 
behavior of the drivers;; examining the roadway and driving conditions; 
taking measuremen ts and Iphotographs. Selective enforcement and 
selective assignment of lpolice r~sources and the importance of 
police records should be stressed along with important roles of 
agencies that are related to traffic enforcement. Trainees should 
be instructed on the coml)letion of the State of Michigan Official 
Traffic Accident Report which is to be forwarded to the State 
Police according to Michigan law. 

84 

r, ,! 3. Traffic Signals - I Hour. Techniques for controlling the traffic 
flow of vehicles and pedestrianEi through the proper use of hand 
signals and other devices to achieve maximum safety and the ultimate 
result will be presented. Parking control and emergency traffic 
control should be covered. 

SPECIAL SUBJECTS SEC-fION - 11 Hours 

1. Human Relations w 4 Hours. The human relations section refreshes 
the officer's understanding of the actions and reactions of himself 
and those with whom he deals. The effect bias and prejudice has 
.upon the thinking ~nd actions of himself and others should be pointed 
out. 

2. Handling Abnormal Persons - 2 Hours. This section lists those recognized 
signs of mental illness, gives examples of samples of common types of 
these abnormal behavior patterns. Law enforcement responsibilities are 
discussed with emphasis on the handling and processing of abnormal per
sons with proper care. The prescribed legal procedures should be de
veloped that patrol officers should follow in handling of these persons 
in both emergency and routine cases. 

3. Police Courtesy and Ethics - 5 Hours. The definition of a profession 
as it applies to 1a~r enforcement and ethical standards of the police 
career field. Trainees should be informed of the public trust placed 
in them and how the~ build or adversely affect the public attitude 
toward their depa~tment and general law enforcement by their every 
action. The wearing of the uniform and the importance of a good 
appearance will be highlighted. The Law Enforcement Code of Ethics 
should be reviewed. Specific illustrations)should be used to depict 
commonly encountered situ~tLonsby police officers in the conduct of 
their duties and the ethical reactions to these situations. Officers 
should be made to understand that they may b~ adjudged differently than 
a citizen of their community if they should engage in conduct that is 
of a questionable nature. 
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Appendix F 

MINIMUM BASIC POLICE TRAINING CURRICULUM 

ADMINISTRATION SECTION 

Program Orientation and Notetaking 

Examinations and Quiz~es 

Review 

TRAFFIC SECTiON 

Motor Vehicle Law 

Motor Vehicle Accident Investigation and 
Related Subjects 

Traffic Signals 

~NEPAL POLICE SECTION 

Crime Prevention and the Juvenile Offender 

Testifying in Court 

Mock Trial 

Mock Trial Review 

Firearms 

*Police First Aid (14 hra. required, .. 
remainder elective) 

Field Notetaking and Repo.!'_t,c'Writing 
~::..---~ 

Police Communications 

Patrol Techniques 
\) 

Riot Control 

~chanics of Arrest 

Defensive Tactics 

. -:".-

lli 
1 

2 

o 

8 

8 

2 

15 

14 

2 

10 

4 

o 

8 

240 

2 

4 

4 

12 

12 

2 

4 

4 

2 

2 

25 

6 8 

6 8 

16 - 19 

16 19 

2 2 

6 8 

4 

2 2 

2 2 

32 40 

3 4 

(27) 

4 

4 3 3 

20 30 40 

8 16 20 

4 5 

10 12 12 
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THE JUVENILE OFFENDER 
':1 

I~" Crime Prevention and theJuve~i1e O'ffendeJ.:,e 

A. 
~'" -..... - ;' ..... :, ._ . 

. The poli~e'''.;'Yf-ffce~' scontact; wi.th ,the juvenile. 
<>'.' 

1. 

2. 

A ju~~nile 'delinquent is one who has conunitted a Violation 
ofa law and--who has not reached his or her 17th birthday. 

a. 

b. 

. "\t~ 

The poii?e~'~ould make this determination inunediately, 
upon arrest. ,~, 

'-':-'., 

If he is found to .b· un'Oer l7he, is a juvenile 
offender. <\~ 

~. .~ 

A juvenile'Zmay be appr.eheIl,~e'4.: 
- - \.:f;-~ 

". 
a.Whenc<~,,~olates al~;Y ci:ya~~M"'Sta~e 

federalsLat~te. In t~~E~pect there l.~ 
ference between"th~, .. r~nile and the~adult 

.': -c, .. -.'- -- - -

law, 'or 
no dif
offender. 

}- . 

b. When he---"has.:'~~n awaY·fr~nome, refusingtd return. 

d. 

l>Jhen he is disobed'ient repeatedly to his parent or 
legal guardian. This is called lIinc:orrigible.JL 
The police will receive ,calls to homes where parents 
orgtiardian will~,omplaln of a child 's d~sobedien~e. 
Each call.shou~d be handled in the best Judgment of 
the,officer. '", 

When he is, found on the premises that are being 
occupied dr1,ised for illegal purposes, or is seen 
repeatedly wi,th iinfuoral persons. This means i~ a 
jdvenile is frequenting-a~nown house of pro~tl.t:u

~~"=='~~==-~ , tion, gambling or. booze joint~, he is violatmg the 

~--"~~~~~r~~~- '-r ~____ " >,o~"o-
~e. ~When heabs~~imself from,.school w~ll!ull~ aQ.d 
~,,-~~~epeatedly. T~~ called truancy., ,~_~t LS • 

. usua::L.1Ya contirtuing~nse and,?ften thepff~cer 
does ~ complete~ledgeof the exten~ of 
this~ tl,;uancy~ The schools usual\-r assumet:'/le .' '. 
'ref:lpons,~bility to seeth~t theofftender,~s, bzought 
to the attention ~irst of his p!ar¢nts ,and then the 

. 'Probate -:Oourt • • '.\ -. 
--~. ,. .' '.. ~ -, , -~:,-~- -

.f. . 'When' a ;;hilct has- beenneglecteci, aH,used, or., rs_in a 
h011t~ 'Whe,r~~41e'-rEJ tre.1ted 'cruelly', d~ is subjected 
<td~~~fi~inality, drun\tenness ~or. depravity,. an 

"'- offieer ~art, take ;;t~hat 'child into, cust'bdy. 
,',' i. "-::if 
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R., .'~he·-di-sposition of the juvenile offender. r 
C, I ;; 

1. To many officers, questions will arise ·after they have 
apprehended a juvenile offender - questio,ns such as 'lI'can 
~e t.ake him to his .. home ?", "should we call the juvenile 
officer?", "call the sergeant?", or "just what do we 
do?". There are several waysCan offender may be 
handled. 

~ 
IT 

~l 
tl 
d 

;~ 
,I 

a. If: the act is a minor' offense as are many misde- d ~ g 

·c. 

d. 

e. 

····-lIleannrs~".the officer may' release the ·J·uvenile wt.th ;i 

.s. warning ~ari({bring the circumstances of the ofiena.e ;1 
to the attention of the parent. This is best accom:'-,. ~ 
plished by takirig the child home .\., t~ 

In case o~, a serious offense, the officer may take 
the of.fender to the juvenile.bureau or, in many in
stances, to the juvenile _officer. He should see 
that all related information detailing the circum-, 
stances of the apprehension be submitted to the 

" _,;.iuv~nil~ ~bure_auc R~r"~9IlI1.~~. 
- - --_. - --.-

~ . ~.-

In cases of inc;orrigibilit'y or runaways, discretion -
on, the. part of the.. individual, officer should be 
perm:i",tted. 'The 'police will find, in most cases, 
they are continuing offenses and disposition is 

,best handl~d _.by juvenile officers after investigation. 
'- (' 

Offi~rs shqu~dbe.encourag~d in cases of incorrigi
bility, to counsel with parent and child when called 
to thedr ho'me for service. When the officer is 

, satisfied with the results of the home contact~ 
""11is disposition will suffice. 

The rr~quenting of ~oral places, bars, or taverns, 
by a juvertile can be handled with a warning or a 
home contaht" ot can b~ turned over to the juvenile 
officers for'i1i,spos-ition .~ . 

I: --. _ ~ 

A one-day absence'f~pni school does not indicate 
gross truancy, but.an'~ficer when coming into 
contact with a juvenile whghas IIskipped" school' 
may do one ofth,e following:"'~:, question and release 
him with a 't\fa.rning;return him.'t9hisschool to 
the principal; or bring him to th.e> ... juvenile officer. 

. Common se,:tse on the part of theo.fffcer is necessat'y 
because of.varied sc~ool hours, sllspensl;op, school' 
holidays and other e~cused reasons ~ ... ''--, 
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When an officer is sent to a home regarding neglect, 
cruelty oro other related abuses against a child, 
certain procedurestliust be f~llowed. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

If children are left alone without adult or 
reliable l3upervis ion , they should be taken 
into cust6d)tc_~.-~- .t/ 

The use of policewomel"\ should be obtained 
whenever possible. 

Infants under two years of age should be 
placed in a court-licensed boarding home; 
thos~ over two.should be placed in the local 
juvenilefClcilit ies. 

C. Th~ question o·fdetention is an unportant part of the<proce
dure when dealing with a juvenile offender~ 

1. There are definite limitations on when the police may 
'c det.ain a juvenile. 

2. 

4. 

a. . When the home conditions make immediate . J."emoval 
necessary. 

b. When the juvenile has run away from home. 

c. 

d. 

When the offense is so serious that release would 
"endanger public safety. 

When the ch~{dis4etained for observation, study 
and treatment by qualified experts. 

The commission of a felony does not necessarily .. justify 
detention. During the cours~cof the interview the officer 
should learn ho~ tJ;1e juvenile regards his offense and 
whether or not the juvenile shows malice or viciousness 
in what he has done. 

If'=tlie" o.Hense committed by a juvenile. is Jluch that his 
. refease.,wQl1ld endanger pu1;>iic safety, then detention 
is realistic~ but the element of danger should be that 

. .... of ... a persona14 .. anger t-o life and limb -' not necessarily 
to: property • /. ~-

// -
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Processing a juvenile for purposes of court action is similar 
to the arraignment of an adult offender for court. 

1. The process begins with filing a petition with the Juve
nile Division of the Probate Court, Citing the facts of 
case. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

The child, with one or both of his parents, will 
appear in the juvenile court and a preliminary 
hearing will be held. 

The child will be advised of his rights, the right 
to remain silent, a right to an attorney and other 
rights. 

The reason for the preliminary hearing is to allow 
the court to determ~ne if it has the right to take 
jurisdiction in the m~tter. 

The court also determines at this time if the peti
tion is co,rrect, according to what the child admits 
or denies. The court then accepts or rejects the 
petition. 

If the petition is denied the chilcl is released; 
if the court accepts the petition a formal hearing 
date is set. 

1) The court also decides at this t.ime if the 
child can be released to. his parent or be 
detained. 

2) If the child is detained, he stitl has a right 
to post a bond ,and is released pend~ng the 
formal hearing.' This is called ~ performance 
bond where the child guarantees that while 

awaiting form~l court hearing he will not become 
involved in any delinquent act. 

Theforma'l hearing can be held with or without a 
jury. 

1) 

,2) 
" 

The juvenile code allows the child to have, 
on demand, his hearing before a jury consist
ing of six persons, selected in the same manner 
as the jury in criminal court. 

If the jury is not demanded the hearing is 
held by the probate judge • 
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After all evidence is given and includes testimony 
under oath by witnesses, the judge then makes the 
dete~ination of guilt or innocence. 

1) 

2) 

If the court finds the child did commi.t the 
offense as charged in the petition, the court 
takes jurisdiction over ~he chilcf"·~· .-

The child, after being found responsible, can 
be placed on probation in his home, in a foster 
home, or committed to the State Departm~nt of 
Social Welfare for assignment. 

E. The removal of the juvenile offender from school. 

1. Removing a child froID13choot or interviewing him at 
scbool often presents a difficult problem to the police 
officer. 'C 

a. There have been some serious differences of opinion 
regarding whether school officials have authority 
or should permit or deny interviewing children at 
school. 

1) School authorities must just~fy their actions 
to the board of education and are, therefore, 
extremely interested in the welfare and proper 
treatment of children under their supervision. 

2) In thiS respect, school authorities stand in 
a position of respol1,sibility toward thg child 
in school and have a legitimate reason to deter
mine the need for such interviewing. 

,<,~ 

b. They must bi~oncerned with such matters as the pos
. ~demoralizing effect the interview may have on 
;p""tue child in the eyes of other students and in t.he 

"'*"- protection of his rights. 

1) For these and similar reasons, school authori
ties may often irisist on theprin~ipal, a 
teacher or a counselor being present during 
the interview. 

,; ... >~-~ 

2) Often, this may hinder what might otherwise 
have been a successful interrogation. 

I 
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However, the majority of school officials want to 
be cooperative and have a great deal to offer to 
the officer in terms of assistance. 

1) 

2) 

They are usually much better acquainted with 
the juvenile than is the officer and are often 
vitally concerned with the V?elfare anr-l; discip
line of this same problem child. 

Therefore; it behooves the police officer to 
contact the school authorities and; d;{scuss the 
problems involved so that a cooper~tive atti
tude between the two agencies ex:Lits. 

In regard to removal of a child from school under arrest 
or to take into legal custody, the authority of the 
police officer is well defined. 0 

a. 

b. 

He ma}"<!Q SO when he has reasonable grounds to make 
a lawful arrest without a warrant or when he has been 
so authorized by the juvenile court to t~$e such 
child into custody. 

In the first instance, which would necessarily in
volve a fel~hy case, reasonableness should prevail. 

1) 

2) 

~The officer should temper his legal authority 
by considering whether the nature of the 
offense is such that the juvenile's case war-
rants court action. 

Secondly, by considering whether the offense 
is of such gravity that the community is in 
need of protection from the juvenile. 

Interviewing the juvenile offender. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Interviewing the juveni;le is probably the most important 
aspect of the entire investigation. At such an inter
view, the police officer should be constructive and 
informative since this first contact between a juvenile 
and a police .officer will have strong bearing on the 
future conduct pf the juvenile. 

It is the policeman's opportunity to indicate the responsi
bility of law enforcement and how the department expects 
the juvenile to conduct himself within the community. 

It is the desire of the police to aid in the bailding of 
good character whenever possible, and the conduct of the 
intet;'viewing pfficer 'must be such as to further that 
objecti,ve. 

:t 

.. , , , 
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b. 
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There is no room for the use of physical abuse, 
vulgarity, obscenity, profanity or the use of derb
gatory descriptive language such as liar, thief, or 
similar terms. . 

It is well for the interviewing officer to remember 
that decency, courtesy and honesty breed respect and 
respect breeds cooperation. 

c. The officer's conduct will leave a lasting impression 
on the juvenile, an impression which will shortly be 
transmitted to numerous other yljung people in the 
community .. 

d. Careful attention must be directed toward the use 
of proper language so the child is able to under
stand the words and their implication. 

e.ln matters of sexual misconduct, it is good judgment 
to learn the terms used by the child to refer to 
certain parts of the body and to use these terms 
SQ the child will understand your questions. 

f. If the juvenile is a female, it is nearly impera
tive that a woman be present. It is easier for a 
female child to explain the circumstances of the 
offense to a woman. 

g. Generally speaking, the interview should not be 
held in detention quarters, but rather in a quiet, 
comfortable room, free from distra~ting influences. 
While at times it may be beneficial to have the 
child's parents present, ideally, the officet' 
should be alone with the juvenile. 

Compliance with the following suggestions will aid the 
officer in bringing the interview to a successful 
conclusion. 

'-..,' 

a. Treat the ·juvenile with consideration and Shb~l inter
est in him as an indivi4¥al. 

}~ , 
~ , 

b. Many juveniles have been \~ubject to physical abuse 
and have been sh~~ted frd,m pillar to post. Friend
ship is the relationship He has had little of and 
wants the most. Friendship is therapy and it 
should be extended to the child. 

c. \Thepolice officerwust be firm. Firmness does not 
mean tough or ha1;'d; but he must convince the juvenile 
that what he says must be complied with and it must 
be said in a non-compromising manner. 
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d. The police officer must gain the respect and confi
ence of the juvenile and this can only be obtained 
by the officer being honest ·and sincere and taking 
a personal interest in him. 

eo The police officer should try to put himself in 
the place of the juvenile so they may think along 
the same lines. 

f. Questioning a juvenile requires a great deal of 
time and patience. A certain amount of resistance 
is to be expected, since there are two oppOSing 
forces at work. 

Fingerprinting the juvenile offender. 

1. 

2. 

Fingerprinting the juvenile offender is probably one of 
the most controversial issues in the entire juvenile 
field. 

a. There is no written law that prohibits the taking of 
fingerprints of the juvenile offender, but the law 
does prohibit their inclusion in the general criminal 
file. 

1) Some juvenile court judges are of the opinion 
that they have the authority to forbid the 
taking of such prints; yet there is no statute 
that specifically provides them with that 
authority. 

2) A broad interpretation of their function might 
include such responsibi1i.ty but at the present 
there is no law on the restrictit;m or permis
sion to take fingerprints. 

b. The primary objection to taking fingerprints of 
juveniles rests in the stigma of criminality that 
is attached to fingerprinting. 

It appears reasonable to take fingerprints of juveniles 
under the following conditions: 

a. When an investigation requires fingerprinting for 
el~ination purposes. However, when so taken, they 
should be destroyed when no longer needed for this 
purpose except when authorized by the juvenile court 
judge to keep them in serious cases. 

---
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b. When authorized by the juvenile court judge, finger
prints may be taken and kept of juvenile offenders 
over the age of 15 years who are involved in serious 
offenses of burglary, larceny, assault, homicide or 
rape, and of juvenile offenders who indicate a 
continuous pattern of dehl:nquent conduct. 

c. Only one copy of such fingerprints should be taken, 
and then only on personal identification cards. 

d. Such fingerprints should not be sent to the Identi
fication Bureau of the F.B.I. or the State Police 
and should be filed locally so they can be destroyed 
upon request of the juvenile court judge. 

The problem of delinquency and the responsibility of the 
police in juvenile crime preve~tion. 

1. There is no panacea existing for the solving of delin
quency problems. 

2. 

a. Juvenile delinquency is a complex of behavior ills 
and, in many instances, is incurable. 

b. Factors that make up delinquency are many and 
throughout the years become interwoven and merge 
differently in each child. 

c. It is possible to identify causative factors. 

d. It is also possible to reduce them to understandable 
terms and deal with them in a positive manner. 

Crime prevention is a primary responsibility of the police. 

a. Delinquency is crime and each police officer must 
not only know his responsibility in such crime pre
vention but must also acquire some knowledge in the 
problem of juvenile delinq~ency. 

i: f 

c. 

By understanding the problem he can use his authority 
best suited for society and the individual. 

This, in turn, will improve his performance in the 
area of crime prevention. 

What is delinquen~yt 

1. The concept of delinquency changes withtfme and place. 
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a. Many acts now considered delinquent acts were once 
only "child pranks." 

b. Urban attitudes dif!;:er from rural attitlides in the 
concept of delinquen~y. 

c. In many instances we apply different standards to 
the male and female 0 ffender. 

Juvenile delinquency consists of a wide range of anti
social acts, criminal and non-criminal. 

a. Truancy, runaways, incorrigibility, curfew violations 
are juvenile violations which are not criminal acts 
but are delinquent acts. 

b. Both the t:.:uartt and the juvenile burglar are adjudged 
delinquents. " 

c. All violations of the criminal statutes when com
mitted by a juvenile are delinquetlt acts. 

How we determine the number of delinquents. 

a. National figures are taken from the F.B.I. Arrest 
Reports, and the Children's Bureau Juvenile Court 
Statistics. 

b. Local and state statistics come from law (mforcement 
agencies, courts, clinics and other social units. 

1) Comparison between national and state figures 
are confusing because of the differel1lces in 
reporting ages. 

2) Some states say under age 18, others go to 
age 21. 

Classifications of delinquent behavior. 

1. Some delinquency is due to severe personality disturbance. 

a. A psychopathic juvenile is one who has little control 
over his impulses and is aggressive and'rebelliou.s. 

b. An anxiety-ridden 
and expect to get 
for this behavior 
be punished. 

child will commit: delinquent acts 
caught and be punished. His reason 
is often to gain attent:lon and to 

'-
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It :;ts believed that only two percent to three 
p~r(.!ent ,of?delinquency can be ascribed to ab\\lormal 
personality. 

Another type of delinquency is that which is unive~sal or 
normal developmenta.l delinquency. 

-"(.' -:: '::'-

a. This typecof delinquency is describf!d as "corran~?n and 
normal for adolescent boys." 

h. It ia the kind that the police officers recognik,e 
as minor offenses, and release to parents .with a: 
warning will suffice. 

3" Delinquency due to maladjustment in society. 

a. The most corranon type of delinquency today is that 
w~tich is identified with. social maladjustment. 

b. Slums, minority group status, and broken homes can 
create the anti-social attitudes that lead to 
de linq:uency • 

c. According to Kvaraceus and Miller in Delinquency 
Behavior (1964), lower class child;:en makeup 
85 perc;nt of all delinquents and 70 percent have 
little or no emotional disturbance. 

Other causes of delinquency. , -. ;~-

1. In deaHng with children and in home contacts, th~ police 
officer will find that there is often a lack of family 
cohesiveness. 

2. 

a. 

b. 

d. 

Each member of the family has his or her own interest. 
There is a definite lack of parental sU.j>ervision. 

Department of Lab OJ.' statif;ltics indicate that bne
:c.:=---:::::"":.::7.-~~. third of all mothet:s are worl~ing. 

Fathers do not play the role as head of the family 
as in prio~ generations. 

The autg~~le has increased mobility and caused 
movement! away from fanrily ties. // 

Technol~~al changes have eliminated work assignments 
onc/~Gt1e by children.':; 

/::i 
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,a~'This dept"ives the child of the satisfaction of 
accomplishment in the family group. 

12 

b. It deprives the child of the satisfaction of being 
useful and feeling needed. 

The overemphasis of materi~l wealth and the advertising 
m,edi.a cause youth to feel that they are failures if they 
Cian I t have money enough to buy wha.t is in style or the 
fad at that time. 

4. S(;hool dropouts are prime targets for delinquency. 

a. At one time school dropouts could find work. 

b. Today it is more difficult to find work because of 
mass production and automation. 

5. The general decline of respect for authority has contri
buted to the problem. 

a. The police and courts do not have the necessary 
respect to carry out their duties

9 

b~ Other social institutions such as the school and 
the church do not have the respect needed to accom
plish their goals .. 

The control of influences cont~ibuting to the delinquency of 
juveniles. 

'.-

1. In every community'there are elements which appeal to 
the juvenile but their presence or involvement constir 
tutes a law Violation. 

29 Bars, taverns, dance halls, poolrooms, pawnflaip types of 
adult businesses are usually operated fo:r:C£dult partici-
pa.~ion only. .t 

:.~-;- . 
--

a. The police have the resj16rtsibility to see that 
children do not becoJUe" involved in this type of 
entertainment.".,'.''''" 

b. The polic;e-"~iso must take every step to see that the 
persop8·:'~perat:ing or -maintaining these businesses 
do .. no't contribute to the child's de linquency in any wa:y. 

--
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a. The control of dance')la1ls,'--poo1 halls, bars and 
" such places is fQund:i.n section 750.141 of the 
~~ . .{.;- ~i"v' ~-.. • 

"-- >-"='·':i:.;"CQmln.1ed Laws of 1948 • 
~ t,Q:_,.-'~~~~ 

1) 

2) 

'-'~"'~l-~ 

No'mirt,j1J'<L~Jli1d under 17 years shall be per
mit ted totet...a.in in anydanc_e hall, bar, or 
other pl£L.e whe~ intixicatj.ng liquor is sold, 
given away or furMshed unless accompancied by 
parent or guardian."-·~ ,:C,' 

'~~"Z"'.,.-

,- .:-0-

-,' 

Nor in any room or hall tised'1:bi?"'lii1!;_fit, gain ~l" 
reward for the purpose of playing bilil'ai:(l-s.",,::, .. ,~~ 
pool, or" smilar games unless accompanied by"'-:~:~'~~5", , 
a parent or guardian. . --

b. 

3) The state law does not prevent any township 
or city to pass laws more stringent relative 
to minors under 21. 

The control of such places as homes and~ha.lls,that 
provide alcoholic liquor to young people is detailed
in section 750.l4la of the Compiled Lawn of 1~48. 

})-- Anyone who ,gives or fU:'nishes any alcoholic 
beverage to a minor iz guilty of a misdemeanQr. 

BJ~-!_~Tli'e'1.i,-<iUOl:c •. laws-,cle.s!;:ribe _;9, minor a~ any person' 
, ,under tne"~~e of 21. 

3) : An exception-:i.~ in the young pe~~on's 
when furnished-by the parents. 

The law covering contrlbutillg to de].inquency found __ =_ 
in section 750.145 of the Compiled l.aws of 1948 can 
be used where a specifjLc law cannot be foundg'c 

1) 

2) 

Any person Dy'~-ac-t QX- word, encourage, contri.,. 
bute, e tc'o, to call1se anymill,or under' the . ag~ c';' 

of 17 to become n1eglected or,' qelj.:nquent shall 
be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

I~ 

" 
The act must be as such that the minor would - - I 
come under the Jttrisdiction of the probate court~ 

II 

-d. The receiving of stolen property contr:t-ptifes'to 
delinqueney. ' Many yo~ng, people would. not become 

C involved iIl, burglary or larceny if ~here were nQ 
means of disposing of the property •. 

) 

). -. 

_'_00._ -' -- --',-

- ~":""'~~-:::-::'I':;:::::::::;;' ., 

f. 

2) -The statute is wordy and for furthe;~stuay 
the statute should be read. 

,",9>~f>''''''=-aling 
young peop 

and morals or 
Compiled Laws 

of 1948. 

1) "Any person who shall 
\;" ':---.. solicIt a child under the~age 

"J ---.... ·t,~~_ intent to induce or foi;-ce the chi ld to do 
'" an immoral i3-ct i~ guilty of\a. m:i.sdemearior." 

2) 

~G I 

This law include~~ts of intercourse grop-s'-' 
inct~cency, or other act'§' of depravity' or 
delinquency. '. 

'. '-""~-:":~=~~~}=~ ~rhe~~n~~'mu-s'to,pe:,i5"'-¥~~t~~_old or under. 
~-~":. -...• -".-'-"'---,'---'""~-"--~ 

g. Michigan has' a~_';'uveni1e curfew l.aw that is -~~;~~~';r 
toward the, controloLthe child .and pro~~eution of 

~ the parex:t who allows his child to be .. out all times 
of the n1ght .. Act No. 41 of the ~qpl.ic Acts of 1960~ 

1) 

•. _._~.;,._ flo 

"No thino;.::" under ttu~,age of 12 years shall loiter 
idle, or congregate.~iiany p§blic street, high- ' 
way, a~leyor park b,~twee"I!: the hours of 10: 00 PM 

. 'Snd ,6.:00 AM unless accompanieqbya pa~t,-or.-~" 
gual'dia,n or some adult -delegateCi,by the parelft 

. or guard. ian. ", ~. __ .. ~. 

'.\ 

::. 1 ' 
~\t~~~I4..""'1;ctj'I)IfI:.-r.~~~~~ • / .0._. .\ ~~~ 

, --7---"""""'-... =~,",_:;.;;~~~?":::::::::'~;;";'~===--"·""""'=-;;:~::"·:··'·::\;-C:·-:--., .f,'. 
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La.cal townships and cities mayenatt an, c-rdi- . 
nari¥ tp regulate cut'fe~-laws' andmag.r'Michigan 
citie'$ have done this. 

'\, '. . ?'''t) 
Implications of the Gau:!:t deC!if?iQn~for ,the police (Inre~mH,ilf) 

·Supre1I!eCourt of fne'" lJIlft\~d States, ,May 15,.1967). 

1. 

2. 

A landmark case in the"\ltandling and disposition of juvenile 
offender·s was that of In re Gault. 

a. 

b. 

b. 

4..-- __ _ 

The case involved Gerald FranciSaatilt,~age 15" of 
tne State of Arizona. " 

I
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2) Tb_e denial of the right to counsel wasLev~dent 
in this case .' 'The C(5urt~ °uaid,that' legal:, 
'counset is particularly vita! in juvenile' _ 
proceedi!lgs • 

3. 

The' court held that the Sixth Amendment guar;;. o. 

antee of confrontation and cross-exanlinatiQu 
is an integral part of due process. a 

""" . '...l,.~"" ',yr 

Although the Ga111t decision was criticizing the denifal 
of d,ueprocess in court , the' chang'.-e\.:':{n court procedures 
will bave an indirect impact on p01i~~~~andling and 
disposition of juvenile offendel.'s.' ~\c~, 

a. In cases bf arrest tlle s~fest course for
v

'1t'tt"<!.officer 
"':<-'~-., 

to take is tp follow the arrest law appl,iC!ab'l~.~o '" 
adults if the juyeni.leoffe~1:s'~cri.n;linal. -"'~".",.' , 

1) 

2) 

This is particularly true where a waiver 1;0<

,a cixcuit CQurt might be ]l:,equested. 
t 

Questions of t'fieadm:i,;ssibil.:i.ty of confesSions, 
search and seizures willbec,ome ,matters of 
investigation. 

.::;:'.:-
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In qu;;ti:Qp.ing "a juvenile, the court recognized 
. ~!t_lilt '.' ~¥~£*~1:~~Q lems. might. arise , suchas':t:ne Erge~ . 
of'1:hhh1ld and'o>,!;pe presence of and competence of 

;.::-." 

p~rents. 

"\';'>. 

1) Regardless, the principle of safeguards against 
self-incrimination must pt:ev,~i1. 

". 

2) The participation of cOtJ,nsel wil1.''8§sist in 
admirtist~ifig---·the·o pr-ivilege. > .. 

3) The px:esenC':-c~'f 'a, third, party is more important., 
t_bJ~n':rf all. adult is being questioned. 

4) The safest course for a police officer to 
f611'-()wis toc()lldu~t all questioning of a , 
juvenile in the prese'nceofparents , school 
admini~trators, clergymen or counsel. 
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TESTIFYING IN COURT 

The Purposes of Courtroom Testtmony. 

A. The rol~ of the police officer, his duties, and his place in 
court procedures. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The police officer I s rQle in thepr~li.m:Lnary inves tiga
tion is vitally important to the processes of criminal 
justice. 

a. 

b. 

In the investigation stage, the d~ficer is to 
secure facts for future criminal prosecution. 

The role of the officer diminishes. after the infor
mation has been filed. 

c.' The officer's function in the courtroom is that of 
witness for the people. 

Police officer's role in preparation of ca$e for trial. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

e. 

f. 

The officer is a member of the prosecdtor's team. 

The officer must realize that full cooperation with 
the prosecutor is vitally important to securing the 
ends of jus Hce. " 

The officer in preparing the case should supply the 
prosecutor with the main points o.f information. 

The officer should suppiy the prosecutor with the 
names and addresses of witnesses and which witnesses 
ca~ establish the main points of evidence. 

The officer should assist the prosecutor with; 

1) 

2) 

Selecting witnesses for courtroom testimony. 

Establishing the particular pieces of evidence 
to which the witnesses can testify. 

The officer during thisstage.shou1d be refreshing 
his memory of events and preparing himself to be 
a witness. 

/'! f 
!' 

The rC?le of t:he police Off::;<i~:'~Il the trial. 

a. 
< I 

The of;icer is a witnesj~ at the trial. 
, , 
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The officer plays his part as one of the witnesses 
who, combined with the other Witnesses, make the 
basis for the trial. 

The officer should regard himself&s only one 
witness~ whose cestimony must be supported by 
others to form a complete case. 

The officer must establish thpse facts Within his 
knowledge in the form of answers to questions 
formulated by either counsel. 

The officer should present the facts as a prosecution 
witness. 

The officer should advise the prosecutor during the 
trial: . 

1) As to any new evidence discovered, regardless 
of who benefits from the disclosure. 

2) As to any apparent errors which may have 
inadvertently missed by the prosecutor. 

The. purpose of evidence in the administration of justice. 

1. Definition in Black's Law Dictionary of evidence is; 
"Any species of proof, or probative matter, legally 
presented at the trial, by the acts of the parties and 
through the medium of Witnesses, records, documents, 
objects, etc. for the purpose of inducing belief in the 
minds of the court and jury as to their contention." 

2. Evidence is a generic term which includes every species 
of proof. 

3. Evidence is whatever is given to the jury to prove or 
disprove the issue in the case .• 

4. In con:anon parlance, the words -"testimony" and "evidence" 
may be considered synonymou~, but testimony is only one 
species of evidence. 

Therale of oral testimony in the courtroom. 

1. Oral testimony in court is one form of evidence. 

a. The most commgn form of evidence. 
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b. The least authentic because of the difference in the 
powers of observation oil the part of witnesses. 

2. Two or more people witnessing the same act or series ot 
actions are likely to give versions, truthful Or untruth
ful, which are in serious conflict with each other. 

3. Oral testimony from different peosons who are witnesses 
may vary from one to the other. Each person may be 
telling the truth as each individual sees it. 

4. Oral testimony may still be properly evaluated, even 
though different testimony about the same event is pre
sented in court. 

5. Over ninety-nine percent of the evidence presented in 
court is oral testimony, which ~s the most efticient 
means by which evidence regarding a case may be pre
sented in court. 

6. To'properly evaluate testimony, the officer and witnesses 
must present to ~e court a clear understanding of the 

, circumstances of the case, so that the judge and jury may 
properly evaluate evidence to determine the verdict 
involving the issues of the case. 

7. Oral testimony must establish with other forms of evi
dence the conditions and circumstances of the case. 

,I 

The role of demonstrative evidence (exhibits). 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Demonstrative evidence, or the use of exhibits, in the 
courtroom may be of great value. 

Most attorneys and police departments have not given 
proper consideration to demonstrative ,evidence as a form 
of graphic illustration for the purpose of inducing a 
belief in the minds of the court and jury. 

lfuerever possible, the prosecutor should use pictures, 
charts sketches, diagrams, physical evidence and expert , 1 . testimony as a means of corroborating ora test1mony. 

Photographs are of considerable value, as they give the 
court the power to observe the Scene as it was found by 
~he officer upon his, arrival. 

Photographs should be supplemented by maps, charts and 
diagrams of the scene to scale when possible. 
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The purpose of affidavits and deposition. in courtroom testimony. 

1. Tes tifying is to ~ bear wi tness, or to give evidence as a 
witness while under solemn oath, or affirmation, to tell 
the tryth for purpose of establishing or proving some 
fact in judicial inquiry. 

2. Testimony generally takes two forms: 

a. .2!:!!! or verbal testimony given in court by a wit
ness under oath, or affirmation relating to ~o]hat 
has been seen or found in relation to the case at 
trial. 

b. Documentary testimony is given by a witness in the 
fo:m of printing, writings, or documents capable of 
beLng read by or to the jury, their content being 

",understood. 

3. 1)ocumentary testimony is usually accepted by the courts 
where the witness is unable to appear in court for some 
r.easonable and excusable reason. 

4. 

5. 

Affidavits as a form of written testimony. 

a. Affidavits are written or printed declarations or 
statements of facts made ,voluntary or confirmed by 
oath or affirmation. 

b. The affidavit must b~iven before an officer hav
ing the power to administer ~coath. 

c. The affiqavit does not provide any right to-cross 
examination or confrontation. 

d. The affidavit is usually less accepted by the court 
because of this major defect. 

Depositions as a form of written testimony. 

a. Depositions are written or printed declarations 
made by an affiant·voluntarily and confirmed by 
oath or affirmation, where the right to confronta
tion and cross examination is preserved. 

b.Deposition is usually taken in an atmosphere ~o]hich 
closely resembles the courtroom in its procedure. 

c. The depositions is usually the more acceptable form 
of written evidence, as far as the court is concerned. 
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The purpose of -physical evidence' in a trial. 

1. Physical evidence is that represented by things physical 
in na,ture, which are capable of being seen by the court 
and jury and having bearing on the case. 

2. The physical things in nature refer to: 

3. 

4. 

a. Weapons or tools used in the commission of the crime. 

b. Fruits of the crime or the proceeds from the crime. 

c. Contraband or that which is by its nature inherently 
illegal. 

To establish a foundation for admitting physical evidence, 
oral testimony should be introduced, linking the phys
ical evidence to the case at trial. 

Testimony should be entered in the court record as to: 
'/ 

a. Who located, marked and seized the physical 
evidence. 

" ", 

b. Who identifies it as being physical evidence in the 
case. 

c. These may include the following: 

1) The owner of the physical eviden~0. 

2) The expert who relates the physical evidence 
to the case. 

3) Other witnesses to the role of the physical 
evidence in the case. 

5. There must be an established relevant conQection between 
the physical evidence and the issue at hand. 

6. Physic.;1l evidence in a case probably represents a small 
amount of the evidence presented, but its presentation 
in court is necessary. 

Proving the corpus delecti or elements of the crime. 

1. In every criminal prosecution, it is necessary to 
establish the corpus delecti of the offense charged. 
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2. Black's Law Dictionary defines corpus de1ecti as "the 
body of the crime of evidence of the fact that a crime 
had actually been committed." 

delecti is usually established by 3. The proof or corpus 
.--::'-,:~R~al tes timony ox: 

{:::::~~-;. ;;;;;; ~:~~:·i.·'r--r-~( 
The victim of the crime. 

H. 

4. 

5. 

a. 

b. Those having personal knowledge of the commission 
of the crime, mainly witnesses. 

Every criminal offense includes a series of elements set 
forth in the statutes, defining the offense. 

Each and every element of the crime must be established 
in the acts of the accused or the statute has not been 
violated. . 

6. Testimony must be elicited which will show a crime was 
actually committed. 

7. The prosecution may be required to prove a corpus de1ecti, 
even if the defendant wishes to plead guilty to deter
mine the degree of the offense. 

The officer's role in proving the corpus de1ecti~ 

1. The officer's role in proving the corpus delecti is a 
Vitally important one. 

2. The officer must furnish the prosecutor with information 
on the following: 

a. The conditions at the scene upon arrival. 

b. Which of the witnesses can establish what elements 
of proof or particular facts regarding the case. 

c. The officer may be called to testify to certain 
facts in the case and to establish elements of the 
case. 

d. The officel,~ may present for the court exhibits and 
other demori,strative evidence which will tend to 
corroborate other testimony establishing corpus 
delecti. 
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The rules of evidence in courtroom testimony. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Evidence is any species of proof or probative matter 
legally presented at a trial, related to the case, to 
prove or disprove the issue or issues involved. 

The rules governing the admissibility of evidence are 
based on the following: 

a. 

b. 

Does it deal with the essential circumstances 
surrounding the subject at issue? 

Does it tend logically, rationally or by reasonable 
inference to establish any fact or material for the 
prosecution of the c~se; or to overcome any material 
matter sought to be; proven? 

Evidence which is, admissible is divided i~-to three 
categories: 

a. Relevant evidence is that whic~ relates to or bears 
on the point or fact in issue. 

b. Material evidence is that which is relevant and 
competent and goes to prove the substantial matters 
in dispute, having a direct, legitimate and effective 
influence on the decision of the case. 

c. Competent evidence is that which is relevant and 
applicable and is presented by a competent witness 
capable of presenting it. 

The rule of privileges in presenting evidence refers to 
an individual's not being able to testify because of legal 
incompetency: a prohibition to testifying because of his 
position which legally precludes him frOm giving ~estimony. 
Examples of a court's exercising the rule of priv11ege
include the fol10wing~ 

a. Most occurre'nces between husband and wife, except: 

1) Child abuse c~ses • 

2) Assaults between one another. 

b. Communications between a client and attorney. 

c. Communications beb~een clergyman and penitent. 
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Communications between doctor and PeI,tient,- except 
where the doctor is exempted from and required by 
law to divulge information. 

Under certain conditions the rule of privilege may be 
exercised. 

a. 

b. 

One party to the confidential testimony can waive 
the pri vUege. _ ,_ 

The state under certain circumstances can compel 
testimony either: 

1) 

2) 

Following the law. 

Granting innnunity which waives incrimination 
and penalties. 

Any person.may at any time state, "On the advice of coun
sel, I refuse to answer that question on the grounds that 
it might incriminate me in this or future criminal 
actions." 

A police officer should not use the rule of privilege: 

a. Unless the situation is such that he will be a 
probable criminal defendant. 

1?,. Unless for the protection'of an informant, where 
permissible according to law. 

Officers should know the different types of evidence and 
should collect all evidence, irrespective of its accepta
bility in court. 

Evidence which may appear inadmissible during the inves
tig~tion may become admissible later in court, if a pro

"'per foundation is laid for its admissibility. 

The Hearsay Evidence Rule prevents the presentation in 
court of testimony and evidence: 

a. Which does not represent the personal knowledge of 
the witness. 

b. Which has been se.cured by what he has heard from 
others or concluded from observations. 
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J. Weight {)r value of tes timony in the couz: ~room. 

., 

K. 

1. CoUrt decisions arepased on due consideration of all 
eviCfe-n.ce presented at the trial. ~=, 

2;c· .'.' Weigh t:'~fteSl:~mOny is determined by: 
,- -'. . -.::"=" 

3. -' 

4. 

a. 

·b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

The credibility of the testimdny, 

1) The te~timony of the witness. 

2) The ma,nner in which the testimony was presented. 

Tha t tes timoriy which is mos t convincing in its proof. 

That testimony which best proves the facts in con-"' 
tention in the case. 

The most lasting and favorable impression in the 
minds of the jury. 

Which witnesses exhibit a sense of fair play and 
objectivity. 

The"un-corroborated test;imony of one witness who has high 
c';~~d£1:Hli.ty is most often given more credit than the C.om
bined testimony of several witnesses of doubtful 
credibili ty • 

While in court tes tifying, a law enforcement officer 
should: 

a. Be impartial, that is favor no person or party. 

b. Answer all questio~s truthfully and with a demeanor 
that will reflect: favorably on law enforcement. 

The role of the expert witness in the courtroom. 

1. 

2. 

An expert is a person who, ,due to his skill, art, trade, 
or profession, possesses knowledge in 2 0 particular field. 
that is not generally known, to people. 

The expert, through testimony, imparts information to the 
cpurt and jury about things with wh.ich they areunfaIIfiliar. 
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Testimony-b~l~expert is~onsidered opinion e~idence. 

'\ \\i 
} 
/// " 

/;/'F 

Expfirt testimony' may b~ given as to. what 
on knowledge and what is inferences from 
professional inquiry into.,-a hyp~thei:ica1 

is though t' b~~ed 
scientific or 

pr.e~.ented. by counsel. j 
situation 

'"0::: 
I' /1 -0'0". _~. 

Expertise in alf-ares,lllust be established by the court 
before opinion evidence"-i1kas,-s~pted from the person. 

o_-_~_~ ___ _ 

The officershoull seek, whenever ~;~~ssarY'Y-"J;11~t_2ssiS
tance of experts available on the pa~ticular case. 

Expert evidence is that evidence\o1hich is given in 
.. reference to some scientific, technical or professional 
matter by one who is qualified to speak authoritatively 
because ofh;s special knowledge, training, skill or 
familiarity with the subject regarding which he is to 
testify. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation maintains one of the 
mostout;~~andiIig criminological laboratories in the world., 

Expert authorities at'-.:: also available in matiycither 
geographic~areas. " 

The o'fficer should study all evidence to determine: 

a. 

b. 

HoW to take full advantage of the available 
evidence. 

How to furtne:r develop the inform~tion.to insure a 
successful prosecu~,ion. 

" .-.", 

The role of t6e prosecutor i~ representing the people at trial. 

1. All crtminal charges of crtmes: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Are made in the name of the People of the State ot,.;? 
Michigan. 

Are c~itted against the People of the State of 
Michigan. 

Are prosecuted by ~ounty prosecutors in the name of 
the People of the State of Michigan. 
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2. Ihe prosecutor represents: 

a. The victim of the crime iildividually. 
~ # 

~ b. The'\Tictims of the crime collectively (the People 

3. 
oc- "O--~ <i , 
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5. 

c.'- , 

6. 
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of the State). /' 

c. Th,e"police o£Hcf£rs involved in the investigation. 

The police department in w~ose jurisdiction,<t;he 
crime occurred. ~ 

e. " Thee witnesses to the crime. 

The prosecutor depends inunensely on the investigating 
officers to:. 

li. Produce the available evidence. 

b. Produce ~vidence of different types to indic·at~ the 
~uilt of the accused. 

c. 

. d. 

Investigate thoroughly all leads and clues resulting 
from examination pf the case. 

Report on all evidence discovered, ,even if it may 
not be admissible in co~rtroom test~ony. 

The prosecutori:s the police officer's repr'esentative and 
~ t is !~,commended procedure for the officer and prose
'cufor to participate in as many pre-trial conferences as 
is deemed necessary. 

Prior to trial, the prosectltor has t~~right to 
interview., .~ 

---:::::--

a. The witnesses to be called for the prosecution: 

b. Any of£i.cers involved in the inves tiga tidn and 
ard~$t. 

c.o' The defendant in the criminal ~ctiQn,providingthe 
the defendant'sconsdtutional rights are protected,.) 

~':t' 

The prosecutor should protect witneSSes from unnecessary" 
embarrassment while they are te$i:ifyingon the stand. 

Each attorney has the right anc;1 the duty to cross';'. 
~xamine witnesses on t,p~'stand,inan effort to impeach=' 
tbeir tes tunony • 
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M. The role of testimony by officers in civil matters. 

1. Officers may.,be required to testify in civil court 

2. 

3. 

4. 

L" 
,) . 

cases in those instances where the officer, while 
performing his duties~ has contact with a civil problem. 

An example of some civil matters an officer may be 
called upon to testify in: 

a. Traffic accident cases. 

b. DivoJ;'ce matters. 
II 

c. Family dis turbances. 

d. Assault cases. 

Many offic.ers dislike c.ivil court testimony - but it is. 
a duty which the officer mus~ perform. 

An officer served with a subpoena for civil court must 
appear, as in. criminal cases, and testify.,\ 

Testimony by an office~ in civil matters is most always 
the same as in criminal matters. 

The Officer's Responsibility as a Witness Through the Power of 
Subpoen~s. 

A. The police have~ basic responsibility to bear witness as a 
repre~lentative of the people in criminal prosecutions •. 

1. An officer has the duty and respons ibility to be a 
witness in trials where: 

2. 

3. 

a. The officer has arrested the defendant on trial. 

b. The off~cer has information bearing~on the crfibinal 
. matter. 

c. It is a civil case
7

where he has been s\lbpoenaed to 
tes tify. 

-.-~-'~ 

Good testiD1:ony is jtlst as.iJnJ'oJ"ta~;as='a=good~ investl.ga
tion '. iKeither fails,=tne processes of criminal justice 
wiIT tn;.eak . down. 

~e officer must appear in c~urt and testify impartially 
d\ the best of his abilitYa v' c, 
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4. When a ,'!rimina1case is lost during trial, it is the 
fault of no one person, but tbe fault of everyone if 
jus tice has not been done. ,; 

The relatio_!l.I:lJliRheween t1ie-i~~;~tigating officer and the 
~o1U"oseeuEor •. 

1. Many of tOday's prosecutors are young and inexperienced 
attorneys. 

2. The inexperienced prosecuting attorney would be wise to 
seek advice frl~ the investigating officer, if the of
ficer is experienced in trial problems and procedures. 

3. The officer should not direct the activities of the pros
ecutor, only offer advice when and if requested. 

. 4. Both the officer and the prosecutor should be interested 
enough in securing the correct administration of justice 
that they cooperate with each other. 

There are sever~l reasons for an officer to be a witness. 

1. The--officer has perceived tlirough his sense'S something 
which is of testimon~al value. 

2. The officer has participated in some event or experience 
which results in being called to testify. 

Thepgli~g Qffi_cer as an expert .witness. 

1. 

2. 

~ 3. 

A police officer may be requested to testify in court as 
an expert witness. 

The average police officer may be considered as an ex
pert for the purpose of introducing tes timony or evi
dence: 

a. Deductions from tests condl\'.cted by the offic~r. 

b. Inf6~tion regarding the examination made at the 
scene. 

Therear~ many occasions wher~an (,lfficer is cal1ed' 
tiPOrk,to tert,ify as a witness and ndt an :xpert. 
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General procedure for requiring an officer to be present in 
court for testimony. 

1. In misdemeanors after a plea of not guilty has been en
tered by the defendant and a date· for trial has been set. 

~--. ---
2. The arresting officer in felony arraignments is necessary 

to.prove corpus de1ecti and reasonable cause. Some
times other witnesses are also needed to substantiate the 
charge. 

The purpose and use of the subpoena. 

1.. The subpoena is usually considered a signed writt:en order 
by the trial judge, ordering the person to appear before 
the court to give testimony in the trial. 

2. A 'subpoena may also be issued byagrand jury, or cor
oner's jury, legislative committees and state commis
sions. 

3. In most instances, these other bodies have the same power 
and authority to serve subpoenas as the courts. 

Subpoena powers are granted also to authorized juries and com
missions. 

1. 

2. 

The grand jury has subpoena powers. 

a. The grand jury seeks information to secure indict
men t for a criminal ac t or a:.,c ts • 

b. Michigan has the "one man grand jury. 

c. The grand jury, in addition to subpoena powers, also 
may grant .immunity to a witness who may incriminate 
himself. 

The coroner's inquest has subpoena powers. 

a. 

b. 

o 

The inquest seeks information from the witness re
garding the death of a person. ' 

The coroner conducts the proceedings, exploring the 
circumstances surrounding the death. 
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3. Certain state commissions have subpoena powers. 

a. ~ay be to determine if a crime or law violation has 
been committed. 

b. To investigate a problem through which enforcement 
of legislative action may be taken. 

4. Iilsani ty proceedings have subpoena powers. 

5'. 

6. 

a. To determine from others the past actions and acti
vities of a person. 

b. To determine if the subject should be in an institu
tion for the insane. 

Abatement and seizure of property hearings have subpoena 
powers. 

a. Determine if a place is a public nuisance. 

b. The seizure of property when used in the c~rnmission, 
aiding or abetting of certain crimes. 

The subpoena writ ordering the person so named to appear 
at the specified time, date and place may be signed or 
valida ted by: 

a. The examining magistrate. 

b. The trial judge. 

c. The prosecuting attorney. 

d~ The court clerk. 

e. The coroner. 

f. The state commission chairmen of certain boards. 

The serving of subpoenas. 

1. Any.subpoena issued and valid must contain the fol
lowing information before being served: 

a. Title of the action in court. 

b. Name of the witness to appear in the proceed
ings. 
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c. The time, date, and place of the appearance at the 
proceedings. 

d. Signature of the magistrate or authorized person. 

e. The seal of the authorized person. 

2. A criminal subpoena may be served on any person. 

3. A police officer must serve any subpoena delivered to him. 

4. Procedure used in serving the sUbpoena: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

The subpoena is filled out completely initially. 

The subpoena is signE!d and sealed by the authority 
responsible. 

The subpoena is delivered to an officer for service. 

The subpoena is ser'ved on the person by: 

1) Showing the original to the person and giving 
him the carbon copy. 

2) Informing him verbally of date: time and place 
his presence is required and the penalties for 
failure to appear. 

e. The server signs the subpoena and delivers it back 
to the person reques ting the service •. 

5. The witness may be excused from appearing by the ~u
thority granting the subpoena - only for an excellent 
reason. 

6. The person requesting the service of the subpoena does 
excuse the person called as a witness generally as a 
matter of practice, when service,s of the witness are 
no longer needed. 

The appearance of an out-of-state witness in court proceedings. 

1. Wl~nesses from out of state may be subpoenaed by com~ 
p1iance with a special procedure known as the Uniform 
Act to Se9ure the Attendance of Witnesses from without 
the State in Criminal Cases. 

Ii .. ' 
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The Act provides for the issuance of a ce·rtificate by 
the magistrate of the court of jurisdiction stating that 
the person is a material witness required for a criminal 
prosecution. 

Ii 
Upon issuance, it is sent to the court of jurisdiction 
in the county and st~te wherein the witness resides and 
th~re is a hearing by the local magistrate. 

4. The magistrate determines if there is a need for the wit
ness to testify and investigates how much hardship is in
volved in leaving the state to testify in the requesting . 
state. 

5. The magistrate may then issue a subpoena from the local 
djurisdiction, accompanied by the 'certificate of the other 
jurisdiction compelling the witness to answer the sub
poena of the dt2mandi'ilg jurisdiction. 

6. The Act provides for monetary reimbursement incurred by 
the out-of-state travel. 

The power of the court to cite a person for contempt. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Contempt of court is the willful disregard for the au
thority of a court of justice, or legislative body or 
disobedience of its lawful order. 

Contempt of court may be d efi ned by the judge in two 
forms: 

a. 

b. 

Criminal contempt is where acts are done in disre
spect of the court and its processes or which tend 
to obstruct justice. 

Civil contempt is where failure to comply with an 
order of the court causes a loss of advantage to a 
party in the action. '1 

Most contempts are punished as misdemeanors. 

If the evidence or testimony to be presented by the wit
ness is material, the witness may be held in custody to 
assure appearance in court. 

Suhpoenas and fees for witnesses at a civil case. 

1. The subpoena in a civil .case will show the name of the 
plaintiff and the defendant. 
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The law provides for expenses and travel money for civil 
witnesses. 

In a civil case, if the person served with the subpoena 
is not served at the same time with witness fees, the 
person has not been duly served according to law and is 
~ reguired to appear in court, but should do so to 
facilitate the processes of justice - MSA 27A7017. 

4. Police officers generally are required by department rules 
and regulations to appear, regardless of fees being paid 
or not being paid. 

5. Accepting payment of fees is not required under the law, 
only that they be offered. Fees may be rejected by the 
officer. 

The use of subpoenas duces tecum. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Subpoena duces tecum is basically the same as a subpoena 
except that the person served must also produce requested 
records or books. 

The records, books or documents also must be pertinent to 
the facts and issues in the case. 

Subpoena duces tecum is an order which authorizes removal 
of records from their usual places or security or storage. 

The same rules apply for all subpoenas of which subpoena 
duces tecum is one. 

Xhe Proper Method of Preparing for Testifying in Court. 

A. Preparation for eventual courtroom testimony. 

I. The officer's initial notification of the connnission of 
a criminal act should begin his preparation for even
tual courtroom testimony. 

2. Information which should be initially noted for future 
reference. 

a. Time of the notification of the cri.mina1 offense. 

b. The location of the criminal offense. 
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How the crime was reported - method of communication. 

The name, address, and phone number of person re
porting the crime. 

The names of other officers immediately involved. 

Consider every case important - you may later find your
self in court testifying on the matter. 

The proper use of the officer's notebook. 

1. The officer should realize that the notebook is his 
written record of an occurrence and an aid to memory for 
future recall of past facts. 

2.' The notebook should be properly handled and maintained 
to preserve its valuable contents. 

3. An officer may be required to testify from his notes and 
not from a report written at a later time. 

4. The notebooks should be as complete as possible. 

5. Keep the notebook in ink because lead pencil marks will 
rub and fade away after long periods of time. 

6. The notebooks should be legible and neat. 

7. Use key words and phrases; not long statements and sen
tences. 

8. Content~ of the notebook should be as inclusive as pos
sible with charts, diagrams, sketches and maps of im
portant cases. 

9. If measurements are taken, be exact to the nearest ~ inch. 

The .notebook as a memory refresher. 
.} 

1. The officer has the right and the duty to review notes 
to refresh his memory concerning events surrounding a 
case. 

2. Notes to be used on the witness stand must be contempor
aneous, Le., prepared shortly after tl:\eevent, or they 
may no t be used as a memory refresher. ' 
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The officer should have on the stand onlY those notes 
which refer to the case being tried. 

One officer can write the notes for both officers as 
long as they were both together during the events being 
transcribed. 

The officer should review testimony at the preliminary 
examination to assist in preventing minor variations 
from the record from bei,l'lg used detrimentally. 

The investigating officer must prepare exhibits. 

1. 

2. 

In every major case there are exhibits which must be 
prepared prior to trial. 

The exhibits may include evidence, photographs, graphs, 
maps, sketches, scale drawings, films, etc. 

3. Every officer should take full advantage of availaqle 
evidence during the investigation and the trial. 

4. The opportunity to better develop or explore evidence 
scientifically should be fully utilized. 

5. Preparing evidence and exhibits for trial does serve as 
a memory refresher for the officer before trial begins. 

6. The officer should be fully aware of his limitations as 
a witness. 

7. The officer should remember that the hearsay and 0pl.nl.on 
evidence rule applies to all lJitnesses except experts 
and the officer is no exception. 

Proper use of photographs, which is the most common form of 
reproduction for illustrating various aspects of the crime. 

1. The investigating officer should determine at the scene: 

a. How many photographs will be required? 

b. What are the various angles desired? 

c. How much outside area should be included in the 
photographs? 

', .. 
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2. Always take more than enough pictures - once the crime 
scene has be'en disturbed, it cannot be reset for 
photographs. 

3. Photographs should show everything necessary, not just 
the crime scene, but the surrounding area. 

4. Remember evidence may and should be reproduced 
photographically. 

5. The picture will preserve as evidence items not considered 
as evidence at the start of the investigation which 
may develop into evidence later on in subsequent 
investigations. 

6. Photographs should be supplemented where ever necessary 
with other exhibits or drawings.' 

7. Photographs should be taken of all evidence. at the crime 
scene, including physical evidence. 

The Officer's Demeanor in Courtroom Testimon~ 

A. TIle officer's demeanor in assisting the prosecutor. 

1. Conferences with the prosecutor in the courtroom should 
be limited to those which are necessary. 

2. Excessive conferences between the prosec~tor and the 
investigating officer: 

3. 

4. 

5. 

a. Are distracting to the jury. 

be May lead to an accusation by defense counsel of 
collusion or conspiracy. 

A h~gh performance of conduct is expected from the 
officer. 

Testifying in court is one way to show all concerned that 
you are a law enforcement o£ficer'who is capable and 
efficient. 

~he actions of the officer in his conduct with attorneys 
in and around the courtroom are always under close 
scr~tiny. 

'.) 

B. 

C. 
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The officer must develop a professional attitude. 

1. The need for a profeSSional attitude in the courtroom 
should be obvious. 

2. Usually persons in court for a case have a special 
interest in the verdict and an officer's impartiality, 
fairness, and professional demeanor will enhance respect 
for the polic-:. 

3. The officer's testimony must reflect an exemplary 
attitude toward the court, officers of the court and 
the jury. 

4. Proper attitude and demeanor reflect sincerity in the 
performance of his duty. 

The officer's appearance in court. 

1. Departmental regulations concerning the officer's 
appearance in court. 

a. The officers should know their department's 
regulations regarding appearance in court. 

b. The officers should folla~ departmental directives. 

2. Uniform or civilian clothes for court appearance. 

3. 

a. Wearing of the uniform is mandatory in some places. 

b. Wearing of the uniform into court is considered by 
many authorities to be improper because it is an 
effort to place undue emphasis on police testimony. 

c. For reasons of impartiality, it is suggested that 
an officer not wear a uniform to court. 

Wearing of a uniform to court. 

a. It should be a full and complete uniform. 

b. It should be cleaned and pressed. 

c. It should have all the required accessories. 

d. It should be the uniform of the day for that duty. 

I 
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The wearing of civilian clothing to court. 

a. The officer should change into civilian clothes 
whenever possible before going to court to testify. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Civilian clothing is a neat, clean, pressed busi
ness suit with white shirt and tie. " 

Civilian clothing for court does not include sports 
clothes, open'>necked shirts, pastel-socks, etc. 

A businesslike manner for court requires a business
like suit of clothes. 

The officer should be dressed comparably to those 
around him in the courtroom scene. 

Some things ~o avoid in dressing for courtroom testimony. 

a. The appearance of bulging pockets. 

b. Pens, pencils, cigars, etc. in pockets of the'suit. 

c. Avoid lodge pins, political buttons, etc. 

do Avoid any clothing, etc. which would detract from 
the jurors concentration on your testimony. 

D. When to appear in court. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5: 

The majority of court appearances are requested by sub
poena stating a specific place, time, court and case to 
appear on. 

Arrive early enough before the beginning of court that 
you have a chance to secure necessary evidence, exhibits 
and reports for presentation. 

Arrive early enough for a chance to review your written 
notes on the case and for a pre-trial conference with 
the prosecutor. 

"-Notify the attorney for the side requesting your appear-
ance of your arrival to testify. 

I) 
If your are unavoidably delayed, telephone the court with 
information e~ to your problem and estimate the time you 
will arrive qt cQurt. 
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6. Attorneys schedule witnesses in a certain order, so your 
appearance at a designated time is important. 

The officer"s conduct while waiting to testify. 

1. If there is a witn~~s room, the officer should wait 
there. If the room is occupied by witnesses for the 
other attorney, stay in th0 hallway or other room close 
by. 

2. Always let the att.orney for the side you are representing 
know exactly where you are. 

3. The officer should conduct himself like a gentleman" eveIl _ 
.,.~~ ~'-=---·t-hougl:k-.-j-he .TJ~igng···fh:aiud='DeXdre~s=afYing-·ls~~bor[ng:---

F. 

G. 

4. 

5. 

Conduct at all times should be quiet, reserved and should 
exercise discretion in his conversations with persons in 
the area. 

Discuss the case wirhonly the proper persons and at the 
proper times. 

The officer's carriage and stature in the courtroom. 

1. When entering the courtoom or court area to testify, 
keep a military bearing with head erect showing good 
posture and being physically and mentally alert. The 
officer should appear serious and respectful. 

2. Don't bring unnec¢ssary clothing or hats, etc. into the 
courtroom. Leave. them in the witness room or coatroom. 

, .' 
.. ,:~ 

3. Only have notes f()r the cas:e at trial in your hands, if 
you need them, and don I t fidget with them.,; 

Demeanor while taking the oath. 

1. While taking the oath, the officer should hold the head 
high and erect and face the clerk, looking him right in 
the eye. 

2. The oath should be taken with the right hand extended from 
his body above his head with the upper arm parallel to 
the floor, elbow at a right angle and the forearm per
pendicular; the wrist straight and thumb and fingers 
extended; with the palm facing the clerk. 

-, 
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3. During recitation of the oath, the witness should look 
, intent and listen to the eath. 

I.. The witness should, by his action, indicate that he. under
stands and is going to comply with theo,~th. 

5. When the oath is completed, the witness should clearly 
I state "I do," with a tone which r~,flects a desj.·re to tell 

the truth. Properly spoken, these two words_can indicate 
a sinceJ;'e.desire to tell the truth. 

__ ~ __ .~R.;=~=~Th~various phases of courtroom testimony~ 

1. 

1. Examination of witnesses takes the form of questions by 
attorneys which are answeJ;'ed by the person on the witness 
stand. 

2. The witness will recite his., name, address, etc. upon 
request from usually the first attorney to question the 
witness. 

3. The various types of examinations. 

4. 

5. 

a. 

b. 

Direct examination and redirect are conducted 
counsel for whom the witness W~$ subpoenaed. ," .. \\ 

by 

Cross-examination and recross ar,\e conducted by 
opposing counsel to the party which subpoenaed the 
witness. 

Cross-examination questions, are fimited to issues 
examined by direct questioning or those questions which 
are relevant .'~-~ 

The right to crosl3-eX,'iIIl~t,le is provided in the constitution, 
where the accused has not only the right to confrontation~ 
but the questioning of~i.tnesses. 

6. Noe criminai matter proceeds unless the defendant is in 
the courtroom. 

Proper demeanor when in the witness chair. 

1. Try to select a comfortable position when seated in the 
witness chair. Still be straight, erect and maintain 
a relaxed military bearing. 

2. Make no unnecessary movements which would distract jurors. 
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3. Avotd slouching, shifting or slumping in the witness chair. 

4. Fold the hands loosely across the lap or rest them on the 
arms of the chair. 

5. Place the feet flat on the floor or cross the legs if the 
position is normal and not assumed out of nervousness. 

6. - The officer should remember that every effort to control c) 

nervousness results in additional trembling. 

7. The ability to-relax is important and comes with practice. 

8. Comfort should be striven for on the stand, but not com
plete relaxation. 

J. After completing testimony. 

1. When finished testifying, prepare to leave the stand. 

2. Leave the 'stand Oi1~y_ after being excused by the court, 
which-will usually _~by~he magistrate. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

In leaving the court, walk with a semi-military bearing 
out of the courtroom. Be impersonal and leave with the 
same air as upon entering the courtroom. 

When leaving, don't stop and converse, nod, wink, etc. 
to anyone. 

Determine at the first opportunity if you are needed for 
any further testimony. 

If no further testimony is needed, leave the court and 
continue on about normal business. If additional tes
timony may be needed, return- to the place you were 
called from. 

Continued presence in and around the courtroom may indi
cate to the jury that you are interested in the verdict. 

Win or lose, the case must rest for the prosecution, 
since the prosecutor has no right to appeal. 

If the case is lost at trial, at some future date check 
with, the prosecutor and determine if there is anything 
whi~h you may cor.rect in future trials to prevent cases 
from being lost at trial. 

o 
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The Officer's Testimony in the Courtroom. 

A. ,The ability of the officer to tes tify in court. 

B. 

c. 

1. Any officer may inadvertently destroy evidence by giving 
testimony improperly. 

2. The ability to testify properly is an asset which should 
be developed to its fullest. 

The officer's voice and manner of speech in courtroom testi
mony~ 

1. The offic~'s voice should be pleasant, polite and of 
normal tone during testimony. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The vocal actions of the :witness should be natural in 
action, speech and vocabulary. There should be no 
attempt to impress the court with tone of voice or manner 
of speaking. 

The w;",tness should make sure that his tone of voice is 
sufficient to carryover the entire courtroom. 

In most usual cases, there will never exist the need to 
shout. 

The answers by the witness must be clear and distinct 
with words pronounced correctly. 

Excellent acoustics as are founrl in many courtrooms 
?ccentuate muffled, throaty and chewed wor~s. 

7. The magistrate may admonish the person to speak louder 
or more clearly. 

The importance of speaking clearly in courtroom testimony. 

1.' The judge mus t hear all ques tions and answers so that' 
',_'=-~ he can rule on the admissibility of evidence., " 

~.::: .• -:.~~"~~.~ .' _~ -""",-J--~-'-":"'-,, -"t~~c--'·-~:'···-

1:;:;;:~~A~1~~~~;~.it~tcfttt?-?~:;:~h~t they may render 
an intelligent verdict. 

3. The court reporter must hear all testimony so that it 
can be properly recorded for future information in other 
trials or appeals. 

D. 

5. 
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The attorneys must be able to hear the testimony so they 
can properly secure evidence from the witnesses. 

The public in the courtroom has a right to hear all tes
timony since public trials are secured for the American 
people in the constitution. 

Controlling the voice during testimony. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

If a witness has a proper tone of voice and delivery so 
that the whole courtroom can ,hear the testimony, the wit
ness will be relaxed in the presentation of evidence. 

The new witness may find it difficult to properly give 
testimony in court. " This ability should be developed. 

If the voice should shake or quiver during testimony, 
this is due to the nervousness of the witness. 

A good speaking voice is a combination of proper breath
ing and controlling the thraat and mouth. 

Basically gCud speaking depends on the ability of the 
witness to force air from the lung as necessary, so 
vocal cords will give off the proper sounds. 

Words are formed by the shaping of the tones by the 
tongue, lips, teeth and mouth. 

A witness who is nervous will breath in gasps and will 
experience dryness of the mouth which makes lllovement of 
the tongue awkward for proper formation of tone sounds. 

E. Things which distract from oral testimony. 

1. 

2. 

~ince a witness may experience dryness of the mouth when 
testifying, there is a tendency to try to insure against 
it. 

Measures utilized by a witness to combat dryness of the 
mouth fall into two categories: 

a. Acceptable methods of combating dryness of the mouth: 

1) Relaxation. 

2) Conscious control of saliva. 
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Unacceptable methods of combatin.g dryness of the 
mouth: 

1) Use of chewing gum. 

2) Use of mints, etc. 

3. The use of artificial stimulator& to produce a m~ist 
. mouth interferes with the proper formation of words 
because the witness has a tendency to overwork the jaws 
and move the tongue too much. 

4. Excessive movement of the jaws and tongue when testify
ing is very distracting tOo all persons in the courtroom. 

The necessity for thinking before answering a question. 

1. The witness should only respond to questions by either 
the judge or counsel and should never volunt(.::e~· infor
mation not requested. 

2. Before answering any questions, the witness should think 
clearly: 

a. About the question - what did it ask? 

b. What is my answer to the question? 

c. Does my reply really answer the question? 

3. After reflecting or thinking about the answe~, speak 
clearly and concisely so everyone in the courtroom can 
hear the answer. 

The witness should select his words carefully before speaking. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The officer as a witness must be very careful of his 
words when answering a question. 

The use of slang should be avoided when testifying, 
because. the jury may not understand the meanin,g of the slang 
used or may feel that the use of slang should be beneath 
the professional police officer. 

Slang may be used if it refers to words spoken by the 
subject or victim. If slang words must of necessity be 
used, their m~aning should be explained immediately 
after their use so that their meaning is clearly understood. 
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Failure to explain may negate all or part of the tes
timony since a juror may disregard the word rather than 
admit ignorance. 

This would also apply to technical testimony or those 
words not usually found in the vocabulary of the average 
person. 

The witness can avoid needless embarrassment and loss of 
face by never using words with which one is not familiar 
or cannot explai.n. Always assume the level of the jury 
to be lower than yours. You donlt need to talk down to 
the jury, but rather at them. 

7. All J;:es timony should be given so it falls in to the aver
age range of human understanding. 

8. Profanity and vulgarity should never be used on the wit
ness stand unless it is necessary for the witness to 
Fepeat the exact words of another person. The officer 
should apologize to" the jury for having to use the pro
fanity and make it known who said the words or who is 
being quoted. 

9. Under no circumstances should the witness use sarcasm, 
wisecracks, witicisrns, or criticism from the stand. It 
is out of place in the courtroom. 

The officer should maintain proper attitude toward attorneys. 

1. Every witness should he careful in showing proper atti
tudca and attention to counsel. 

2. When being questioned, the witness should sit still on 
the stand and direct his attention toward counsel,. show
ing interest in the question. 

3. 

4. 

In answering the question, some reflection may be neces
sary to secure the true answer. 

Pause for a second before answerj.ng the questio~ to: 

a. Give yourself time to select the appropriate answer. 

h. Give the opposing attorney time to object to the 
question. 
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Show impartiality toward bo'th the prosecution and 
defense counsel. The officer should remember that he is 
only a witness in court to present evidence, not to clash 
personalities with the attorneys. 

6. The opposing or defense attorney should be trusted by an 
officer until proven otherwise. The vast majority of 
attorneys are respected, ethical and trustworthy, only 
interested in protecting the rights of his client. 

Response to the ambiguous or incomplete question by counsel. 

1. The officer should be alert at all times to the ques tions 
phrased by the attorneys. 

c_ 

2. The officer should never answer an incomplete question. 
Make certain that the attorney has finished the entire 
question. 

3. An attorney may ask tricky or' incomplete questions to 
harass or confuse the witness. 

The value and use of a hesitation period. 

1. After an attorney completes a question, the officer as a 
witness should develop the habit of pausing momentarily 
before answering it. This applies to both the prose
cutor and defense attorney. 

2. A police officer may have a conference with the prosecu
tor prior to trial where certain aspects of the case are 
pre-discussed. This may mean that the officer is apt to 
respond to the prosecutor more rapidly than the defense 
attorney. 

3. Such a time differential between the two may result in a 
charge by the opposing attorney of collusion on the part 
qf the officer and the prosecution and a fabricat;i,on of 
answers for the defense attorney. 

4. 'I'he hesitat.Lon should not be too long and should be uni
form in length. 

5. The period of hesitation is also important because it 
gives the opposing attorney a chance to object to ques
tions which are: 
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a. Argumentative in nature. 

b. Hearsay evidence. 

c. Calling for a conclusion. 

d. Poorly fOl~ed or phrased. 

e. Otherwise improper. 

The relating of facts as known to the witness. 

1. The wi~ness can only relate those facts which are known 
to him to the best of his knowledge. 

2. The truth,and nothing but the truth, is related in 
answer form. 

3. The oath is a solemn declaration by the witness to tell 
the truth, under a direct responsibility to God. 

4. The facts as known to the witness may be: 

a. The entire event as it really happened. 

b. A part of or the entire event as related by the 
witness within his perception and are not nec
essarily the events as they occurred in reality. 

5. At no time is an untruth acceptable from a police 
officer, but a deliberate untruth while under oath is 
unprofessional and criminal. 

Unworthy or false testimony by a witness. 

1. Impeachment of a witness is the presenting of proof that 
a witness who has testified in a cause is unworthy of 
trust or credit. 

a. Is usually a means of controverting thp testimony 
of a witness. 

b. Is used if the evidence presented is nl~t con~'ruous 
with the facts as known of the case. 

c. If testimony is perjured or deliberately untrue. 
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Perjury is the willful assertion as to a matter of fact, 
opinion, belief or knowledge made b~ a witne~s in a 
judicial proceeding as a Hart of ev~dence whLle under oath. 
Such an assertion must be material to the issue and 
known to the witness to be false. 

a. 

b. 

It is important not only that the witness know it to 
be false but it be intended as the truth. 

Officers should never have related something not 
within his knowledge as this is also perjury. 

M. The use of the appropriate answer. 

N. 

1. It is better to say'O"yes" or "no" whenever possible for 
expediency' and simplicity. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

If a qualification is. necessary to the yes or no respon~e, 
the witness has a right to explain his answer. There ~s 
no rule to the contrary, particularly since a court is 
convened to find the live facts of the case. 

The shortest most concise answer possible is all , . 
is required of a witness, unless counsel requJ.res 
ther explanation. 

that 
fur-

Never use a short answer to avoid or evade a question. 

The witness should answer every question he knows the 
answer to regardless of what the answer may be. 

If the witness does not know the answer to a question, 
he should say, "I don't know," not "I don't remember." 
If someone can't remember, they don't know. Not remem
bering opens a door to counsel forcadditional pressure 
on the witness to try to remember. 

Never hesitate to answer a question even if it is to the 
benefit of the opposing party. 

Development of a persecution complex. 

1. 

2. 

Witnesses should be careful to avoid developing a per
secution complex as a result of testifying in a court-
room. 

If a witness reacts :innproperly to questionfl by one of 
the attorneys, with antagonism or hostility, jurors may 
disregard the'witness' testimony. 

O. 

P. 

3. The persecution complex can':' also refer to a witness 
showing specific interest in gaining a conviction. 
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4. The officer by his attitude may establish in the minds 
of the jurors severe hostility toward the defendant which 
may be reflected in the verdict. 

The witness' correction of honest errors. 

1. The officer should never hesitate to make a correction 
in testimony should an honest error be made. 

2. Honest mistakes will and do occur. But when errors are 
made and recognized, they should immediately be corrected. 

3. Admission of error will not generally damage testimony, 
particularly if it is admitted and corrected without the 
suggestion from the court or counsel. 

4. To smooth over admitting error, the witness can refer to 
notes and then state the correct answer, showing a mem
ory refresher from the notes. 

To whom the witness should direct the answer to a question. 

1. The persons most interested in hearing the response to 
the question are the judge, jury, court reporters and 
counsel. 

2. In determining guilt or innocence, a defendant may have 
a jury trial or trial by judge. The witness should assure 
that the person or persons rendering the verdict hear 
the answers to tne questioni. 

3. The witness should not fact counsel but should face 
either the judge or jury, depending on who is going to 
render a v~rdict. 

4. By observing the jurors, the witness can observe if the 
answer is heard by all members of the jury. 

5 c ~lestions and answers are primarily to establish evidence 
for the jury trial. 

-
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Actions to be taken by a witness who demonstrates or illus
trates using demonstrative evidence. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Demonstrative evidence is any illustration, chart. 
demonstration, etc. presented in court for clarification 
of points ot evidence ~n the case. 

Whenever a witness is using a chart, illustration, crime 
scene sketch, etc., he should be careful to place his 
body in such a position so that all interested parties 
may easily observe the evidence and motions made. 

If the situation is such that it is necessary for the 
jurors or . judge to move, then the testimony should be 
held up until all interested parties are in a favorable 
position. 

Any piece of demonstrative evidence is of little or no 
value to the court and jury unless they are able to 
observe the evidence and determine its value in connection 
with the matter in issue. 

When necessary, the use of a pointer is recommended. 

6. The wi tness should be careful to check s.cale drawings 
whenever marks are placed on the evidence to rep "esent 
something not shown. 

R. TIle witness should be courteous and use proper titles when 
re:ferring to those in the court. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

It is not necessary to use the names of counsel. It is 
better to be impersonal. 

When speaking to counsel, the ~1itness should use the term 
"sir" or "counselor." 

Whenever addressing the magistrate, the term "Your Honor" 
should be used. 

Whenever referring to a member of the jury, equal respect 
should be. shown using IIsir" or Hmadam" where appropriate. 

VI. 

I 

-.... 
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The Cross-examination of Witnesses. 

A. Tije examination of witnesses. 

1. Direct examination is the examination of wi tnesses by the 
party producing same as a witness. 

2. Cross-examination is the examination of witnesses by the 
party opposed to the one producing same as a witness. 

B. The right to cross-examine witness. 

1. The right to cross examine is provided by the 6th Amend
ment to the United States Constitution. 

2. The right to cross-examination is also known as the right 
to confrontation as any person charged with a crime shall 
have the right to confront and question any witnesses 
appearing against him. 

C. Examination procedure in criminal cases. 

1. Prosecution presents its evidence and witnesses first, 
and conducts a direct examination of the state's 
witnesses. 

2. After the prosecutor presents its evidence the defense 
may cross-examine the Witnesses, which is limited to 
questioning that evidence admitted on direct examination. 

D. Examination procedure in civil cases. 

E. 

1. The plaintiff presents its~vidence and witnesses first· 
to substantiate the claim. 

2. While the plaintiff presents its evidence and Witnesses, 
the defendant can cross-examine. 

The intent of cross-examination in trials. 

1. Cross-examination is intended to preserve the right of 
the defendant to list the truthfulness of evidence 
presented against him, or to explore or develop it 
further .• 

2. Cross-examination is usually limited to the scope of evi
dence which is presented on direct examination. 

,i 
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3. ,Cross examination may probe into the ability of the 
witness or determine if the evidence comes from the 
actual knowledge of the witness. 
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4. Through cross-examination of the witness, damaging 
testimony maybe controverted by casting doubts on the 
witness' testimony, or impeaching or discrediting the 
testimony. 

The role of redirect examination. 

1. After the opposing party has cross-examined the witness 
h · , ' t e w~tness counsel then has the right to ask additional 

questions. 

2. Redirect examination is limited to scope and is intended 
to clarify or further develop evidence which has been 
pr~duced under cross-examination. 

3. 'Redirect exam;i.nations are divided into two areas of 
testimonial evidence. 

a. Old evidence - when the prosecutor expands or 
further develops testimony already covered by cross
examination. 

b. New evidence where:the prosecutor introduces new 
evidence not previously covered by cross-examination; 
may be cross-examined by the defense attorney. 

The role of rebuttal testimony. 

1. . Rebuttal e~~idence is presented by one or both parties 
upon completion of the presentation of evidence but 
prior to the resting of the case, to defeat the opposition. 

2. Normal criminal ~rial procedut·e follows a usual format: 

a. 

b. 

The prosecution produces evidence adduced by the 
prosecution to support the charge on which the 
defendant ,is held. 

The defense is then presented to controvert ~: 
prosecution evidence or establish facts not previously 
brough t for th • 
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c. The prosecution then has the right to present fur
ther witnesses in rebuttal against the defense. 

d. The defense may then follow wi,th further rebuttal, 
should it become necessary. 

3. When evidence is introduced which raises a presumption 
of guilt or innocence, evidence may be presented by the 
part, opposing to show such presumption to be ill-founded. 
Such evidence would be considered rebuttal or contro
verted, but the weight of the testimony based on its pre
sentation should rest with the jury. 

VII. The Role of Defense Counsel. 

\ 

A. The' right to have counsel for defense in a criminal trial. 

B. 

1. Every person charged with a criminal offense is consi
dered innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable 
doubt. 

2. An p~1:'sons ~~arged with the connnission of a criminal 
offel ... ;~ are enti!:l~d to the advice and assistance of 
counsel during all proceedings of the case. 

3. If at any time during the criminal case a person desires 
advice from an attoraey, he shall not only be allowed to 
seek such advice, but if the person is charged with the 
crime and is a defendant, counsel will be provided for 
him. 

The role of the public defender system. 

1. The public defender system provides counsel for any per
sOQ,who desires legal representation but is unable to 
pay for services of counsel. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

In lieu of a public defender system the court may appoint 
an attorney who is a member of the local bar. 

A defendant may desire to plead his own case, but coun
sel may be in the courtroom to advise the defendant. 

There are some attorneys who practice criminal law 
exclusivefy but they are in a minority. 
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C. The duties of a legal defender. 

D. 

E. 

1. In the vast majority 0,£ criminal cases, attorneys acting 
as counsel for the defense ?re ethical, respected and 
reliable members of the bar. 

2. Their sworn duty in a criminal case is to protect the 
rights anti intE!lrests of the defendant by probing into 
the tes timony (;If wi tnesses offered by the prosecution 
and to present evidence td controvert the prosecutiqn's 
claims. 

" 
3. The legal defender must see that no evidence is presented 

in the trial which is not relevant material or competent, 
and insure a fair and impartial trial. 

4. Unless the legal defender takes full advantage of his 
right to cross-examine witnesses dnd challenge prose
cution evidence, the interests of the defendant are not; 
being fully protected. 

The officer's view of defense counsel. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The officer in the courtroom may have problems in under
stand~."lg the attitude and actions of the defender. 

The defender who may be warm and friendly outside the 
courtroom. may become hostile and unfriendly during the 
p.xaminaticn of witnesses. 

.'1 

The officer should not v!:!tw the actions of defense coun-
sel as being personal, h~t as those which normally go 
toward protecting the rjghts and interests of the 
defendant. 

4. Defense (iounsel is not the enemy of the police, so an 
offic('l,r Diust have and impersonal attitude, and be 
polite and courteotts to defense counsel. 

The defender who resqrts to foul and unethical tactics. 

1. The officer must be continually vigilant, prepared for 
the unexpected. 

2. Some attorneys may resort to foul tactics because they 
feel they must be rought and tough. The defender feels 
that the prosecutions witnesses and case must be torn 
down to establish reasonable doubt as to guilt. 
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Many defenders are unprepared for trial and have no real 
defense to the crime charged against the defendant, 
except to tear the prosecution's case apart to attempt to 
establish reasonable doubt. 

The various characteristic types of defenders. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

6. 

The professional defender is an ethical, respected, 
capable attorney who intelligently presents a defense 
without resorting to tricky or foul maneuvers which are 
une'thical. 

The subtle defender is ~ calm, quiet, respectful and 
ethical attorney. He will seldom confuse, embarrass Or 
harass witnesses, relying on the use of subhc;;ies to 
bring out testimony and evidence favorable to his client. 

The explosive defender proceeds calmly and ~uietiy until 
he feels he has a chan~e to confuse the witness. When the 
opportunity presents itself the attitude changes completely, 
attacking the veracity of the witness and making every 
effort to confuse the witness. The explosive defender 
will shout and make accusations and insinuations against 
the Witness, but will return to the calm approach if the 
harassing fails to rattle the witness. 

The dramatic defender is very expressive and dramatic in 
actions. He carefully chooses his words hoping to 
impress the court with his ability. He is casually -
ethical in mannerisms but his approaGh makes the witness 
on the stand uneasy. The effort to make flowery, exacting 
statements may be a cover for a lack of ability. 

The vicious dramatist proceeds along the same lines as 
the dramatic defender but favors insulting remarks and 
insinuations. The attack is aimed at getting the witness 
emotionally upset and he will use any available tactic to 
discredit a witness or aggitate the witness into making 
a mistake and giving an improper answer. Under this attack 
a good witness will not lose his temper. 

The crude fighter defender is 'one who has apparent con
tempt for law enforcement and what it stands for. He is 
insulting and will often resort to attacks of a personal 
nature, particularly on law enforcement officers. His 
attitude is anti-prosecution~ often abusive and sarcastic 
and often unethical. 

The bombastic defender has a feeling of self-importance, 
trying to impress all with his abilities and importance. 
He is in many ways like the dramatic defender or the 
vicious dramatist but is louder, more abusive and more 
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unethical. He regards the verdict in the case as the all
tmportant goal, while disregarding ethics, fair play and 
justice. 

The spitter defender is an attorney who is very close to 
the witness and speaks loudly, rapidly and spits a fine 
spray of saliva on the witness. It should not unnerve 
the witness, and often the judge will admonish the 
spitter to stand back a respectful distance. 

The liberator defender is one who usually represents 
minority groups, in cases of unusual prom~nen~e, attempt
ing to capitalize on the American way of Just1ce •. The 
liberator seeks publicity of any sort, seldom work1ng fo: 
no compensation but leaving the impression that the serV1ces 
are donated. The natural object of his attack is law 
enforcement, with false accusations and other unconscion
able charges. 

The Various Tactics of Defense Counsel under Cross-examination. 

A. The tactic of delaying the trial. 

lo 

2. 

The most notable tactic of an unscrupulous 
that of delaying the trial unnecessarily. 
trial and after arrest is provided for the 
a proper defense. 

defender is 
A delay before 
preparing of 

In most cases, crtminal trials are stalled unethically for 
one or more of the following reasons: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Secure full payment of fees before trial. 

Develop information more favorable to the defense. 

Provide time for the fabrication of testimony. 

In the hopes that the prosecution witnesses will 
no longer be availableo 

B. The defender's efforts to impeach the witness. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

tes t:; .... ony·', the defender will When a descrepancy occurs in _ ...... 
make an effort to cast doubt on the testtmony of the witness. 

Many ttmes descrepancies will occur between testimony in 
the preliminary examination and the trial. 

If the descrepancy in testimony is a minor issue the defense 
will use it to confuse the witness. The defender will. try 
to get the witness to chatlge or contradict the testimony. 
'.' 
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4. A police officer, because he handles so many criminal 
cases, may become confused faster than other witnesses 
not so closely connected to the administration of justice. 

5. Impeachment of the witness may follow or the defender will 
make an issue of the discrepancy in summation. 

6. Shrewd defenders will make every effort to discredit 
testimony. 

7. Testimony in the preliminary hearing may be read into 
the trial record if the witness has died or is other
wise unavailable because the defendant had the right to 
confrontation and cross-examination at the preliminary 
examination. 

The defender challenging prosecution conferences. 

1. The defender may accuse the officer of conspiring with 
the prosecutor to gain a conviction. 

2. It is never illegal for a police officer or prosecutor 
or witness to discuss the merits of a case. 

3. It is illegal and unethical for the prosecutor and any wit
nesses, either cooperatively or independently, to fab
ricate evidence for use in obtaining a criminal 
conviction. 

4. No witness should ever hesitate to answer truthfully and 
openly questions about conferences with the prosecutor, 
as pre-trial conferences with attorneys are legal. 

5. The main purpose of this attack is to unnerve the wit
ness. The more nervous and confused a witness is, the 
greater the chance for creating reasonable doubt. 

The defender mispronouncing the name of the witness. 

1. Accidental mispronouncing of names will Occur and should 
be expected. 

2. Occasionally mispronouncing of names will occur, intenden 
for the purpose of causing anger and hostilities. 

3. Intention" . dlispronouncing of names will cause 1rri ta
tion if aot ignored b~ the witness. 

4. The witness should make'no effort '1::0 correct counsel on 
the mis take. 
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The defender may attack the witness personally. 

A common practice is for an attorney to attack a per
son verbally, in the hope that it will unnerve the wit
ness into revealing contradictory or inconsistent 
testiI'Jlony. 

2. It is unfair to the witness, mainly because his personal 
life is so far removed from the courtroom and the case 
at bar. 

3. Such past occurrences as impeachment, div9rce, etc., 
may be used in an attack of a personal nature. 

The defender may attack the witn.ess' creditability. 

1. Some attorneys may attack the creditability or believ
ability of the witness' testimony. 

2. By rephrasing auestions and repeating questions, the 
attorney may cQn£use the witness, causing error in 
testimony. 

3. An attack on creditability may be taken seriously by the 
wi tness and may make the wi tness angry. By getting angry, 
a witness may lose his temper, causing more discrepancies 
and inconsistencies. 

4. Many times the officer deserves and is entitled to more 
credit for honesty and integrity than will be given. 

The defender may insinuate that third degree methods were used 
by the police. 

1. Many times when a confession or admission of guilt is 
offered into evidence, the defender indicates that force 
was used extracting the statement. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Any confession or admission can be controverted after 
being introduced as evidence if it can be proven that it 
was obtained by force, coercion, or duress. 

The defender may indicate that threats and intimidations 
were used to secure the damaging statement. 

It is always good to have more than one person hear the 
defendant advised on his rights, and any statements made 
in a trustworthy and voluntary manner. 
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defen?,er may use trick questions in the cross-examination. 

The' defender may ask a complex question which has two 
answers or can't be answered by a one-word answer~ 

The defender may ask an incomplete question which may be 
a trick, so pause before answering. 

il 

The defender may pose questions which take the f?rm of 
an insinuation, or a reference to things an offii~er 
knows nothing about, or in a manner which indicates stu
pidity on the part of the ~itness. 

A defender may accuse the witness of remembering only 
those things the person wants to remember, which may 
reflect on the witness' credibility. 

5. To avoid an insinuating attack on integrity always try 
to check a defendant's personal belongings in front of 
a witness. 

The witness' testimony may be altered by efforts of the 
defender. 

1. There may be an effort on the part of the defender to 
add information to the testimony previously given by 
the witness in an effort to get the witness to alter 
testimony. 

2. By rewording or rephrasing testimony in court the 
defender may change the meaning of previous testimony. 

3. After the rephrJsing the defender will try to get the 
witness to agree to the new restatement. If the witness 
agrees the defender will then probe further. 

4. The apparent willingness of the witness to change his 
testimony will serve to discredit the witness. 

5. 

6. 

When discrepancies occur they should immediately be 
pointed out by the witness and fully explained. 

Try to keep the issue as clear as possible for the court 
and jury. 
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The defender's use of recess contacts. 

L Recess contacts between the prosecution witnesses and the 
defender are common. 

2. 

3. 

The defender may engage t~e officer in a conversation 
and secure information related to the case. 

During the officer's testimony the defender may infer 
that the officer actually didn't see or observe what he 
is testifying to on the stand. Many times during an 
innocuous recess conversation, seeds of doubt are 
established in the mind of the witness by the defender. 

4. Any changes in testimony may hurt the prosecution's case. 

5. 

6. 

The witness should be wary of any defender who shakes 
hands, and buys coffee or cigarettes, for this defender 
is usually seeking information which you shouldn't give. 
As a general rule don't engage a defender in conversation 
about a case. 

Do not speak freely in front of anyone but other officers 
about the case because roaming through the courthouse 
may be friends of the defender or defendant who are lis
tening for information. 

K. The defender's use of information from incidental or unexpec
ted conversations. 

1. Never discuss the case with anyone not in an official 
capacity. 

2. Any conversations held with those outside of the prose
cution personnel should be limited. 

3. The officer should also be advised not to discuss any 
cases with his family. 

4.. Information passed to friend or family may find itself 
coming back in strange ways. 

5. What was originally told someone else may have become 
distorted out of proportion. Stories tend to grow big
ger each time they are told. 

6. Witnesses should not discuss their testimony or role in 
the case, because it may damage their testimony • 
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7. Every witness should be wary of conversations in or 
around the jury when t4e court is being commenced or 
during recess. 

Some boards, committees, and hearings do not provide for any 
cross-examination. 

1. While crQss-examination does not exist in all hearings, 
such tactics may be applied during hearings. 

2. All rules for the courtroom should be applied to hearings. 

The intimidation of witnesses by the defender. 

1. Many times, under the guise of a reporter, another person 
telephones a witness in an effort to find out what he is 
going to testify to in court. 

2. Only converse on the phone with people known to you by 
voice: persons who are officials with whom you should 
discuss the case'. 

3. Never reveal anything lvhich was testified to in a closed 
hearing. 

4. Remember that all trials are public and the press has 
free access to the court and its records. 

5. Harassment phone calls are sometimes made to jurors and 
witnesses to cause nervousness or to change the mind of 
the juror or witness. 

6. Witnesses should call the police if they have unusual 
telephone calls or contacts while a juror or witness in 
a criminal trial. 
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7. Every witness should be wary of conversations in or 
around the jury when the court is being commenced or 
during recess. 

Some boards, committees, and hearings do not provide for any 
cross-examination. 

1. lihile cross-examination does not exist in all hearings, 
such tactics may be applied during hearings. 

2 •• All rules for the courtroom should be applied to hearings. 

The intimidation of witnesses by the defender. 

1. Many times, under the guise of a reporter, another person 
telephones a witness in an effort to find out what he is 
going to testify to in court. 

2. Only converse on the phone with people known to you by 
voice: persons .who are officials with whom you should 
discuss the case. 

3. Never reveal anything which was testified to in a closed 
hearing. 

4. Remember that all trials are public and the press has free 
access to the court and its records. 

5. Harassment phone calls are sometimes made to jurors and 
witnesses to cause nervousness or to change the mind of 
the juror or witness. 

6. Witnesses should call the police if they have unusual 
telephone calls or contacts while a juror or witness in 
a criminal trial. 

Uneasiness on the Witness Stand. 

A. The expectations of experiencing nervousness or uneasiness. 

1. The witness should anticipate being nervous and uneasy 
when testifying in court. 

2. The witness may find it difficult to sit in the chair 
comfortably. 
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3. The nervousness and uneasiness can be overcome by proper 
training, proper preparation, 'practice and a knowledge 
of the reasons for nervousness. 

4. No person, particularly a witness for court, will be 
totally immune from stress, but some do control and 
conceal it better than others. 

Some of the causes of uneasiness or nervousness. 

1. 'Uneasiness is the state or condition of being restless 
and disturbed by pain, anxiety, etc. 

2. Uneasiness or nervousness may be caused by self
consciousness, fear, worry, apprehension or nervous 
tension. 

3. The autonomic nervous system controls such body functions 
as the heart, respiration, glands, etc.; these organs 
function without thought. 

4. This system is also known as the sympathetic nervous 
system or the body's defense mechanism. 

5. When the mind knows that there is an event ahead which 
mayor may not be unpleasant, the body reacts to the 
anticipation with anxiety. 

6. Anxiety is reflected physically with a dry mouth, fast 
heartbeat, etc. 

The emotional reflex action. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

When a person becomes fearful of something he becomes 
tense because of emotional strain. 

In a healthy person this reaction is perfectly natural. 

Any man who says he isn't afraid is not normal. 

A quick response by the body to fear is an emotional one, 
involving all major o~gans and systems of the body. 

Uneasiness by a witness is really emotional strain; the 
more severe strain results in profuse perspiration, 
shortness of breath, muscle tremors, etc., or "butte~flies" 
in the stomach. 
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The~e conditions are particularly noticea~le prior to 
testifying and diminish somewhat after be1ng on the stand 
because the witness' area of concentration has changed 
and anxiety diminishes. 

After testifying the witness will feel relieved because 
of a reduction in stress •. 

Emotional stress can be overcome somewhat by relaxing 
prior to testifying and when actually testifying. 

Peace of mind, clear thinking, the ability to concentrate, 
etc., are all enhanced by relaxation. 

Environment contributes to emotional uneasiness. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

71. 

Being in a strange environment may cause the. wi. t~ess a 
feeling of inadequacy. The inadequate feel1ng 15 
increased by anxiety and anticipation and being unsure' of 
the requirements. 

Confidence in courtroom testimony is gained by exr.erience 
and by being familiar with the courtroom through exper
ience in testifying. 

E~perience will never overcome uneasiness completely, but 
familiarity builds confidence, which comes from exper
ience. 

A person wh~ has a fear of the unknown and is oversensi
tive is more self-conscious than the average person, 
which may result in interference with comfort, ease, and 
poise of the witness. 

Self-consciousness, particularly related to t~e witness' 
making a mistake, may become so intense that 1t prevents 
the witness from acting, thinking or speaking normally. 

The power of concentration should be ~evelop~~ to th~ 
exclusion of concentrating on other tnings, l1ke enV1ron
ment, etc. The area of concentration should be on the 
evidence and not on the witness himself. 

If at all possible, the officer should be rested before 
testifying because a fatigued mind diminishes the power 
of concentration. 
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The evidence of emotional strain. 

1. Emotional stress and strain should be eliminated early 
by cop~entrating on reviewing the facts of the case and 
notes prior to trial. 

2. Anxiety, apprehension, fear, etc.~ greatly contribute to 
the emotion of fear. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Fear is a natural human emotion, which in some ways is 
beneficial and in other ways, to a more extreme degree, 
is harmful. 

Conflicts in the mind are typified by tension, uneasi
ness, restlessness and, frequently, nervousness. 

The cd,'nflicts result in a reduction of conscious control 
of nerves, causing nervousness characterized by voice 
tremors, palpi.tations, profuse perspiration, breathless
ness, intestinal discomfort, fatigue or loss of memory. 

6. Excessive mental strain is often followed by fatigue or 
exhaustion, which impairs concentration, creating more 
concern and more nervousness. The circle is never
ending and vicious. 

A lack of ability to concentrate. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 

The memory is the faculty of the mind which enables one 
to retain and reproduce impressions received. 

The act of remembering is the recollection that a person 
has within the past. 

Memory is the ability to rec.ollect facts, and is enhanced 
by the ability to concentrate. 

It is very important that a witness concentrate on eviN 
dence and testimony to be given. 

By relaxing, a witness can reduce emotional distress and 
lessen all the characteristics of emotional distress. 

! 
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'The. ability to overcome uneasiness on the witness stand. 

1. A lack of ability is reflected by uneasiness, or hesitartt, 
repetiti~us or nonsensical answers. A lack of ability can 
never be overcome. Often the same symptoms are reflected 
by those who are unprepared. Unpreparedness can be over
come by revi~wing the notes and facts on the 'trial. 

2. 

3. 

4, 

5. 

6. 

7. 

There are many ways to overcome nervousness or uneasiness. 
Relaxation is probably the most important single factor. 

Personal feelings are unimportant because the witness is 
not on trial, unless the defendant becomes a witness. 

Signs of nervousness or uneasiness are looked for by th~ 
attorneys in court, particularly if they are the types 
who like to take advantage of such a conditionj.n a wit
ness. 

In sitting in the witness chair, the hips should be fully 
back into the.:hair with the back against the backrest. 
This is art upright position which relaxes back muscles, 
maintains good posture and appears comfortable. 

Tr to breath~ normally and sit., so that the ~ungs can be 
e~ ~, ,n,ded properly. 

When you are on the stand think before you speak and when 
you speak, speak .only the truth. 

Laok, but don't stare, at the members of the jury. 

x. Checklist to be Used Prior to Testifying in Court. 

A. 'Were the field notes properly prepared? 

1. Are they ,mders tandable and clearly written? 

Do they contain charts, maps aiagrams, or other supple
mental material? 

Who else was present at the scene? 

Who was the investigating officer?';? 

Who else assisted and what was the function of each person? 
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6. What is the victim's name aLd address? 

7. What was the address ,at the location of the offense? 

8. What is the name and description of the defendant? 

9. What was the description of the auto used? 

10. Do I have a complete list of the property stolen? 

11. What property has been recovered? 

a. Where recovered? 

b. When recovered? 

c. From whom recovered? 

d. Who identified the recovered property? 

Were photographs taken at the scene? 

1. What photographs were taken? 

2. By whom were they taken? 

3. Have I seen them? 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Can I identify the scenes they show? 

Were photographs taken of the evidence ! will present in 
court? 

Will the photographs be in court when I ttestify? 

Was a sketch, map or diagram made of the scene? 

1. Who made the sketch? 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Does it show all articles of fut'niture, windows, doors, 
landmarks, etc.? 

Was all evidence indicated on the sketch? 

Who assist~d in taking measurements? 

Were the measurements taken by triangulation? 
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6. Have my notes, regarding the measurements, been checked? 

7. Do my measurements show the proper location of the 
evidence? 

8. Can I transfer my measurements to a scale drawing in the 
courtroom? 

9. Do I know the symbols used to indicate the articles of 
evidence and do I have them clearly in mind? 

Who supplied information on the crime? 

1. When was the offense reported? 

2. Do I know who reported the offense? 
:, 

3. Did I contact this person - when and where? 

4. Do I remember the information he supplied? 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Would I recognize this person if I saw him in the 
courtroom? 

Do I know the name and address of the victim? 

What information did the victim supply? 

Could I identify the victim in the courtroom? 

Do I know the names and addresses of witnesses and 
informants? 

Can I clearly recall the information I received from wit
nesses and informants? 

Can I recall the times and places of the interviews with 
each? 

Would I recognize these people in court? 

Did other officers supply infolBation; ~f so, what -
when, etc.? 

When did I first seethe de,fendant? 

1. Under what conditions did I fir,s t see him? 

2. Who else was present at that time? 
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3. Did I arrest him at that time - when and where? 

4. What was his arrest based on? 

5. When and where did I first interrogate the defendant? 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Do I recall any statement he made in reference to the 
defense? 

Was the defendant identified by ~he victim or a witness? 

Who identified him - when, where and how? 

How was the defendant dressed when arrested? 

Did his clothing correspond to the des,cription given by 
the victim or witness? 

Was the defendant driving~ or riding in a car when 
arrested? 

12. Did the car answer the description given by the victim or 
witness? 

13. Do I know its make, model, year, color, license number, 
etc. ? 

14. Did the car have any unusual accessories or features that 
would set it apart from others? 

15. Was the car damaged in any way? 

l6~ Was th~ defendant alone when apprehended? 

17. Did he offer resistance to arrest? 

What evidence was found? 

1. Am I familiar with all evidence found? 

2. Who found the individual articles? 

3. wt • .) else was present when evidence was found? 

4. 

5. 

When, where and under what circumstances did I find 
evidence? 

How was each article marked for idsntification? 

i 

" , 
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6. How was each article packed? 

7.' Did I record the proper information on each article? 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Can I establish the chain of possession? 

Is the evidence still in my possession? 

What examinations were made on the evidence? 

Who conducted the examinationS? 

Is the prosecutor familiar with the examinations con
ducted? 

Do I have a copy of the expert's report? 

Will testimony of the expert be of value to the case? 

G. Am I prepared to testify? 

1. Have I reviewed my notes as thoroughly as I should? 

2. Am I familiar with all of the facts? 

3. Am I familiar with all of the evidence? 

4. Have I prepared all of the exhibits that should be pre
p~red? 

5. Am I certain that I am familiar with the evidence that 
can be 'presented by the victim, Witnesses, etc.? 

6. Have I inform~~ the prosecutor as to all information I 
have on the case? 

7. Have I gone over the testimony to be given by witnesses 
with the prosecutor? 

8. Does the p~osecutor understand what testimony I,ca~ give? 

'9. Would research be of assistance t9 the testimony I am to 
giv~?" 

10. Have I reviewed the case thoroughly with the prosecutor? 
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Has my preparation given me self-confidence and self
assurance? 

Have my notes been removed from the notebook, so they 
can be taken into court separately? 

While waiting to testify or during recess: 

1. 

2. 

I shall not converse with anY9ne in reference to the 
testimony I am to give. 

I shall avoid conversation with opposing counselor 
defense witnesses. 

3. I shall be alert for possible contacts by counselor 
his representatives. 

4. I may converse freely with others, but not in reference 
to the case. 

5. I -shall not concern myself with conversations, held 
within my hearing, in reference to the case. 

6. I will wait in the witness room, or in the corridor 
adjacent, where I can be easily contacted. 

7. I should not concern myself with the impression I will 
make while testifying. Impossible! ' 

8. I can replac~ nervousness by concentration on the evidence. 

During questioning: 

1. 'I shall direct my attention toward counsel while he is 
asking questions. 

2. I shall hesitate briefly, after the question is completed, 
before giving my answer. 

3. I shall Qirect my answers to'either the judge or jury, as 
the case may be. 

4. I shall $peak loudly and clearly enough to bp. heard 
throughout the courtroom. 

5. My answers shall be as brief and concise as possible. 
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If asked to relate a series of events, I shall speak 
clearly and distinctly. The sequence of events shall 
be in proper order to provide better understanding.

c

• 

I shall avoid the use of profanity except when repeating 
words spoken by anotHer. 

I shall avoid the use of poiice slang or te'chnical terms. 
When necessarily used, I shall explain their meaning. 

I shall answer all questions for which I know th~ answers. 

I shall not depend on my opinions or conclusions - I shall ", 
testify only to facts. 

I shall be fair and impartial in testifying. 

I shall not avoid a question, nor shall I distort an 
answer. 

I shall not hesitate to correct any honest mistake I 
might make while testifying. 

I must not show by my actions that I am partial to the 
prosecution. 

If asked if I have talked the case over with the prose
cutor, prior to trial, I shall readily admit it if I 
have. ' 

If I used my notes to refresh my recollection, I shall 
readily admit that I had. 

If I am asked to turn my notes over to ~ounsel for 
examination, II$hall be prepared to do so. 

I shall show equal respect to counsel for both parties. 

I shall show no signs of animosity toward counsel for the 
opposition. 

! shall 
bility. 
anp not 

expect reflections on my character and credi
Should they occu~, I will consider the source 

concern .myself. 

21. I must remember that opposing counsel may try to cause 
me to 'lose my temper. This I must avoid. 

e,1 
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22. I must remember tpat I am only a witness in the case. I 
am not on: trial eV,eA though it may so appear. 

23. I mus t remember to,:place my body in proper pos i tion, so 
I can be seen by art interested parties, while illustra
ting or demonstrating. 

L. When I am finished testifying: ' 

1. I should wait to be excused by both attorneys and the 
judge, before leaving the stand. 

2. When excused, I shall leave the courtroom without con
versing with, or contacting anyone in the courtroom. 

3. After leaving the courtroom, I shall leave the inunediate 
vicinity as goon as possible. 

4. I shall not converse with anyone in regard to the tes
timony I have given, except the prosecutor or investi
gating officer. 

5. I should show no sign of interest in the verdict of the 
jury. 

Some Important Things to be Noted in Courtroom Testimony. 

A. Things to do or remember when testifying in court. 

1. Prepare for eventual courtroom testimony at the initial 
report of the crime. 

2. Be careful not to destroy the case before trial by pris'" 
oner mistreatment, promise of reward, etc. 

3. Attend a pre-trial conference with the prosecution and 
witnesses. Review the case - all evidence and notes. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

When appearing in court, be prepared and on time, in 
p\roper appare 1. 

Be businesslike and respectful at all times during the 
proceeding. 

Always tell the truth and have your conduct, demeanor, 
and answers reflect your professional bearing. 

Always give the prosecutor time to object before anS\ver
ing a question. 

----
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9. 

Dir~ct answers toward the jury, not the questioning 
counsel. 

Correct any mistakes in testimony immediately. 

Things ~ 12 ~ or forget when testifying in court. 

1. Avoid chewing, eating, or smoking. 
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2. Avoid familiarity with the judge or others in the court. 

3. Avoid any form of prejudice, discrimination or 
impa:t:'tiality. 

4. Avoid exaggerating, overtestifying~ or bluffing. 

5. Avoid laughter, or humor which may inrlicate a lack of 
seriousness. 

6. Avoid changing the attitude from direct to cross
examination. 

7. Avoid losing your temper or composure. 

8. Avoid looking slouchy or sloppy. 

9. Avoid commenting publicly on a court case. 
it in bad t~ste but it may ruin the case. 

Not only is 

Exampl~s of Trick, Loaded or Ambiguous Questions. 

A. 

B. 

A defense attorney may use trick questions designed to trap 
a~ office: into foolish answers. There are many trick ques
t10ns; th1s section is only a sample of some of them. 

The trick question on employment. 

1. 

2. 

Question: "You haven't been, an officer very long, have 
you?" 

Answer: "I havl~ been an officer for 
------------------ " 

3. Trap;. you can't help it if you are a new officer - make 
no apology fot' it ~~ your power to ~trest is as great as 
any other officer's .. 
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The trick question on pre-trial conferences. 

1. Ques t ion: "Ha ve you ta lked to anyone a bou t th i seas e ? " 

2. Answer: "I have talked with several persons about the 
case." When further pressed as to whom you talked to: 
'~itnesses, the prosecutor, my partner and my superior 
officers." 

9. Trap: to get the officer to deny talking with anyone 
about the case. As an officer you have to discuss the 
case with the proper people, SO don't deny it. 

Trick questions on frame-ups. 

1. Question: "Didn't you and the prosecuting attorney get 
together in a meeting yesterday and frame this whole 
thing7" 

2. Answer: '~e met yesterday to review this case from my 
notes because I wanted to be very sure my testimony 
would be correct in this case." 

3. Trap: you aren't framing anybody by discussing the case. 

Trick question personality clashes. 

1. Question: "you don't like my client, do you?" 

2. Answer: "I feel sorry for any man in trouble, but I 
have to te11 the tl'uth." 

3. Trap: don't let personalities interfere with good 
judgment. 

~cick questions on convictions. 

1. 

2 • 

3. 

Question: "You just want a conviction, don't you?" 

Answer: "If he is guilty he should be convicted." 

Trap: to get you to personali~e your preoccupation 
with a conviction rather than being truthful and 
objective. 
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Trick question and arrest quotas. 

l. Question: "You jus t want your arrest quota every month." 

2. Answer: ''We have no arrest quota - we are only required 
to arrest people who break the laW." 

3. Trap: to get you to admit to arrest quotas. 

Trick questions on outside reading on this case. 

1. 

2. 

3, 

Ques tion: "haV€~ you read anything about the case?" 

Answer: "Yes, I read about the case in the newspaper3." 

Trap: to get you to say you have had no contact with 
the case by reading the newspaper. 

Trick questions regarding alcohol. 

1. Question: "You say his breath smelled like alcohol. Just 
what is the odor of alcohol?" 

2. Answer: "I smelled alcohol associated with drinking and 
he had an odor like drunks I have previously arrested. 

3. Trap: pure alcohol has no odor 

Trick question on "yes" and "no" answers. 

1. Question: "Answer my question yes'or no." 

2. Answer: "I can't answer the ques tion yes or no." 

3. Trap: many questions can't be answered yes or no. Many 
answers must be explained to be truthful. 

Trick questions on what other witnesses or officers have said. 

1. Question: '~hat if I tnld you your partner said this 

" 
2. 

3. 

Answer: "I didn't hear roy partner's testimony. I can 
only tell you what I know myself." 

Trap: the attorney does~'t say your partner actually 
said anything. 
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Trick questions On your telling the truth. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Question: "Did your partner tell the truth or are you 
telling the truth?" 

Answer: 
offic~l' 

''What I have told you is the t~nth and I am sure 

of his k-n~o-w~l-e-d~g-e-.~'~'--------- told you the truth to the best 

Trap: never say someone else made a mistake - because 
you don't know. 

Trick questions on adVising a pe f h' rson 0 15 rights. 

1. Question: "Did you advise the defendant of ill of his 
·constitutional r.=.ghts?" 

2. Answer: "I advised him of ' " 

3. 

______ __ v 

Trap: you couldn't tell him all of his rights because 
you don't know all of his rights. 

Trick question on your presence. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Ques tion: ''Why are you here today?" 

Answer: "I h b ave een subpoened to testify in this matter 
by order of the court. 

Trap: to show personal involvement, being anxious to 
convict. 

Trick questions on drinking alcoholic beverages. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Question: "You donit like drunk people, do you?" 

Answer: "I don't mind social drinking, so long as it does 
not endanger or hurt people." 

Question: "Have you ever been drunk yourself?" 

An~wer: Tell the truth, no matter how much it hurts. 

Trap: to show you are against drinking or are really a 
drunk yourself. 
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A. 

Survival • 

'The 'criminal has the initia,l advantage: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

'the criminal's greatest asset is that h~ can makeup his 
mlnd to kill without warning or .p'rovocatj.on~-=~ c'Be-ing_on 
the bther side of the law, he ,is not bo~hd to remain 
within' l~gal limits "Of gunfigbtoehavj,~*,. 

In the quesUohing of some of these cri~inals~wh()-su~
vived police comb~t, most of them admitted the 'pr,epara-: 
tion to kill; w4i1e a police officer must wait i;pr some 
overt acton th~ part of the criminal, which does not have 
to be such that a weaponnm§t begisplayed in a" hostil~ , 
manner." 

I 
'} 

~ q 

n 
.' ~ .,. R 

·It is sufficient fora policeman to start into action, fi 
when" thecrimimll makes some motion which at:eason~ble ~ 
,man Jould interpret as an' attempt t~ ~apply ar'uled forc~~""-='--",-~__ ~ 
~gainst the officer or someone else. - The crimin~l' s "~ -lL. '. 
acticm may not be. enough to warrant the officer in shoot- ~ ~-"C,'-

I'~ ing, but it is certainly enough to warrant the drawing ~ 
I ,-of a revolver and being ready to use it. ~ ,I t~) r, '" ~ 

f 
.'~ .4. The killers of 1,lolicemen range from crazy youthst::o l 

". sen.il,~, psychotic old men •. There is no. situation in 1I 

" .'" ]....WhiCh· a poUce' officer is not justified il,1. drawing his i 
.'..':'!!. . weapon to' learn more about the situa~ion wh,le under gun x 

,::; muzde control~<~~ l?tlg as the officer has r~,sonable j 
'}O '" '''.'' "-" ,~-'" gr!?,~nclS to beheve hl.S opponent may be armed and may ~ 

intend to ,use the w~apo~,. ,," 

II' ~ '~:c.z:.;~~"~~"'<>-:~~",,~>-5: ",A peace off~cer's perspective. ,;; ~ 
"",. ~""~~""=:.. , I 

1. " J~':-'<.i~o1i.c-e 'o£f~cer tries hi.~ be~t' to carry out his '.' ~ 
r""~ '. If.:... workf'eaceft.il1y~but 'at the same,ti,meaWare th,at he ~ 

=- may need, the' weapon without ad'l7,ance'nQtice. This ,~ 

,2. 
"I 

(, , 

3. 

/ is a nega:~'iveframe of reference from whi;cQ,the ~ 
officer triiu:it"te~H:flve an 'armed conflict.' ~ 

""0 "'>c, ~, 
Th~re appear~. tobea ,§trQng irist:i.nc1;ive mental I 
block .in theperspec~iv-e{lf many police officerF-~-' ~",.",..."" .'0. 'i 

. astheyfail,t()'-'comprenettd,;the.sqdde~ness with' , -~"'A~"",,_ t 
whic1f~'a .. situati. oft' .~ ... deY.,".elop aild;: silllilarly, f .. a,i.l ' . "~"'-:-;'~ ,"'"" 
to, recognize the iriherent.~dva..":ltage,of the cri~itial I '~'==" 
.inc~nfl:tc t wi th"ttJ,e po 1 ice"'.."-~~~''''' . 'H ' 

M ", 

A few policemenhaveaevelop.ed,the ~t:acti~"to"f --d;aw- f 
ing their lrevolver and holding, J'~tas they ~approach7_ 0., !, 

,a.~1Jo;,se~.f~~~ car4",~f thei.r suspie~~i_\,s ate not "'J:"~~{~ 
- -O;::,_~-= ~-'- -;0 ! 

! 
i 
11 t:-.. 
t,~ 

~'-.,. ... ,~ -
-'~~Z:-04'--·:~-:·~'~'·'i~~~_!~..,.;. ..... ' __ 4Zii_-:~_: 
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confirmed, a'sli'ghl;: turn of ,their body aids in concealing 
the gun as th~ytuck it back into th~;i.r holster. This 
technique is in reC!litY~,a:odevice to combat the mental 
attitude of the killero;crimina1. 

The only time a pQlice officer may·'u'-Se. force is t~ ~ver
come resis'tance" arid thens, policeman has the leg1tlIII:ate 

~ right and ;;'l duty 4:0 Use any method available to protect 
himself. 

; '':-' 

Surrendering yoqr" gun. 

Policemen generally will not give"ul? their side arms 
easily; however, it is recognized thi;l;t~t~ere are s~tua

,.'. tions in which an officer's life may be 1ndanger 1f he 
c •. fails to surrender his weapon." 

1. 

.:: 

~. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Police history is complete with incidents 9f policemen 
who refused to surrender'their revolver and appreh~~ded 
or·killed the criminal who had the drop on them. I't is 
for ~ this reason that any officer who ~prrenders his gun 
must unfortunately exp~ct some unkind remarKs from· fellq!}\ 
officers'~ _,:\::" 

Every day,som~~~~e"p;~'in the Un~~ted States~ ~ pol~ceman 
is corifronteowith'f::he dil-emma 0,f surrender1ng h1s g9n ~, 
or fighting it out, a dilemmacomp,licated. by the fact 

"--o",,-c..:chat the criminal ma)' kill· the pollce of;eicer after the 
surr~der. 

The poli6~":'aIlshould7nevet forget-thefai.;t~1i:at"tlie' ~o-__ 

-co~~mity'~rms him to defend, himself_ and ot.hers in his. 
, company ag:a:i~st criminals,.~. A p.':.ol~ce o~fieef .surrendermg 
.. his weapon gives up to the enemy.' The very 1ns't~ce of 

giving up his gun shouldpe effectively ut~ii~ed' t{l; .' 
seizlr~4na arrest the criminal or to kill h1tl\l,n. self· 
defenl;!e. 

.,~,) 

The offi,cer must rememRe~, that most citizens of the~_ 
comtriunity are unarmed and easy.prey for armed criillinals. '--- ~ 

'The officer owes a moral duty" to the public he serv.es 
to not only" disarm the crimihal, but to use every me..ans 
at: his disposal to avoid armiqg tHe criminal with stUl 
anotheJ; gun. 

Bas.ic thinking in solving such dilemmas ~a~be",~hannel~~ed 
along the Hnes of encountersbetweE!n,"policemer:t'~and, Cr1rrir 
ina'lsin which the police officet:' won out. The pol~~.eman,~, 
can ,attempt to talk his way Oqt of the situation, sho'dt:, 
it out, or attempt to disarm his criminal oppg,n~nt. 
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Cop killers. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The crux of talking a criminal out of his gun reS.ts with 
playing on basic fears. 'Every crook,thug, and hoodlum 

'in the underworld knows what happens to cop·k;;,llers. 
One of the facets contributing to the rise oi the Mafia 
in the American underworld has been their reluctance. to 
kill a police officer. 

: Ii 

Armed hired killers have surrendered to police within 
mgments after a killing, because 'their !!contract" did 
not include killing a policeman. 

Most of the professionaHl 
who shel~er criminals for 
are pois~\n." ; 

1\ 
~\ , 

in the underworld, and those 
a fee" agree: "Cop killers 

The crimtpal is a bit disorganized at the sudden appear
ance of a,i policeman; and while his first impulse is 
de fens ive\\ any wprds of the policeman which may contrib
ute to hiij disorganization may lead to panic and su~render. 

As a policeman, you are a member of an exclusive club 
that knows no boundaries anywhere in the world. The 
police of Michigan seek out a cop killer just as ear
nestly as the police of the state of Washington, and 
this is also true of the police of foreign countries. 
"Wanted for killing a police officer" od an F. B. I. 
wanted bulletin appears to set the hackles on the back 
of any police officer to functioning. It is the inter-

-,--J;elation_ o:f individuals working in the same vocation 
that accounts-fot;thisC!f;tH:ude. 

6 • The criminal knows that once he kills a policeman, other 
officers will have a tendency to shoot first and ask 
questions later. 

Shooting it out with a crimillai. 

1. 

2. 

There may be no need to rush things; possibly a word to 
the criminal to drop the gun and surrend~r may have the 
desired effect. A police' officer must realize that the 
criminal, almost panic-stricken at the sudden appearance 
of theofficE}r, may give ~p, or may go' into a full "panic 
and start blazing. 

'Xhe,~exactc:lrcumstance of the moment, th~; premisej3 con
cerned, ,the type of crimill,al, and apparent armament are 
all essential elements in .servingto shaping the officer's 
evaluation of the. situation. Sodi'ething about the criminal 
may be thedeciding factor as to what action is most: 
<idvantageous for the policeman. 
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a. The criminal may be very young or very old. 

b. He may be indecisive in his actions. 

In the final analysis, it is a delineation of character 
that only the officer at the scene can make at the moment 
of surprise. It has to be an excellent appraisal with 
split-second timing. 

An officer would feel quite silly if he surrendered a 
loaded firearm to a criminal armed only with a pipe, a 
roll of coins,or some other object simulating a' weapon. 

Attitudes of the criminal and police officer. 

1. The criminal has an ascending potential of fear arising 
from such an enc\:>un ter" and it runs through his mind a+ong -;, 
these lines: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

a. I'm caught • • maybe he'll fight. 

b. \ I don't want to kill a'cop. 

c. Maybe he'll kill ilie. 

d. If I kill him; they'll beat me • 
live through that. 

• I couldn't 

e. If I do live, I'll get the gas chamber. 

f. I may get away. 

g. I may get away ••• better give up now. 

h. 

L 

Fight 

Kill 

• can I win. 

should I. 

SomethIng about the officer may be the deciding factor 
in making up the criminalismind. Every animal-like 
sense of'man comes close to the top when the individual 
is emharkec;l upon a crime. 

I 
For years, police officers thought that feces and urine 
traces at crime .scenes were part of the modus operandi 
of the criminal, but found ot1t that nature makes unex
pecteddemands when fear rises to unforseen heights. 

Capability with a gun and confidence in ability can be 
transmitted to these crimiri,als when their perceptions are 
heightened by the "crime in progress·i , ,situation • 

, '" 

(:'1 
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The mental frame of reference of police officers sbould 
run along these lines: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

I may be able to talk him out of it • • • 

Even if he does shoot, the gun may misfire'or he 
may miss me •• 

If he does hit me', that doesn I t mean that I'm 
dlead he's got to hit a vital spot 

mlat the hell, my insurance is paid and this bum 
might kill someone else. 

From the very first moment a man pins on a police badge 
and holsters the police revolver, he mu •• ' live with the 
thought that he might have to shoot it out; and while 
life is a precious thing, so is a man's opinion of 
himself • 

Disarming techniques for the police officer. 

1. If th~ criminal is within reach, or even "lunging rea~h," 
the policeman may think about disarming him. 

• 
2. An overt move at this moment may panic the criminal into 

Sliooting when he might have will'i.ngly given up'under a 
.. little persuasioTI-: "talking them down" from the high 
emotional level common at this moment should be attempted 
at first. It will also give the o£'ficer a few precious 
moments to evaluate his opponent and the other circum
stances surrounding the situation - and may give him 
time to sidle to within reaching distance. 

3. Actually, physical contact of the criminal's gun with 
the officer's body is the most advantageous position for 
the officerjotherwise, the officer clmnot know the loca
tion of the weapon~ which is a big help when the approach 
is from the front. 

\\ 
4. Two steps are necessary in sm:d'essful disarming 

techniques •. 

a. 

o b. 

c. 

One is to swivel the body away from the muzzle. 

The other is to reach down and seize control of the 
weapon. 

The two movement$ can be made faster than the crim
inal opponent can react; but they have to be fast. 
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Once the officer has his hand or hands on the gun and has 
deflected the muzzle away from his body~ he has the 
advantage, because the criminal's finger is in th~ trigger 
guard. A simple wrenching motion ~f.the,gun away f:om 
the officer and inward upon the cr1m1nal· s arm hold1ng 
the gun will usually break the trigs:er finger or c~use 
sufficient pain to force the criminal. to release h1S 
grip upon the gun, and set-the officer up for a disarm
ing technique that slides into a classic wrist lock. 

In the ~rist lock, the officer slides one or both.of his 
hands beyond the gun so that his thumb or thumbs are on 
the back of the criminal's hand holding the gun; then a 
slight upward, inward, and downward motion p~ts an unten
able pressure upon the muscles controlling the fingers, 
and the criminal is forced to release his hold on the 
gun. At some point in this motion, the muzzle may be 
accidentally pointed at the officer's chest and head -
a very undesirable feature of this disarming technique. 

Another wrestling hold that is sometimes taught as a 
disarming technique i$ the arm lock. . The officer slides 
into a position where the pressure is exerted outward 
and to the rear in such a fashion that the pain causes 
the criminal to'release his hold upon the weapon. This 
hold has the same disadvantage in that the arc of the 
weapon I s muzzle, as the officer moves into the f~nal :j 

position of the hold, may sweep his body for an 1nstant -
and that's too long. 

The more simple disarming technique of first swiveling 
the body out of the way of the gun's muzzle, then reach
ing for the gun and wrestling it out of the criminal's 
grasp and studiously .refraining from giving him any 
opportunity of again pointing it at any portion of the 
officer's body. 'There is every possibility that a shot 
will be fired as the officer and criminal struggle for 
possession of the gun; but when it happens, the officer 
must have control of the muzzle. 

In wrenching a l-leapOn away from a criminal by turning it 
in upon his trigger finger, there.is a good chance of 
the criminal receiving a self~inflicted gunshot wound; 
that is .one of the disadvantages of facing up to a 
trained police officer. It is easier to take a gun away 
from an individual than it is to hold onto the weapon. 
A firm hold on a revolver will keep its cylinder from 
turning and. thus jam it, or will cause the recoiling 
parts of an automatic pistol to be retarded to such ~n 
extent .that a malfunction. will occur and the automat1c 
will fail to function. 
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10. No sane man will attempt to cause a malfunction of a 
.45 caliber automatic pointed at him by pressing on the 
front of it with sufficiEmt pressure to hold it out of 
battery and thus cause a failure to fire when the' trigg~r 
is pulled. This is .living too dangerously. The offic~:t' 
should get that muzzle away from his body as the initial 
step in all di$ar~ing techniques. 

Practice and perfection of dis~rming techniques. 

1. Tryout every disarming technique before settling on one 
that you think is best suited to your own individual 
physique. Practice it on a friend. Don't practice tak
ing the gun away by any sudden twisting against the 
trigger finger of a friend, as any sudden movement _ 
particularly when resisted, aod <tV friends will resist 
may cause a severe cut on the trigger finger. Try it 
out;:, but try it out slm.r and ~a:sy. 

2. It is not amiss to point out that as the officer swings 
into position, with one or both hands on his opponent's 
gun, he can put one foot and one knee to effective use. 
A knee to an opponent's groin in a sudden, hard-rising 
motion will assist any disarming technique; and while 
not quite so effective, ~ blow struck with a stamping 
m.Qtion of the officer's foot downward on his opponent's 
instep may also assist in disarming a crimi.nal. In fact, 
an offense is a good defen§e against similar blows from 
the criminal. The greatest obstacle to disarming a man 
is not only the gun, but also the free hand of the crim
inal. 

3. It is ama~ing how fast a criminal can be disarmed. If 
his free hand can reach any portion of the officer's 
clothing or body, it will provide an anchor upon which 
he can level defensive pressure against the officer. 

4. As the officer swings into the wrenchi'rig movements which 
will take the gun out of the hand of the criminal, it is 
vital that he move away from his opponent's free hand, 
in order to leave him "swinging" without any point agl3linst 
which he can lever a reSisting pressure. 

5. A nightstick in the right hand of a policeman facing an 
an opponent with a gun in his right hand, a little 
distance from an officer, is a natural position for tE!e
ing off in what probably would be an arm-breaking blow. 

. The position of the nightstick and the opponent's gun 
will be the deciding factors as to whether or not the 
"baton" of the policeman can disarm an opponent. The 
a.ttack is to be delivered at the gun. 
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Even a hard blow to the head of an opponent with a night
stick may not stun him rapidly enough to prevent the dis
charging of the weapon. In disarming, get the gun. Then 
go after your opponent on more level terms. 

The problems oj: attacks with knives and clubs. 

1. The same friend or fellow of~icer with whom disarming 
techniquesl has been practiced can alsl) serve in learn-
ing about knives and qlubs. It breaks the monotony of 
practicing; with a firearm, and the little additional 
time spent on this practice may someday save an officer 
a few cuts or bumps and possibly fatal wounds. 

2. Almost every area of the country has in its police h 
. "' history a story or two about policemen being beaten wit 

their own nightsticks. In many areas, police officers 
have been knifed in close quarter combat with a knife
wielding assail,ant. Clubs are usually swung downward at 
the officer, and the block is a simple one. An arm 
lock or wrist lock will usually disarm the club-swinger. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

On the other hand, a good knife man never swings down
ward with his weapon, bur prefers straight lunges that 
are difficult to parry. Many of them are skilled at 
feinting an oppop.ent off balance and wi)l "~ull" a~ 
officer into "rucker" positions, if the pol~ceman ~s not 
careful. 

Don't completely depend on the cliche, '.'A gun :an ~';1t
shoot a knife." The assailant of a pol~ce off~cer.~s 
usually in the midst of a severe emotional storm; fear, 
anger, and frustration prepare a man to fight or flee. 

The nurmal bot,ly functions take over and prep'are a human 
being for great muscular activity; the heart beats fastel-, 
blood vessels serving the exterior muscles of the body 
tend to become larger, and adrenali~ is dumped into the 
blood to charge up an individual. This physiological 
process can turn a common drunk into a fluperman for a 
few minutes. 

1 " h II kn~fe, but ';t may not A gun can certain y outs oot a ~ ~ 

stop the knife-wielder in time. 

Psychos or psychopaths and weapons. 

1. "Psychos," as we term them in police service; range 
from the psychotic to the psychopath. A real "nut" can 
be easily identified by a police officer. He may talk 
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or shout excitedly and incoherently, pace rapidly back 
and forth, or impulsively attack and even attempt to 
kill an officer, but (and this is important) the officer 
has some warning. That's all any good cop asks. I 

Ind:i,viduals with paranoid disorders or antisocial reac
tioris are more difficult for a police officer to identify. 
A gr~at many of the fatal attacks upon police offic~rs 
can he blamed on these individuals, and the fact that 
the police officer receives no prior warning as to their 
intentions. 

The paranoid, except for his delusional system, has a 
relatively intact personality with no outward evidence 
of any mental illness . 

The psychopath lacks ethical and moral development and 
has an inability to f01low the rules of approved behavior. 
These individuals are apparently intelligent, spontaneous, 
and very likeable on ,first acquaintance. They have an 
ability to put up a good front to j,mprt!ss others. 

What appears to be a man or woman with a likeable per
sonality, a disarnling manner, and an ability to win the 
friendship of others may very often be an individual 
with a callous disregard for the rights of others; 
unsympathetic, ungrateful, and remorseless in his deal
ings with police officers. They are utterly conscience
less in their attitude to law and order, and their 
homiCidal attacks frequently have bizarre overtones. 

Combat effectiveness in shoo'ting. 

1. The objective of comb,at shooting is to deliver directed 
or aimed fire at an armed" opponent as rapidly as possible 
while offering minimum target area for return fire. The 
interrelationship of these factors is readily discernible. 

2. Inaccurate fire is useless; speed is always to be consid
ered when an opponent is slinging lead; and it is smart 
to seek every means to diminish the target at which an 
armed criminal may shoot. A police offic~r who seeks 
cover or a position which offers less of his bOldy area 
to his opponent's fire, and who can deliver effective 
fire rapidly, is the policeman whose wife need never 
worry about a widow's pension. 

3. 

\ 

Any state, municipality, or other agency of govlernment 
which employs peace officers and arms them with firearms 
has the responsibility for not only training such officers 
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in the rudiments of def.ensive firing, but also in train
ing such officers to recognize situations which warn of 
potential combat immediately, and the circumstances under 
which an officer is legally entitled to use his weapon 
in self-defense, or fOlI: other justifiable purposes. 

4. The law enforcement agency trains its personnel as to 
when they can legally use firearms and to be alert to 
recognize potential combat situations before their 
opponent seizes the initiative. The individual peace 
officer improves on his basic marksmanship training, so 
that he has a firm confidence in himself and his revolver. 

5. Under civil l"lw, it is considered municipal negligence 
for any agery':, of government to fail to effectively train 
police off' '.,fes in the safe. handling and accurate firing 
o.f their revolvers before they are assigned to duty. 

6.·· Under moral law, it is criminal negligence when an 
officer fails to build upon this basic training and 
develop an ability to defend himself. 

The Essenti;i.(ls of When to Shoot a Weapon. 

A. When can an officer shoot? An officer can shoot: 

1. To save one's own life. 

2. To save the life of another officer. 

3. To s~ve a citizen's life. 

4. To stop a fleeing dangerous adult felan. 

B..cW.hen should an officer shoot? 

1. The police officer was issued to be primarily a weapon 
of defense. When an officer believes his life or the 
life of another is.in danger, it is an officer's duty to 
take whatever action is ~ecessary in protecting that life. 

2. The laws of the State of Michigan also give an officer 
the authority to shoot an escaping felon. Shooting in 
this or any other case should be a last resort. 

3. Does this mean it is the duty' of the police to kill 
every escaping felon? Because eyery time an officer 
shoots at a person,. death can result. The answer is a 
positive "No." An offic~r should give a lot of thought 
to what type of escaping felon he is going to shoot. 
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4. The shooting of felonious offenders: 

a. Should an officer shoot an escaping person whose 
only crime was shoplifting? 

b. Should an officer try to kill a man who is fleeing 
from an attempt to steal a tire and wheel from a 
car? 

c. The initial answer from some officers would be 
''Y . ' es, the offender was fleeing from a felony crime 
wasn't he?i' Officers tend to rationalize this ' 
opinion by the magic word of "felony." 

d. Do you as an officer honestly believe an offender 
should be executed for these or similar felonious 
crimes? 

5. There are many incidents where an officer was legally 
right in shooting a man, but morally wrong. Some officers 
have directly or indirectly caused the death of a person 
fleeing from a crime and then wondered for a long period 
of time if the officer had taken the proper course of 
action. 

6. Now is the time to consider what guidelines will be 
followed - not at the time of the incident) when only 
seconds are available to make a decision. 

7. At times a felon who constitutes a danger to the commu
nity may be fleeing to ~ecape capture, such as an armed 
robber, rapist or murderer. Even in these cases, the 
officer must keep in mind where the bullets may go, so 
as pot to endanger the public. 

8. It is not possible for police officers to say when to 
shoot or when not to shoot in advance of a situation. 
There will be facts present=-that-only--the ~fficer will 
know. 

9. The officer's conscier 'e and judgment should be the 
guide for the use of r~rearms. 

Ser~ice Revolvers and Off-Duty Guns. 

A. Introduction to selection of the police weapon. 

1. Some departments furnish their officers with service 
weapons. 
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THE STM'DARD REVOLVER 
IS A PRECISION TOOL 

LEGEND 

2~, SnlcpJale 
:14' Sid~plale screws (:I) 

'250' L:alCh" ", ',,.' 
46. Latch spring 
27. Latch spring guide 
211. Latch pin 
29. Cylinder 
.10. Cylinder bushing 
,31. Extractor and ratchet 
.~;z. Extraelur roo 
33. Extract9r rocl head 

34. Extractor 5pring 
35. Crane Ibu~hing 
36. Crane " 

, . 37~"P.;:rcb" 
38.Stock pin 

. .39: Stock screw 

40' :,~tClCks (~I) 

41. lp,:lCutcheo,ns (2), 
, ,"- I 

4.1. ',(tccllil piate. 
nli>rame 
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2. Much of the following is predicated. on either the office'A

' s 
purchasing the weapon or having his choice of weapons, 
should the department buy one to requested specifications. 

3. The police revolver has been baSically unchanged for the 
last half ce,ntury. 

4. Before purchasing or accepting a weapon, examine it and 
make sure the weapon functions properly. 

5. Remember always that the determining factor in a gun 
battle is not the weapon, but the skill and proficiency 
of the user • 

Selections of a service revolver. 

1. General description of service revolver. Most police 
revolvers are: 

a. Manufactured by Smith and Wesson or Colt. 

b. With a barrel 4 to 6 inches in length with a half
inch tolerance. 

c. To be capable of firing single or double action. 

d. Capable of firing six rounds. 

e. Steel blue in color. 

f. The grips are to be o:,{'~ood, pt&stic or rubber, to 
be either black or brown. 

g. Weapon caliber racommended either a .38 or .357 
magnum. 

h. With a trigger pull of not less than 2 3/4 pounds 
or more than 4 pounds in single action. 

2. Specific description of the service revolver. 

a. Ba'l:'rel length in a service revolver. 

1) The barrel should be at least 4 inches long, 
but no more than 6~ inches long. 

2) The longer the barrel length the more apt the 
shooter is to fire more accurately, because of 
l'.mproved sight radius. 

'I , 1 
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REVOLVSRTERMS (; 

CARTRIDGE' 
IMI>MI- CASE 

POWDER 

PRIMER 

.3·lm1 ("rtrie's. .' 

A, FRAME 

II. r.RU'·· 

handle for b',ldln/! the gUn in shi)oting po~itirl~·. 
C. CYLINDER',. . " 
'-.::.:! ·\~u.fHS·;;t\f;·s··-"~ix \·}r~lrnbi'r.,,·itii;-j·uf'«.fmg.~~iari&lk~-::igy~> 
n. BARREL 

- -" - -, . . _ If '" . 

~ ,~ 

the hollow tuhe throullh whichth~,;bliflet i; di~chargecl (37). 
('\'lin~er rC\'ull'l's ... that each cham.;ed~ positioned exactly in 
Ljne 'i~·ith !);Itrd. Wi!.\!!l'~:lrtri;Jgc=is-lireaiAbe bullet jumps 
fr;<>..r,n'1tIl!lffF.iilfik'ifritu the harrel. " ~~:~t;;"",.,~. ." 

E. MVZZLE. 
f(ih:. end nfh.lrrcl. 

F. BREECH 
rC;lr end of barn'/. 

C;. RORE 

hole bored through a revolv,"r harrel. When .this holeis:aciiitd~ 
'I numher o( ~J1jral /o[rtlnVe~ c'llled rifling "are'cti'tinto it. The 
ridges of In,·tal left st,yuling ar~ called LANDS and :h~y dig 
inlc) the billie.! <IS it passes and ill1part a terrific spin' to tr.: bull!l:t .: 
to keep it iri halan.:c while in flight. 

I, ", • 

B. THE ACtION 

Iht· ~"rnplnali"r. of working parts which operat~ ,!;listol,,' 
It 1nc.ludc. .. : ". .-::---",_~-o."-~.~_ 

a. fiat ~ted spi'i'lg in Ihe handle which drivc~jQ!" bm. 
m~~r forward (15). . .... _.; ~~~"-O 

1. 

HAT'II'D 

~mall sted bar also ~ctualed by trigger, In 

wards. and cause cyJindet t;. rcvlJ!v.f; (J ;a). 
'~,,:.::::: ",1;.;'; ~ ~ '_ "- .... ~ _ ' 

move up· 

SinaUdisk in base of cartridge casco The primer C<lntaips a bit 
of explosive matter. When hammer falls.lhe firing pill dents 

'the j')rirri~r causing a hot flame which igli'ite~ the gUlip()~dcr. 
.:0, , "" 

M~ GON'POWDER. ~.~:\, 

.:. 1. - TRI(;GER •. ~''';''i' ~ " ., " ,_ 

ahl\'~r Ih:11 mll~t he n4)led to relea~ Jhe!iall1m~r JI3l~ 
-'i"',' ,~ 

"'~:-a subst:rtl;e thllt .burns ?2pidl}' creati!1~ large voiume of gas. 
thega~, !Jlust go Stliilc;wherein a hurry and the only way nut is 
!iirough. the barrel, pushing the bullet with great ot(lrce; " The 
S1Jddc~~fea5eor the gas' fr~ih the oluzzlc makes a loud flf)isc. 

:. . . ~ ..:.. . 

~: HAMMER' .,' 'I 'w .. &_ 

,has a firing pin that strikes against the cartridge~au~I, 
in!! it til' <Ihrh:1rl;e, (, ). 

N. RULLET 

carefully molded [foOl I~ad. the bullet is in perfci:t balance and 
spins through the :lir ilkea thrown foolbali. Width of the 

"', bullet is expressed in ioorhs IIf an inch. such as .~8 caliber. 
. :;i.:-;:" 

t 

·Numbe~S' in parentheses refer !d illim~cdpart5 in iIIustratiri~ ,iii'page 3. 
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The ,longer barrels have better pointing, ptlOch-
ing, or throwirtg characteristics. - ~;-

A sl~g~J error in al.ml.ng with the four-inch 
barrel ;means muchJimore on" thee target than a 

,six-inch ii~rre1. 

Fixed or adjustable, sights for the revolver. 
-:>..cc-",;C ___ -'L 

1) Both Smith and We,sson and Colt Manufacturing 

2) 

3) 

now ma,rket service"revolvel;'s for police officers 
with e'ither type of ' 'sight. ",'-

-~ c -. 
The police revolver has'0the'front sight ramped 
to preveil~, its catching on\"the holster as the 
officer draws it. '0 ""\" 

", 
The rear<g-i;..:gh,t is at tge rear ~~~~~~e, in 
a positionwhichpe):mits t~U)t~ft~r to i,be cut 
away so the project~ilg:.::'Sltht won't hang 'Up. 

-<;.C('.i,".~.'~~".-" ---:., --

4} Adjustable"'ii1glits have a definite advantage 
pverfixed sights in that the sights may-be 
adjusted by the shooter' for his qwn eyes, 'grip 

'-and general' sight picture habit through, the, 
',_ square law effect on the afiJ:ustable rear sights. 

5) 

6) 

Many shooters find they have less 
verticaralignments~on a revolver 
able 'sights. ' 

trouble with 
with adjust-" 

;'Fixed sights", may'Iiot'b.~ off more than an inch 
or two between fit'ing point; and impact area, 
which mayb,,: a critical distance. 

1;» 

c) 

Does Aot have 'great penetrati9n ,lOr shod.t
ing pd:wer" 

. 0 J 
Has a tendency to bounce of! .narCli,SlJrfaces"". 

d) ~~,Normal':f¥ctbry leads are roundno\~ed and 
'" 'Weigh 158,\ grains:. " ;~ 

t Pi , 

I 
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e) Is not .380 of an inch but approximately 
.355 of an inch. 

.357 Magnum Ammunition: 
c. 

a) Is. 357 of an inch in diameter, 1,s high 
-impact, high velocity, speci,a1 police 
ammunition. 

b) Has a penetration power greater than .38 
caliber. 

.c) Is excellent ammunition against persons 
li'arri'caded ina building or in an auto
mobile. 

d) Is more likely to penetrate any surface 
than a .38. 

e) 

f) 

Cannot be fired in a standard .38 caliber 
weapon. 

Has such energy that it is referred to as 
a-fjmah;;.-s~tDpper-""because o£ its impact 
power. 

. Has more rec6il than from .38 ammunition. 

Ammunition in general. 

a) ,The three major factons determining impact 
~"'-~energy of the bullet are: 

b) 

c) 

d) 

i) The wp.ight of the bullet being fired. 

ii) The shape of the bullet. 

iii), The speed or velocity of the bullet. 

If twcipullets have the same velocity, the 
bullet wnic;:h weighs the most will have<.t:he 
most shockirtg..,., power. 

the.357 magnum ha~ almost 
much·shocking power'a,~ the 
ammunition.; "'" 

three times as 
.38 caliber 

The more energy. involved, the-greater 
recoil, the more nO'ise, etc. ~, 
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e) 

f) 

g) 

Excessive recoil is less meaningful in 
some double action shooting,~ 
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An officer can fire the same number shots 
of .38 special ammunition as.35? magnum 
ammunition· in the minimum amount'of time 
with practice • 

• 38 Caliber ~8rnrn{init10nls st~ndard for ( 
police departmentslnainly' beFaus~ of its 
in terchangeabi 1 i ty wi th all!' standard 
police revolvers. 

rrhe co~cept of mixing.38 caliber ammunition 
with .357 magnum ammunition. 

a) One soludontQ the problem of which 
ammunitOion to bechan,tt>ered is to mix 
ammunition. 

b) By using a .357 magnum weapon, an of~icer 
can: 

i) 

ii) 

Chamber the first three rounds with 
.38 caliber ammunition. 

Chamber the last three rounds with 
.357 magnum. 

iii) This load provides versatilityO- a 
"'. fast three shots with moderate shock

ing power and the last three rounds 
w:i.th heavier shocking power. 

Selection' of an off-d,ityweapon. 

1. 

2. 

Various choices of off-duty weapons. 

a. 
t:1, 

The various choices and the most important in off-
duty weapons at:e: 

Revolvet!, vs .. automatic fore off-duty wear • 

a. 

b. 

ArLoff .. ,duty weapon is rarely fired, evert in practice,. 
" i,. 1 0 

An automatic weapon is open to more chances of mal
funcUons bec~useo£ its more c~mplex operation. 

l 
'f 

'0 

D. 
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3. 

" 
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,\c. The revolv(~r is recommended because it requires 
little or !11' maintenance for off-duty operations. 

General description of off-duty revolvers. 

:. a. Most police off-duty revolvers are manufactu't'ed by 
Colt and Smith and Wesson. 

b. The barrei should be 2 - 3 inches in length with a 
~-inch tolerance. 

c. The frame should be one of the smaller framed 
weapons. 

d. If the hammerspur is cut off for pocket wear, single 
action use is not necessary. 

e. The weapon should be capable of firing at least 
five rounds. 

~ 

f., The weapon-should be steel blued or parkerized. 

g. The grips should be of wood, plastic or rubber, 
and should be smaller than regular service grips. 

h. The caliber of the weapon should be .38 caliber, 
but may be a .357 magnum. 

i. Trigger pull on the off-duty revolver may be more, 
if desired, than that of a service revolver. 

j. Because of the very limited use, fixedsight~ are 
recommended. 

Thenammer spur of revolvers. 

1. Fish hook qualities of the hammer spurs. 

a. The hammer spur is so deSigned that the spur is 
rough, so the trigger can be pulled back for single 
ac t ion fi.r ing.,~ore··eaS'tl;'yiT.=~~ 

b. The hammer spur serves no purpose for double action 
firing. 

c. If the revolver with a rough hammer spur is exposed, 
it may catch on clothing when being unholstered or 
drawn from a pocket. 

2. The ~ammer \spur guard. 
';~ 
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a., When it is desirable for the hammer spur effect to 
be nullified,it may:be done by several methods. 

1) Order a new hammer with no spur. 

2) File the spur of the hammer down. 
" 

3) Purchase a hammer spur gua,rd for the revolver. 

b. Th,e exposed hammer s'pur will catch on a pocket or 
garment when being drawn - it is deElj,rab1e and 
advisable to eliminate the proble:m. 

c.~any officers who encounter the problem eliminate 
it by concentrating on double action firing. 

_._-. 

d. One major advantage of double ac,Fion firing is that 
there is no longer a need for th~ hammer spur. 

The care and maintenaqce of the revolver. 

1. Unless you are a gunsmith, don't tinker with the action 
of the revolver. 

2. If the action of the revolver needs adjustment, see a 
reliable gunsmith. 

3. The officer wants the gun to have the same reliability 
as when it was manufactured. 

4. Every weapon should be cleaned and rough spots taken off 
when necessary. 

5. Police revolvers need cieaning periodically and to be 
wiped off with a lightly oily rag. _", 

Holsters and Gun Belts. 

A. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

police holst~,~~ use and' selection. 
~~---y 

~ =-

T~r~-no best holster for every occasion. 
.'.""'~e- a compromise between concealment, safety, 

There must 
and speed • 

Uniformed offic~rs need a, ho,lster that secures a weapon 
pro·perly. The weapon must be difficult for the criminal 
to snatch from the nolstet;', but easily removed from the 
holster by the officer when he needs it. 

Police officers must: have many things built into the con
struction of holsters. 

-~~.-----------------------------------------~--~------~--
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a. Safety in design and function. 

b. Concealment built into the construction. 

c. Speed with which the weapon may be drawn by an officer. 

Holsters for uniformed duty. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Holsters' worn by uniformed officers must, in addition 
to everything else, be good looking. 

The revolver w~rn in public view is a deterrent because 
, people view the revolver as a device for killing. 

The holster which is worn under the coat or jacke,t, Is 
less a deterrent. 

The gun doesn't need protection; the officer is the one" 
who needs protection. 

5. An outside holster, contoured for a close fit to the hip 
area, ~l7ith the butt away from the body and angled to the 
front for quick access, i~ beneficial to'the uniformed 
officer. 

C. The importance of the directional draw in unholstering the 
weapon. 

1. In each unho1stering action, the weapon, is drawn direction
ally. 

2. The best directional draw is when the muzzle of. the 
revolver is pointed at the target just as it clears the 
holster; so that the draw is almost in line with the 
direction the shots are to be fired. 

3. The officer who faces his target and draws from the hip 
holster has a very good directional draw, because a short 
arc will bring the weapon on ta\~get. 

4" Whenever a holster is fitted or ~esigned, the all-important 
fact or critical poipt remains of how fast the muzzle can 
be pointed to the: .. target. 

5. Each different type of holster offers different directional' 
draw characteristics., 

D. ",Gimmick" holsters for added "protection." 

.,-___ 1 
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1. Springs and other metallic devices for retaining a 
revolver in its holster are often invitations to self
destruction. Holsters requiring the trigger finger to 
to be placed in the trigger guard to operate a release 
are particularly dangerou~. 

2. Even with a cutaway trigger guard, or one "relieved" of 
sufficient metal to permit ready access, an officer should 
not put his finger in the finger guard until the muzzle 
of the revolver has clearetl his body and started to rnove 

, toward his opponent - or a target. 

3. "Clam-shell ll holsters, and others that require an officer 
to punch a finger through a small opening, or against a 
small-sized hidden button, may be deadly to the officer 
in the excitement of drawing a gun when a criminal is 
shooting or about to shoot at the officer. A new officer 
who never had any prior experience with other holsters 
would not experience any difficulty, but he would still 
have to play blind man's bluff with the hole or the button 
in o~der to get his weapon into action. 

4. It is not just a case of drawing the gun, but of poking 
of depressing the release and' then drawing the weapon. 
Some holsters rely on directional pressure on the butt of 
the weapon to rel~ase the restraini?g device. 

5. A psycho may attempt to wrench the gun from the holster 
with the right combination. Motorcycle officers have 
also been known to dislodge the weapon in this type of 
holster with their elbows, retrieving them on the third 
or fourth bounce. 

The e-out holsters. 

1. A hide-out holster can be positioned anywhere on the 
body. 

2. Historically, the typical hide-out was an ordinary 
holster sewn toa square piece of leather and shoved into 
a detective's rear hip pocket. This holster was retained 
in position by a small piece of leather which buttoned 
over the hip pocket button thoughtfully provided in those; 
days by most tailors - but not to anchor holsters. 

3. Another was a shouldecholster which hung the weapon in 
the armpit with a complex system of l~i1ther and elastic. 

4. In mopern holster design, hide-out holsters are 'general~y 
groufed into the following types: 

,~: 
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The hip holsters: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

These holsters provide avery fast and accessi
ble draw. 

F.B.I. agents and other federal law enforcement 
officers favor the hip hol."ter. 

It is also the most suitable holster for running 
,th"e Practical Pistol Course - and the only 

- .1t d b one pertrlJ.tte y range officers conducting combat 
courses of draw-and-fire practice. Other hol
sters position the gun so that shooters on 
adjoining firing points may be endangered as 
the weapon is drawn. 

In drawing from a hip, holster, the sho.oter moves 
the. gun through an arc starting at his side and 
end~ng down-range, and therefore doesn't endanger 
other shooters. The holster is usually posi
tioned ~ust,to the rear of the center line of 
the off1cer s body and offers the gun to the 
officer butt first; that is, the butt is forward 
as the gun is worn, and the muzzle is to the 
rear. 

A ten-degree angle is sufficient to assist in 
a fast draw, but many officers and agents prefer 
holsters which slant the gun forward as much as 
sixty degrees. These holsters have a marked 
tende~cy to move to the rear along a belt. 
~emed1al action can be a wider belt or a retain-
1ng strap. 

Shoulder holsters: 

1) Usually these holsters are positioned so that 
the barrel is almost vertical the muzzle of 
the gun is just above 'the bel~ line and the 
butt up Within the arm pit area. ' 

2) The weapon is'hel~ in place with a leather
covered piece of spring steel gripping the 
revolver around the cylinder. 

~ In drc;wing, the weapon is pulled out against 
the pressure of the spring. A semi-cir,cular 
shaped flat spring with an open end toward the 
direction of the draw is the retaining deVice. 
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4) These holsters provide good concealment, 
some speed, and effective retention of tIll' 
weapon. 
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5),Before the motion of· drawing the weapon even 
starts to move the gun, the slack of the 
harness has to work out ,and the tension of 
the spring must be overcome. 

6) When the gun moves, the officer must put 
the brakes on as he attempts to point the 
muzzle in the direction in which he wants 
to shoot. 

7) These holsters are usualiy uncomfortable when 
first worn, but as the officer becomes accus
tomed to the unusual drag upon his shoulder 
they can be worn with some comfort, and they 
are ideal for hiding a gun under a coat or 
jacket. 

The belly holsters. 

1) These rigs were so named because they fit 
inside the belt of an offiqer. They are 
equipped with a metal clip, or a loop of 
leather joined with a snap fastener, for 
attaching 'to the belt of the wearer. Such 
holsters are not equipped with any retaining 
device as they depend on the compression of 

2) 

3) 

the gun betwee~ the waist belt of the wearer 
and the soft flesh of the abdominal area to 
retain the gun in the holster ready for instant 
use. 

These holsters can be worked in the right 
front of the bddy with the butt to the rear 
for the right-handed shooters or in a cross
draw position. 

Any barrel longer than two inches will usually 
cause a rude, probing sensation in the groin 
area when the officer' sits down - and even a 
two-inch barrel sometimes needs a little adjusting 
when the officer gets into a. car. 

.~ ( J 
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4) These holsters are ideal in hot weather when 
a jacket is not norm~lly worn, a light sports 
shirt can be worn ouo:side the pants. The shirt 
drapes over the gun and holster and providel:i -
effective concealment. . 

5) An "eight-ball" holster, while not a true belly 
rig, was also designed for hot weather or 
other circumstances requiring a poiice officer 
to "peel off" his coat and appear to be unarmed. 
Its outside shell fits the normal expanse of 
a side pants pocket, but the holster so posi
tions the gun in the center of this leather 
panel that the bulk of the gun is not readily 
detected. 

The cross-draw holsters: 

1) At one time tnese rigs were scored because an 
opponent could pin the officer's arm at close 
range and prevent successful completion of a 
draw, but they are now gaining popularity 
because of the many problems with police and 
~utomobiles • 

2) Detectives, off-duty officers, and the uniformed 
officer alone :tn a one-man radio car, have 
been disarmed by suspects or criminals while 
sitting in an 8\utomobile with weapons hol
stered on the right side. 

3) Other officers, on and off-duty, could not 
get their revolvers into action without" 
difficul ty becalilse of the cramping of the 
weapon between the seat of the car and their 
thigh or leg area. 

4) A cross-draw rig permits an officer to drive 
a motor vehicle with his body fully between 
his weapon and ,any other passenger in the 
vehicle. In the even1; his right arm is pinned 
down by an assailant the weapon can be drawn 
equally well wi,th the left hand from a cross
draw position. 
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5) In th.e event the officer" t..7ishes to get into 
action very fast, he can draw with his right 
hand and aS,soon as the muzzle clears the 
holster he can fire at opponents outside the 
!:lr'iver's window. 

6) If the action is to his right front, the 
officer can draw wit~,his left hand and fire 
through the window to his right: keeping his 
finger off the trigger while the muzzle is 
crossing his lower pelvic area. 

The hold-out holsters: 

1) These holsters are designed for maximum con~ 
cealm~nt and utilize the Smith and Wesson 
Chief's Special, or the small butt Colt, in a 
2-inch barrel length. These holsters imply 
that an officer could be "frisked" and not 
have to give up his weapon. These holsters 
also imply some accessibil,ity when the officer 
wants to draw the gun. 

2) One holster has been designed to hold a small 
derringer on the forearm of the officer; the 
classic two··barrel hide-out gun is pow avail
able in .38 ca,liber. 

F.' The gun belts are an integral part of the leather assembly. 

1. 

2. 

The gun belt is an integral part of. the gun rig - along 
with the holster whenever a belt is used to support 
a weapon. 

A poor fit betwe~n a belt and a holster creates two 
basic faults ~ 

a. The entire rig will g~vc: as the gun is being cfrawn 
until the slack has been taken up and this is lost 

. f, 

time when the gun is not moving out of the holster.===~' 

b. T~e.~holster will swivel as the gun is being dr~wn 
... ~' ~:atfcf effectively. destroy any directional draw fo~ 

which the holster ~ighthave been designed. When 
this SWiveling fo7",tes an officer to draw in a dfrec-. /-
t~on awaY.fronyy~s.normal arc of swinging into a 
hip shoot1ng{)os1tl.on he becomes a viqtim of lost 
time. If ~ swiveling presents the butt of the 
gun inaI,lllnfamiliar .pos~:tion it may not only slow 
his dr,aY!j{ but might cause the officer to miss the 
butt~tirelY - or at least prevent him from 
gec,r.ihg a pr;.oper grip. 
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-Ac::ollateral fault akin to SWiveling occ~rs when the 
belt is so thin that the holster moves. This is most 
common with hip holsters, but it can happen to cr05S
draw holsters as well. The greatest hazard is that an 
officer reaches for his gun b'iit it isn't where it's 
suppos~d to be and he has to grope for it, losing time 
which could prove fatal. -

, Belts with a thickness adequate to the belt loop of the 
holster are the best answer and this can be supplemented 
by the "anti-walking" strap. The modern, thin, dress 
belts look fine, but are not suited to carrying a gun. 

A belt for small g\ms, weighing 21 ounces or less, should 
be at least 3/4 of an inch in width and preferably a 
full inch wide. Guns of heavier weight and with longer 
barrels require a belt measuring at least 1-1/4 inch~s 
in width. 

Belts can be stiffened by adding leather to the inside 
of, the belt on the side away from the holster. This 
slight additional weight seems to make the gun side of 
the belt slightly lighter and stiffens the entire rig 
against a l;1ifficult-to-·reduce "give" on the side of the 
belt opposite the holster-when a gun is drawn quickly. 

VI.. Gripping, Sighting, Aiming, and Squeezing the Weapon. 

A . Introduction to the fundamentals of shooting. 

1. 

2 • 

It's necessary to break.down the essentials of learning 
to shoot. A good shooting instructor never presents a: 
quantity of instructional material to a shooter, 
because the majority can only absorb a few basic 
principles at a time. 

The basic principles of sho(3ting a hand gun a~econ-
- ',~ 

cemedwith: y" 

a. How to grip the gun to the, best advantage. 
-:<~::.,;''' 

J"- " 

b. :The correct manner;gf"aligning sights. 

c. How to aim p;r.,operly" 

d. 

~.,. 

/..-

The meehanics of the critical stage of pistol and 
r7VQl~er ~hooting. 

Th~ trigger pressure peI':i~d. 
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These tech~lques might also be desc:ribed as the nec
es~ary elemetltft;:with a high degree o'f<-{J?-,terrelationship. 
if thee shooter ~:s\-p'ffii.formance in any of tfie~_~ basic 
elem~~ts falls b~low '~~~~~_~en the entire per"-ior!llance
of the shooter w1ll be bel-ow:~~r. 

G; -

Entire performance is important ,to successful shooting 
,and it's vital for a new shooter to make his own analysis 

, i:'d'{Mrv~"t.-,,,,the mistakes •.. These are questions that a 
shooter m~;t~;in:g,.-&'~,<"in his own mind to fully reali2:~ the 
importance of each'~~~t'~g~:,~,in the basic mechanics of 
shooting. The shooter muS't";iecognize the relationship 
of each basic element to the etft(~re scope of revolver 
sh~oting. '"~" 

,<:, , 

B. Examining the weapon and adjusting to it. -'":'~'Z-s.'''-'<:;!~:.;::.::c...",,".';u-~,-, 

1. The shooter can examine a gun, take a grip, then alter
nately tighten and loosen the grip and watch the effort 
on the positibn of the barrel. Tne shooter can hold the 
weapon pointed at a r;!ference spot on a wall. , .. -The shooter 
should watch what happens when different fingers of the 
hand are used to put major pressure on the grip, or 
when :i.t is gripped too tightly. 

"''>''''''''''4. th:: importance of sight alignment need on.ly be docu
~>",tnentedby up,ting the snort distance between the sights. 

"An,individual must real ize that a slight error in this:>~ 
shoit,,~istarl:ce will be greatly magnified over the long 
distan~edle bullet has to travel to hit the target. 

3. The ~10l1i "aimil:j.'gtl ~mplies th~ weapon must be pointed at 
- (~=~'::~ .. ;;::what o the {;l~99J;er h0pe~~,to:nl;ot. -_-':;:,c __ 

'-":":"-

4. Trigger pressure must ~be ~~"erted in a manner which. d'Oes 
not disturb this aiming ofth~, weapoq. A correct grip 
is fairly easy for a recruit to undetstand and to adapt 
this gun grip to the conformation or his hand. 

" p 

5:'< Proper aligning of the s~ghts and aiming the w~ap(m at 
, the target does not appear to be a natural function with 
most individuals. I,earning and understanding must be 
developed at this stage ,bef6r€'inco.t"rec~ pressures on the 
trigget" can be readily dEftected f:t;;om examination of a 
target. 

,\ 

"_ .... ' '. ';' . ~. 

.. ~ 

. ij 

The,:.Qt1.lI~~c_~EE~~C:~~~E!~M~.~h.~ __ ()ne that is-adjusted to' 
th~.e~, req~iremen ts, 4h<r~~s6 aaapte(r"to·'·tite:'~.l~ud~-Of ,the 
irtdi.vicfu~l.shpoter. Most novice shooters seem to g~ip 
the gun 1ncorrectly at th~~ery outset~ 

a. 

b. 

o 
The b.,ackstrap~' the metal strip between the 'stocks ~ 
on the rear of the gun should be center~, the 
palm of the hand. 

Then the lower three fingers ctre ... :wrappedaround the 
stocks as far as they can reach;;:'''-

The thumb is placed ih 'a low position on the"s'ide 
of the frame of the-revolver~ 
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Procedure for grasping the w~~apotr. .,,' 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. '; 

'0 N 

Grasp C-the,!ta~rel 'of the/ revolver with t~e left: ha~~ a119 
Ufit" the gbn into your right hand, mov:mg the entu:e Ii <_d-~~0'--=~ 
grip slighti~t to the right around t~e stocks as you do _ , ,::::::_J~~",,",;;':""Y;lit,~-=,,:.-::~~ =-...03 :~"--Z:::~~,"> 
so •. Th~s. is the" c.~rrect grip, bUt,~1>"~ .. L~.!;.3Ida.teoLto~o~o~·~~~-1 ", (il ~'_"_'''''' 
the 1Od1v1dual'hanCf. ", ,_ ! 

,. . .... E 

The position of the. revQlver in the grip. can" be chang:d " f . 
by moving it upward «?r downward, or tq t~e r1ght or l"'.~t" I' 
The weapon should onl'y be moved to the rl.ght~hen the _ ~ 
shoot.er finds that he ~~no~coi1VeR~entdl~ mat~l.pulthaetehand J. C 
ei ther the hammer or the tr 19ger • J.n a Jt:is l.rtg ,., .. ' " , I f ~ 
to the proper grip, remember t~at there~r portion of the I 
hand can be moved up or dOWi"l;. w1thout mov1ng the front 
portion - the fingers. ";, I 
In single actiQn fii'ethehammet,m1.ist be cocked for each 
shot; it is easy to underst;md why theg'rip must, 'be , 
adjusted so that the thumb ~f the shooter c~n=operate ' 
the hanuner. Unless the grip is taken, so that thp c~nter 
of the hall of the shooter's thumb actuate!'! the h~er 
spur, a great deal of unnecessary twisting and tt.'rn1Og 
of the gun will be., required to complete the cock1ng" 
motion. In double action fire, the crucia.~ finge: 1S 
tile i lldex finger, as the hanuner is cocked by, pulhng on 
the trigger. 

Some shooters feel their ~ingers are too short for this 
type of fire, but slight movement of the entire grip to 
the ri~ht ~right-handed shoot:rs) will p:r~~tth~m to 
insert 'the index fingel." well 1nto the tr1gger g.~rd. 

In com~~t ~shooting, it is desirable 
double i',-action grip and then use the 
possib,le---.shootiog single action. 

to adjust to ~'goQg " 
same ,grip~-wheriever -,& "., 
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Points of' pressure on the weapOt~i 
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The muscular preSSure is c exerted;:Jp the front of the 
grip against tha~_po;-.t!bn,ofthe fi'al;ld that backs up the 

,;;o,."-,,,~~J!~, .. =:rhG'--::4firrer=1iur-faces of the palfu of the hand that , 
,,-e_~ ... ;· <;ov:r the backstrap of th~gun as 0 t!re.,_s~~t~ionary 'jaw ~'f 

.a v1se, and tha~port:i,on of the fingeisrest:i,ngon ' the' 
fr~n~ ~f the. grip as tbe moving jaw of the vise. As the 
gn.p pressut'e is exerted"it is similar to the moving 
jaw cloSing in and holding the gun' against the stationary 
jaw .• ~,~ " 
---~. 

3. The thumb, 
firm. The 
gun' e 

its fatty base, and th~ palm of the hand are' 
thumb should not exerti"eal pressure on theY 

4. A natural ~xertion of pressure on the ~r:;;~i'.-11 result 
in the middle finger doing most ·of the work and"'C:'bhe~' 
little finger doing very little. If the shooter h~s';7>
more than average strength in the little finger, it m~~:::",; 
b: necessary to relax.~t slightly. The midd~:eand .ring ';':':3, 

hngers should do _,all of the. work, f<Yr p'i-'Ers'sure at the 
bottom of-the griP- causes trouble. 

Many shooters Gurve the little finger 
of the butt. rnthis POSition,,, it is 
cannot exert undue pressure. ' 

around the front 
out of the way and 

Constant pressure on the gun grips. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The pressure upon the grip mus.t be constant; it cannot 
increase or decl:;aa;;e as the trigger is pressed to the 
rear. ,,~ 

c ... ""~~\,",, 
1~ ... 

To hold the sights in alig&m~nt, the pressure must be 
constant; any tightening,cause& the Sights to move out 
of alignment, just ~sany loosenihg,of the ,grip will do. 

''::' 

UFreez~ngU on th: trigger i,s a commc)O shootingmi's-take. 
The major cause 1S a tendency to trighten the pressure on 
the grip instead of increasing the pressure on the -
tr igger . " ~ r -

All shots mus t be fired with the SaIne 'p_re~sure on thej 
grip; otherwise the shots will spread noti.ce.~bly on dle 

,~~o~.,~.c·~".0=ta·rge:t ........ , ... ~~-=",..:.,." , ~>. 

5".Ar1y~.a~CCUl;'acYPossible from either a pointing or an 
:lngposition is ruined by moyement as it disturbs 
natural pointing position of the gun or ruins the 
tion of the aimed weapon. 

aim-· 
the 
posi- ~\ 

\; 
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", 
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6. The amo'untc.Qf pressure that should be exerted upon the 
grip is determined by several variables, the most impor
tantof these be:Lng.t;:he condition of the muscles and the 
amount of practic~ ana"e)!:perience that.the individual:'-"'" 
shooter has "haa' liP'grasp:i.ilg •. the gun. The novice shooter 
is not expected to grip a guilas hard as a man who has 
practiced shooting a great deal,' '(>lo.~s tight as a shooter 
who has a well-developed grip througfi·'e~tercise. 

'~'-

7. The novice shooter should grip a gun just as"'hard as 
possible, but not so hard that the revo.~ve+ shakes.", 

-. becaus~. of muscular tension. The shoQtex should use 
some kind . ~f exercisert~ bUiidl.lp his ability . to grip 
the gun even harder. ,/ 

8. A good grip snoulc("never be changed except for good and 
sufficient reasons. The shpoter'who changes his grip 
wiH~ finA,~hat each ,..:..sgapge lessens the accuracy of his 
fire. Once a good grip is develop'ed,the -sh0e-~ershould 
not make even minor changes, unless absolutely necessary. 

Look at the sights when shooting. 

1. The questions as to where the eye, or eyes, should be 
focused confuses a great many shooters. The eyes cannot 
be focused on two objects so far removed from each other 
as the sigh.tg ,and the aiming point, without having faulty 
visi.an in One or the other. It is a physical impossibility 
to focus th¢ e;,fes on both sights and target at the same 
time; one or the other is 1l,Ot brought into sharp relief. 
The shooter must 160kat the sights by focusing his eyes 
upon them. 0,= 

2. The target does not have to be perfectly clear, but the 

3. 

4. 

,~ghts must be outlined distinctly. The relationship of 
th~ sights to each other is of primary importance. The 
relatiqn of sights to t~rget is secondary. 

When the armis extended, the initial sight alignment is, 
usually good beca.use the shooter. is looking at the sights, 
but as the shooter starts to aim the gun to hold some
where upon the target f \, sighting trouble starts.' 

Many police officers have~a..tendency to focus the eyes 
upon the target, to concentrate on the relation of the 
front sight and the bull's eye, and to keep the sights in 
aligilment with each other only because they are in the 
field of vis;i.on. This is not unusual, since'every shqoter 
has experienced it. The wt;l~,ning signal is "fuzzy" or 
"hairy" sights. 

1'"'\..' 

-----------------------;\ 
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5. Wilen tge sights are first lined up, they are nice and 
clear, sharply defined; but as the shoot~r continues to 
hold~the ~ight picture becomes fuzzy. Fuzzy, blurry, 
or hairy sights are the signal that the eyes ~re being 
on the target. The shooter is looking through the sights 
i.nstead of at them. This fact must be realized: a 
shooter cannot normally focus his eyes on the sights and 
th~ target at the same time. While many individuals know 
thiS to bea fillct, only a small percentage of shooters 
have the ability to remember it. 

6. It is part~cularly strange when the shooter is also 
aware of die fact that the sights will only "fuzz" up 
when looking through them instead of at them. 

7. Excellent shQot.'iJlg instructors sometimes insist on a 
shooter "talltingto himself" as he shoots. They advise 
the use of tgese sub~vocal messages as a device to keep 
the importance of looking ~t the sights within the con
scious thinking of the shoo'ter at the all-important time 
of aim~.ng his weapon. '. 

Area aimin~ in revolver and pistol shooting. 
,; 

1., Area aimin.g is a theory of handgun shooting directly 
opposed to the Qoint-of-aim school of thought. A~ea 
aiming ,i"s based on the fact that it is difficult to hold 

'.......... a revolver on any certain "point" on a target. An aim-
. '·~= .. ~:~~~~~l.~.~1!,,.t:~~~l~t.L,<!n,,"Ii-!~~e~~~.e.~~~~.,~_~.~ 

-~- >. 

2. It isaimo"St"'>p~sicallyl.mt>ossible for any person to 
hold a gun steadyencrlJS,!l to "s-:iln either dead center or 
with a line of white. Tliese shooters try .. to hold as 
close as they can to their i'tnag.i-ned'poi,nt and thus con
fine the natural movement of thei~'gu!\ to a limited area, 
with such point in the center of that area. It is simple 
enough for experienced shooters, but it has bewildered 
l~ss experienced shooters for many years. 

3. The experienced shoote~ may explain to a novice shooter 
, just where to hold, but'\~ould fail to explain that any
where close to that point'vr~s the best that could be 
exp~c ted. Every shoo,ter I s atJq shakes or moves when he 

. .. ,.,"',. 

is aiming a gun, but the exten~~,.pf the movement depends 
on muscles and nerves. The expe~~~d shooter's 
muscles and nerves are conditioned ''dt'!.~,~rained, so the 
natural movement is much less; thus the'aimi:rtg areas are 
cut down.' 
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The shooter may think he is holding on an aiming point 
because of slight movement away frota it. The belief that 
one muftt hold on an aiming point is very harmful to the 
new shooter. The i-!.ew shooter will try to do something 
that is JUST NOT P'OSSIBLE. The effort to hold an aim
ing point makes the ,gun go off, resulting 'in a sudden 
pressure on the trigger. This l'jerkingll of the trigger 
also leads to "flinching." Either fault can be ruinous 
in proper shooting techniques. 

When the handgunner puts any sudden pressure" on the 
trigger to make his pistol or revolver go off;: he disturbs 
his aim, just at the critical moment prior to the igni
tion of the cartridge and "jerks" the shot low and left. 
This disturbance of a shooter's aim may be further com
plicated by the normal human reaction to the knowledge 
that a handgun is about to go off with its resultant 
noise and 'recoil - "flinching." This reaction is a lunge 
forward to meet the expected recoil; the heeling bf the 
gun to produce a hit high and to the right. 

A novice shooter should realize, that he cannot hold a gun 
perfectly steady, but that he can hold it steady enough 
to confine the movement of his sights to an area. A 
newcomer to shooting can hold well within a ten to twelve
inch circle at twenty!'five yards. 

" 
J. Hitting the target for which you are aiming. 

1. 

2. 

If the shooter aligns his sights properly, presses the 
trigger properly, and aims withina Circle, all his shots 
will hit in that area which is equal to the "kill" area 
on the silhouette target or in the area of the eight ring 
of a bull's eye target, meaning he should shoot a fair 
score. 

Area aiming must be concentrated upon, as each and every 
shot is aimed; otherwise the motivation to shoot better 
scores is too strong and the shooter goes back to 
If II ' framing his shots, the attempt to surpass the ability 
of most humans, by making the gun go off exactly when it 
is hanging on the aiming point. 

3. As a shooter gains experience, he can precision point
aim and fire six to eigqt shots out of each string of 
ten with remarkable accuta~y. 

4. There is a natural tendency to hold tpward the center 
of any aiming area - bull's eye or silhouette target or 
an opponent - don't confuse area aimi~g with the 

;) 
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"center hold." In center holding, a shooter's aiming 
point is the exact center of thebull's eye. There is 
the sin of striving for over-precision, with a resultant 
jerk or flinch. 

5. In silhouette shooting or in actual combat, there is little 
need for any greater attempt ;,at precision than the center 
of the target. Some shooters will hold in the ches.t are~., 
some a little lower, but it is unwise to attempt tahold 
on certain points such as the chin line. This only 
extends the undesirable habit of "framing" to silhouette 
targets or opponents. 

K. Trigger pressure in revolver and pistol shooting. 

1. Trigger pressure starts by placing some portion of the 
first point of the index finger upon the trigger. The 
tip of the finger may be used; this depends on each 
individual shooter, the length of his fingers, his grip, 
and what feels the most natural to the individual con
cerned. 

2. When a shooter has secured his grip, he should place on 
the trigger that portion of the first jOint of his index 
finger which seems to give him the best control. That 
is the correct finger position FOR HIM as the individual 
shooter. To bend the trigger finger into an unnatural 
position is incorrect. 

3. In double-action shooting it is necessary to put the 
finger further into the trigger guard than in single
action fire, in order to secure a good "bite" on the 
trigger for the much heavier double-action trigger pull. 

4. Several excellent shooters fire double-action with only 
the tip of their finger on the trigger - proving that 
despite the type of shooting every man must develop a 
"cu$.tom" finger position l-lhich permits effective trigger 
control for him. 

5. Pressure on the trigger is directly to the rear along 
the same line as the barrel axis. Any pressure other 
than straight to the rear is transmitted to the entire 
revolver when the hammer is released and usually disturbs 
the sight alignmept between the time of the hammer release 
and the actual ignition of the cartridge. Make every 
effort not to let any such tendency become a habit. A 
pressure on the trigger other than to the rear can be 
detected by lining up the sights, putting almos~ enough 
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pressure on the trigger to set it off, but not quite 
enough and carefully watchihg the Sights, while releasing 
the pressure entirely. If the shooter has been pressing 
the trigger downward or to the side, the front sight will 
move in the direction of the"released pressure. If the 
trigger is being pressed straight to the rear, the sights 
will not move out of alignment. 

L. The assurance of correct pressure. 

1. The easie$t way to assure pressure directly to the rear 
is to pick a spot on the inner surface of your hand 
directly behind the trigger, then try to press toward 
such a spot with tha~ portion of your finger that rests 
upon the trigger. Picking such a spot and pressing toward 
it: eve!:y time you press on the trigger helps to overcome 
a natural desire to tighten up on the grip with the other 
fingers as pressure is placed upon the trigger. This 
tendency to tighten the grip must be guarded against, for 
any increase in pressure on the grip will ruin your align
ment and also the"control of the pressure on the trigger. 

2. A shouter can put the proper pressure on the trigger 
all day when he knows the gun is empty, but let him fire 
it a few times and the desire to excel takes over; unless 
area aiming has become habituated, an attempt will be made 
to frame the shot and jerk the trigger when the shooter 
wants the gun to go off. After a few belts from the 
recoil of a heavy caliber gun, it is only normal to punch 
forward to meet the recoil when the shooter knows the 
weapon is about to go off. 

3. "Skip loading",helps to detect gross faults such as jerk
ing and flinching during range firing. Load the revolver 
with several empty shells mixed in with several live 
rounds and then spin the cylinder. Try loading the gun 
so the shooter will not be aware of the arrangement of 
live ro~~ds to the empty shellsr 

4. The shooter takes his position on the range, lines up 
his sights, goes through his regular routine, but with 
this exception: when the hannner falls on an empty shell, 
the movement of the gun will indicate whether or not he 
has jerked the trigger (movement down and to the left of 
the front sight) or flinched (movement of the gun in a 
punching or heeling motion. The blast of recoil ordinarily 
hides this movement, but it can be readily ascertained 
when the hannner falls on an empty chamber. 

----------- ---~ .. 
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A great many inexperienced shooters assume that the 
trigger can be swept through its motion in any manner 
just because they are attempting something called combat 
or "practical" pis.tol shooting on a range. Nothing 
could be f~rther from the truth, or prepare less for 
actual del~very of accurate fire in combat situations. 

A trigger can be pressed through its motion very rapidly _ 
either in single or double action fire - but it must be 
actuated in. such a ~anner that the aim or "pointing" of 
the weapon ~s not d~sturbed if the shooter wishes to hit 
the target at which he has been aiming or pointing his 
gun. 

Bull's-eye target training. 

1. 

2. 

3 .. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

It is dif~icul~ to conceive of a method of teaching com
bat shoot~ng w~thout some basic training on the bull's
eye t~rget. The accuracy of fire that may some day be 
the ~~fference between life and death should be a basic 
requ~rement before any high rate of fire is attempted. 

The shooter must learn the basic fundamentals of revolver 
and pistol shooting. Unless these fundamentals are 
learned in the beginning, they may never be acquired. 

The ba~ic fundamentals of gripping, sighting, and aiming 
and tr~gger squeeze can be taught on any target from 
b~ank white paper squares to blackened silhouet~es. 

The bull's-7Y7 target offers a shoQter an opportunity to 
evaluate ab~hty more readily,_~han these other targets. 
~other advantage of bull's-eye~targets is the fact that 
~n and of themselves they tend to bring'-out a latent 
tendency to shoot poorly. 

Co~centration ~n hitting the center leads to poor sight 
al~gnment and ~ncorrect aiming, and the same attempts 
to be to~ precise reslllt in an attempt to make the gun 
go off w~th a sudden pressure on the trigger and this r. . k" - h ' Jer moves t e gun away from target center. 

Once discovered, any fault may be corrected with diligent 
practice. It is more desirable to have these faults 
~evelop d~ri~g the initial training stage when correction 
~s less d~ff~cult, than to have them discovered after 
lengthy periods of indoctrination in faulty habits. 
These faults should be diagnosed by "reading" the target. 

;I 
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Hits tend to form groupings characteristic of the fault. 
The scores which can be ascertained from bullIs-eye tar
gets lend themselves to ready clas.sification of shooters 
based on their ability to group their hits. 

An individual shooter can arbitrarily establish any limit 
as·a threshold to combat training, but the minimum score 
should be sufficiently high to insure that the shooter 
has learned the basic fundamentals. The minimum scores 
is usually around 70 per cent average in slow fire on 
targets, with a standard "time and rapid fire" bullls
eye. Twenty-five yards is a good minimal distance for 
bullIs-eye training. Fifteen yards is acceptable for 
the initial ten rounds of indoctrination firing, but is 
too short for aimed fire to be meaningful in evaluating 
performance with a handgun. 

The police revolver. 

1. An efficient handgun must be dependable, powerful, capable 
of rapid controlled fire, and be "handy." 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The .38 caliber revolver was chosen as the standard police 
weapon years ago because of the fact that automatic or 
self-loading pistols may misfire and re.Cl.uire the officer 
to reach forward and "charge" the weapon by pulling the 
slide to the rear, ejecting the cartridge that misfired 
and pl~cing a fresh round in the chamber. 

S\')me pistols now have a double-action feature, which 
permits the trigger to rachet back the hammer :or another 
blow at the cartridge that misfired, but this will not 
put a fresh cartridge into the chamber; and in many 
instances a cartridge that misfired in the :Hrst instance 
will not fire when struck a second time. A policeman 
facing an armed opponent need not take this risk. 

The revolver offers him an opportunity to rapidly revolve 
the cylinder by either thumb or trigger finger action 
and place a fresh cartridge under the firing pin wheneyer 
a misfire occurs. The revolver also is considered supe
rior to the automatic type. of pistol in that jams are 
almost unknown. A revolver's cylinder can swivel around 
without trouble until all cartridges have been fired, 
but an automatic may "jam" at any time until the magazine 
is empty. A pistol may jam a~ the empty shell is being 
extracted or ejected, or it may jam on the forward motion 
of the recoiling parts as they attempt to feed a new 
round into the chamber. 

--- -~ -------- ---
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5. A revolver only offers a policeman six cartridges to down 
an opponent and a slower type of reloading before it can 
be fired again. The automatic is far superior in some 
ways, in that it provides up to ten cartridges in a maga
zine loading that facilitates reloading in a tenth of the 
time required to stuff cartridges into a revolver one at 
a time. 

6. Sone years back, the regular .38 caliber cartridge was 
jun~ed::;,~nd the .38 Special adopted. In recent years the 

r,:".~:~1·-"Magnum has found favor with some police officers. 

Some safety points in gun handling. 

1. The weapon must be handled in such a manner that its 
lethal power is never used accidentally. The weapon was 
designed to kill in defense of life or property. 

2. It is seriously regrettable when any weapon kills or 
injures a person, as a result of an accident, and all 
accidents with firearms could be prevented. 

3. It is far better never to own" a firearm then to be the 
cause of someone's death by careless handling of one. 

4. the following ten rules for safety are the general rules 
a shooter must know and practice until they become fixed 
habits. 

a. Always unload your revolver if it is to be left 
where someone else may handle it. 

b. Actually go through the motions of unloading your 
revolver every time you pick it up. 

c. Develop safe habits whenever the gun is removed from 
the holster, or the gun and holst.er placed in a desk 
or locker. 

d. Extend the trigger finger outside of the trigger 
guard until r.eady to fire. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Never point a revolver at anyone you don't intend 
to shoot and keep the muzzle pointed in a "safe" 
direction, which should be skywards. 

Always keep the cylinder swung out when the gun is 
out of the holster, but not in actual use. 

Know yotir gun, ammunition, and holster. 
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h. Keep your fingers away from the muzzle. 

i. Quick-draw practice is hazardous - safety first. 

j. Be certain you have correct ammunition. 

Defensive Directed Fire. 

A. Introduction to directed defensive fire. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Directed fire is weapon's fire in which the officer dges 
not have time to use the sights of a weapon to aim. 
Directed defensive fire is utilized when an armed opponent 
is firing at the officer at close range, and presupposes 
a'critical time element. 

Directed defensive fire may be delivered from either the 
hip or the shoulder level. Hip, shooting gives great 
rapidity in getting off the first shot, while point
shooting fro~ the shoulder will usually mean greater 
accuracy. 

The officer concerned is the only one to ~valuate the 
situation and determine if he can afforc:'Vthe luxury of 
moving into a point-shoulder position. The officer's 
life is at stake and only he can make this decision. 

,B. Room-sized shooting in de£ensivedirected fire. 

C. 

1. 

2. 

As the distance to the target is increased,it is only 
natural that the accuracy of directed fi~e from the hip 
diminishes. Hip shooting is meant for what might be 
termed "room-sized" situations. 

Hip shooting is effective within the confines of a small 
store, a narrow hallway, any room, or ~hen what appeared 
to be a harmless traffic violator starts pointing a gun 
in the directicm. of the approaching policeman. 

3. The apparent closeness of this range is deceptive in 
that it appears impossible to miss an opponent. 

4. Hip shooting can be directed with great accuracy. It 
is a necessary phase of police training in combat shooting -
perh~ps the most important phase of the entire shooting 
program. 

The basic hip shooting position. 

I 
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1. The eyes, the elbow, and the wrist are the keys to good<' 
direction of fire from the hip position. The gun must 
become an extension of the wrist, the elbow must act to., 
join the gun and wrist, to the body in such a manner th'at 
the shooter'~ muscles will respond to visual cues. 

2. The first step in successful hip shooti.ng is to look 
intently at the area on an opponent, or a silhouette tar
get representing an opponent, into which it is desired to 
place bullets. 

'., 
'; .. : 

Coordination is a primary prerequisite. 

1. It appears simple - just look and the movements of the 
body can be coordinated to shoot a weapon where you are 
looking; but the necessary coordination requires intelli
gent practice. 

2. The first step is to attempt some kind of coordinated 
practice without the gun. 

3. During this training stage, forget about draWing the gun 
from a holster. 

4. The starting position in-this initial coordination prac
tice is with the muzzle of the revolver dowr~ and pointed 
just beyond the toes of the shooter, and the practice is 
concerned with bringing the gun upward and fcr:r.ward into 
position for an effective first shot. 

5. Try it in front of a mirror with an,empty gun. Bring 
the gun up a few times in what seems to be the normal 
movement. 

6. The grip must be tight, with t.he thumb locked in a down
ward position. The wrist must be locked, with the barrel 
and the forearm horizontal with the ground as the gun 
moves into firing position, so that it serves as a firm 
link between the hand grasping the gun and the forearm 
of,tjle.,shooter. The elbow must be carried well into the 
body to better serve as a hinge joining the forearm and 
gun to the body, a hinge which not only must absorb 
recoil without loss of time in recuvery of pOSition, but 
which must also serve as the mount for the gun. 

7. Originally, the crouch pOSition was considered the most 
desirsble because it reduced the target area into which 
the criminal could place hits, but a better understanding 
of hip shooting position has led to the conclusion that 
the crouch position tends to more body movements in 
response to visual cues. 
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Using a mirror to practice hip shooting. 

1. 

2. 

. 3. 

5. 

Standing in front ofa mirror, the shooter should prac~ 
tice going into a fairly deep crouch position as he moves 
his gun.~p to hip-shooting level. 

',: 

Regardles~ '~f where the shooter may be lcibki~g on hi~ 
mi.rror "opporil:H1t,,, normally the resul tant po~nt of <llm
direCf:ion will be .fa.:i.1:'lylow. Remember, the barrel and 
forearm must be level with-~fhe--cftbor·.- __ . 

Turn sideways, level the barrel ~nd forearm in the full 
standing position, and now go into a deep crouch. Now 
come up about halfway out of the deep crouch and watch 
how the muzzle comes up within the aiming area.. This is 
the method of controlling vertical changes in directing 
fire. The gun, the locked arm, and the entire body are 
moved upward by flexing the knees to raise the level of 
fire. 

In rev~rse the same is true when it is necessary to lower 
, • d the pQint of impact. Experiment with this, learn 1t, an 

adjust your visual point of aim to fit the depth of your 
crouch. This is the key to directing fire at the hip 
level. 

Tfatendency to point the gun to the left or right with· 
. some consistency becomes evident, check the position of 
the elbow. An elbow pushed ~oo far into the body -
possibly wi·th the shol.llder dr,<>pped too low - results. in 
the muzzle coming up into position to the right of the 
target area. When the muz2;le seems to come into pClcsiti4:>n 
to the. left of the area at which the shooter: is looking, 
it is likely" that the elbow is too far away from the 
body - to'o, near the l;ight hip socket for aright-handed 
shooter. If the elbo't>l appears to be in the correct 
position, 'it may be necessary to moye the' feet to correct 
this condition. 

6. The shooter should face his target squarely, with his 
weight slightly toward th~ balls of his feet, but with 
both heels solidly on the ground; then if· he is hit, 
he'll fall forwar:d in:~ positio~ where he may be able to 
get in another shot or two. 

The/ stance in hip shooting. 
tr' 

1,.,1 Some men find the crouch posi~~;.on slightly more comfort
a.ble wh,en they advance the left fobt slightly. 

G. 

...... 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Whatever the position may be, in the event the elbow is 
in a good position, don'tmove the elbow to secure hori-
zontal, correctioQ. ' .. --.. -----~~=- ... 

It is much more desir~ble to adjust the feet and learn the 
position necessary to J come up squarely in the center of 
the target area, right where'the vision is concentrated. 

'."; ... 

Care sfiouldbe exercised that the body is not bent for
ward s~lelY at:'ithew~i~t in assuming the crouch position. 
There 1S only a Slight leanil:lg forward as the buttocks 
are drooped down. when a shooteri'Er""~'1ees are bent, but 
tI1is position of the upper body remainst:hesame rega,rd
less of the depth of· the crouch. 

The legs are the major factor in this posrtion from which 
fire from the hip can be directed with such great accuracy; 
they form two supports for the position. 

Bringing the gun into the secondary field of vision when 
shooting. 

1. 

2. 

1he gun is punched or swung into the field of secondary 
vision as the shooter looks intently at his target. The 
shooter doesno.~ actually "see" it, but he is "aware" 
that it is there 'and if the gun did' not point at the 
target, the shooter would become aware of this fact. 
It is a visual cue to correct punching or sWillging tech
niques. If, he consciously looks down at_the gun, then 
his eye control over muscular coordination is ruined. 

When practice'at this position is first attempted, it is 
a good_~ractice to look down and ~heck the position of 
the 1l'Illzzle to see if-itis pOinted at the ta'rget, but 
then the shooter must return his primary vision to the 
target. This observation of fire isof,top importance 
all the way through hip shooting practice until some real 
prQficiency is attained - some weeks later and only after 
consistant practice. 

3.. The weapon is loaded with one cartridge - one round. The 
:ylinder is closed So that the weapon will discharge when 
the trigger is pulled for the first time,' and the muzzle' 
is pointed at the ground in front of the shooter in a 
"ready" position. This is close to the "in holster" posi
tion, without actually placing the gun ina holster. 

4. ,-At a signal, or your own cue, go into th~ crouch position 
and swing the gun up and forward, firing the first shot 
~s the gUlt levels into position· being careful that the 

" 
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trigger pressure doesn't disturb the pointing a:rthe 
weapon. Observe the effect of the fire and determine if 
the gun had swung up too high or low, or too far to 
either ,side. 

/1 
Unload, and if necessary, practice a few swings int9 
position with the empty gull unti~/ fairly certain th,at the 
swing is-grooved. Fire a few m9~e single rounds, inb::r-
spersing the fire with pra~ti~~with the empty gun. 

~Now load the six chambers of the revolver, and fire one 
shot at a time at this latest stage of prac~ice. The 
shooter should come back to the "in holster lt position 
between shots, so that each shot is a 'ltrue "first shot," 
but he should fire with sufficient rapidity to get the 
feel of his corrections from shot to shot~ 

The eye of the shooter is the key at this stage. After 
a short time, what can only be described as a "feel" ",I 

develops for this position. It is the pairin~of visual 
cues with muscle impulses, and it 'comeS to most individuals 
after some practice. 

Getting into action. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

At this point in the practice sessions, the shooter can 
buckle on a holster and try drawing the empty, revolver 
from the holster. The officer should move slowly at 
first, then slightly more rapidly, but never with any 
sense of hurry. 

The policeman must get his gur: out of the holster, but he 
must first get a correct grip on the gun before he draws 
it. Take it slow and easy. 

The first thing to l>learl1 is how to get the correct grip 
on the gun while it is in the \Iholster. Grip the weapon, 
draw it out, examine the grip, make minor adjustme~ts, 
then holster the weapon and repeat the process unt11 the 
gun can be drawn with the correct grip. T~en coordinate 
the drawing moti/on with the, punching or swinging motion 
utilized to get, the weapon,;'into posiVon at hip llevel. 

C This should be one continuous motion, and it ha~ to be 
performed very slowly at first in ,order to combine the 
two motions b~fore any attempt at speed ~smade. 

Speed is not of essence tit drawing the g'uu'. The ability 
to secure the correct shooting grip while the gun is in 
the holster and to come up smoothly to cor.rect shooting 
position are greater assets than mere speed. 

~ 

I. 

5. 
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Quick or fast draws are overrated in the police bUSiness 
In most cas~s, an alert officer. either has his gun in hi~ 

"hand or half out of his holster. No fast draw in the 
wO:l~equals a keen and alert mind, coupled with the 
ab1lJ..ty of a ,train2d police officer. 

Point-directed shooting. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

In t?e pOint-directed pOSition, the weapon is not sto ed 
~t h1p level upon drawing from the holster, and the P~~Ch-
1ng or. throwing motion is continued for the fulLnat.rrat~
extens1~n of the ~rm. At arm's length, "point'i~g" i~ on 
a par w~th "punch1ng" and "throwing." 

At an arm's length, most individuals can 
accurately and almos~as rapidly as from 
long as they don' tc.look at the gun! 

shoot more 
the hip - so 

~h7 prim~r~ viSion must be concentrated on the target in 
~h~s Pos~t70n to such an extent that it may be termed 
~unnel v~s1On within its narrowest definition. The gun 
1S well ~nto the field of secondary viSion, but the 
shoote: must.l?ok over or around the weapon if he is to 
use th7s POHt10n for directed fire similar to shooting 
fromh~p level. Once th7 primary vision is drawn from 
the target~~to. the sights, then it is aimed fire _ and 
the rate of ~1re slows down considerabiy. 

It woul~ not be good technical competence to ignore the 
gun en:~rely; the. shooter should accept visual cues which 
tell h~~ the gun ~s pointed to the right or left, or the 
muzzle 1S far too low or too high. These visual cues 
s?ould be.con~cioualy accepted during the initial rac-
t1ce seSS10n only. p 

The most important job of the eyes is to coordin,ate the 
muscular structure of the body in pointing punch. 
or throw· th ' lollg, . ~ng .e we~pon f~rward toward the target so that 
:he 11ne of f1re w~ll c01ncide with the line of sight. 

~ractic7 ~he position in the same manner asOthe hip shoot-
1ng POS1t,1?n was practiced. The shooter assumes the same 
c:~uch.pos1~ion for this point-directed fire as he did in 
d1rect1ngf~re from the hip level and the legs also serve 
as an elevating mechanism for this '''mount,'' as they did 
for the hip position. 

Horizontal corrections shotild'be~ade with th t. b d .d i --- e en 1 re 
oy-u-t'ng-:Lnitial practice, with the feet being adjusted 

as necessary. Minor horizontal corrections can he made by 
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swinging the body, either fro~ the knees or the hips. 
An attempt should be made not to lliaketraverse corrections 
solely by moving the arm at the ,; shoulder. socket or bend-
ing the wrist. " 

The welding of the muscular struct';lr:. of~_~h; . .E_~.cl'y i?,to .. "a 

uni t which can be coordina.~~d.Jly-~v:tsLorr and a, feel . 
develop~c!t:hrough--'pr'acFfcing this point-direc:ted. shootl.ng 

···p6sifion· starts with a firm grip, and ends w1th a locked 
wrist elbow and shoulder. The firm grip is the key to 
a locked Wrist, and both of them aid, in keeping ~he e~bow 
and shoulder relatively immobile. In this posit10n, 1t 
is much less difficult to keep the elbow and shoulder 
locked into position than it is in hip shooting, as the 
arm is fully extended. 

The two-hand kneeling position. 

1. 

, 2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

In two-hand kneeling fire, the police officer/aces.the 
target just as he does in preparing to shoot rrom.e1ther 
the hip or the shoulder level of point-directed f1r.e, 
but drops into a simple kneeling position. 

The ideal position is that of the traditional rifleman; 
the left toe is pointed toward the target and the right 
knee swung as far to the. right as possib~e, thus effect
ing a support for the body based on a 90 angle between 
the left thigh and the right'thigh. As~the shoote:: drops 
into this position, he directs his vision.9Jl.a desued. 
aiming area and points, punches, or throws h1s gun up 1nto 
position. 

This 19' the 'normal-dire.ction phase. Then he swings up 
his free hand to support his shooting hand and arm. Th~ 
most desirable support point is just below the butt of the 
revolver or at the wrist. 

This support by the shooter's normally free arm helps to 
hold the gun on the target area and speed up recovery 
from the effect of recoil. 

This position is particularly helpful to officers firing 
.357 magnum cart'r~dges, as it helps to control the e~f,echt 
of the recoil, as well as the general tremor set up 1n t e 
shooting arm of most individuals after a few smacks from 
the recoil of this heavy caliber cartridge. c 

Officers who' find'\ difficulty in directing fire 
hip or shoulder l~vel may find it advantageous 
trate con this twoJ)hand kneeling position. 

from the 
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Praetici~g on traverse targets. 

1. Whenever an officer is confronted with more than one 
criminal in armed combat, he will find it necessary to 
swing from one tar&~t to another. 

2. Usually there is little need for vertical correction, so 
long as the officer is seeking to hit the center of the 
mass of an opponent's body. 

3. In range practice, targets are placed at varying distances 
apart, in order to secure practice at this very necessary 
'p~ase of police combat shooting. 

4. Try very short traverses at first to get into the swing 
of shooting at more than one target. 

Night shooting from directed defensive fire positions. 

1. Directed defensive firing positions are ideally suited 
to night firing, or situations in which time is of 
essence and visibility is limited. 

2. There are combat situations in which there is sufficient 
light (and time) to pick up the Sights and go into aimed 
fire, or in which the use of a flashlight would be 
suicidal. 

3. In directed fire the officer pOints, punches, or throws 
his gun into position, and once this technique is learned 
and the officer has sufficient practice to retain his 
learni~g - then the fire can be delivered just as 
accurately in very poor light as it can ,be delivered in 
bright sunlight. ' 

4. The use of a flashlight in a dark cellar while search
ing for an armed opponent might very well be a death 
warrant; shoot fast and use the light from the flashes 
of the service weapon as it fires. 

" 

5. Maybe the offic'er won't see the sights, but he could see 
the gun and the target. Since night shooting is required 
in a very high percentage of combat situations, it is well 
uorth the time spent on practice. 

6. Use lights to get things set up and to provide the neces
sary ~argin of safety before going into this type of 
pract1ce, but then tryout directed fire at targets which 
cannot be seen except by avery poor light, or the flash 
of your gun. 
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7. Later, arrange some kind of audio signal to denote the 
target and learn to direct fire at a sound. 

M. Aimed fire frgm directed defensive fire positions. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Sometimes the combat situation changes rapidly and may 
permit the officer to change to aimed fire. 

The arm and hand can be moved into position where the 
sights can be used to aim the'revo1ver from any of these 
positions without any othe;r change in the posi.tion. 

Both the crouch and the kneeling position cut down on 
target area and thus reduce an opponent's opportunity to 
ventilate an officer. 

On the last shot in the weapon, the shooter could attempt 
a correct sight alignment, as it is the last shot. 

N. The concept of defensive directed fire. 

1. 

3. 

4. 

It takes practice to learn directed defensive fire 
because the key to accuracy is position. 

d " d t" " The eyes and the body must co or ~nate, an 0 groove 
this coordination, the shooter must get the "feel" of the 
position. There is no other way to describe it; there 
is no other way to learn it. 

If an officer had to select only one type of fire at 
l07hich to become proficient, the defensive directed fire 
should be selected. It is the type of fire you must use 
when an armed opponent is shooting at you! In these 
situations, an opponent is afraid of the armed police 
officer and is ready to shoot fast. 

The policeman always must shoot equally fast and more 
accurately to survive. 

Aimed Fire. 

A. Aimed fire for police officers • .' 

1. 

2. 

Aimed fire isomore concerned with the classic principles 
of shooting than is directed fire, particularly the areas 
concerned with looking at t~e sights and aimillg. 

Since the target of police gun fire is the criminal who 
lives by the no "sporting" or gentlemen's code, the 
classic off-hand shooting position has been junked. 

B. 
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3. The jungle or gutter code of the armed cri.nrl.nal supports 
shooting without warning or provocation. 

4. The police officer must take ii,t'position which provides 
some protection and improves his ability to deliver 

-effective fire. 

5. In combat shooting, it is basic instruction to advise 
shooters that both eyes must be open when the sights 
are lined up and the weapon aimed at the target. 

6. If an officer closes his one eye, he blinds himself to 
any accomplice of his opponent who might move into the 
combat on the side of the closed eye. 

7. ···.The accuracy of aimed fire on silhouette targets 
representing an opponent is based on effective use of 
the sights on the revolver, and the ability to aim and 
fire without putting a sudden pressure on the trigger -
disturbing the sight alignment and aim at the moment 
of cartridge ignition. 

Improvement of normal accuracy. 

1. Normal accuracy is improved by taking positions which 
take advantage of every possible support - barricades, 
cars, trees, fences, and the ground itself. 

2. In all these aimed fire positions, the weapon is held 
at the end of an extended arm, with the revoLver as far 
as possible from the eyes~ 

3. The sights on a revolver are scaled to normal shooting 
at arm's length, and the shooter will be firing with 
more of a "rough" sight the closer he bring~ them to his 
eyes. 

4. Another factor which may only change the point of impact 
slightly, but possibly means a "miss" at times, is the 
fact that the normal grip and recoil platform for the gun 
is usually at the end of an extended arm, and as the arm 
is bent and brought closer to the eye a slight change 
will occur. 

5. This is not a factor in directed fire as the gun is 
zeroed in with the line of sight, through muscular coor
dination, but when an officer is shooting aimed fire 
with a gun sighted in for normal position, and he varies 
his position, it is likely he'll have changes in the 
point of impact. 

---
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In any aimed fire position, the head is held as erect 
as possible in order that the shooter's vision will 
not be obscured by his upper eyelashes. 

This is difficult w~th a very low prone position, and 
it is wise to bring the gun to a higher posit~on if 
the sights "fuzz up" so that the head may be 'raised 
for better vision. 

In the: sitting, kneeling, and standing positions, the 
head should always be held erect, the gaze directed 
at the target and the gun and sights brought up into 
the line of sight. 

The trend to double-action shooting. 

1. Ther,~ is a strong trend to double-action shooting 
apparent among police officers. 

2. Double-action shoo~.ing means to cock the hammer and 
fire the gun with S" 'lotion of the trigger finger only. 

"Weak hand" ~hQQting. 

1. In the more rapid phases of police combat shooting at 
short ranges, speed of getting into effective action 
was a defense against enemy fire. The strong hand is 
the one normally used in shooting. 

2. It must be remembered, though, that a disabling wound 
can occur at any time, and if time is available, a police 
officer should fire with his weak hand at every stage 
of combat shooting in order to gain e~perience and 
skill. 

3. The accuracy of fire, when the strong hand has been 
disabled and when an opponent might be moving in close 
for the kill, is certainly highly desirable. Practice 
is the only sure way of acquiring the necessary skill. 

4. The grip with the weak hand is the same as with the 
strong hand, and the basic principles of Sights, aim, 
and trigger let-off also remain the same - and have 
equal importance in achieving accuracy. 

5. The need for shooting with the weak hand as well as 
the strong hand by a police officer is slowly driving 
the fancy grips out of police holsters and off the ranges 
used for practical course firing. 
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E. Loading and unloading of the revolv~r. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

To unload, the following procedure is suggested: 

a. The officer should reach forward with the weak 
hand, palm up and open. 

b. At the same time, he should shift his thumb on the 
gun slightly to actuate the cylinder latch, and 
drop the gun into the palm of his weak hand. 

c. 

d. 

As the cylinder swings open the shooter places 
the thumb of his weak hand on the ejector rod, 
curls his remaining finger!) aro,und the open cylin
der and frame of the gun ann ejects the fired cases. 

As the shooter is ejecting the spent shells with 
his weak hand, he should be reaching with his 
strong hand for live ammunition. 

e. With the muzzle of the weapon down slightly, but 
with the gun's position not changed too much, 
the shooter starts to stuff the new ammunition 
into the chambers of the revolver. 

f. To facilitate loading, the thumb of the weak hand 
is moved from the tip of t~e ejector rod to the 
side of the cylinder. 

g. In this position, it assists the middle finger 
of the same hand in rotating the cylinder as each 
chamber is loaded. 

h. Placing the weapon in the palm of the hand as it 
is loaded is excellent protection against loss 
of ~ime due to dropping cartridges on t~ground. 

; 

D9n'taccept any other loading position. This is the 
b~~st position that has been developed, because it is 
fast and effective. In the same connection, don't 
use o_solete methods of carrying ammunition. 

T~~e procedure of carrying cartridges in bel t loops that 
require the shooter to punch them out,one by one is 
growing obsolete. Leather pouches are available for 
officers on patrol which open at the bottom and ~eliver 
six rounds into the hand of the policeman when the snap 
fastener is opened. 

\, , 
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4. A recent innovation by some modern police departments is 
training in reloading with the weak hand and simulating 
that t~1e strong hand is helpless to assist. This is an 
aspect of combat shooting that has been ignored until 
recently. Only a small amount of experience may pay 
off some day, because the officer has worked out his 
own technique. 

5. Some officers appear reluctant to lay the gun down 
as they dig for ammunition. Actually there is a great 
reluctance to place a costly revolver in the dirt, or 
even on a bench top, where it may get dirty or scratched~ 
This attitude may stem from the fact that great care 
in handling the gun has always been emphasized in basic 
instruction, or from the fact that shooters have been 
warned for years to beware of dirt and other foreign 
objects lodging in the barrel, and causing a burst 
barrel when the weapon is fired. . 

6. In combat situations the blue finish on a gun is unimpor
tant, and while it is dangerous to get dirt, mud, or 
such material in a barrel, it is even more dangerous 
not to load up and get back into action. 

Firing from the prone position. 

1. In the prone position the shooter not only presents a 
very small target, but also utilizes the best possible 
support for his firearm - the ground. 

2. The body of the shooter is positioned directly behind 
the weapon, with the feet together, unlike the rifleman's 
prone position in which the body rests at a 4S-degree 
angle to the line of fire and the feet are spread wide 
apart. The gun itself is not permitted to touch the 
ground, the shooter's free hand being utilized as 
a support between the ground and the gun. 

3. The ideal position is one in which the flat portions 
of both forearms are rested upon the ground, with the 
gun butt and the hand grasping the weapon resting on 
the flst of the free hand, and the back of the free 
hand resting upon the ground. 

4. Difficult terrain may force the shooter to move into 
a sitting or kneeling position in actual combat. Police 
officers should keep the prone position in mind, even 
in room-sized shooting situations. 

\ 
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5. In firing in the various combat courses it is required 
that the shooter drop to his knees, draw his revolver, 
assume the prone position and open fire, while in 
actual combat the officer might drop and roll as he 
draws his weapon - movement is alw.ays desirable when 
an opponent is shooting as it minimizes the criminal's 
ability to score hits. 

G. Firing from the kneeling position. 

1. The kneeling position, in which the free hand is used 
to support the shooting hand, has three variations. 

a. The high position for very rapid djrected or 
aimed fire. 

b. The normal kneeling position. 

c. The very low position in which the shooter leans well 
into the gun and is only a few inches from the prone 
position. 

2. The two lower positions require more time to assume, 
and are therefore more suited to aimed fire. They also 
provide much greater support than is possible in the 
high position. 

3, The high position provides no support for the arms of 
the shooter. Both the normal and low positions provide 
good support. 

4. In these positions the gun arm is supported between 
wrist and elbow by the free arm as it rests on the 
forward knee of the shooter. 

5. The steadiness of this position rests on the fact that 
the extended gun arm receives a truss-like support from 
the other arm as the inside, flat surface of the biceps 
area of this arm is supported upon the knee. In all 
kneeling positions the fQrward foot is pointed toward 
the target. The rear foot is placed far to the rear 
in the low position for more effective balance~ but it 
is tucked under the body in the normal or high position. 

6. In the normal position, some shooters sit on the heel 
of the rear foot, flexing the foot and resting upon 
the bent toes; others prefer a slightly lower position 
secured by turning the foot slightly and sitting on 
it. 
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Firing from the sitting position. 

1. This position puts the body close to the ground, with 
both arms supporting the weapon, and is one of the 
positions for effective combat fire. 

2. The shorter person can draw his revolver as he drops 
into position and have it in action almost before his 
buttocks stop bouncing from the impact with the ground. 

3. The sitting position is excellent for shooting from 
behind the protection of low walls, buildings, breaks 
in the ground, etc. In the sitting position, the toes 
of both feet point toward the target and are fairly 
close together. 

4. The knees are spread slightly to support the flat portion 
of each elbow, while the free hand supports the hand 
holding the weapon at the base of the' gun. 

5. In the sitting position, the shooter adjusts for major 
changes in elevation by moving both feet forward or to 
the rear, thus depressing or raising his knee level, 
which, in turn, brings about the desired vertical correc
tion by lowering or raising both arms. 

6. This is v~tal to top accuracy in this position as any 
pronounced bending of the wrist from a natural position 
means slower recovery of aim between shots - the wrist 
has to be readjusted after each shot, as it will return 
to its natural position. It is important that the 
gun be brought up to eye level, rather than the eye 
down to gun level. 

7. Variations of this position which require a "squeezing" 
pressure by the legs or thighs of a shooter to steady 

, the aim or adj~st for elevation tend to lower the ac
curacy potential of this fine position by making mllscular 
tensioll a factor, rather than depending on the bone 
structu:r;e of the body fo't' support. 

8. Excess girth is a problem when taking this position, 
but it may provide motivation for a determined effQX't 
to get rid of some of the excess fat. 

The barricade shooting position. 

1. In shqpting from behind a protective wall, the side of 
a building or other barricade, the po1i~e offi,cer seeks 
both protection and a support for his weapon. 

, , , 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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Dramatic reduction of target area can be secured by 
shooting from the protection of a wall or the corner 
of a building. Support is very effective because in 
barricade shooting the weapon is almost as steady as 
the barricade itself. 

In shooting from a position of rest, the officer must 
be carefu~ that no portion of the weapon is permitted 
to rest d~rect1y on any barricade or other support. 
The lveapon must be cushioned in some fashion or it may 
be damaged in recoil. In combat shooting it is usually 
cushioned with the free hand. 

The muzzle of the firearm must be free of any obstruction 
of the barricade and clear of the supporting fingers 
of ~he free h~nd, or the shooter will be picking wood 
sp1~nters, br~ck dust, or particles of lead out of his 
hand and possibly whistling for first aid through a 
neat hole in one of his fingers. 

In shooting from behind a barricade simulating the side 
of a 'building, or the edge of a doorway, the shooter 
places his feet in what appears to be an unbalanced 
position in order to secure as much protection from 
the barricade as possible. 

In shooting with the right hand, the left foot is for
w~rd, and in shooting on the other side of a barricade 
w~th the left hand, the right foot is forward. 

The most coinmon method of supporting a revolver in 
barricade shooting is to place the palm and extended 
fingers of the free hand flat against the barricade with 
the extended fingers up and the thumb spread out just 
beyond the edge of the barricade, thus forming a "V" 
into which the shooter places the wrist of his gun 
hand. The officer then places the flat underside of 
his wrist against the barricade with the hand positioned 
at the barricade's edge. The officer then extends his 
shooting hand and grasps it about the wrist firmly with 
his free hand. 

This is an excellent position as the grasping of the 
shooting arm's wrist with the finger of the free hand 
not only provides a better support than the "V!! nor
mally used, but also helps to speed up recovery of the 
aim as it retards recoil. 
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9. Possibly the greatest error in taking barricade positions 
is the tendency to lean into the support too much. This 
usually occurs when the shooter places his feet too 
far from the barricade and is forced to bend into a 
half-crouch as he supports h:;'s hand. The ideal position 
is a standing position, with the weapon being brought 

~c"itp to eye level as the hands are placed against~the 
barricade. 

10. In preparing to fire, the shooter must learn to place 
the gun against the barricade uncocked. Some shooters, 
with years of experience.s~ooting single action fire 
at targets, have a habit of cocking the weapon as the 
arm is extended; others attempting double-action shooting 
for the first time have a habit of putting too much 
pressure on the trigger - in some cases almost enough 
to actuate the mechanism and fire the weapon. Either 
habit can be dangerous. 

Firing from the two-hand standing position. 

1. 
'. 

The two-hand standing position is a development of the 
two-hand kneeling position. 

2. Facing the target squarely, the shooter brings the gun 
up to his line of sight, and his free hand up to support 
the gun hand. In the two-hand standing position, .• the 
weapon is brought over to the center of the body. 

3. As 'the shooter swings into position, he leans back and 
down, in a movement -that can be best described as "shak
ing the kinks out of his spine." 

4. The upper part of the body appears to "sit" on the 
pelvic area, l>1hich is supported by a widespread stance 
with both knees straight. 

5. This i.s a surprisingly effective position. The two
hand control of the weapon cettainly speeds up recovery 
from recoil. 

K. Aimed fire at night. 

1. Policemen must level with themselves and admit that 
aimed fire in the dark of night is not possible without 
revealing the officer's position to hostile fire from 
his opponent. 
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2. In night practice, holding a flashlight out at arm's 
. length provides illumination in which to see the target 
and the sights of the revolver, but ••• every officer 
should realize the suicidal implications of this tech
nique in a gun fight. 

3. Police combat shooti~g is largely defenSive, but in 
a few circumstances it may be termed a technique of 
offense: 

a. Fleeing felons. 

b. Barricaded killers. 

c. Jail break attempts by felo,:ls, etc. 

~1 .. ,., __ P~}-~ce should use a _~y£E:!~~.f~.£i-r--€=~~~<;,IT=·([oes-not·Ieoparc--~ _. 
d1.zethe-Tlfeo;f-asing'le officer. If the combat 
situation occurs at night and it is defenSive, then 
the officer will be at such close quarters, and in 
such danger, as to require defensive directed fire. 
If the situation poses no immediate hazard to the officer 

. , 
why expose his position by turning on a flashlight 
and banging away? 

5. ··If the situation demands aimed fire, the officer has 
no alternative, but a radio alarm or teletype has brought 
back many a fleeing felon without injury to a single 
officer. 

6. An ideal device for J:light combat, being utilized more 
and more, is to use the lights of the police vehicle 
to illuminate the scene.. In this case the police 
officers dismount from the car and move to protected 
posl.tions, if possible, before opl:!Uing fire. 

7. A police officer can simulate these tactics by setting 
up a silhouette for night-time fire, then driving up 
in his own car to the des~red range, dismounting and 
moving away from the area of return fire (the car) 
before he starts to shoot. 

8. The key to safety in this instance is not only to move 
away from the car, but also to ,get set up for rapid, 
aimed fire before disclosing your position by firing. 

9. In any night firing Situation, the police officer should 
copy the tact~.cs of the military and change positions 
frequently. Remember the flash which accompanies the 
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discharge of a cartridge is a telltale indication of 
your position. The firing of one or two shots, then 
moving fast to another position, and repeating this 
procedure may save an officer's iife. 

IX. Two-stage Double-action Shooting. 
.-:;:, 

A. Intrpdl,lction to two-stage double-action shooting~o 

1. Double-action shooting has the handicap ofa heavy, 
lengthy, ""'trigger pull, plus a tremendous trigger back
lash. The trigger pull requires about .. 15 pounds pressure 
through about a half-inc.h of travel. The backlash 
results frowthe momentum of the trigger finger as it 
com~s~tuo~aO-jarring stop against the rear of toe trigger 

__ ~=.-.~···-~gUard. This usually causes the muzzle of the revolver 
to dip downward, and also to the left, for right-handed 
shooters. 

2. There is ~ telltale click of'the Colt revolver to indi
cate the trigger is about three-fourths of the way 
t~rough its full travel. This can be accomplished on 
the Smith and lolesson revolver with practice - the shooter 
becomes accustomed to judging about when full pressure 
has been applied. The use of either method requires 
determination. 

3. Knowing the gun is about to go off puts the shooter 
under a tremendous handicap - one that trf,iditionally 
leads to "jerking" the shot off its point of aim. 

4. After the first shot is fired, the recovery from the 
recQil and the first stage of the trigger pull are 
almost simultaneous. 

5. The realignment of the sights is completed at about the 
moment this stage is completed-;- and the movement of the 
weapon to the point of aim is cDordinated with the . 
beginning of the second stage "of the trigger let-off. 

6.. As the sights settle around tp.e point of aim, a steadily 
increasing pressure is exerted on the trigger until the 
hammer f's releasee. 

B. Trigger control an double-action shooting. 

1. The theory of this form af double-action is trigger 
control. 
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2. By breaking up the trigger pull into two stages the 
shoote:r, in effect., is cocking the hammer with the most 
accessib:J;e finger in the first stage, and then squeezing 
off th'e sho t in the second stage. 

3. It is :the ability to ease off a shot without knowing 
that ilS is about to go o.ff that makes for good scores. 
This type of trigger control is possible in double-action. 

The two-stage double-action grip. 

1. As evel=yone who has shot single-action with a revolver 
must rEaaLize, there is some disturbance of the grip 
each Ume the hammer is cocked and the thumb returned 
to its resting place on the gun. 

2. No matter how a shooter may concentrate on maintaining 
his grip when he cocks the hammer, sometimes there is 
a little movement. No matter how a shooter attempts 
to replace his thumb on the gun with the same pressure, 
there is sometimes a variation in this pressure. Most 
shooters claim they utilize the same grip in both timed 
and rapid-fire, but ther€\~_~re many who'll admit they 
tighten up on the grip in r:~lpfd"'-fire. 

3. While it may help in getting the hammer cocked rapidly 
and the shots fired with~n the ten-second limit, it 
very often results in disastrous changes in the point 
of impact. 

4. The need is to place the trigger finger in the same posi
tion for each shot, ,or string of shots, which forces 
the double-action shooter to adopt a uniform grip. 

5. It is a grip which can be maintained from shot to shot 
because there is no need of loosening the hand even 
slightly to permit the thumb to reach up and cock the 
hammer. 

6. There's a wonderful feeling of satisfaction inl timed 
and rapid-fire to recover from the recoil of a preceding 
shot and find yourself concentrating on the alignment ' 
of the sights and the trigger let-off without arty con
scious thought of cocking the gun. The grip is locked, 
and the only concentration necessary is on the sights 
and the trigger let-off. The grip in this type of fire 
is governed by the size of a man's hand and by the shoot-

" errs pOSitioning of his pressure point upon the gun. 
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A man with long fingers can set the gu~ ~n the V.between 
his thumb and index finger, as though he ~),were gomg to. 
shoot single-action, and then position his pr:ssure p01nt 
by finding out where the tip, of his trigger hnger rests 
when the trigger is pressed to the rear far enoug~ to 
release the hammer. Usually the trigger finger w1ll. 
rest on the rear edge of the trigger guard. A m~n w1~h 
shorter fingers will find it necessary to move h1s gr1p 
to the right (for a right-handed man). A very short-. 
fingered shooter will find that he may have to.move h~s 
grip around too much to the right to get the t1P of ~1S 
trigger finger anywhere near the rear edge of the tr1gger 
guard. 

The general rule is not to move the grip so far to the 
right that the thumb joint at the base of the thumb 
is centered on the backstrap. The short-fingered 
individual must forget about trying to reach. the rear 
edge of the trigger guar-d with the trigger f1nger and 
locate his grip first. 

Once the grip is located, a grip adaptor or grip pressure 
point can be installed far enough forward to meet. the 
trigger finger and provide a suitable pressure p01nt. 

The best rule &;'-locating the grip for such shooters 
is to place the second thumb joint just to the left 
or the backstrap thus allowing some of the soft pad 
at the base ~and in the palm of the hand 
to cushion the recoil. -

Planned Practice. 

A. Introduction to planned shootirlg practice. 

1. 

2. 

Planned practice consists of shooting with t~e empty . . 
dry firing and firing on a range with l1ve ammun1t10n. 

gun, .. . terest Dry firing is "dry" as it lacks.any susta1n1ng 1n • 
It's much more interesting to f1re on a range. 

Dry fit-ing can help every shooter - bo~h the high~y 
skilled shot and the beginner. Intelhgent prachce 
must have some plan, as mere practice itself only 
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In planning practice, the police officer should inter
sperse his sessions of dry shooting with the range 
practice. In one he prep'ares for the other: on the 
range he profits from his dry shooting, and during 
dry practice he works out faulty habits diagnosed 
from "reading the target" on the range, 

Both dry shooting and range firing should be progressive. 
Each session will consist of a certain number of 
shots and the manner in which they will be fired, 
and as the sessions progress they will move from the 
simple to the more difficult techniques of fire _ from 
the basic fundamentals to advanced principles of shoot
ing. 

The plan for each session should be pointed toward 
correcting some fault or stressing some particular 
type of fire. Too much practice should never be sched
uled for anyone session, as it is a sure way of lqsing 
interest. 

A beginning shooter will find it difficult to compress 
the time necessary to learn to shoot. It is more a 
case of developing littl'e-used muscles during the ini
tial stages than it is a questi.on -of coordination. As 
the ability of a shooter to "hold" improves, so too 
does his coordination. 

A minimum of six weeks will elapse before a shooter 
is usually satisfied with the results of his practice. 
This is based on three to six "dry" shooting sessions 
each week, and one to three t1mes on the ~ange. An 
accelerated course, with at least three times a wee~ 
on the range and six dry shooting sessions, will show 
results in two weeks. 

Basic training course practice. 

1. This is:a diversified course, working from slow through 
timed to rapid-fire, and is to be fired at 25 yards 
on the bull's-eye target with dry shooting Simulating 
this range practice as much as possible. 

2. Students must practice on the range at least once a 
week and preferably twice a week with the two days 
being well separated, usually Tuesday and Friday. 

3. "Calling the shot" is a term used when the shooter 
attemptlS to estimate where the bullet hit on the tar
get. The shooter notes just where the front and rear 
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sights were at the moment the revolver was fired: 
high, low, to the left, right, etc., and then checks 
visually as to just where the bullet hit on the target. 
In the instructing of shooting, the student calls the 
shot to the coach who scopes the shot or examines the 
target. If the bullet hit where it was "called," then 
trigger jerking or flinching is not one of the shooter's 
faults, but if it hit in any of the "normal" jerking 
and flinching areas, and away from the shooter's "call," 
then the tl'igger was actuated incorrectly. To a lesser 
d~gree the calling of a shot may also indicate incorrect 
sighting and aiming habits by looking at the pattern of 
hits on the target. 

4. It should be noted that about 50 percent of the dry 
. firing is on a plain piece of white paper about letter 
size. The shooter w:f.ll not only learn to line up his 
sights properly on this plain target, but will also 
learn to watch them at th.-a instant the hammer falls. 
It also serves to teach !£r~a aiming and prevents the 
shooter from becoming "bullis-eye conscious." 

5. Such pieces of plain paper can be pasted over the 
bullis-eye target to blot out the black center at several 
of the range sessions if time permits. It is excellent 
practice for combat shooting as the silhouette targets 
used in combat training also lack any aiming point 
such as a bullis-eye. 

C. The Practical Pistol Course. 

1. This is usually termed the F.B.I. course because it 
was developed for the training of their own agents. 

2. It has proven to be one of the giant forward steps in 
the history of police marksmanship training. 

3. As part of the F.B.I. service program for local police, 
the personnel of F.B.I. training units instruct local 
officers in the techniques of combat fire over this 
reality-tested course of fire. Once a year, a few 
police officers walked down what appeared to be a 
city street with a loaded gun and fired at silhouette 
targets as they appeared in doors and windows of the 
buildings along the street. 
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4. This is a fine course, but it had little natioI'lwide 
impact among the great mass of police officers. The 
F.B.I. developed a course suitable for police pistol 
ranges and trained local officers to "run" the course. 

5. The police forces of the nation have been changed from 
a target-oriented group of men to a combat-oriented 
group of officers ready to protect themselves and cause 
havoc among their underworld opponents. The Practical 
Pistol Course teaches a police officer to attain maximum 
practical effectiveness in minimum time. 

" 
6. Safe handling of the revolver is stressed throughout 

this course and every safety precaution must be observed 
or firing or range officers will direct the officer ' 
to cease fire and score his target as "no hits." 

7. The essence of this course is that the shooter assumes 
he is under fire from an armed opponent at all times. 
The officer must seek to diminish his target area by 
adopting defensive firing positions and must race against 
a time limit. 

8. Barricades are utilized at the 25 and 50 yard stages 
of this course so that the shooter will learn to seek 
protection as he fires and while reloading his gun. 

9. The full course consists of fifty rounds fired at the 
silhouette target as follows: 

Position Ral1g~ 
\. 

Hip level directed 
fire - double-action 7 yds. 

Prone 60 yds. 

, . 

Sitting 

Prone 

Standing-barricade, 
weak hand 

50 yds. 

50 yds. 

50 yds. 

Number of 
Rounds Time Limit 

10 25 seconds (in
cludes reloading 
the revolver in 
this time limit) 

5 5 minutes and 45 
seconds to finish 
the course 

5 

5 

5 
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Standing-barricade, 
strong hand 50 yds. 

Kneeling--double
action 

Standing-barricad~, 
double-action, 

25 yds. 

strong,hand 25 yds. 

Standing-barricade, 
double-action, weak 

5 

5 

5 

hand 25 yds. 5 
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D. Procedures in running the Practical Pistol Course. 

1. The fir~t step is to check your weapon and examine the 
bore to make certain it is clear of any obstructions. 
Examine the firing pin and the mechanical functioning 
of your revolver." 

2. An established procedure can be followed and this proce
dure can also be utilized from time to time before going 

3. 

4. 

5. 

on duty. 

The weapon is unloaded and the bore examined from the 
muzzle while the cylinder is swung out. Thecylinder 
is then closed - the weapon must be empty - and the 
shooter holds it up to a light sou~=e so that he can 
see through the space at the rear of the cylinder. 

The shooter then cocks the gun and fires it as he 
watches. for the nose of the firing pin to appear at 
the top of the space between the rear of the cylinder 
and the upper part of the frame where it would normally 
strike the primer of a cartridige. The officer then 
cocks the hammer single action and tests the front 
of the firing pin with his fingers. In some cases, . 
a firing pin I s tip will start to c:rystallize but will 
not break off for some time; a twisting and turning 
motion with the fingers tests the strength of the critical 
area just behind the tip of the firing pin. This is 
the point at which most revolver firing pins break off. 

Prepare your "rig." This should be a hip holster unless 
the shooter is running the course alone and the range 
officer approves another type of holster. 
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r 6. Be certain you have 50 cartridges and place them in your I 

7. 

8. 

-

pocket; If f:l,;ring reloaded ammunition, check for defects; 
any imperfections in the vicinity of the crimp - where 
the bullet and case meet - will cause difficulty in load-
ing. High primers will also cause difficulty when shooting 
double-action. 

Note: Remember there are no alibis when running the P.P.C. 
course - nor in actual combat. 

Load on command at the 7-yard line with five rounds and 
holster the pistol. Upon the command to commence fire, 
draw and fire the five rounds in the revolver, go through 
the ~nloading ~nd loading procedure as rapidly as pos
sible, and fire the next five rounds. When firing is 
completed, unload your revolver, reholster, and move to 
the 60-yard line (or abide by local range rules). 

Prepare position on 60-yard line and wait for command 
to load from range officer. At command to load, the 
officer will place five rounds in the revolver and, 
holster the weapon. At the Signal to commence firing, 
the shooter starts to "run" the course. 

a; At 60 yards the shooter drops to hh knees, then 
draws his weapon, assumes the prone position, and 
fires five rounds. 

b. When finished, the officer ejects the fired shells 
ang reloads in the prone position at 60 yards. 
The officer then rises to the kneeling position, 
reholsters the revolver, and advances to the 50 
yard line. 

c. On arrival at the 50-yard line he assumes the sitting 
pOSition, draws the revolver, and fires five rounds. 
(being careful to draw the weapon so that the muzzle 
rotates just outside the body area as it is brought 
to bear upon the target; too much movement away 
from the body causes the muzzle to point at shooters 
in adjoining lines). 

d. The officer swings into the prone position as soon 
as his sitting string is finished, ejects the fired 
cartridges, and reloads with five rounds and fires 
five rounds from the prone position. The officer 
then rises and moves to a position behind the bar
ricade, ejecting the fired cartridges during this 
movement, reloading with five ~ounds and fires with 
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the weak hand; unloads and reloads behind the barri
cade and fires five rounds with the strong hand; 
then unloading, reloads with five rounds, holsters 
the revolver and moves to the 25-yard line. 

The officer assumes the kneeling position, draws, 
his weapon and fires five rounds double-action. 
When finished, he moves quickly behind the barricade, 
ejecting the fired shells during this move, reloads 
with five rounds and fires double-action with the 
strong hand. He again unloads and reloads wi~h. 
five rounds behind the barricade, assumes pos1t10n 
and fires the last five rounds of the course with 
his weak hand. Modern training procedures often 
require all 25 yard firing to be double action. 

f. The shooter unloads, reholsters the revolver, and 
moves for~l7ard on command of the range officer to 
score the target. 

Scoring: Multiply the value of all "Kill" area sc~res. 
Unless local provisions of range rules permit scor1ng 
of "wound" o.r "disable" areas, it is preferable not to 
score these areas, as defensive shooting is keyed to 
the belief that a man that is shooting at a policeman 
can anly be immobilized by hits in vital areas. Add 
up all "Kill" area hits and multiply by .4. . T~i s ~ill 
give a percentage figure indicating the qual1f1cat10n 
achieved. Raughly, 93 percent equals an Expert's 
rating, 86 percent far Sharpshooter, and 75 percent 
for Marksman. 

The ten-shot Practical Pistol Course. 

1. 

2. 

This is an excellent training course keyed to the conser
vation of annnunition and is the ultimate in practice 
at moving into pOSition and running the course. The 
course is fired in exactly the same manner as the Prac
tical Pistol Course except that one round is fired 
instead of a full cylinder load of five rounds at 
each position. 

The shooter loads one live round and four empty shells 
in the first stage of the course at seven yards, with 
the live round placed in the cylinder so that it will 
be the last shell to be reached in firing. The shooter 
"dry-shoots" in clicking the hannner on the empty shells 
faur times, and then when he actuates the trigger for 
the fifth round, the live raund is fired. 
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3. The reloading process, as an officer "runs" the ten-shot 
Practical Pistol Course, requires t~e man firing to pick 
out the empty shell which had just been fired and replace 
it with another live round and close the cylinder as h~ had 
on the first string fired. 

4. The shooter has the simulated practice of firing four rounds 
for each live cartridge, and the fumbling caused by the need 
for picking out an empty shell and replacing it 'Ylith one 
live round accounts for almost as much time as the actual 
ejection and loading of five rounds - as in the regular P.P.C. 

5. At the completian of the seven yard stage, the gun is 
completely unloaded and holstered; then the shooter moves 
to the 60-yard line in normal P.P.C. procedure. 

6. Some range officers run this course on a "roulette" basis. 

7. 

The officer loads one round, spins and closes the cylinder, 
and keeps "shooting" until he reaches the live round. The 
officer then ejects the spent shell and repeats the process. 

This is position practice and dry-shooting with a m1n1mum 
of ammunition necessary to maintain interest and provide 
some indication of the comparative accuracy of a shooter. 
It is excellent preliminary and refresher training. 

F. Advanced training course practice. 

1. This is combat training exclusively, working from the lesser 
ranges and directed fire to. the longer ranges and aimed fire. 

2. The sessions on the range should be as widely separated within 
the week as possible. Shooting on two consecutive days, and 
then not shooting for five to six days, is not as valuable 
to a shooter as shooting on ane day. then resting and "dry
shooting" for a day or two before shooting again. This does 
not mean that an officer cannot shoot four or five days in 
each week. The Practical Pistol Course lends itself to 
almost daily shooting if an officer has time. 

3. At this stage of his maiksmanship program, an officer should 
have progressed through the six-week basic course and accus
tomed his muscles to holding the weight of the revolver and 
also achieved some coordination. 

4. Planned practice requires a minimum of two periods a week of 
dry shooting and at least one period of range practice each week. 

5. These sessions can be doubled to four periods a week dry shoot
ing and two range practice periods, if time is of the essence. 
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G. Refresher ,courses, 

H. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

It is difficult to say just how much shooting will keep an 
officer at a sustained level of proficiency. Each officer 
must find this out for himself. Police training officers 
may set a minimum of once a month as a standard, but most 
of us need to shoot more often to maintain a basic improvement 
factor. 

In the first year of shooting, a short layoff from shooting 
will cause much greater loss of ability than the same layoff 
.after shooting for several years. 

In the event a shooter does not have much time or ammunition 
for running the full course, utilization of the ten-shot 
Practical Pistol Course plus extensive shooting in the 
directed fire positions is recommended. 

A full box of 50 cartridges can be fired from the hip level 
and another box burned up in a point-directed fire in a few 
minutes to a half-hour on the range. Once learned, the ability 
to direct aimed fire will stay with an individual without a 
great deal of practice, but the ability to direct fire is 
easily lost. 

Fire from the hip or shoulder level must be practiced to conserve 
and maintain the learned coordination between eyes and muscles. 

Close Combat Course. 

1. Possibly the best course to utilize in maintaining the 
ability to shoot directed fire is the Close Combat Course. 
It is fired at the close ranges of 7, 15, and 25 yards 
and brings into the area of practice a necessary element 
of combat shooting in which a man needs training. This 
is the element of choice as to what type of fire best 
suits the combat situation. 

2. In this course, the officer has the option of firing from 
one of two positions at each of the three ranges at which 
the course is fired. The officer must decide the best 
position at 7 yards, at 15 yards, and at 25 yards, and 
must also decide as to his type of fire - whether to 

3. 

shoot single-action or double-action. 'This is an important 
element of combat shooting frequently neglected in combat 
training. 

True combat loading is also practiced as the shooter 
loads six rounds at each stage, except the final stage~ 
where such loading is'not possible because only two 
rounds are necessary to complete the course. Twenty 
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rounds are fired totally. This simplifies scoring and 
the comparison of scores. The "possible" is 100 and 
a 96 on this course can be compared with a 96.0 on 
the P.P.C. or the lO-shot P.P.C. 

The Close Combat Course is fired as follows: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

7-yard stage. All officers assemble on their 
assigned targets with empty revolvers, hip holsters, 
(no cross draw holsters), and 20 cartridges. 
At the command "Load," officers load six rounds 
in their revolvers and holster the weapon. At 
the command "Fire," officers draw their weapon 
and fire at either the hip-level or the point
directed (shoulder) level from the crouch pOSition, 
all firing double-action. At the command "Unload " , 
officers unload and holster the empty revQlver. 
At the command "Move to the 15-yard line," officers 
move back to the designated firing line. 

l5-yardstage. Same procedure and commands are 
used here as at the 7-yard line, but at this 
range the officer exercises an option between 
shooting from the t~o-hand kneeling position or 
the point-directed (shoulder) level from the 
crouch position. Six rounds are also fired and 
the style is also double action. 

25-yar~ stage. Same procedure and commands used 
as at previous ranges of this course. At this 
longer distance~ the shooter has two options. 

1) Shoot from the two-hand position or the standing 
position using a barricade :cest. 

2) Shoot either double-action or single-action. 
At this range, the officer shoots the first 
portion (six rounds) with his strong hand 
and the last portion of the stage with his 
weak hand. Only two rounds will be fired 
with the weak hand - the cylinder being loaded 
and "spun" as it is closed and the shooter 
continuing to actuate the trigger until he 
has fired the two rounds. 

In running this course the officer is required to 
draw his weapon three times. 
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Since safety is of paramount importance, no time limit 
is established. Emphasis is put upon drawing the 
weapon in a directional draw that does not endanger 
the shooter or any other person on the range and upon 
moving the muzzle "down range" without unnecessary motion. 
Emphasis should also be on ,the shooter securing a correct 
grip in his initial grasping of the weapon while it is 
in the holster. 

This is also a safety factor as it eliminates "juggling" 
of the weapon as it moves toward the target. It is also 
a technique that spells out a fast draw once sufficient 
practice "grooves" an officer in this handling of his 
weapon. 

After some experience with this Close Combat Course, 
an officer may feel confident in the safety of his 
technique of drawing his weapon and wish to introduce 
the element of time - vital in any combat. At this 
level in training, the officer should try to "beat" 
the following scores: 7 yards - 10 seconds; 15 yards -
12 seconds; and 25 yards - 25 seconds. The 25-yard 
stage< time limit in,cludes the time required for reload
ing of the weapon with ;.~e two rounds necessary to shoot 
the weak hand concluding portion of the course. 

H. Competition and actual combat shooting. 

1. 

2. 

Try not to shoot alone. Most outdoor ranges are in 
remote areas and any accident can have fatal results 
if no one is present to give the first aid and seek 
adequate assistance. Good safety habits will generally 
eliminate accidents, but where guns and ammunition 
are mixed, the potential for accidents is always present 
and should be recognized. 

A fellow shooter can serve as coach and you cap help him. 
This coach and student method has been utilized by the 
armed forces to good effect for many years. It is ideal 
for a calling-the-shot=practice. In addi.tion, it can 
be the start of some competition. Whatever fire may be 
attempted, try to put it on a personal, duel-like basis. 
If either officer far outshines the other in ability, 
they should bargain as to a suitable handicap to make 
the competition more even and stick to that handicap 
for tbat day. Fight to beat the other shooter; this 
is the key to improve~ertt i~ combat shooting and will 
also be the key to success in later combat situations 
with criminal opponents. Later, look around for some 
other shooter with equal ability and challenge him to 
shoot over the course with you. 
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If several officers are shooting together pick a team 
and challenge another group of officers i~ the same 
department. As improvement is shown with this rea h practice, 

c out to nearby departments. What you are strivin 
for is competition because it tests your ability to g 
S?oot~under pressu~e, and it needs learning. Competi
tl.ve ~hooters t~rm the tendency to shiver and shake 
and d" wrong thl.ngs under pressure the "big jitters." 

Let's hope that in your lifetime as a peace o~ficer 
you never have to defend yourself or anvone i~ your' 
com~any from t?e fire of a criminal opp~nent; but 
let s be certal.n you can shoot fast and accuratel 
und~r t?e pressure of hot lead and discharge yourY 

obll.gatl.ons to your community, your family and yourself. 

XI. Reloading Ammunition. 

A. 

B. 

Introduction to reloading of ammunition. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Ther~ ~s a great deal of work to reloading but it can 
~e m~nl.mized by purchasi.ng equipment keyed'to the pro-

uctl..on of .38 caliber cartridges. 

There are at least ten machines available at low cost 
t~ reload. cartridges, but all of them require handling 
t e c~rtrl.dge case more than once

j 
and a few require 

handll.ng at each of the seven basic operations. 

~everal firms o~fer the:police officer an opportunity 
~ buy a :eloadl.ng machl.ne which only requires handling 

t e cartrl.dge case once to start it into the machine. 

The~e C?st more than most of the other machines, but 
th~l.r tl.me-saving features more than compensate for 
thl.s cost. 

This "progressive ll type of tool requires the 
only to insert the shooter 

brass case into its base then the machine takes over the 
, 

travel of the it moveS through the operations 
case as 

of reloading. 

Malfunctions in the mechanical process of reloading. 

1. Alm~st any ~ind of malfunction can occur in the process 
of a mechanl.cal operation such as reloaal.ng. Some of 
the most cdmmon malfunctions in this progressive type 
,)f IOllding process are: 
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a. Base plate retaining washer-nut loosens. 

b. Sizing die becomes loose. 

c. Decapping pin breaks. 

The base plate is held down in its rotary movement by 
a large, knurled, split washer-nut which fits around 
the spindle of the machine and is held in the locked 
position by a lock screw. When the lo~k screw lOOSens, 
the plate raises due to a sprin~ action and the act~at
ing handle cannot be pushed all the way down, or th~ 
base plate itself jams in its rotary motion. This 
lock screw should be ke~t tightened and checked occa
sionally, as a loose base plate means high primers. 
The seating punch cannot insert the new primer all 
the way into the cartridge when the base plate is 
lOQse, and high primers mean a malfunction in the gun 
when an attempt is made to fire the ammunition. 

All the dies on this tool have lock washer-nuts to hold 
them in place, but it appears that the die most likely 
to loosen is the sizing die. This sizing operation 
does put a great deal of stress on the die and no doubt 
accounts for this frequent malfunction. When it moves 
out of adjustment, it is readily detected by the failure 
of the actuating lever to complete its downward movement. 

Decapping pins are expected to break frequently; they 
are small nailR of "brad" dimensions and easily 
replaced. It is always good to have a supply of these 
pins on hand or to learn t4e ty.pe of brads available 
in a local hardware store imd",,}:ry them out for· size 
and fit. A decapping pin sho,hld fit the size of the 
flash hole of the cartridge without damaging the hole 
or sticking in its movement in and out of this portion 
of the cartridge. A well-,aligned decapping pin will 
last for thousands of rounds. 

A warning of a broken decapping pin is prompt; the 
machi'ne stalls. The actuating lever stops at the begin
ning of its downward motion as the primer punch cannot 
put a new primer in place as the old one is still in 
the case. The greatest hazard to decapping pins are 
.22 caliber empty cases or even .32 caliber cases which 
r...~t.d.n in the .38 caliber case as it is inserted into 
the machine. 

------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------~-------------

c. 

6. 
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It is highly important that all cases be tupned over just 
bef~re instertion into the machine to permit these smaller 
ca11ber cases to drop out. Whenever calibers are mixed in 
r~~ge firing, it is always possible that small cartridge 
cases will lodge in a larger case. 

Double charges and double bullets. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

With the ~tar or Phelps tool it is difficult to put a double 
charge into a cartridge case unless the machine is cleared of 
a malfunction. Double charges are not thrown when the actuating 
lever is operated all the way down and all the way up without 
interruption or hesitation. When the actuating lever is 
operated partly through its downward m t' d th . o 1.on an en Jams, a double charge is possible. 

If it h~s passed that point a,t which a charge of powder is 
placed 1n the cartridge case, the the next time the lever is 
p~shed down after the malfunction has been cleared, the machine 
w1.11 thr~w another charge of pOlolder into the shell. In clearing 
mal funct1.ons, an escape port is provided at the right rear of 
the machine through which the reloader can remove the primed 
cartridge case and dump the charge of powder back into the 
machine's powder hopper. 

The case is then re-inserted into the base plate in the same 
manne: as ~twas removed and a fresh charge of powder is 
depos1.ted 1.n the case when the machine's lever is again 
operated. The safety plate should be pushed into place by 
hand before a malfunction is cleared as a safety rentinder. 

When the lever of the machine cannot be pushed down because 
of the safety plate, the operator is reminded of the possibility 
of a double charge and the need to check on the cartridge 
case under the tube of the powder measure station of the machine. 

Double bullets cause a detonation instead of an explosion 
when a cartridge is fired because they drastically reduce 
the space in the cartridge case in which pressure can build 
up. 

6. Placing one bullet on top of a completed cartridge and 
overcoming the crimp of the first bullet as the second 
bullet is forced into the case is possible, but it is 
a highly unusual incident when working with a progressive 
type of loading tool. 
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Casting of bullets in molds. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Bullet molds date from the time people stopped throwing 
stones. Today's mold is a work of top craftmanship 
with multiple cavities. These cavities are reamed 
out with a reaming tool which has the shape of the 
bullet the mold is to reproduce. 

The lubricating grooves;, thY~ criming groove, and the 
face of the bullet are carefully cut into the mold 
so that the resultant casting will be slightly larger 
than the "as-fired" diameter of the bullet. A mold 
is made in two halves with a simple hinge and two long 
handles. 

The two blocks which constitute the mold are center
pivoted to permit some movement and a Simple pin in 
each block aligns with a hole in the other half of 
the mold so that the cavities are perfectly aligned 
as th~ mold is closed. The handles are long and end 
in grips made of wood to reduce the transfer of heat. 

The molds. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

At least two gang molds are desirable for a police unit. 
The four-cavity mold is ideal for most pot'icemen' s mus
cles. Since most of the work of the police is not too 
muscular, attempts to cast bullets with gang molds hav
ing from six to ten cavities slow down production by 
tiring out the officers doing the casting. Four-cavity 
molds weigh li,ttle more than a hefty citation book and 
officers can work them for hours with little fatigue. 

Another advantage of the smaller molds is that standard 
procedure is to alternate: to pour the hot lead into 
one mold, then let it cool; knock the bullets out of 
the other mold, fill it again, place it on the table 
to cool; and then return and clear the other mold. This 
permits the lead to cool slowly and better bullets nor
mally result. 

In working with a six or ten cavity mold, the hand loader 
will find that it cools slowly at a rate far behind 
his own patience. The result is that the cutoff plate 
is struck open before the bullet has cooled and lead 
"smears" wipe off on t/:l,e bottom of this plate and on 
the top of the mold. 

F. 

G. 

4. 
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Molds are vented at the factory, but it is sometimes 
necessary to brush these vent "lines" on the mold if 
"snakes" or half-bullets indicate air is being trapped 
in a cavity of the mold. 

The. furnace for melting lead. 

1. The best type of furnace is an electrically heated 
device designed for hand loaders. A furnace of this 
type maintains a specified level of heat. Large 
capacity pots are ideal. 

2. Saeco manufactures an electric melting furnace of twenty 
pound capacity that is excellent for police units. 

The dipper for pouring lead. 

1. A small dipper for scooping up the hot lead and pouring 
it into the trough of' the mold ia necessary. This 
dipper should have a long handle ending in a good-sized 
wood grip. 

2. Many police units have purchased electric furnaces 

3. 

4. 

which have a valve and nozzle and the men working such 
furnaces do not deed a &ipper. These valves and nozzles 
work very well on the larger capacity furnaces but 
poorly on the smaller units. The valve may not function 
due to dirt and other impurities in the molten metal, 
and the nozzle may clog up with hardened lead due to 
lack of heat at the nozzle's tip. Time is lost in 
clearing this malfunction, and sometimes a bad burn 
may occur. 

Burns result from attempts to clear the 
a piece of wire from below the furnace. 
page clears, the hot lead runs down the 
hand of the operator. 

stoppage with 
When the stop

wire into the 

This nozzle and valve feature permits holding a mallet 
or hammer in one hand continuously and thus speeds up 
production. The end of the mallet or hammer handle 
can be used to lift up the handle of the valve to fill 
the mold with lead, then used in striking open the 

, cutoff plate and clearing the mold. 
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Use of gloves and the bulle~ box. 

1. Gloves are necessary to protect against burns. The 
lead is heavy even when it is hot and whenever it 
lands on a surface, it not only burns, but it burns 
down. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

A bQX should be arranged so that the bullets will be 
cushioned in their fall from the mold by a small pillow, 
a slanting piece of board covered with cloth, or some 
such arrangement. The important thing it that the 
bullets land in the box when ejected from the mold 
in such a way that the impact is lessened; otherwise, 
the bullets will be pushed out of shape. Remember 
that the bullets are still quite hot and fairly malleable 
at this stage of the casting process. 

It is for this reason that hand loaders are cautioned 
to hold the mold as close to the bullet box as possible 
when ejecting cast bullets. 

The greatest damage results when the base of the bullet 
is nicked or dented from impact upon falling into the 
bullet box or in rolling into another bullet upon landing 
in the box. Such bullets must be rejected upon inspection. 
Wax of some kind is necessary to "flux" the bullet metal. 

A small mallet or hanuner handle is also necessary to 
clear the mold. Rawhide mallets work very well, but 
are expensive. Rubber mallets melt when in contact 
with the mold and stink. 

Lead-bullet metal is an all-encompassi.ng term. The 
police unit can purchase ingots of bullet metal direct 
from police equipment and firearm and anununition supply 
houses. Desirable alloy for revolver bullet is one 
part tin and 20 parts lead with some antimony, possibly 
from one to four parts antimony. In purchasing this 
material, the officer in charge should purchase a mixture 
that is not too hard, then on later orders change over 
to a harder mixture. 

The reason for this is that the range lead can be recovered, 
once sufficient firing makes the digging and screening of 
lead from the backstop worthwhile. This once-fired lead 
is softened slightly by the heat of firing and the friction 
of barrel travel but 'tt7hen mixed with a g-o(.';\ hard mixture 
of bullet metal , it wHl make fine bullets at low cost. 
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I. The bullet sizer-lubricator. 

1. Bullets "as cast" are a few thousandths of an inch larger 
than the desir.ed diameter and a sizer and lubricator is 
necessary to strip off the excess lead and "size" to an 
exact diameter. 

2. Tools of this type most suited to police production of 
hand loaded cartridges are those designed so that the 
bullets are sized and lubricated with one motion of the 
machine lever. 

3. The bullets are placed into pOSition, the lever actuated 
once, and the sized and lubricated bullet falls out of the 
machine. Several brands of lubricant are available. 

4. Some lubricants are loaded with graphite and blacken the 
hands of everyone and dirty everything from the top of the 
bench to the brass and lead of the completed cartridge 
~hile others have so much tallow or other smoke-creati~g 
~ngredients that visibility is noticeably impaired on indoor 
ranges after firing a few rounds. 

J. The casting of bullets. 

1. 

2. 

Hot bullet metal can cause some nasty burns, so be careful. 
In setting up the furnace for melting the metal, it is 
-highly desirable for the hand loader to study out just 
how fast he can move in the event some of the hot lead l,and 
lands in his lap - one of the good arguments against casting 
bullets while sitting down. The furnace should be so 
placed that the operator can move away from it without 
disturbing the stability of the furnace by sudden movement. 
It should be placed on a solid table or bench which will 
not tip over at the least pressure. The bench or table 
should be covered with sheet metal in and ~ound the casting 
area to protect against fire and to permit easy cleaning 
of the area when casting is finished for the day. Water 
and hot bullet metal do not mix. Keep water away from 
the furnace, molds and dipper. If any water should get 
into the hot bullet metal, a minor explosion usually 
results and a great deal of lead is splashed around, 
hopefully not on anyone. ' 

Molds may be cooled in water, but let the experienced 
hand loaders use this technique. It is much safer to use 
two molds or even three and let them cool through alternating 
use. Molds can be heated but never do so by immersing 
them in hot bullet metal. Serious injuries can be sustained. 

" 
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Preheat molds on or around the furnace, not over direct 
heat. 

Another safety precaution is to have fire-fight~ng . 
equipment available. The operator will be workmg w1th 
the makings of a good fire; therefore, be prepared. 
Ventilation is very important for the health of the 
officers; the smoke from melting metal can cause. any 
number of minor complaints. Work ileal' an open w1ndow 
at least and preferably under a good ventilating fan 
of the exhaust type. After the elementary safety precau
tions are completed, the operator should turn on ~he. 
furnace and place several ingots of bullet metal 1n 1t. 

It is a good idea to place the two molds on the top and 
sides of the furnace in order that they may pre-heat 
slightly. 

The heat of the furnace must be sufficient to melt the 
bullet metal to a point where it pours like water. Low 
heat only melts the metal to a fudge-like consistency 
which will not flow into the cavities of the mold. All 
the operator will get is a good trough load of metal on 
the cutoff plate. 

If the furnace is not equipped with a he~t controll~r, 
it is possible to test the heat by throw1ng a half-1nch 
fragment of newspaper on the top of the molten me~al. 
The manner in which the fragment chars ~r burns w1ll 
tell you if the metal is ready for cast1ng. usua~ly 
a good dry paper fragment will char and burn rap1dly 
when the metal is hot enough for casting bullets. 

Using a dipper to scoop up and pour some of the metal 
will also indicate if the lead is heated sufficiently 
to have the desirable fluidity. When the m~lten metal 
is ready for casting, a small piece of wax 1S dr~pped 
into the pot or. the surface of the molten metal.1s 
touched lightly with a candle: After ~luxing w1th wax, 
the mixture is then stirred w1th the d1pper. 

This treatment causes some gases to form, which some 
operators promptly ignite with a match just ab~ve ~he 
pot in order to clear the air, but if the vent1lat10n 
is sufficient, this procedure will not be necessary. 

This fluxing with wax improves the fluidity of the 
bullet and reduces slag. 

., 
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11. The dross, a dull, sandy substance floating on top of 
the molten metal, should be cleared from the top of the 
pot after this fluxing with wax. 

K. The filling of the mold. 

1. Assuming that the metal is now ready for pouring, the 
operator dons gloves, picks up the mold and the dipper, 
dips out a quantity of the hot metal, and with a rapid 
motion pours the metal into the trough on the cutoff 
plate until it is flush with the top of the plate or 
even spills over the side of the plate. 

2. This is a fairly fast pouring motion and is started at 
the far end of the mold and moved toward the operator 
as: each caVity fills up with hot metal. 

3. The correct angle at which to hold the mold is learned in 
the first few times the mold is filled. 

4. It should be held at a slight slant to permit the hot 
metal to run from one hole to the other along the trough. 

L. The clealning of the mold. 

1. The operator now rests the dipper upon his table or bench, 
waits for the metal to cool - indicated by a change in the 
"complexion" of the metal on the cutoff plate and "sinking" 
in the center of the leaden mass in the trough _ and 
picking up the mallet, he strikes the:end of the cutoff 
plat:e, causing it to swing around and clear the center 
line of the mold. 

2. A flipping motion of the fingers of the operator's hand 
holding the mold open~ it with suffil~ent shock to usually 
eject all the bullets, thus clearing the mold for a repeat 
performance. If some bullets stick in either side of the 
mold, the mallet is used to strike a light blow downward 
on the hinge button of the mold. Never strike the mold 
blocks a direct blow and never use a knife or other sharp 
instrument to pry out the bullets.' If bullets stick time 
and time again in one or more cavities in a mold, it may 
be necessary to flux the tnetal more often with wax or even 
to tap the cutoff plate w:i.th a stick of wax just above the 
sticky cavity. 

3. This procedure will result in deformed bullets for a 
few castings, but should clear up the problem of bullets 
failing to eject from the mold easily. Many bullets 
are not perfgct when bullets are cast for the first few 
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times or when a new mold is used. The secret of good bullets 
is in having the metal at a temperature which will insure 
a good flow into all the crevices of the mold and in keeping 
the mold hot enough to permit this flow without sudden 
cooling. Metal that is too hot will give "frosted" bullets 
which will crumble under pressure and which will also have 
a poor sectional density. 

4. Molds tha.t are too hot will waste a lot of the onerator1s 
time unless he can alternate with other molds. Metal or 
molds that are cold or not hot enough produce ingots of 
metal, half-bullets, or "snakes': along the side of the bullet. 

Inspecting cast bullets. 

1. All bu.llets must be inspected after casting and after cooling. 
Any deformation which destroys the distribution of weight 
within the projectile is reason for rejection and return 
to furnace for another try. 

2. A "snake" along one side, an incomplete nose!1 or such defor
mation means that a bullet will lose its delicate balance in 
flight and, therefore, cannot be fired with accuracy. Bullets 
with "fins" along the sides or upon the base should b~ dis
carded as they put a stress upon the die of the sizi"ng tool, 
and this additional metal is sometimes trapped ty thb lubricant 
in one of the grooves, thus imparting an undesirable dff-center 
weight influence to the spinning bullet. 

3. The base and the edges of a bullet are given a close examination. 
This is a vital area and any unevennes~ from holes or depressions 
in the base to dents or nicks on its edges, calls for rejection. 

4. As an operator gains experience, it is possible to inspect 
bullets as they are cast - as they are flipped from the mold 
and thus determine if his bullet metal and molds are at the 
correct temperature. 

The sizing and lubricating procegs. 

1. In using the Star or Phelps sizer and lubricator, the handle 
at the top of the tool is turned sl.ightly to keep pressure 
on the lubricant so that it will flow smoothly into the 
grooves of the bullet. The lower grooves of the bullet 
are the lubricating grooves, while the one at the top of 
the projectile is termed the crimping groove. 

2. A box to catch the bullets should be close to the machine 
and have some material on its bottom sufficiently soft 
to cushion the bullet's fall from the machine. 
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3. As the first few bullets are sized and lubricated, 
the operator should examine them to ascertain whether 
or not sufficient lubricant is being placed in the 
grooves. The operator can then learn just how often 
he must tighten the top tension handle to keep the 
correct pressure in the machine. Usually this handle 
must be turned every five to ten bullets precessed, 
depend:i.ng upon room temperature. Too much pressure 
is indicated whe.n grease escapes and can be seen on 
the nose or base of the bullet. 

The storage of bullets. 

1. Once -th~ bullets are sized and lubricated, they should 
not be "poured" into other containers. Bullets should 
be lifted individually from the box into which they have 
fallen from the sizer and lubricator and the base -':tliped 
free of lubricant by "stroking" across a piece of cloth 
which has been stretched across the top of a table or 
bench. Cardboard separators can be used between layers 
of bullets so that a cigar box or a metal tray will 
hold several layers of bullets. 

2. Trays or boxes should be covered to protect bullets from 
dust or dirt which might damage the bore of a weapon. 
"Pouring" bullets into containers may nick or dent the 
base of the bullet - a vital area when accuracy is 
desired in hand loaded ammunition. It may also cause 
some of the lubricant in the grooves or upon the side 
of a bullet to be wiped off upon the base of another 
bu.llet as they roll together. 

3. Grease on the base of a bullet will pick up powder grains 
from the cartridge when the bullet is seated and the 
hand loaded operation is completed. This means that 
these grains of powder will pick up sufficient moisture 
from contact with the lubricant to ruin their ignition 
qualities, and this causes varying points of impact 
due to variations in the powder charge. 

4. The base of the bullet must be wiped clean upon storage 
and a good rule to follow is to onc.e again "stroke" a 
bullet across a rag to clean its base just as the bullet 
is being inserted into the top of a cartridge case for 
the final seating operation. 
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The cleaning and storing of molds. 

1. When hot, lead can be cleaned from a mold with a soft 
brass brush such as is used for cleaning the bores 
of firearms. A heavy piece of canvas is also effective 
for this purpose. Do not use sharp-edged tools. 

2. After a 'nold has been used in a casting session, the 
l~st s~t of bullets should be left in the mold after 
striking the cutoff plate to remove the excess metal. 

3. If the bullets are not left in the mold while it is 
cooling, it is likely that the mold will warp. 

4. Then the outside surfaces of the mold are lightly 
oiled and the mold placed on a shelf. 

The economy factor in reloading ammunition. 

1. Factory ammunition is expensive and commercially reloaded 
ammunition is more costly than reloading. 

2. When a reloader can recover bullet metal from a range, 
it is possible to reload at 'rery little out-of-pocket 
expense. 

3. Police units can buy sufficient factory ammunition to 
recover enough empty cases to initiate a program, then 
purchase bullet metal for their first reloading sessions, 
and later utilize the bullet metal recovered from the 
back stop of the pistol range. 

4. Either the police officer or the police unit can save 
money by reloading and thus practice much more often 
on the same budgetary allowance, and in combat shooting, 
practice is a vital element in training. 

Mainten~Qce and Inspection of the Revolver. 

A. Cleaning. 

1. The revolver is a prec~s~on tool made of steel. Steel 
exposed to moisture, especially to the perspiration always 
on your hands, will rust easily. Perspiration contains 
salt and acid that quickly mars the finish on a handgun. 
The residue of burnt gunpowder impressed into the walls 
of the bore and chambers by the high heat of explosion 
also attracts moisture and should be cleaned out soon 
after firing. 
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Cleaning a pistol i~ a simple process. A custodian 
of weapons should be charged with overall responsibility 
for the proper maintenance of weapons, but each individual 
issued a revolver should be held personally responsible 
for care and cleaning, and provided with the means. 

A gun carried in a holster needs frequent attention because 
of exposure to dust, dirt, and dampness. The burden 
of enough care to prevent rust should be a matter of 
judgment and the person charged with the gun held respon
sible. 

After shooting, scrub bore and chambers with bristle or 
n~lon brush (use bronze bristle if residue is stubborn), 
d~pped in powder solvent. Brush should clear bore at 
end of each stroke. (Any attempt to reverse brush in 
bore will bind it.) 

When residue is softened, push clean cloth patches through 
until powd2r stains do not show on the cloth. When bore 
and chambers are clean, dampen a patch with light oil 
and run th;t"ou'gh bore and all chambers so that all inner 
surfaces are thinly covered with oil. Run same patch 
over outside of gun for same reason. Only a very thin 
oil film is weeded to prevent corrosion. Before shooting 
the gun, it is desirable to wipe bore and chambers dry 
of oil, and incidentally, free of dirt that may accumulate. 

The main effort in protecting the gun will be in continual 
attention to the outside surface that comes in contact 
with the hands. A good rule is to wipe the gun free 
of fingerprints daily. This need not be burdensome. 

Run a cloth patch slightly dampened with rust inhibiting 
oil through bore and chambers and over the outside 
surface as often as necessary. 

A covered container should be handy for pieces of lint-
free cloth dampened with oil. A quick rubdown is sufficient 
before turning in the gun for safekeeping. A modern 
method of rust protection for guns to be holster-carried 
or kept ready for instant use is to wipe the outer 
surface with a silicone-treated gun rag or to wax with 
high grade automotive paste wax. 

Sometimes the cylinder of a S!n:i.th .a.nd Wesson revolver 
opens with difficulty. The extractor rod may be loose. 
Tighten with flat jaw pliers being careful not to mar 
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the rod; mask plier jaws with thick cloth. 
good idea to place a couple of empty cases 
when tightening rod. 
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10. Removel of heavy rust in spots on the outer surface 
may require use of fine steel wool in combination with 
penetrating oil or kerosene. Steel wool removes bluing 
and must be used with care. Light rust film can often 
be removed by brisk rubbing with co~rse cloth moistened 
with kerosene or penetrating oil. If revolver is to 
be stored for long period, exposed surfaces including 
bore and chambers may be given c0ating of rust-inhibiting 
grease. Instead-of greasing gun, it may he wrapped in 
special Vapor Phase Inhibiting paper and placed in 
sealed box. Guns are shipped from factory in this manner. 

Revolver inspection checklist. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Note exterior finish for signs of rust or corrosion. 

With cylinder out, note various corners and interior 
surfaces where powder fouling and gummed lubricant 
may a,!,!cumulate. (A toothpick and an old tooth brush 
are good cleaning tools.) 

Tip of firing pin should be smoothly polished and pro~ 
trude far enough to dent bullet primer deeply. Chipped 
or worn pin may cause misfire and should be replaced. 
In order for firing pin to protrude as in picture, 
trigger must be held back. Otherwise, safety bar 
between hammer and frame prevents firing pin from coming 
forward far enough to strike and explode primer. The 
safety bar in modern revolvers makes it safe to keep 
all chambers loaded. 

With cyli.nder out, hold thumb nail so that reflected 
light will reveal condition of bore. 

With cylinder out, examine all chambers for powder fouling. 

With cylinder out, push extractor back and forth. It 
should operat~.freely. 

With cyHnder closed, cock hammer by thumb to see if 
cylindet turns and clicks firmly in place . 
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Check cylinder for looseness. Slight movement will 
be present but movement sufficient to cause obvious 
.misalignment of chambers with bore, or failure of 
cylinder locking mechanism, are serious defects indi
cating need for repair. Check excessive looseness 
or gap between frame and crane. Slight movement will 
normally be present. 

--~~------

Firing pin well in frame should be free of foreign 
matter. Clean with toothpick or pOinted plastic rod. 
Place drop of oil as needed on firing pin and test for 
vertical movement with fingertips. Firing pin on 
most modern, center fire revolvers is movable. 

Use small screwdriver to verify tightness of frame 
and grip screws. Unsightly burring of screwheads 
can be prevented by use of screwdriver blade to match 
width and length of slots. 

General suggestions for good maintenance. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

All parts and surfaces of revolvers in ready-to-use 
condition should be lubricated lightly. Q£ ~ permit 
over lubrication. Oil residue may eventually gum up 
moving parts so that they operate with difficulty. 
Too much oil in chambers will eventually penetrate 
ammunition left in chambers a long period making gun
powder defective so that it misfires. 

When firing gun, beware of explosion less than normal. 
Defective gunpowder may have forced bullet only part 
lQay through bore. Gun should be opened and bore 
checked to see that it is clear before firing a second 
round. A second round fired against one stuck in 
barrel will expaD.d or burst the barrel. 

If a revolver iE', water soaked or clogged with dirt so 
that the acti9n must be cleaned, the sideplate must 
be removed c~refully. Do not pry out sideplate. After 
removing pistol grips and holding screws, tap the handle 
frame with a wooden object such as the butt of a screw
driver; sideplate will work loose. Only experienced 
personnel should disassemble action. Normal cleaning 
requires only wiping and re-oiling accessible surfaces. 

- ~ --
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and Cleaning of the Weapons. 

Introduction to the care and cleaning of the revolver. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Although sturdily constructed and not prone to malfunction, 
the modern revolver must be maintained properly if it 
is to give long and dependable service. 

Proper maintenance requires periodic inspections and 
adoption of a thorough, systematic cle'aning procedure. 

The revolver should be checked daily for cylinder rotation, 
firing pin protrusion, ejector rod operation, bore 
cleanlin1ess, cylinder locking and alignment and hammer 
fall. This inspection can be methodically completed 
in less than a minute. 

Internal cleaning, repairs or adjustments of the revolver's 
locking mechanism should be entrusted only to a competent 
gunsmith, except for minor adjustments. 

All weapons should be unloaded before any inspection or 
cleaning is attempted. 

The revolver barrel. 

1. The bore of the revolver should be cleaned with a proper 
caliber bristle nylon brush. The brush should be pushed 
completely through the barrel at each stroke. Attempting 
to reverse the bru.sh inside the barrel will result in 
binding thf' brush and will ruin it. When necessary, 

2. 

3. 

use a bronze bristle brush dipped in solvent to remove 
residue from the bore. 

Lead in the bore or barrel throat which resists removal 
by the ordinary bristle brush r~an be removed by soalting 
the barrel in solvent. This is accomplished by placing 
a cork plug in the barrel, then filling the bore with 
solvent and allowing it to stand for twenty-four hours. 
The solvent will loosen the lead and facilitate its 
removal by a bristle brush. 

Use a cleaning patch moistened with solvent on the "jag" 
tip of a cleaning rodeo polish the bore. After inspecting 
the bore, apply a very light coat of protective oil 'to 
it if the weapon is to be maintained in a ready to use 
status. 
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'1'11(' crane assembly group. 

1. A thorough cleaning of the cylinder with a bronze bristle 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

" brush will remove ordinary residue from indiVidual chambers. 

Stubborn residue may be removed by scrubbing the chambers 
with fine steel wool tightly wrapped around the tip of 
a cleaning rod. If lead still remains in the chambers 
the cylinder should be removed and soaked in solvent 
overnight. 

, 

The cylinder locking notches (i.e., the bolt slots) should 
be cleaned with a small chisel-shaped piece of wood or 
a toothbrush dipped in solvent. 

The ejector should operate freely and may be examined 
by pushing the ejector mechanism back and forth. The 
ejector ratchet should be inspected to insure that it 
is aligned properly with the cylinder and is seated 
correctly in its recess. This mechanism can be lubricated 
by placing a drop of oil on the ejector rOG and spline 
shaft while pushing the rod back and forth. Correct 
tightness of the ejector rod may be determined by exertin~ 
slight pressure on the knurled tip of the rod. 

If the rod is loose, tighten the tip with a pair of 
common pliers. Avoid marring the knurled tip by covering 
it with a thick piece of paper or a cloth before tightening. 
It is especially important that the knurled tip be tight 
on a Smith and Wesson revolver since a loose ejector 
rod tip will interfere with the rotation of the cylinder 
and can easily "freeze" the action of the weapon so that 
it is useless. 

6. Accumulated residue and debris on the crane assembly 
may be removed by scrubbing it with a toothbrush dipped 
in solvent. After the cleaning has been completed, 
wipe the surface with a dry cloth and apply a light 
coat of protective oil. 

The revolver frame. 

1. The interior surfaces of the frame should be cleaned with 
a toothbrush dipped in solvent. The presence of foreign 
material on the frame will tend to cause corrosion and 
may create malfunctions. 
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Light rust can be removed by scrubbing the surface 
with a coarse cloth moistened with solvent or penetrating 
oil. Removal of heavier rust spots, however, may 
require the use of fine steel wool and solvent. Steel 
wool will remove the finish on the weapon's surface 
and must be used with great care. 

Use a small screwdriver to tighten frame and grip 
screws. The setting of the "strain" screw located in 
the front grip strap of the Smith and Wesson revolver 
should not be altered except as necessary to insure 
that the screw is tight. To prevent unsightly marring 
of the screw heads, always use a screwdriver with a 
blade that matches the width and length of the screw 
slots. 

The firing pin should be checked for excessive play 
and should be capable of slight movement on its hinge; 
this is necessary to prevent firing pin breakage due 
to misalignment of the pin with the firing pin hole 
in the frame. The tip of the firing pin should be 
round and smoothly polished. Badly worn or chipped 
firing pins will cause misfires and should be replaced 
at once. 

Correct protrusion of the firing pin may be checked 
by pulling the trigger and holding it back a8~inst. the 
rear of the trigger guard. With the trigger 1n th1s 
position, the firing pin can easily be seen protruding 
through the recoil plate. 

The holster for the revolver. 

1. 

2. 

The holster should be cleaned weekly with a toothbrush 
or a wire brush. 

Lint and other materials which accumulate in the bottom 
of the holster usually attract moisture which can rust 
the barrel of the revolver. 

Storage of the revolver. 

1. When the revolver must be holstered, yet ready for instant 
use, adequate rust protection can be provided by thoroughly 
wiping the weapon with a silicone created gun rag. 
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I~ the revolver is to be stored for a long period of 
t1me, exposed surfaces, including the chambers and 
the bore, should be coated with rust-inhibiting grease. 

A newer and less messy procedure is to wrap the weapon 
securely in a special "vapor phase" paper which minimizes 
the necessity for greasing. 

S~ored weapons should E£! be placed in leather holster, 
S1nce leather also has a tendency to attract mOisture. 

Shotguns. 

A. Riot shotguns. 

1. The secondary weapon of the police officer is the 
l2-gauge riot shotgun. Many departments use a Remington 
model 870 pump shotgun. 

2. In recent years the riot shotgun has become a standard 
~olice firearm~ valuable both as a defensive weapon 
1n the protect10n of police officers and as an offensive 
weapon in the control of riot conditions. 

3. The shotgun is an ominous looking weapon, one which 
produces a distinct and generally immediate quieting 
effect on belligerent persons when it is displayed. 

4. Although this weapon has adequate fire power for use 
at close range, it does not have the long range of 
a rifle, and its limited range makes it particularly 
suitable for use in metropolitan areas. I 

5. The Remington 870 weighs seven pounds. 'l'Le 870 is 
rug~edly constructed and its simple, uncomplicated 
desl,~n affords easy repair and maintenance. The weapon 
has 1nterchangeable barrels which can be replaced in 
a very ~ew minutes without special tools. The barrels, 
twenty 1nch~s in length, are cylinder bored ( as Opposed 
to full or modified chOke), and are deSigned to cause 
buck~hot projectiles to spread rapidly when the weapon 
is f1red. The weapon is equipped with a cross-bolt 
type safety which is located at the rear of the trigger 
guard. 

Ammunition for the riot shotguns. 

1. The 870 will accommodate various types of ammunition 
including regula.r shotgun shells, certain types of t~ar 
gas shells and rifled slugs. The weapon is chambered 
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for the 2-3/4 inch shotgun shell which may contain a 
light or a heavy factory loaded powder charge. It 
will also accept the more powerful 2-3/4 inch magnum 
shells, but not the three inch magnum shell. When 
fully loaded, the shotgun will hold five rounds, four 
in the magazine and one in the chamber. In normal use 
the weapon is loaded with four shells in the magazine 
and ~ in the chamber. 

"00" buckshot is usually the most effective ammunition 
which can be used in the riot shotgun. One l2-gau.ge 
"00" shell .contains nine pieces of buckslhot, each of . 
which is approximately .33 caliber. Buckshot forms 
a round pattern when it is fired, with the pattern 
expanding as it leaves the muzzle of the gun. As a 
general rule, buckshot spreads about onel inch for every 
yard traveled up to fifty yards. 

The shotgun fired with "00" buckshot is ~ lethal weapon 
at distances ~ to ~ hundred yards. The effect of 
buckshot at close range is much more devastating than 
any other form of small arms fire. 

Although the effective killing range of this weapon 
may exceed one hundred yards, buckshot begins to lose 
its velocity beyond this range with a consequent loss 
of accuracy and killing power. Host combat shooting 
with the riot shotgun takes place within twenty yards. 
If the weapon is fired accurately, all of the pellets 
from a "00" buckshot load will strike a human target 
\-lhich is within that range. 

Tests have been conducted wi.th the "00" load to determine 
its accuracy, effectiveness and penetration from various 
distances. Results of such tests indicate that this 
type of ammunition is not plarticularly effective against 
automobiles, especially when an apprE~ciable distance 
is involved. 

The shotgun will also accommodate ri:Eled slug ammunition. 
The rifled slug is a solid lead projlactile weighing one 
ounce which has a rifling on the sides, causing it to 
spin like a rifle bullet when it is fired. This ammuni
tion is quite accurage and has tremendous shocking power. 
From twenty-five yards a rifled slug has the capacity 
to completely penetrate the body of an automobile, 
including the trunk and the passengE~r compartment, 
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7. The department may maintain a supply of rifled slug 
ammunition since this ammunition is not normally needed 
in municipal areas. 

Loading the shotgun. 

1. To load the model 870, putt the fore-end all the way 
to the rear, making sure that the action is clear. 
Close the action by pushing the fore-end all the way 
foreward. 

2. Move the safety to the "off-safe" position. The safety 
is a round button located just behind and above the 
trigger on the trigger guard assembly. The weapon is 
"on-safe" when the button protrudes to the right, and 
is "off-safe" when the button protrudes to the left. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Pull the trigger to release the tension on the hammer. 

Return the safety to the "on~safe" positi.on and the 
weapon is ready to be loaded. 

Press a shell inward against the carrier and into the 
magazine until it snaps past the shell latches insi.de 
the receiver. 

Repeat this process to fill the magazine, remembering 
that only four shells may be inserted into the magazine. 

To load the chamber, pull the fore-end all the way to 
the rear and then slam it all the way forward. The 
chamber will then be loaded and the weapon ready for 
firing when the safety is moved to the "off-safe" 
position. 

After firing, you may load another "~hell into the 
chamber by repeating the procedures described above. 

Unloading the chamber. 

1. If you find it unnecessary to shoot after you have 
pumped a shell into the chamber, you may remove the 
live round in the following manner: 

a. First, make certain that the safety is in the 
"on-safe" position. 

b. Then extract the shell from the chamber by pressing 
the action bar lock. 

-. 
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Slowly pull the fore-end back until the front 
end of the shell is just even with the front 
portion of the ejection port. 

Remove the shell from the ejection port. 

Close the breech, being extremely careful that 
the carrier does not pick up another live shell 
from the magazine and load it into the chamber. 

If you desire to extract a fired shell from the chamber, 
use the procedures just described except that you do 
not have to depress the action bar lock in order to 
pull the fore-end back. 

It is unnecessary to actuate the lock when a shot has 
been fired since this must be done only when the trigger 
has not been pulled. 

After the action has been closed and you ~ ~ertain 
that another shell has not been inadvertently loaded 
into the chamber, 'mc;.;;; the safety to the "off-safe" 
Dosition, pull the trigger to drop the hammer and 
then ret:urn the safety to the "on-safe" position. 

Then load the live shell which you removed from the 
chamber back into the magazine and the weapon will 
then be ready to return to the shotgun rack in the 
patrol car. 

Remember, NEVER RETURN A SHOTGUN TO THE RACK WITH A 
LIVE ROUND IN THE CHAMBER! 

E. Unloading the magazine. 

1. 

2. 

To unload the shells in the magazine, push the carrier 
inward and press your thumb against the shell latch 
located inside the receiver; the shells contained in 
the tubular magazine will then be freed and will slip 
out into your hand. 

DO NOT UNLOAD THE MAGAZINE BY "RACKING" THE ROUNDS THROUCH 
THE FIRING CHAMBER. This bends the rounds and destroys 
them at an unprecedented rate. 
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Shotgun shoulder shooting. 

1. When firing the shotgun from a standing position, you 
should lean slightly forward and place the butt of the 
weapon firmly against your shoulder. 

2. 

3. 

Push the safety to the "off-safe" position with your 
index finger. 

Raise the weapon so that you are sighting down the 
barrel at the target. 

4. Keep your neck erect and in a natural position, remembering 
not to bring your cheek down onto the stock. 

5. Do not bend ycu~ head forward, but rather, bring the 
stock up to the cheek where it can be rested ~vithout 
strain. 

Shotgun hip shooting. 

1. When firing the shotgun from the hip, grasp the weapon 
firmly by the fore-end and tuck the stock under your 
arm just below the armpit. 

2. From the hip position the shotgun must be held as 
rigidly as possible with the forearm parallel to the 
ground. 

3. Never put the butt of the shotgun against your hip 
since the recoil of the weapon may cause injury. 

4. Remember to keep the muzzle down when pulling the 
trigger because of the tendency to shoot high from 
this position. 

Safety procedures in the use of the shotgun. 

1. Because the shotgun is such a lethal weapon, be extremely 
careful to take safety precautions at all times to 
protect fellow officers and yourself from accidental 
discharge. 

2. 

"-
<-.1'1 

When loading, unloading, or carrying the shotgun, the 
muzzle must always be pointed straight ~. 
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h with all firearms should never be pointed S 0 tguns , as - '. . 1 t and 
at anyone unless the person is a cr1m1na suspec 
the circumstances so warrant. 

f · to apprehend a fleeing suspe~t, consider Before ir1ng 
the following factors: 

a. Distance. 

b. Probable shot spread. 

c. Proximity of innocent persons. 

d. The type of construction. 

e. Possible occupancy of buildings beyond the suspect. 

Shotguns shou.ld be carried in the patrol car 
shells in the magazine, ~ in the chaml~, 
safety iE. ,!he "on-safe" l?osition. 

with four 
and !!~ 

The tension on the hammer should always be released 
when the shotgun is carried in the patrol car. 

Never leav(a the shotgun unattended unless it is 
by the locking device in the patrol car, and be 
that the lock holding the shotgun is secure and 
the doors of the patrol car are locked. 

secured 
sure 
that 

Care and cleaning of the shotgun. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The rangemaster should be responsible fClr prope: maintenance 
and cqntrol of the department shotguns Clnd prov1del 

d O~ling of each gun assigned tel patrol weekly cleaning an • 
cars. 

have t he respons;i.bilLity fot' providing Individual officers d 
proper care for the shotgun while it is in their custo y. 

When removing a shotgun from a vehicle, take it t<> 
the armory for serv1c1ng . .. from the rangemaster. 

h k d out and mllst Shotguns alre unloaded when they are t:. ec e 
be returne:d in the ::fame manner - un~oad(a~,. wi th J:.!:~ breech 

d t he safety in the "on-safe .2£jS1t10n. Turn a open ~ -- .t.. - - • 1 . 
shotgun irllto the armory for rout1ne c ellUl.ng • 
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If there is a shotgun which is in need of reE~, 
or which has been so exposed to the elements that 
immediate maintenance is necessary, the weapon should 
be turned in to the armory. 

As in the case of all weapons brought into the police 
builaing (except for the service revolver), the shotgun 
will 'be unloaded before being brought into the building. 

By following these procedures officers will help to 
maintain their department's riot shotguns in proper 
operating condition and will aid the rangemastp.r 
in his preventative maintenance program. 

8. Remember, protect the shotgun while it is in your 
vehicle. Proper care of this ,,,eapon while it is in 
your custody will insure its proper operation when it 
is needed to protect your life. 

Auto and burglar shotgun. 

1. The department may haVe auto and burglar shotguns which 
are 20-gauge double-barreled weapons with barrells ten 
inches in length. 

2. These weapons are intended only for interior or close 
range shooting and are primarily designed for use in 
"stakeout" situations, particularly inside room:s or 
in close quarters, where they can be mane~Vered or 
concec11ed. 

3. The auto and burglar shotgun is a better and safer 
weapon for such purposes than the revolver because 
of its accuracy, great shocking power and short range. 

Ammunition for the auto and burglar shotgun. 

1. 

2. 

Ammunition used in the auto and burglar shotgun consists 
of llumbf:r 5 shot cartridges, each of which contains 
170 pellets which are .12 inches in diameter or number 
6 shot cartridges, each of which contains 225 pellets 
which are .11 inches in diameter. 

Both types of cartridges have a maximum effective range 
of approximately 15 yards. 
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3. Y This size shot is used because it provides maximum 
f t and will. not endanger innocent people by pe~etrating "sa e y . 

',:walls. 
') 

L. Care ';and handling of the auto and burglar shotgun. 

i. 

2. 

3. 

':.,4. 

",::. 
-,' 

5" 

6. 

7. 

,ijWhen checking out an auto and burglar shotgun, examine 
it thoroughly to ins~re that it is operating properly. 

The safety on this weapon is located at the rear of 
the receiver on top of the pistol grip stock. Always 
test the safety hefore unload;ng this weapon. Break 
open the bre.ech, then examine ,'the chambers to insure 
they are empty and that the barrels are free from 
debris. Set the safety, close the breech and pull 
each trigger to assure that the safety will lock the 
trigger mechanism. Examine the ammunition to make 
sure that it is 20-gauge, number 5 or 6 shot. 

YJllen firing this weapon, hold onto it tightly since> 
the. barrel will tend:ctc"j,~t:l,.;, ~.\pYlB:~ds and out of your 
hand"'·when the gun is dischaiied.· o"··:<'-::c"'. 

To hold the weapon properly, place the palm of your 
hZ!.ud. over 'the top of the barrels and grasp them 
tightly; this'will enable you to retaincont:,f:9~ of 
the weapon when it is fired. Hold the stock f~rmly 
in your other hand and position the weapon in front 
of you about waist high, 

Carry' the a1,lto and burglar shotgun with a shell i~ . 
each chambei'w-ith the safety in the "on-safe" pos~twn. 

The same safety precautions concerning carrying! pointing 
and firing the weapon desc!;'ibed for the riot shotgun 
should be observed when usillg~heauto and burglar shotgun. 

Anyinalfunctions of the weapon should be reported 
iltnnediately to the rangemaster so corrective action 
can be taken. Auto 'and burgla!' shotguns are stor-ed 
in the armory and routine cle~ning is conducted by 
the rangemaster. 
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Submachine Guns. 

A. Submachine guns. 

1. The department may have different types of submachine 
guns in the armory which should be issued to personnel 
only after authorization has been rece:i.ved .frwm a 
command officer. 

, 
2. The three basic types in police use are: 

a. The Thompson submachine gun. 

b. Guide M-3 submachine guns - also called Grease 
Guns. 

c. H & R ReiSing submachine guns. 

3. These weapons are designed for use when continuous 
or sustained fire is needed. 

4;' Submachine guns are not particularly valuable as police 
weapons except for the deterrent value gained from 
their appearance. 

5. Thl;'! oriminal, riotous mob and general pUblic have 
a great re:~pect for submachine guns as they are strangt~ 
and formidable looking weapons which have been highly 
publicized. 

6. Departmental personnel may have occasion to use a 
submachine gun against an armed, barricaded suspect 
or an armed mob after all other means have failed,. 
but only in those extreme cases where the killing 
of ~ Suspects would be justified. 

Routine cleaning of all submachine guns is conducted 
by the range91aster .. Any malfunctions. should be immediately 
reported to him so that corrective actior:. can be taken. 

B. ,Ammunition for the submachine guns. 

1. 
.Ammunition used in all three submachine guns consist$ 
of .45 caliber automatic rimless cartridges. <:'::.' 

2. This cartridge is a'standard Copper~jacketed bullet 
which weighs 230 grains and has a..11. accurage range of 
approximately 300 yards. 
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The bullet:l because of its construction, has more pene
trating po~~r than the standa3=d .38 caliber bullet 
and will usually penetrate a vehicle from a distance 
of 25 yards ~ . , 

Although submachine guns beadme more effective as the 
distance to the target decrt'iases, the obvious danger 
of ricochet at close ranges ffiakes short distance shooting 
with this weapon an extremely hazardous practice. 

Because of the submachi.ne gun I s high rate of fire, an 
extra clipofc arnnlunition shouid be drawn from the armory. 

The .45 caliber Thompson submachirte gun. 

1. Operation of the Thompson submachine gun. 

a, The Thompson .45 caliber suhma.chine gun operates 
by the standard recoil or IIblowback" system. 
When the trigger is pressed, the bolt is released 
and is driven fOr\\7ard bya recoil spring. 

h. The bolt during its forwclrd travel picks up'lfte 
top c.~rtridge from -the magazine and forces it,'::,. 
into the firing chamber; as the action closes, 
the 'hammer stril.,es'the firing pin and fires the 
round. The pressure, of gas from the explosion 
in the firing chamber drives the bolt backwards 
during which the expended cartridge is ejected 
and the weapon is cocked for f~rther.fiI'~J:lg. 

c. A cocking handle, also known a$ the actuator knob, 
is mounted on either the top or the side of the' 
receiver and must Be 'pulled back before the first 
shot can be fired. 

-'1 d. The selector switch, located on the left side 
of the receiver above the pistol"grip, may be 
positioned to "singlell or "auto ll to sel~£!t semi
automatic 'or fully automatic fire respectively, 

e. A thumb safety i's located on the left side of the 
weapon above the pistol grip and has two positions 
"safe" and "fire." 

f. The gun must be cocked before either lever can be 
o set. 

"', 

D. 

2. Loading and firing of the Thompson submachine gun. 

a. To load this weapon, pull the actuator knob' back 
and put the safety on "safe." 

b. Although it is Possible to insert a magazine into 
this weapon when the bolt is in the forward position 
h ' , 

t 1S procedure is not recommended. Insert the _ 
magaZine into its recess in front of the trigger 
guard, being careful to align the rib of the maga
zine With the slot in the rear of the magazine 
rec!ess. Push the magazine into the recess until 
you hear a click indicating that the magazine catch 
has engaged, 

,c. The weapon will be ready to fire as soon as the 
safety has been moved to the "fire" position. 
Type of fire will depend on the position of the 
fire control selectQr switch

R 

-j'" The Thompson submachine gun should be carried with 
the bolt back, the safety in the "safe" pOSition, 
and a magazine inserted in the receiver. If the 
weapon has been cocked and you decide not to fire 
it, you should move the bolt forward to prevent 
straining the recoil spring. Remember, however, 
when the bolt goest forward in this weapon, a 
cartridge is fired. 

e. You must remove the magaZine from its recess and 
place the safety selector on "fire" before you 
pull the trigger to allow the bolt to go forward. 

GuideM-3 submachine gun.·· 

1. Operation of the M-3 submachine gun. 

a. The Guide M-3 .45 caliber submachine gun operates 
by the standard recoil or "blowback" system. 
When the trigger is pressed, the bolt is released 
and is driven forward by dual driving springs. 
The bolt, during its forward travel, picks up 
the top cartridge from the magazine and forces 
it into the firing chamber; as the action closes, 
the firing pin strikes the cartridge and fires 
the round. 
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The pressure of gas from the explosion in the 
firing chamber drives the bolt backwards during 
which the expended cartridge is ejected and the 
weapon is cocked for further firing. A 

The bolt is equipped with a fixed firing pin which 
strikes the chambered cartridge with the full force 
of the spring loaded forward movement of the bolt. 
This firing design provides improved accuracy ~ 
and is largely responsible for the fact that the 
gun does not "climb" while being fired. 

The cocking handle of this weapon, also called 
a "rocker-arm," is located on the right side of 
the gun just behind the magazine housing. To 
draw the bolt back, pull the rocker-arm backwards 
as far as it will go. After the weapon is cocked, 
the arm will return to the forward position and 
will return to the forward position and will remain 
in this position while the gun is being fired. 
The cocking handle in most other submachine guns 
travels back and forth with the bolt and is often 
a disturbing factor to the shooter. 

The Guide submachine gun does not have a lever to 
select type of fire and will only fire fully auto
matic. 

The only safety on this weapon j,s the hinged breech 
cover which, when closed, prevents the cocked 
bolt fr.om going forward. The hinged caver is also 
used to provide protection for the working mechanism 
when the weapon is. being carried or stored. 

Loading and firing of the Guide M-3 submachine gun. 

a. To load this weapon, pull the cocking handle back 
and close the breech cover. Insert a magazine 
in'to the receiver recess and push it in until you 
hear a click. 

b. 

c. 

The weapon will fire as soon as the breech cover 
is raised to the open position and the trigger 
is pulled. 

The Guide submachine gun should be carried with 
the bolt back, the breech cover closed and a magazine 
inserted in the receiver. If the weapon has been 
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cocked, and you decide not to fire it, you should 
move the bolt forward to prevent straining the 
recoil spring. Remember, however, when the bolt 
goes forward in this weapon, a cartridge is fired. 

d. You must remove the magazine from its recess and 
raise the breech cover before you pull the trigger 
to allow the bolt to go forward. 

H & R Reising submachine gun. 

1. The operation of the H & R Reising submachine gun. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

The Reising .45 caliber submachine gun operates 
by the standard recoil or "blowback" system, 
but its operation is different from the Thompson 
and the Guide submachine guns in that the bolt 
is always closed before the trigger is pulled. 
When the trigger is pulled, the hammer, rather 
than the bolt, is released and is driven forward 
by a compressed spring'. The hammer drives the 
firing pin against the cartridge and fires the 
round. 

Pull the action bar backwards as far as it will 
go, release it and let it slide forward. A round 
is now in the chamber and the weapon will be 
ready to fire as soon as the selector has been 
moved to- "SA" or "FA." 

The Reising submachine gun should be carried with 
the chamber empty, bolt forward and the safety 
on. 

If this weapon is loaded with a round in the 
chamber and you decide not to fire it, you should 
move the hammer forward to prevent strain on the 
hammer spring, When the hammer of this weapon 
goes forward, a cartridge is fired. 

You must remove the magazine from its recess and 
eject the chambered round by pulling the action 
bar backwards before you pull the trigger to 
release the hammer. 
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Rifles. 

A. Automatic rifles for police use. 

1.. 

2. 

3. 

The department may have in the armory several types 
of automatic rifles which are issued to personnel 
only after authorization of a command officer. 

These may include military carbines, the AR-15 automatic 
rifle, and other types of automatic rifles. 

Routine cleaning of the department's automatic rifles 
is conducted by the rangemaster. Any malfunctions 
of these weapons should be reported immediately so 

"corrective action can be taken. 

B. The AR-15 automatic rifle for police use. 

1. General description of the AR-15 automatic rifle. 

a. The Colt Armalite AR-15 is the most modern light
weight rifle combining the accuracy of a sniper 
rifle with the firepower of a machine eun. 
Fundamental to the reliable and versatile operation 
of the Colt AR-15 is a new concept of design. 

b. The offset structure as well as the added weight 
of the long operating rod and piston found in 
convention~J automatic weapons has been eliminated. 
An entirely new gas operated system using a patented 
bolt and bolt carrier is used in the AR-15. In 
addition to their individual functions, the Colt 
AR-15 bolt and bolt carrier together form a unique 
piston and cylinder. 

c. Gas taken from a port near the muzzle is carried 
back through a gas tube and fed directly into a 
chamber formed by the bolt and bolt carrier. 

d. The essential parts are so aligned that all forces 
involved are directed in a straight line from the 
barrel to the stock, minimizing recoil. 

e. A rifleman can carry an additional 120 rounds into 
action at 00 increase in the overall load weight. 
The Colt AR-15 featu.res a quiCK loading principle 
embodying the use of a very light weight preloaded 
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magazine which can be thrown aV/ay. Be~ause of 
the extreme light weight of this magaz~ne, a . 
rifleman can e;arry his ammunition preloaded vnthout 
penalty of weight. With the use of preloaded 
magazines, the rifleman can fire 100 rounds of 
.223 ammunition in 30 seconds. 

As soon as the magazine is emptied, the release 
button is pushed with the finger and the empty 
magazine drops. Firing is instant~y resume~ upon 
insertion of the next loaded magaz1ne. Rap1d 
fire is wasted fire unless the weapon is controllable. 

The straight line stock and well balanced design 
of the Colt provide9\ease of handling and accurate 
control. Recoil in the Colt AR-15 is reduced 
substantially. 

Corrosion resistant materials facilitate the 
assembly and interchangeability of parts a~d 
reduce the service and maintenance of the Colt 
AR~15 to an absolute minimum. 

Firing of the Colt AR-15 with complete absence 
of lubricants in a chemically cleaned condition 
has resulted in a performance far exc:edin~ any 

The Colt AR-15 rifle w111 f1re 
cleaning or oiling than any other 

requirements. " 
longer without 
known rifle. 

Another condition in which the Colt AR~15 excels 
is tbe sub-zero temperature test, incl~ding exposure 
to icing and freezing. The sand test 1S one that 
stops many of the worl,d'shest weapons. The Colt 
AR~15 has gone through the most severe of these 
tests without malfunction. None of the various 
adverse condition tests including sand have left 
any ill effects on this weapon. 

Performance in 
of a1l adverse 
cover makes it 
outperform all 
test. 

mud is probably the most difficult 
conditions; the close fitting dust 
possible for the Colt AR~15 t~ 
other automatic weapons 1n th1S 

An occasional simple cleaning w~l1 keep the weapon 
functioning indefinitely. Work1ng parts can be 
cleaned by wiping with a cloth. 
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Twenty grenade laun.cher cartridges fit the standard 
magazine, meaning that grenades can be launched 
in rapid succession. Only on the Colt AR-15 
can this be accomplished without adjustment of 

-any kind. Instant change from grenade launching 
to combat ammunition or vice versa is then provided. 

Quick, on-the-target performance means maximum 
effectiveness and less wasted ammunition. 

General operation of the AR-15. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

do 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

The six pound AR-15 is a .223 caliber, air cooled, 
gas operated rifle. It is fed from a 20 round 
magazine and may be fired from the shoulder or 
hip either full automatic or semi-automatic. 

With suitable cartridges and the grenade sight, 
it may also be used to launch grenades. 

The barrel is air-cooled and is provided with a 
flash suppressor which also serves as a grenade 
launcher and a front support for the bayonet. 
The barrel is surrounded by a heat resistant 
glass fibre material which serves as a hand guard 
and forearm. A heat reflecting inner shield 
keeps the hand guard cool. 

The sights are adjustable at front and rear. 

The magazine holds 20 rounds of .223 caliber ammuni
tion and is made entirely of non-corrosive material. 

The butt stock is made of a synthetic material of 
high impact s:·.rength and is provided with a soft 
rubbe.r butt plate. 

Pressing the take-down pin to one side permits 
the rifle to be op~ned~ exposing the working parts 
for cleaning and inspection. 

In this weapon, the bolt is locked to the barrel 
by means of locking lugs, like small gearteeth~ 
on the bolt. Similar lugs on the barrel extens10n 
engage the bolt lugs, holding the bolt firmly 
against the barrel. The full force of the explosion 
of the cartridge is absorbed by the barrel and bolt 
alone. 
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1. For this reason the receiver can safely be made 
of lightweight aluminum alloys. 

j. The safety, durability and proper functioning of 
the rifle is in no way reduced. 

Semi-automatic firing of the AR-15 rifle. 

a. The functioning of the various components during 
firing is a basic operation. 

b. With the weapon loaded and the safety set on "SEMI" 
fire, the trigger is pulled. The trigger rotateu 
on the trigger pin causing the trigger sear to 
release the hammer. The hammer is then thrown 
forward by the pressure of the hammer spring, 
striking the firing pin which in turn causes 
ignition of the cartridge. 

c. When the cartridge fires, the pressure of the 
explosion causes the bullet to move. 00wn ·the barrel. 
When the bullet pass~s the gas port, which is a 
small hole under the frong Sight, a small amount 
of gas is piped through the gas tube back into 
the bolt carrier. This gas, under pressure, expands 
in the cylinder between the bolt and bolt carrier, 
driving the bolt carrier to the rear: 

d. As the bolt carrier moves to the rear, the cam 
track in its upper surface acts upon the bolt 
cam pin, causing it and the bolt through which it 
passes to rotate until the locking lugs of the 
bolt are no longer in line with the lugs of the 
barrel extension. The bolt is now in the unlocked 
position, an4 as the bolt carrier continues its 
backward motion, the bolt assembly is also carried 
to the rear. As the bolt carrier and bolt recoil, 
this compresses the action spring and returns the 
hammer to the cocked position. 

e. The expended cartridge case is withdrawn from the 
chamber by means of the extractor which is pinned 
to the bolt. 

f. The ejector, also carried in the bolt, then throws 
the empty case out through the ejection port. 
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g. The backward stroke of the bolt carrier is arrested 
by the buffer assembly and action spring guide, 
which strikes the bottom of the receiver extension. 
The action spring then forces the bolt carrier 

. and bolt toward the chamber. On the forward stroke 
the face of the boll picks up a cartridge from the 
magazine and thrusts it into the chamber. 

h. As the bolt lugs enter the barrel extension, the 
ejector is compressed against the left side of 
the cartridge face, and the extractor snaps into 
the cannelure on the right side. 

i. As the bolt carrier enters the final one-half 
inch of its closing strob:, the bolt cam pin 
emerges from the bolt c~: {." .l.er guide channel in 
the upper receiver, and the bolt carrier cam track 
then t'otates the bolt counterclockwise into the 
locked position. This completes one loading cycle. 

j. When the'trigger is pulled, the firing action of 
the rifle is so much faster than human reaction 
that it is impobaible to release the trigger quickly 
enough to prevent firing several shots instead 
of one. 

k. For this reason, a "disconnect" is used to catch 
and hold the hammer until the trigger is pulled 
again for a second shot. 

1. When the trigger is pulled, the disconnect is rotated 
forward with the trigger by the action of the 
disconnect spring. After firing, the hammer is 
cocked br the recoil of the bolt carrier and the 
hook of the disconnect engages the upper inside 
notch of the hammer, holding it back and preventing 
a second shot. When the trigger is released, the 
trigger spring causes the trigger to return to 
the normal position carryigg the disconnect backward 
with it. The hammer is then released from the hook 
on the disconnecf. 

m. Before the disconnect hook actually releases the 
hammer, the trigger sear has moved in front of 
the hammer notch and the hammer drops from the 
disconnect to the trigger sear. The arm is then 
ready for a second shot. 
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Full automatic firing of the AR-lS rifle. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

When the safety is set for full aotomatic fire, 
the trigger mechanism functions in a basic manner. 
When the trigger is pulled, the trigger sear 
releases the hammer. The disconnect is prevented 
from moving forward to engage the hammer by the 
center cam of the safety. 

After the first shot when the hammer is moved into 
the cocked position by the bolt carrier, the disconnect 
does not catch the hammer, but the notch on the 
top outside edge of the hammer does engage with 
the automatic sear. The hammer then stays in the 
cocked position, held by the automatic sear, until' 
the bolt carrier at the end of its forward movement 
strikes the upper edge of the automatic sear, 
causing it to release the hammer. 

The hammer then falls to fire the next shot of 
the burst. This cycle repeats itself until the 
magazine is emptied or the trigger is released. 
If the trigger is released, the hammer falls from 
the automatic sear as described but is held by 
the trigger sear, thus ending the cycle of automatic 
fire. 

When the last round from a magazine has been cham
bered, the magazine follower rises into contact 
with the bolt stop" As the bolt carrier moves to 
the rear following the firing of the last cartridge, 
the magazine foll~wer, under the action of the 
magazine spring, forces the bolt stop up into the 
path of the bolt face, thus holding the bolt to 
the rear. 

Removal of the magazine does not release the bolt, 
since the force of the action sp,ring on the bolt 
holds the bolt Ji,top- in"place': 

Removal of the magazine does not release the bolt, 
since the force of the action spril'! on the bolt 
holds the bolt stop in place. 

Caution: If a loaded magazine is in place, the 
arm is not loaded and ready to fire. 
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h. Pressing the low{.tt'.part of the bolt stop will 
-!!ause the bolt to beheld back when the charging 
handle is retracted. The weapon is now safe a~d 
open for inspection of the chamber. Pressing the 
magazine,Catch Button will release the magazine. 

Firing procedure for the AR-15 

a. Loading the AR-15 rifle. 

h. 

c. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

PreG~ the 
magazine. 
as far as 

magazine release and remove the 
Pull the charging handle back1ilard 

possible and release. 

Set the safety on "SAFE." Load the magazine 
by pressing cartridges down from the top until 
20 are in place. 

The bullet must point toward the smooth face 
of the magazine with the large end of the 
cartridge under the magl,;\zine feed lips. Insert 
the loaded magazine into the rifle

3 
pushing 

upward until the catch snaps into place. 

4) Pull the charging handle fully to the rear 
and release quickly, allow~ng the bolt to 
move forward to battery position by the force 
of the action spring. If no firing is to 
be done innnediately after charging, it is 
advisable to close the dust cover. This cover 
will open automatically when firing is commenced. 

Firing the AR-l.5 rifle. 

1) Rotate 5il..fety to HSEMI" or "AUTO" position. 

2) Squeeze trigger. 

R.eloading t:he foR- 1.5 rifle. 

1) Since the bolt and bolt carrier are held to 
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3) The rifle is then ready to fire again. 

Unloading the AR-15 rifle. 

1) Set safety latch to "SAFE." 

2) Remove the magazine. 

3) Pull the charging handle to rear. 

4) Inspect the chamber and bolt. face. 

5) Release the charging handle. 

Sight adjustment - windage for the AR-15 rifle. 

1) Windage adjustment is made by using a bullet 
pointcto depress the detent and release the 
windage drum. 

2) At the same time, the windage drum may be 
turned one hole. 

3) Rotation of one notch in the direction of 
the "L" and the arrow will change the point 
of impact of the bullet one inch to the 
left at 100 yards (one minute of an angle). 

4) Reversing the ~o:tation Qf the windage drum 
will cause the "bullet to strike to the right 
the sarne amount. 

Sight adjustment - elevation for the AF ... 15 rifle. 

1) Set rear sight on normal range setting for 
distances of 0-300 . 

2) For distances of 300 to 500 yards, rotate 
rear sight to "L" (long range) position. 

,3) To adjust the sights for elevation, depress 
t~e £ront sight detent with a bullet point 
and rotate the sight post. 

4) Rotating the post clockwise as indicated by 
the arrow an!i word ("up") will raise the point 
of impact; reversing the direction of rotation 
will lower the point of impact: 

,J 
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The carbine: 

1. 

2. 

Annnunition for the carbine. 

a~ 

b. 

'.-.. 

The carbine will fire only .30 caliber carbine 
ammunition.~, 

It has a rounded nose and an accurage range of 
300e yards. 

Operation of the carbine. 

a. 

b. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

. The military~carbine is a gas operated,-:magazine 
, "'--'f-ed, semi~automatic or fully automatic weapon. 

When the trigger is pulled, the hammer is released 
to strike the firing pin and discharge th~,ca:tuidge.' 
When the fired bullet passes a gas port in the 
barre'!, gas from the explosion strikes a piston 

"with. sufficient force to drive the piston and bolt 
>-b~~~~a~d. ~;'<~ >. '~-' 

.. 
" 

During this backward movement the expended cartridge 
is ejected and the wea.:~,O}l 'is cockedf:p:l;:£l,lrJ::Jl~~ __ ~", _"~,_-:,:-.-.",~ 

, firing. 

As the bolt re'turns forward, it picks up the top 
cartridge froI!l the magazine anp. drives it ip.to 
thE( firin.8 chamb,er.· ,_ 

An operating slide, used to move the bolt backwards 
- and c'ock the r.ammer ~ is located at the top of the 
re~eiver on the right side. The operating slide 
must .be pulledb~bk:, and ]:,:~leased to. chamber a 
cartridge before t~e firs'eshot "can be fi1:e,d"", 

Some. military carbines wilt 
cally,' th;;!=,is, th~, trigger 
a round is' to he fired. 

fire only semi-automati
tnuet be pulled each time 

Select:ing the type of fire cjn the automatic carbines 
is accomplished by positioning the fire selector 
switch located on the top left :front of the receiver, 
to a badtward "position for semi~~tomatic firing,,~_ .c":" _ 

or pushing it forward until an itA" appearsdrf'~-'J '-.~"-
the side of the switch for fully automatic firing. 
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h. Many p~lice department carbInes are equipped with 
two types oJ safeties, both._ of which are located 
on the forwara.",section of the trigger 'guard. --

i. Carbines equipped wi~h a push-button safety may be 
placed "on ,§lafe'~ by pushing the eafety button to 
the right. Carbines equipped with a turn-button 
safety ma~ be placed lion safeu by Positioning the 
safety sW1tch over tqe red dot on the triggE!l;'oguard 

,~so that the green dot is fully exposed .---

Loading and firing of the carbine~ 

c.a.. To load this weapon, position the safety button 
,in the "on safe" position and'insert a 10c:ided', 
magazine into the recei:v:er recess and push upward~>, 
until the magazine catch engages it. Pull the 
handle of th~ operating slide backwards as far 

"-7.o:
as it will go" then release it and let it slide:.::.."" 

'. forward. 

~ ~,,'";. 

b. A round wilb,then,o-e""'itl the chamb~r ani'the weapon 
will be ready to fire as s,oon as the safety is 
moved to the "off safe"~osition. The carbines 
should be carried with the chamber empty) bolt 
forward and the safety on. 

c. If this weapon has 
deCide not to fire 
to release tension 

been cocked and <i~iia-ed'c'cand~7oC1 . 
it, 'you'must pull the trigger 
on the hammer spring. 

d. To avoid firing the chambered round, remove the 
magazine from its receiver and eject the chambered 
round,by pulling the handle of the operating slide 
backward'. 

Sniper rifles for use in police operations. 

1. Introduction to the use of sniper rifles. 

a. The department may hav.~ id th'e iarmory several 
types of rifles which sbQuld be' issued :"'m. 

~-:-",,:::;::::::,-;:;·',,personnel £..~ after authorization of a c~and 
, ··offies-r. ..' 

-.oO'..:::..:~::.:.:. ' .~, 
.~.::--.;::: . 

. ~~,. b-~ T~ey may include Sp't-ingfie..J,c;l andSava,ge rifles. 
Sniper riflel:) oar~ high-powered'iv--eap~ms. ,T~e)" 

;':.f{J~;re generally not:. suitable for patrol purposes 
.. ~ ::... 
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because of their high power and long range. 
Special circumstances in police work occasionally 
arise which make these weapons necessary to the 
police arsenal. 

R}fles are very accurate weapons and may be used 
·for precision shooting when armed suspects are 
barricaded i.n distant or elevated areas. 

In riot·control tactics, rifles supplement other 
police __ Yle'apons. being carried by riot squads and 
provide prot~ectionagainst the fire of snipers. 

""-!", 

Personnel who' carry rifles may be stationed behind 
the riot squad t'-;rtnati6ns or may be deployed in 
strategic position-S-.. onelevated locations. 

'-, 

f. Routit'le cleaning of departmental rifles is conducted 
by the rangemaster.'AnY\malfunctions of these 
weapQJil,s, should be reported-;tmmed1ateiy so corrective 
ac tion ~c:anbe takeh. _ ;;_~co>---:'A'-;;~~=-:- - -

. '.;":'." " 

Ammunition for s~iperrifles. 

a. 

'b. 

c. 

. ..;: .-

Although the carbines and rifles are classified 
as .30 caliber weapons, they will not all fire 
the same ammunition. 

The carbine will fire only .30 caliber carbine 
ammunition, which has a rounded nose and an 
accurate range of 300 yards. 

More powerful .30-06 ammunition is required for 
the Springfieidri fles. 

d. The. 30-06 cartridge, larger than the .30 caliber 
- - '0--->'-- carbine cartridge, has an accurate range of at 

- -:-;'''taas-t 600 yards and a maximum deadly range of 

" 

app-ro~l~~ly- 2000 yards. _ _ _ - _' , 
I. '~.:::::.~_ 

-~:, "-

ei< The Savage rifle~,tn the arsenal are designed to 
~ir---e_ only • 300 sav~artridges, which are commer
ciallY"pcr.oduced for- hunting purposes. 

f. 

, ~- ' .. _, 
"~~: ~f 

These cartridges have an accurate and maxi,tlum 
range a.ppro~imating the. 30-06, 

,;i 

Q ;'b '"" 

, c:;:;;;~~~<,;;:~t...~~~"~~~"'lW7i¥FW\T'-:_!>""'" •• " 

E. 
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Springfield rifle for sniper suppression. 

1. Operation of the Springfield rifle. 

a. The Springfield rifle, model 1903, ,:is a manually 
operated bolt action weapon. 

b.· The shooter must chamber each round to be fired by 
actuating a bolt handle. 

c. The weapon is equipped with a safety, located at 
the rear and on top. of the bolt. 

d. The safety is "on safe" when it is turned to the 
shooter's right, and "off safe" when it is turned 
to· the shooter ' s left. 

2. Loading and firing of the Springfield rifle. 

a. Cartridges are loaded into the chamber from-the 
built-in megazine by the shooter's operation of 
the bolt action • 

b. Loading of cartridges into the chamber from the 
magazine can only be accomplished if the magazine 
cutoff lever, located on the.le.ft side of the 
receiver, is in the "up" position; otherwise, the 
bolt will not be able to move backwards far enough 
to allow the top cartridge in the magazine to 
raise-sufficiently to be,picked up by the bolt 
during its forward travel. 

c. To lead the magazine, turn the thumb cutoff lever 
up unlil the stamped word "on" can be seen on the 
receiver. Lift up and pull back on the bolt handle 
as far as it will go. 

d. Hold the weapon so that the muzzle is pOinting 
upward at about a 45-degree angle and insert' 
a maximum of five cartridges into the magazine 
by pressing them down, one on top of another. The 
weapon will be ready for firing as soon as the 
bolt is fully closed. 

e. The Springfield rifle~hould be carried with the 
chamber empty and the bdlt closed. To close the 
bolt without chambering a rO\lnd after loading 
the magazine, push down on the top cartridge ana 
slowly push the bolt forward over the cartridge 
until the bolt locks in the forward position. 

, 1 
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The trigger may now be safely pulled to release 
tension on the hammer. 

To unload the weapon after a round has been 
chamhered, slowly open the bolt until the chambered 
round can be removed with you fingers. The four 
cartridges remaining in the magazine can then 
be removed. 

The magazine floor plate can be removed and th~ 
en1=ire magazine as seinbly , including all cartridges, 
wiil drop out of the rifle stock. To release 
the floor plate, the nose of a bullet may be 
used to depress the floor plate release catch. 

The other method of unloading the ~ounds in the 
magazine is to slowly chamber each round through 
the firing cha.-uher so that each round may be 
removed in the same manner as the first, chambered 
round~ The latter method of unloading the magazine 
is the preferred method, sincE\ it is less difficult 
and time consuming. 

It is imperative that great calt"e be exercised 
when "racking" live rounds through the chamber 
to preclude an accidental discharge, and the opera
tion must be done slowly so thalt the rounds will 
not be damaged by falling to the ground. 
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FIRST AID 

First Aid. 

A. Definition. 

-1. First aid is the immediate and temporary care of the 
victim of an accident or sudden illness until the 
services of a physician'can be obtained. 

" 

B. Purposes of first aid instruction. 

~-------------------------------------------~ 

1. To prevent accidents; the person trained in first aid 
has fewer accidents. 

2. To prevent added injury or danger to a victim, due to 
mishandling of an injury or illness. 

3. To provide proper transportation for. the victim if 
necessary. 

C. The need fOF fi~st aid training. 

1. Accidents and sudden illness are very common, and often 
extremely serious. 

2. Proper., immediate care is some,times absolutely necessary 
to save life, and always is of help. Improper treat
ment can cause increased pain, can make injuries more 
severe, and can even result in death. 

D. General directions. 

1. Position of victim. Keep injured person lying in a 
comfortable position, he.ad level with body, until you 
know whether injuries are serious. 

2. Examination. 

a. Look for seriow8 bleeding, stoppage of breathing, 
and pgisoning, in that order, first. These ~ 
J>.e?"aeated fit'st. 

Look for wounds, burns, fractures, and dislocations; 
be sure you find all injuries. 

c. Find .. out if patient was unconscious or semi-conscious. 
If so, a head injury may be present. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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Maintain botly heat; carefully place blankets underneath 
victim. 

Keep calm. Q2 E£! be hurried into making mistakes, or 
moving patient prematurely. 

Do not give water or other liquids to an unconscious 
per~ and do E£! give whiskey or other alcoholic 
beverages to an injured person. 

Keep onlookers away from the injured. 

Make patient comfortable and try to keep him cheet~ll. 

If possible, send for physician or ambulance at O'nce. 
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Wounds. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Dangers: hemorrhage (severe bleeding) and infection. 

1."n the skin or the mucous membrane lining Definition: a break 
of any of the body cavities. 

Types of, wounds. 

1. 

2 •. 

3. 

4. 

" a wound of small diameter, penetrating. A puncture 1.S 

Abrasion is a shallow wound caused by rubbing or 
scraping. 

Incisions are cuts made by sharp objects, such as 
razor blades; etc. 

Lacerations are jagged or torn edges. 

D. Wound coverings. 

1. Dressing. 

a. 

b. 

, 

Sterile material (free from germs). 

Placed directly over wound. 

2. Bandage. 

a. Used to hold dressings in place. 

b. Used for support. 

c. Used for applying splints. 

,. Not sterile, but should be clean. 

e. Types. 

1) Cravat. 

2) Triangle. 

3) Roller. 

4) Adhesive. 

____________ ~~------.---------------rn~~~~~.. ~ 

~o 
~ 

E. 

,. 

Infection. 

1. Definition: a wound in which germs have already 
multiplied. 

2. . Pt'evention: proper immediate care of even smallest 
wound. 

3. Symptoms some or all may be present. 

a. Pain. 

b. Redness. 

c. Local heat, sometimes 
, 
generalized fever. 

d. Swelling. 

e. Sometimes pus. 

f. Sometimes red streaks. 

g. Sometimes swollen lymph glands. 

4. Treatment. 

199 

a. Physician's care is necessary; first aid until he 
can see patient. 

b. First aid tre~tment. 

1) Keep patient at rest. 

2) Elevate the part slightly. 

3) Hot, wet dressings. 

F. First aid for wounds. 

1. Not severe bleeding. 

a. Do U2! touch wound with hands or unsterile material. 

b. Q2 U2! wash toward wound - wash away from wound in 
all directions. Preferably use sterile water. 

c. Apply antiseptic • 

d. Apply sterile dressing and bandage. 

t::ii .. r .. ; ..... .,.,;;;;i>~=~''''~.=''''=''''''''''===H_=~ ___ =''~~".~~~=''''''''=''''~.....",_---=.~."a=""'"~:"';,,:,~,.": ...... ,._ ..... , .. _ .. 
~'·'-"'····""···'·.A··' ... 
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Severe bleeding. 

a. Stop the bleeding. 

1) Direct pressure - pressure onto, or even into 
the wound. Cloth material, preferably sterile 
at least clean; or ba).,;e hands·. 

2) Digital (finger) pressure. 

a) Definition - pressure on the artery 
supplying the wound. 

b) Digital pressure alone does not 
completely stop blood flow. Direct 
pressure must also be applied. 

3) Tourniquet (Toor'-ni 'ket) - use only as a 
last resort on extremities. This is used 
much too frequently and unnecessarily. 

4) Added helps in controlling bleeding. 

a) Elevation of bleeding part. 

b) Keep patient quiet. 

c) Give no stimulants. 

In all cases, applying sterile dressing and bandage. 
Consider need for medical attenti'on. 

,"..,.,. .... ,.-. 

« 

,. '.".-~;:- '.--.'':~<-' - .. -- " ";---:.,--. 
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Shock. 

A. Definition. 

1. 

2. 

A depressed state of all bo . 
failure of the circul t" dy funct~ons caused by 

a ~on and by loss of body - fluids. 
a. Severe shock is 

of the Poss~ble a very dangerous condition becau 
~ consequences. se 

Shock caquot be cured b 
vented. y first aid, but it can be pre-

B. Contributing factors. 

C. 

D. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Pain. 

Rough handling; including . 
~proper transportation. 

Bleeding. 

Exposure to cold or heat. 

-Fatigue. 

Disease. 

Age; shock is more severe in th d 

Dangers of shock. 
e age and very young. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

May itself lead to death. 

Predisposes to infections 
infections. such as pneumonia and wound 

May lead to loss of body part. 

Symptoms of shock. 

1. Skin. 

a. Pale. 

b. Clanuny, cool. 

2. Weakness and faintness. 

3. Pulse. 
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a. Weak. 

b. Sornetimes r§lpid. 

4. 
'"\ '.' ~-:., : .';.-

Nausea and vomiting may occur. 

// 
,;' 

5. Patient may be indifferent to surroundings. 

6. Patient may be unconscious. 

First aid. 
~ .. 

1. Position. 
.... 

a. Keep patient lying flat. 

b. Elevate lower part of body if injury is severe. 

c. Elevate bead and chest slightly if breathing is 
difficult. 

2. Heat. 

a. Maintain body warmth. 

1) !!2. !!2! cause sweating. 

2) !!2.~ try to warm extr~mities. 
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3) In cold weather, additional warmth desirable. 

3. Fluids. 

a. Give in small amounts. 

~; 

P. 

c. 

1) 

2) 

Wate~ with saltand.baking soda. 

Warm coffee o~ tea. 

Do not give alcoholic drinks. -- {' 
", // 
no not giv§/in case of abdominal wounds. 
~\\~ /<; 

d. Sti.ttt~{ts are of nQ value. 

Pitfalls. f/ 
,9 ;i 

SYIl)pyoms usually develop gradually. Usually not 
nQticeab1e until some time after the accident. 

1. 

1 
--

," 
.~.---j~";:]~ ___ r~1~~tj';j!IM.IdiiNi""iRiY""~"- .. ovr;~: __ ... ~_" ~~,f.S,~z.~~v...;r:: .. :::::;.1''';';;::~'';.f~~';:~-:-::'t~~~~~_'_'''~-'"N'':';' ___ ''';;'~ 

,'-,--

,. .... 

/'., 

2. 

3. 

'-to 

-.. - .'., 

Patient may seem to react well after an injury and 
collapse later. This is us.ually dangerous because 
of lack of treatment facilities. 

Sometimes a patient ;;iill be in deep shock and 
demonstrate few visible signs. 

Be alert for fainting. 
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Artificial Respi~dt:iQl,1. 

A. 

B 

C. 

D. 

::>(1:;:~", 

Purpose: To maintain'Ticff!"in the person who is notable to 
breathe for himself. -'~.~ . "-

How we breathe. 

~'~':~;;;::"itt;:-p-ai:r;s:gge;~ays: air passes through noseC!:nd down into 
t.;rindpipe .'---1'Lt1!;"'.J..f!:ranches into two bronchial tubes, one 
going to each lurig~~~Each tube further branches into 
smaller tubes :.eading,',,:finally, to the air sacs. Oxygen 
passes through the walls'-'\"f the air cells into the blood, 
and carbon dioxide is expelleg by the blood into the sacs, 

2. Chest cage and diaPhragm.··";:;':"·'c,.:!~:.-:-:.,,-,_,.::,._;,,_ .. 
a. 

b. 

-:.:..':: .. 
."~~ '~"",;:",.~ 

Chest cage; consists of ribs and their supports ;-::':::~'<-':~'-' 
th.e backbone and sternUm or breast bone. Theribs 
are held. into a bellows-like shape by connecting 
muscles. The ri~s expand and the air enters. the 
chest by atmospheric pressure. 

Diaphragm: a partition at the base of the chest 
cage which depresses during breathing, permitting 
more air to enter the cage. 

Breathing. Normal rate is 16 to 18 times per minute. 
~aster in small children. 

Cases benefited by artificial respiration. . , , ~ 

"'- ~ .:.-----
1.' Nori~br;athing,buE living, vict-ims of: 

2. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

~e • 

·c 

Suffocation, such as drowning, choking, injury, 
hanging, gas, etc. 

Drugs, such as sleeping pills, a. lcoho1, 
etc. 

Electric shock. 

Prolonged e~posure to cold. 

Some illnesses, such as polio. 

anes theti-cs~ 

Does not help where illness or acciden'; ~oeB not permit 
life. ' 

Types of .artificia1 respiration. 

1. Back pressure - arm lift (H'~lge~ Nielsi~L). 
a.nd expansi.on. of chest cavil'Y. 

-> . 

Compression 

-- -- .. -I 

.J 
'r 

I 
f 

I 

t-

O "t;,- .,., 
,,~~' 

2. 

3. 

E. 

1. 

, 
Mouth-to-mouth. Blowing of air into lungs througb 
mouth or nose of patient. 
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Other types such as Sylvester, Schaeffer, etc. are not 
used under normal circumstances • 

Loss of time can be caUSe of".fai1:ure .. 1;:0 recover. 
•• '-::=. 

~",~.....;: 

Aft~br~§lthing has stopped and artificial respi: 
ration has>'sta:J:'~ed, the chances:, for recovery are: 

'J,. u. 

. Minutes Without ~athirtg"'.- Chances .of Recovery 
1 9Bout of 100 
2 .; 92 olit: o£ 100 
3 72 out of 100 
4 50 out of 100 

,. 5 25 out'of 100 '~~:'~~:>.:..;.-".:c 6 11 flO'" 
:;C'"" out 0 u 

"\'><·~i':o:.<".,..~ 7 8 out of 100 

F. 

~'-"::;'::'~:"''''''h:.: •.. ,q... 8 5 out of 100. 
:"c~:""'9""-:~<:' __ " 2 out of ~ 100 

2. 

4. 

5. 

a. 

b. 
:.:. 

10 ,.,,~:;~ 

ll'";;:':·'~·~c'.~'c~~:" .. _". _ i ~~~ ~~ i~~oo 
l2::~1·~u.t·.:-.9t)0, 000 

MoJtt) clear of Ob;~~tiOD.s. 
mucou~, vomitus, etc. 

'----'--'::::-::::::..::.. 
" ..... ;--t:-;:,..~ .. :; 

Remove false teeth, 

Arts:!;' recovery, treat as for shock. - ."-' .::.--
.r: . - - __ . ~ __ ,.~. 

Oxygen inh~lation. 

a. 

b. 

Desirable, but don't wait for 'it .. 

Inhal.ators·ut:l not breathe for patient, must be used 
in conjunction with 'artt~icial. respiration. 

Back pressure - arm lift method. -~ 

1. Lay victim in prone (face down) position. 

a.' Clea,r"':mouth of foreign materials. 

':';-:::":''-.::::, 

J 
.'~ 

~ 
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1. 

2. 

3. 
,,~-
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4. 

-"-- ,~.---:.---:.~'~ ~---'---: ,:----, --~------.----;---~--------~ 

c. 

d. 

Apply pressure. 

a. "Rock forward slowl~"until arms are vertical. 

b. Keep elbows straight. 

~. Don't jerk or bounce. 

Release pressure. 

a. Rock back slowly. 

b • Slide hands down patient r s arms to ,elbows. 

c. Continue backward, pulling on elbows. 

Lift;: arms. 

a. 

b. 

" 

,~;-' ~: 
,."_-.. .. r~,:,:.: .. _,._/.~ _. 
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Poisons. 

I 
3. Signs about mouth. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Scope: 
mouth.C7 

this section isc;lesigned tosoyeronly pOisoning ~by~ . 
*'~~':::::>~!"~ ~ - --',;,~,~: 

Importance of study of pOisoning. 

1. 

·2. 

3. 

Third cause of fatal home accidents runQ~g children. 
Aspirin is leading offender. 

Connnonin suicide at.tempts among adults. 

Occasional accidental"po:Lsoning in. adults. 
,.~ :-

Prevention. 

1. '~Keep drugs and ha,t'Illful chemicals locked up away from 
children. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Keep all medicines labeled. Read the label before 
taking and again after taking. 

Never take medicines in the dark. 

Improper storage of chemicals. 

Solvents in soda pop or liquor bottles. 

b. Storage of hazardous materials in unlabeled containers. 

Symptoms •. 

l. May be extremely varied; depending upon: 
\.~) a. Drug or substance taken. 

b. DQ~age. 

c. Time elapsed since taking. 

2. May have no early symptoms. 

3. Pain, cramps," convulsions or deep sleep may occur with 
others. 

Determining whether poison has been faken. 

1. Patient often tells ,even in suicide attempt. 

2. Presence of telltale bottle. 

"-------

1 . tZ-

~ () 

4. " Possible on.set of digestive pain, 0.:1= of sudden illness 
among several people at t~e same ti~e. 

F. First aid. 

-=~. 

1." Remember "FDR" meaning "£i11 , drain, refill." 

a. Dilute poison immediately (fill). 

b. Induce vomiting (drain). 

1) May be caused by diluting fluid. Salt and 
soda repeatedly 'taken will cause vomiting. 

2) Tickling the back of the throat wil.l cause 
vomiting. 

c. Repeat above procecl:u:I=es (refill). Continue until 
no trace of poison is<fo.und in vomitus. 

2. Antidote, if known, may be given ill diluting flUid, or 
after stomach is washed out. 

3. Special measures for alkali, such as lye, or acids. 

--=-;..::: 
~, 

a. Do not;, attempt to induce vomiting in these cases. 

'b>---F-O~ acids - give baking soda water, 
. milk '-Cfl."'--ma,gnesia, -powdered chalk or 

Follow with-'m.ilk~ olive ,oil, or egg 
.-~., 

lime water, 
plain water. 
White. 

c. F,or alkalies - give we.ik--ac_id sU,ch as vinegar, v 

lemon juice and milk. If not available, give water. 

4. Universal antidote - for use with unknown poi~o-rls. One 
part each of strong tea and milk of magnesia, two parts 
of burned. toast (scraped). . 

..J 

G. Poison control cente.1"s. 

1. 

2. ':.~.--~. 

Check your area for the neare'i~~i;t~~ter, which is more 
than likely located in one of your':l~-rger hospitals. 

'-', 
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Fracture First Aid. 

A. Backbone (spine) fractures. 

1. Spinal cord (the large nerve cord) injury sometimes 
present. 

2. 

3. 

a. As a result of the accident. 

b. As a result of improper handling. 

Causes of spine fractures. Falls, ev:n', wh'en l:mding 
on feet or buttocks, car accidents, d7v~ng a7c~dents, 

'explosions, direct heavy blows, crush~ng acc~dents. 

Symptoms. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Backache or pain in the neck (sometimes the only 
symptom). 

Swelling and tenderness. 

Paralysis or partial paralysis of one or more limbs, 
h f ~l·.S ~s by no means always present. or parts t ereo. ~u ~ 

Shock, occasionally severe. 

4. First aid. 

a. Transport on a rigid frame. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

Support head and neck very carefully, 
especially if injury is in neck or upper back. 

Sli e pat~en d . t upon the frame very carefully. 

If patient is found on abdomen. or ~ide, roll 
gently to back, rotating neck ~n l~ne as body 
rotate~. 

Bind patient to frame, use no head pillow, 
but place effective s'Upportsat sides of head. 

Place a small padding unde+the small of the 
back .• 

Do not bind head, twi.st bQdy, flex body, or 
permit patient to sit l1P' 

1 . I 

, B. 

C. 
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b. The rigid frame may be placed on a stretcher for 
transportation. 

c. If a firm frame is not available, transport 
patient on abdomen on a stretcher; however, 
especially in neck fracture cases, thHh method 
is not as good as the use of a firm frame. 

d. Drive cautiously to a phYSician or hospital, avoiding 
jars and sudden stops. 

e. In neck fracture cases, it is much better to get a 
physician to the scene, for danger to life is 
especially great. If this is impossible, first 
aider may well steady the patient's head throughout 
the transportation period. Don't let the neck 
tilt forward, sideways, or backwards. 

Pelvis. 

1. Internal organs occasionally also injured. 

2. Symptoms. 

a. Patient may have swelling and tenderness; often 
these findings are not noticeable. 

b. Patient may have little or no pain when lying down, 
however, he may have pain, especially in lower 
abdomen, when trying to stand or walk. 

3. First aid. 

a. Transport on back on firm frame. 

b. Bind knees and ankles together. 

C. Bend or straighten knees, according to comfort of 
victim. 

Thigh or hip fracture. 

1. Symptoms. 

a. Shock may be severe, though not always evident at 
once. 

b. Extremity often turns outward. 

c. Patient will very seldom support himself on the 
extremity. He should never try to do so. 
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d. If fracture is near the very top of the bone, there 
may not be any ~ocal signs, but the patient, while 
on his back, often won't lift his heel from the 
ground. 

e. If fracture is lower, deformity, tenderness, 
swelling may be ev;! .. dent. 

f. Even with fracture of thigh, victim can move ankle 
and toes. 

2. First aid. 

a. Splint on the side .of the body from armpit to just 
beyond the foot. 

b. Second splint, full length of body and leg, may be 
applied. 

" c. If splints are not at hand, bandage limb to opposit.e· 
limb. 

d. Give proper shock care always. 

Kneecap. 

1. Symptoms. 

a. Usually evident on careful examination. Break usually 
extends across, not up and down. 

b. May occur simply from muscle action. 

2. First aid. 

a. Splint below extremity from buttocks to heel. 

" 
b. Leave knee exposed because of swelling. 

c. Pillow or blanket may suffice if splint is not 
available. 

E. Leg (the leg is the body part between knee and ankle). 

1. First aid. 

a. 

b. 

Pillow or folded blanket extending above and beyond 
the knee, and below and beyond ankle. 

A splint may be applied outside this pillow or 'J 

blanket on each side. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

1. 
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c. If a pillow is not available, two splints may be 
used, one on each side, extending from heel to 
well beyond kne~. 

Ankle fracture. 

1. First aid. 

a. Pillow. 

b. Splints, if pillow is not available, one on each 
side, from heel to just below knee. 

c. If fracture is just above ankle, this is a leg 
fracture and should be so handled. 

Fractures of cr~shing of foot and toes. 
~, 

1. First aid. 

a. Remove shoe and stocking. 

b. Apply large padded dressing or pillow and bandage 
snugly but not tightly. 

Fractures of the arm (the arm is the part above the elbow). 
These are often not suspected at first. 

1. First aid. 

a. One splint from shoulder to elbow~" outer side of arm. 

b. CRAVAT s1i.ng to support forearm, bandage arm to side 
of body; always protect armpit by padding. 

Elbow fracture. 

1. First aid. 

a. If elbow is found straight: 

1) Apply splint on palm side of arm frOm armpit 
to fingers, after heaVily padding armpit. 

2) Arm may be bound to side of body, if more 
comfortable. 

b. - If elbow is found bent: 

1) Apply full arm sling. 

2) Bind' arm to side 0:1; body. 
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J. Forearm and wrist fractures. 

1'. First aid. 

a. On palm side, place a splint extending from 
elbow to fingertips. 
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b. On opposite side, place a splint extending from 
elbow beyond the wrist; bandage both splints into 
place. 

c. Apply arm sling. 

K. Hand fracture or crushing. 

1. First aid. 

a. One splint, palm Side, from middle of forearm to 
beyond fingertips. 

b. Arm sling. 

, f~' 

~ '0" \ 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Definitions. 

1. Burn - caused by dry heat or flame. 

2. Sc~~d - caused by steam or hot liquid. 
-:-~ .. ".:; -;;:~1f.;~;; j 

(;.:.-;r:r- Chemical burn - caused by chemical ac tion upon the tissue. 

4. 

5. 

Electrical burn - caused by passage of electrical current 
through tissue, usually deep and severe. 

Electrical falsh burn - caused by electrical flash; 
usually less severe. 

Degrees of burns. 

~ 
.t. First degree: skin reddened. 

2. Second degree: blisters present. 

3. Third degree: destruction of tissue. 

Extensive burns are usually of different degrees in different 
areas. 

Dangers. 

I ~- Shock. 

a. Loss of body fluids. 

b. Pain. 

2. Infection. 

a. Unprotected tissues. 

b. Disruption of blood flow. 

3. Healing is slow, often requiring long periods of 
hospitalization; death results from many extensive 
burns. 

First aids. 

1. Small burns - both in area and in degree. 

a. Burn ointment provided. 

b. Sterile dressing and bandage. 

4 -
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2. Extensive burns. 

a. 

b. 

If fn auto or public place, wrap in blanket, take 
to medical care. 

If at home (or on ship). 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Remove clothing, except that which sticks to 
burned area. 

Wrap in wet sheets. 

Maintain body warm~h, treat for shock. 

3. Alternative treatment. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

a. Immerse in cold water immediately. 

b. Keep burned area in Cold water 1,mtil pain is gone. 

Some DON'TS. 

a. Don't use absorbent cotton on a burn. 

b. Donl,t remove wax or metallic substances from burn. 

c. Don't open blisters. 

d. Don't cover with lubricating grease, oil, etc. 

Sunburn.- treat as burn due to heat. 

Chemical b~rns. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Wash skin with copious amounts of water 

Apply ointment, dressing and bandage. 

If eye is affected, after washing, apply 
ophthalmic ointment. 

1) Olive oil and milk may be used. 

VIII. 

. I 

) 

Illness Due to Heat and Cold. 
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A. Illness due to heat. 

1. Sunstroke or heart stroke. 

2. Heat exhaustion. 

3. Heat cramps. 

a. Cramps usually start in abdomen, spread to arms 
and legs. 

b. Cramps leave in order of occurrence. 

B. Prevention. 

1. Use of salt. 

2. Proper clothing. 

3. Good dietary habits. 

4. Adequate intake of fluids. 

a. Not including alcohol. 

b. Extremely cold drinks not deSirable. 

C. Comparative symptoms of heat stroke and heat exhaustion. 

Heat Stroke - Heat Exhaustion -1. Hot, dry skin. 
Pale, moist skin. 

2. Flushec;I face. 
Pale face. 

3. Fast, full pulse. 
Weak pulse (I,Drmal to rapid). 

4. High temperature (104-107). Low temperature to norma.l. 

5. Possible unconsciousness. 
Usually conscious. 

6. Headache. 
Headache. 

7. DiZZiness. 
DiZZiness. 

Nausea and vomiting. 
8. Nausea and vomiting 

. ~. Muscular weakness • 

'I 

1.; 
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First aid. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

H~at stroke. 

a. 

b. 

C'. 

Id. 

Place in cool, shady place. 

App~y cold applications to head. 

Cool body gradually. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Wrap ic sheet and saturate with cool water. 

Give cool bath with massage. 

Sponge lofith cold wp.ter or alcohol. 

Give salt water (no liquidsi£ unconscious). 

Seek medical assistance. 

Heat exhaustion. 

a. Remove to circulating air. 

b. Kgep patient lying flat and warm. 

~ ~~ 
~ .... May give stimulants. 

d. Give salt water (if conscious). 

1) One teaspoonful per pint. 

2) Sip slowly. 

Heat cramps. 

a. 

b. 

Same as heat exhaustion. 

Sometimes firm hand pressure on muscles will give 
relief. 

Illness due to cold. 

1. Frostbite. 

a. Bring to warm room. 

b. Warm member in tepid wat-er. 

c. Warm drinks, preferably7 coffee or tea. 

.--.-;:: 
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2. Prolonged exposu.re to cold. 

a. 

b. Hot drinks, preferably coffee or tea. 

-:;, 
c. Bathe in tub of warm water (not hot). 

I d. /1 

Rews1:'mas rapidly as possible. 

e. 

.--,-~ 
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IX. Medical Emergencies. 

') 

B. 

Heart failure. '::j 

1. Symptom types. 

// 
a. Cases resemblingfaintiug. 

b. Cases having pain. 

1) Chest or upper abdomen. '.' 

2) May extend along left arm. 

3) Fear of death may be great. 

4) Nausea and vomiting may occur. 

c. Cases marked by shortness of breath. 

2. First aid. 

a. Keep patient lying down; if short of breath, may 
propped up to aid breathing. 

b. Keep patient quiet. 

c. Provide moderate warmth. 

d. Oxygen inhalation. 

e. Medical assistance. 

3. General note: whetl the patient is unconsctous, it will 
probably bei;mpossibie to know whether heart failure 
has "occurred. If conscious, patient may give helpful 
information. A mild attack may be followed by a s~~ious 
one. The first aid procedures cannot be harmful if 
followed when you are in doubt as to the .cause of 
unconsciousness.-

Apople~ (stroke or cerebral hemorrhage) '. 

1. SymptQms. 

a. Usually unconscious (always severe). 

b. Face. usually flushed •. 

, , , 

) 
c. 

2. 

c. Pulse full and slow. 
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d. Pupils may be unequal in size. 

e. Breathing °may be very heavy (almost snoring). 

f. ParalYSis may be present. 

First aid. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Head and shoulders raised, rest of body 'rl;t~ 

Cold applications (ice bag) to head. 

Loosen clothing. 

Moderate -warmth. 

Keep quiet. 

Oxygen inhalation. 

NO s tUilulants. - -,....,...----
Epilepsy (fits). 

1. Symptoms •. 

2. 

a. 

b. 

Onset sudden, although patient sometimes realizes 
attack is coming. 

Patient sometimes cries out, then falls to floor. 

1) LOses consciousness. 

2) Thrashes about. 

3) May bite tongue. 

4) Duration may be a:- few minutes{)r much longer. 

e.. SOme ShOlo1 only a moment's unconsciousness and no 
other symptoms. 

d. Drowsi!1ess usually follows attack. 

First ~~id. 

a.'=~ Protect patient from ,injuring self whil~ threashing 
about; use only mild restraint. 
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b. Protect the tongue, such as with a pencil as a 
bit so that patient cannot bite his tongue. 

c. Give no stimulant. 

d. Do !!2! rub arms or legl:l,. ~~tc • . 

e.Permit patient to sleep. 

Abdominal discomfort. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Appendicitis. 

'a. Symptoms. 

1) Varied. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Pain usually, may be over entire abdomen or 
in right lower quadrant.' 

Nausea and vomiting possible. When 
accompanied by pain, suspect appendicitis. 

Cortstipation is common. 

Remember~ it can occur at any age. -

b. First aid. 

1) Give NO laxatives. 

2) Give NO food or water. 

3) ~Apply ice bag for pain relief, use NO heat. 

4) Get medical assistance promptly. 

Diarrhea. 

a. Water, i.f no danger of appendicitis. 

b. Withhold food for d.ay. 

c. See physician if problem pe~sists. 

1) Use medication recommended by physician. 

a. 

{'-.. ~ ',"-.j' r • .' 
E. 

F. 
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Blisters (not due to burns). 

1. First aid. 

a. Cleanse area thoroughly with s~ap and water. 

b. Sterilize needle in open flame. 

c. Puncture blister at edge. 

d. (;. Apply sterile dressing and bandage. 

Miscellaneous conditions. 

1. Boils and carbuncles. 

2. 

3. 

a. Caused by germs penetrating hair roots and glands 
of skin. 

b. Treatment. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Colds. 

a. Rest. 

DO NOT squeeze, this can drive infection into 
dee~ tissues. 

Boils on face or inside nose are especially 
dangerous. 

Apply hot packs (salt or epsom salts in 
water 3 to 6 tablespoons per quart). 

QQ BQ! touch or rub dis~harge from boil. 
• Ii 

Medical assistance is desirable. 

b. Fluids. 

c. Aspirin. 

d. Other medication as prescribed by doctor. 

Corns. 

a. QQ ~ cut; wounds on feet heal slowly and are 
potentially dangerous. 
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Hernia (rupture). 

a. Caused by loop of gut pushing against weak spot 
in abdominal wall and becoming pinched by 
mUsc~~ar contraction. 

b. First aid. 

1) 

2) . 

3) 

4) 

Seek medical assistance if possible; some 
hernias can be emergencies. 

Lay patienJ: on back~ use cold compresses 
to area. 

If this does not help, lay patient on back 
and bring knees gradually to chest so 
buttocks are elevated. 

If this does not help, revert to item (2) 
above. 

Insect bites. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

Cold compresses. 

Ammonia water compresses. 

Calmitol ointment or calamine lotion. 

Paste of baking soda and cold cream. 

If poisonous insect; quiet, and a hot tub bath for 
abdominal cramps, adequate warmth. 

Medical assistance if poisonous. 

--------_ .. 
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FIELD NOTETAKING 

Field Notetaking. 

A. The importance of field note taking in general. 

1. Field notes can be considered investigative crutches. 

2. Notes are an essential tool of trade of police work. 

3. It is important that a new police officer begin by 
forming proper habits in the use of field note taking so 
it will eventually become second nature. 

4. Field notetaking assists the office7,' in several ways. 

a. The officer's memory ana 1:ecollection are aided by 
notes taken in the field. 

1) 

2) 

An officer may be called to testify years after 
an incident has occurred. Notes are necessary 
at that time because memory alone 'l7ould not 
suffice. 

The jury will be aware of the limitations of 
memory. Notes that were taken at the scene 
give the officer's testimony more weight, 
especially if the officer impresses the jury 
as being a capable and reliable person. The 
jury knows that notes do not change wi th time 
and personal feeling. 

b. Report writing and investigations conducted by a 
patrolman. 

c. 

1) An offense report is not always written 
immediately. Other calls may be responded to, 
prior to writing the report. 

2) Be aware that time will affect memory and 
r~,tention, just as other interV'ening cases will 
haveall~ffect. 

3) Use the ndtes to bring back memories of what 
happened. 'They will help review the steps 
taken. Looking at the notes the officer can 
decide if anything has been overlooked. 

4) Notes generally contain opinions not listed in 
the completed offense report. 

The notes can be useful as an aid to interrogation. 

.J 

',i 
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1) Details are important in interrogation. 

2) They may make or break the interrogation. 
Memory alone lacks full details. 

3) They may be used to counteract changes in a 
person's story. Many persons change stories 
for various reason. Notes emphasize what 
was said in the first instance the story was 
related. 

4) Signature of person on an original statement 
is generally advisable. This helps in court 
in the event the witness tells a different 
story and reduces the chances of a fabricated 
story. 

d. These notes can be used to reconstruct the crime 
scene. 

1) Fitting the pieces of a confused scene is 
difficult. 

a) PressurE of protecting the crime scene is 
added to the job of interviewing witnesses. 

b) Instructions from supervision frequently 
tend to add to the confusion. 

c) Marking evidence confiscated is an 
important task which obliterates the crime 
scene from memory without notes. 

2) Notes extensively and comprehensively compiled 
help layout the scene. 

a) They insure that the officer will have 
organized thoughts at the station. They 
get the picture "straight" in the mind. 

b) They show if something is missing by 
chronological and systematic detailing of 
what WclS done. 

B. Equipment needed for field notetaking consists of the following: 

1. The notebook carried by the officer should be about 3 x 6 
inches. This makes it small enough to be carried at all 
times. Paper in the not'ebook should be lined since it 
allows more to be put on the paper and tends to make it 
neater. 
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Writing implements are tools as important as the flash
light or nightstick. The officer should always carry 
two writing implements. It can be embarrassing to run 
out of ink in the middle of a note taking session. It 
would even be more embarrassing if no one else has a pen. 

A tape measure is handy but not absolutely necessary. 

a. It aids in making good reports. 

b. A tape measure is helpful for certain measurements 
to be taken such as the width of a jimmy mark or the 
size of a broken window or measuring the length of a 
knife blade to see if it is a concealed weapon. 
A ten-foot steel tape would be adequate. 

Graph paper is also very handy to the officer. 

a. Neat and accurate drawings can be made with graph 
paper. 

b. Graph paper enables you to draw good overhead views 
of the object. 

c. It requires only a little practice to use graph paper. 

d. It also enables you to draw three-dimensional views. 

Tracing paper can be used in the following ways: 

a. It can be used to describe an object that was stolen. 

b. It can be used for drawing a facsimile to attach to 
your report. 

A compass and/or drawing map may be of value to some 
officers, but most will know the streets. 

Chalk can be of value to the officer. 

a. It can be used to outline the position of a body in 
an assault case. 

b. It has value in traffic cases when an auto must be 
moved. 

c. Measurements still can be taken at a later time. 

t -
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C. Upkeep and utilization of the notebook. 

1. Good procedures regarding utilization al\d maintenance 
of the notebook should be developed and followed. They 
are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Make sure that your name is ill the book. 

1) Since most police-type notebooks are grain 
surfaced, it is difficult to put the name 
on them. 

2) Don't lose or misplace the notebooks - they 
are continually f,ound lying around the squad 
room or at victuns' homes. 

3) A lost or mislaid notebook may p'resent a 
problem in identifying the owner. 

Keep the notebook supplied with paper. 

1) It is easy to run out of paper. The officer 
should keep extra paper in his carrying case. 

2) Too often an officer puts the information on 
3 x 5 cards that are to be used for field 
interrogation or abandoned vehicles. It is 
poor policy to start this habit. 

Every officer should have a notebook. Don't rely on 
on the backs of roll call or other scrap paper. 

1) Such a system lacks uniformity. 

2) It is easy for the notes to get lost. 

3) The notes may not be available when needed most. 

4) Such a habit tends to promote sloppy notetaking. 

5) This system tends to produce information which 
is generally incomplete. 

The officer should file old notes properly. 

1) Full notebooks should be filed in a handy place. 

2) The officer should retain all notebooks he h~s 
used~ 
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An appeal of the case is possible. 

Civil actions may be started, which would 
require having the notes at hand. 

3) Filing the notes properly saves time in. the 
long run. 

The officer should not crmvd the paper. 

1) Paper is cheap. 

2) Sacrificing clarity for economy of space is a 
bad bargain. 

f. A rubber band or paper clip may be used as a 

g. 

h . 

marker or page separator. 

1) 

2) 

In use, the officer should place a thick 
rubber hand around the cover of the notebook 
and then around the last page used. 

This will make it very easy to open the book 
b d Th ' ", to the next clean page to e use-. lLS WLLL 

save the officer the unnecessary thumbing 
through pages in trying to locate a place to 
start writing. 

The officer should be generous with the time 
notations. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

When taking notes at the scene, it is easy for 
the officer to obtain time estimates. 

The next day, or in the many days to follow, 
this becomes increasingly more difficult. 

In court, the defense attorney will often 
spend time harping on the exact time or the 
estimated times of certain happenings. 

The officer should make use of capital letters as 
abbreviations to denote whQ a particular person is 
and his relationship to the case. 

1) 

2) 

A capital letter should be used for this purpe",'Je -
for example, "c" for Complaint, "V" for Victim 
and liS" for suspect. 

If there are several victims or suspects, they 
should be numbered "S-I," "S-2" and so on. 

I 
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3) They may be indicated by putting the circled 
letter in front of the name. 

i. The officer should use uniform habits in the 
location of certain infonnatiorL. 

1) If e~ch special piece of infonnation is 
located in the same spot each time, then it 
will be easy to check on the possibility of 
something being missing. 

2) Each officer can set up his own individual 
system. 

j. Make sure that the notes are legible, understandable, 
concise, accurate and complete. 

1) If you have to scribble, immediately recopy the 
notes legibly when the pressure is off. The 
second set of notes will still be acceptable in 
court. 

2) The law will allow two officers to make just 
one set of notes for both of them to use, so 
thi.s makes it more important that they are 
legible, 

3) The notes should be understandable in that they 
convey the intended message and not mislead the 
reader. The writer should always write with 
the thought in mind that others may have to' 
read and understand the notes. 

4) The notes should be concise in that they do not 
contain unnecessary material or that they are 
repetitious in content. Striving for the facts 
will help in this matter. 

5) The notes should always be accurate, because when 
an officer's memory fails him, the notes are 
actually what is sworn to when testifying on the 
stand under oath. 

6) They can be complete if they answer the basic 
questions of: what; when; where; why; and how. 

When to take notes. 

1. Generally speaking, the officer should not start taking 
notes right away. 

.1 
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First hear what the complainant has to say. 

Many people restrict their information when they see it 
all being written down. 

There is also the possibility that after the officer has 
written several pages in his notebook, there will be the 
realization that the complainant is insane and is express
ing a delusion. Taking this type of complaint is a 
waste of time and effort. 

Let the complainant or witness talk for a little while, 
until the gist of the problem is obtained, and the offLcer 
has a chance to size up the complainant. 

When the whole story is heard once, it can make a 
difference to ~he legibility of the notes because the 
officer has a g~neral picture of the problem. 

Notes are taken whenever there is information to be 
secured, but generally they are taken when: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

The officer is taking a routine complaint. 

The officer is investigating a crime scene for 
evidence. 

1) The officer should restrict activity to 
writing down the lQcation of evidence, not 
collecting it. 

2) The, key is: record, but don't touch. 

After the officer has met a possible informat. 

1) The notes should always include the names of 
people met. 

2) In addition, they should include the possible 
use as informants. 

When 'the patrol officer notices something that 
arouses his suspicion. The notes should include all 
the known people in the group as well as all the 
lic~nse numbers. 

The process of obtaj.ning information and recording 
notebook. 

it in a, 
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There are two types of persons ';who possess information. 

a. The person who willingly imparts information to the 
officer. 

b. The person who ,~esitantly imparts information to 
the officer. 

The complainant in the case is generally willing to Give 
information and to identify some witnesses. 

Some witnesses do not want to get involved. 

a. Part of this reluctance stems from a fear of court. 

b. Another common reason for reluctance of witnesses 
is a fear of reprisals by culprits or friends. 

Do~' t approa~h crowds with "Who saw the shootiilg or 
accident?" 

Some techniques will assist you in obtaining informatir.lU 
for your report. They are: 

a. Note license numbers of all vehicles leaving the 
scene when you arrive. 

1) They could be the perpetrators. 

2) They could be additional witnesses. 

b. Upon arrivaL, stand back and look the crowd over. 

1) Look for people explaining things to those 
standing next to them. 

2) Approach the person with, "They tell me you 
saw this thing happen; would you mind telling 
me what you saw?" 

3) Try applied psychology on the witnesses. 

a) Scratch your head as though confronted 
with a very difficult problem. 

b) Say, IIBoy, this is really a tough one to 
figure out; we're really stymied on this 
one." 
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c) Open the invitation for someone to be 
the "big wheel" and tell the "experts" 
how it all happened. 

With large crowds and many witnesses, the officer 
should observe the following: 

1) Do not spend too much time with one person. 

2) Obtain a quick general statement of what 
happened from one person. 

3). Obtain the names, addresses and phone numbers 
of the rest. 

4) By the time the officer is finished with one 
long-winded witness, the others will have left. 

5) When the officer has talked to one witness, ask 
him if he saw anyone else at the scene when the 
incident happened. The witness can often point 
out someone for the officer to talk to next. 

The officer should be alert for planted witnesses, 
particularly in traffic cases. There have been 
many cases on record where a passenger of one car 
might jump out and mill with the~. crowd, then when 
officers arrived, volunteered information that 
would help the driver of the car in which he was 
riding. 

The average citizen is not an expert witness. 

1) Some police officers in the field are often 
poor witnesses themselves. 

2) They should not ,expect too much from the average 
citizen. The citizen can be helped to a great 
extent by receiving a series of guidelines from 
the patrol officer. 

a) The officer must be very careful not to 
suggest answers to the victim or witness. 

b) The best method of determining heiJ!;l1t and 
weight is through comparison. The officer 
can point out someone else, or he can use 
himself as a standard, in which cases he 
should know the exact height, his hairline, 
the bridge of his nose, the tip of his nose, 
his chin and his shoulders. Then when 
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the officer is questioning 
to h 0 h the witness as 

e~g t,.he can move his h 
d~wn in front of his fac and up and 
w~tness indicates the e, ~~d when the 
the off4cer appro~~mate height 

• can compare °t h o ~ 
facial anatomy and et a: ~o o~s own 
suspect's height. g fa~r ~dea of the 

If the witness states d that he can't 
escribe the suspect and 0 

sincere in his belief th 1S probably 
off 0 h at he can't, the 

~cer s ould not let ;t • drop there. 

Very good descr'iptions can b 0 

from.witnesses when the off oe obta~ned 
to draw 0 t 0 ~cer tr~es 

o h u part~culars, the officer 
m~g t start with h 0 

Portrait Parle' a!de ~ar10us aspects of 
is presented it 0 ~ en ~ach possibility 
witness' 0' m1g t st1mulate the 

m_mory on each particular feature. 

In sex offense cases ar 0 

phone calls areCcinvll.jv~d t1~ulary where obscene 
Method of Operation ---:- .. - , t ~ Modus Operandi or 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

~s most 1mportant. 

This means that the victim must 
exact d relate the Wor s of the phone call. 

Often the Modus Operandi alo 0 

the suspect, since the off ne w1ll identify 
to one method of 0 ender usually sticks 

operat~on. 

Many times a woman th 
calls is uit ' e usual victim of such 
"filth" lq e embarrassed to repeat the exact 

y anguage used in the phone call. 

The complainant will some 0 

~o go into the general th!:;.mes even be reluctant 
JUS t refer to ' .. them " e of the calls, and 

as nasty." 

There are two techniques that 
can be used here. 

a) 

b) 

If the woman is married 
husband, and then th h' ~he can tell her 
it to the officer. e us and can repeat 

The Woman can write th 0 

message down e -xact text of the 
assure her th~~ ~~per. The officer should 
looked at until h elmessage will not be 
the complainant e eavbes. This will save 

some em arrassment. 
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~fuat notes to take. 

1. The officer need not be a literary genius to write a 
good report. 

2. If an officer obtains the basic information, the reporc 
will be complete even though it might not be a literary 
masterpiece. 

3. The following is a list of the variations that can be 
derived from the above. 

a. WHO. 

~owas the victim? 

Who was the complairiant? 

Who discovered the crime? 

~o saw or heard anything of importance? 

Who had a motive f.or committine the crime? 

~o committed the 6rime? 

~o helped him? 

\fuo was talked to? 

Who had access to the means of committine the crime? 

~o worked on the case? 

~o had access to the crime scene? 

~o search for, identified, and gathered the evidence? 

To whom was the evidence turned over? 

With whom did the victim associate? 

~~i~~~;,t*~~~~~~~~;~1"'~"> ....... ~ 

With whom was the victim last seen? 

With whom did the suspect commit the crime? 

With whom did the officers talk, seeking information? 

,f, 

b. WHAT • 

What was the)crime that was committed? 

What are th~ elements of the crime? 
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What actions were performed by the suspect, before 
and after f!he crime? 

What actu;&l1y happenedJ 

~at do the witnesses knot., about it? 

What eVidence was obtained? 

What was done with the evidence? 

What tools were used? 

~~at action did the officers take? 

What further action should be taken? 

What knowledge, skill or strength was needed to 
commit the crime? 

What other agencies were or need to be notified? 

~at witnesses were not contacted? 

~~at time was the crime committed? 

~at time 'toTas it reported? 

~at time did the of~~cers 
L and the investigators arrive? 

Whht time were the witnesses contacted? 

~at type of transportation was used? 

What was the motive for the . 
cr~me, or suspected motive? 

What,: weapons were \!sed.~ 

Wh~t other crime could be associated with this one? 
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tvHERE. 

Where was the crime committed? 

Where was the crime discovered? 

Where was the entry made? 

Where was the exit made? 

Where were the tools obtained ·that were used in the 
crime? 

tvhere was the victim found? 

Where was the suspect seen during the crime? 

tvhere was the suspect last seen? 

tvhere were the witnesses during the crime? 

Where did the suspect live, and where does he 
now live? 

Where did and does he now hang out? 

Where is the suspect now? 

Where would the suspect likely go? 

Where was the evidence marked? 

Where was the evidence found? 

Where was the evidence stQred? 

Where was the perpetrator when he "cased" the job? 

tvREN. 

When was the crime committed? 

When was it discovered? 

When were the authorities notified? 

When did they arrive at the scene? 

When was the victim last seen? 

fj<'i 
. --- --- . ...-

tvhen was any arrest made? 

tvhen will a complaint be signed? 

Mlen did the witnesses hear anything unusual? 

When did the suspect "case" the job? 

e. HOW. 

How was the crime Committed? 

How did the criminal get to the scene? 

How did the criminal leave the scene? 

How did the perpetrator obtain the information 
necessary to commit the crime? 

How was the crime discovered? 

How were the tools for the job obtained? 

How were the tools or weapons used? 

How was the crime reported? 

How was the arrest made? 

How much damage was done? 

How much property Or money was taken? 

'How much did the victim claim was taken? 

How much known information is being withheld? 

f. WHY. 

Why was the crime committed? 

Way was the crime reported? 

Why was the crime reported late? 
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Why were the witnesses reluctant to give information? 

Why is the suspect lying? 
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Why did the perpetrator pick the particular time to 
commit the crime? 

Why did the perpetrator pick the particular day to 
commit the crime? 

G. The procedure to be used in notetaking. 

1. Always use the exact terminology of the person used in 
giving the statement. If it is an actual statement, 
use quotation marks. Do not correct it grammatically, 
or interpret it. 

2. When taking statements from several witnesses, separate 
them. If the witnesses are present during each other's 
statements, it may affect their own statements. People 
are also sometimes reluctant to tell everything in front 
of other people. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Strive for facts rather than opinions, and never label an 
opinion as a fact. Sometimes it is important in a case 
to obtain personal opinions, but they should be very 
carefully labeled as opinions. 

Since these reports are usually the basis of an offense 
report, it is important that phone ~umbers be obtained 
on all witnesses. 

Since an investigator might have to follow up on the 
case the next day, it is most important that phone numbers 
be obtained on all witnesses. 

a. Not only should the home phone number be obtained, 
but also the phone number of the place of employment 
and extensions, if any. 

b. The next day when the investigator wants to talk to 
the witness, he might spend half an hour driving 
out to his home just to learn th"',t the witness is 
not home and then spend another half-hour driving 
back to headquarters. One phone call would have 
saved an hour's time. 

Don't be too skimpy in the details. It might look complete 
right now, but how will it look a year from now? Will 
the officer be able to recall the whole case a year from 
now just from the notes? 

. 
i 
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H. The three basic styles of notetaking. 

1. There are three basic styles of notetaking. 

2. They are: 

a. The narrative style in the language of the Witness, 
taken down as the witness tells it. 

1) The narrative style has the advantage of 
giving the officer free rein and not 
restricting the witness to the point where 
he leaves out vital or important information. 

2) The narrative style has the disadvantage of 
being to'o long and a burden in notetaking. 

b. The question'and answer style of notetaking. This 
style is usually restricted to the obtaining of 
specific information from witnesses, such as in 
the investigation of traffic accidents. 

c. 

1) The question and answer style has a limited 
use. 

2) The question and answer style is commonly used 
in confessions and statements of admission. 

3) The question ,and answer style has the advantage 
of brevity and the fact that it only contains 
the crux of the matter. 

4) The disadvantage is that something can easily 
be disregarded. 

The chronological style of notetaking. This style 
is often used in taking notes from a suspect or 
person whose time must be accounted for. It is also 
used in taking notes on occurrences covering a long 
period of time. 
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REPORT WRITING 

I. Report Writing. 

A. The definition of a report. 

1. To give an account of and/or give informatio~ about, 
srymething seen or investigated. 

2. A report may be oral or written. 

B. The purpose of a report by a police officer. 

1. The main purpose of a report is to communicate to others 
the information you have obtained and/or the action taken. 
Frequently such reports are used in a court of law. 

2. A report is also an administrative tool. 

a. A report is sometimes used by the detective or 
special investigator to learn what has occurred 
at the scene of a crime. 

b. A prosecutor uses reports to formulate the prosecu
tion of a case. 

c. Officers on the other shifts frequently use reports 
to learn what is happening on their beat. 

C. The requirements of an effective report. 

1. A report must be factual. 

a. Do not use your opinion as a factual statement. 

b. No half-truths which make the writer look good can 
be tolerated. 

c. Correct spelling of proper names is essen~ial to a 
good report. 

2. It must be clear to the extent that statements in a report 
have only one meaning and be capable of only one 
interpretation. 

3. An effective report must be Icomplete. 

a. Who is involved at the incident? 

b. When did it happen? 
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c. Where did it happen? 

d. What happened? 

e. Why did it happen? 

f. How did it happen? 

Reports must be concise to be efficacious. 

a. If a statement has no direct bearing on the matter 
it should be omitted. 

b. A long report is not nec~ssarily a good report. 

C. Donlt pad the report in an attempt to impress 
your superiors. 

5. A report must be impartial. 

a" Do not automatically assume the complainant iii: a 
matter is right; remember the other subject in a 
dispute must have an equal opportunity to present 
his side of the case. 

b. Be fair and honest and avoid preconceived ideas in 
a report. 

Writing techniques used in reports. 

1. 

2" 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Make every word. in your report count. Avoid using 
unnecessary words. 

Put life into your verbs. The verb "stated" doesn't 
describe how a mal'l said something. Did he shout or cry 
or \vhisper? 

Express yourself simply without fanfare. 

Keep your ~ntences and paragraphs short. 

Learn what your supervisor expects in a report and adhere 
to it. 

Reread your report and correct the grammatica.l errors 
prior to submission to supervisor. 

If your supeTvisor makes changes in your report, find out 
why he did, so that you won't repeat the mistakes the 
next time. 
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Writing rules to be used in reports. 

1. Three areas of difficulty l.'n wrl.'tl.'n~ 
~ reports are the following: 0 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Spelling is frequently a problem for patrolmen. 

Punctuation of words is important for both spelling 
and oral reports. 

Diction is difficult for many recr~it and veteran 
officers. 

2. Definitions and examples of the use of words. 

a. 

b. 

Adjective is a word used to describe a person, 
place or thing. 

EXAMPLES: It is a h2! day. 
He wore a green suit. 

Adverb is a word used to modify an adjective. 

EXAMPLES: He became verL tired. 
The witness spoke rapidll. 

c. Antonym is a word of opposite meaning. 

EXAMPLE: ~ is the antonym of bad. 

d. Conjunction is a word that joins words or 
of words. groups 

EXAMPLES: ' He purchased the boat and the motor 
He tried to swim ~ h;-Could not •• 
I will go, ~ I have the money. 

e. Consonant: Any letter in the alphabet other than 
the vowels (a - e - i - 0 - u). 

f. Infinitive: Usually consl.'st~ of t d - wo wor s; the 
first word is always to, and the b h h ver w ic denotes the action or state of being. 

EXAMPLES: To shoot. 
To drive. 
To write. 
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g. Interjection: A word or group of words which 
expresses emotion. 

EXAMPLES: Oh! 
Hurrah! 
Ha! 

h. Noun: The name of a person, place or thing. 

EXAM."PLES: Tom. 
Detroit • 
Gun. 

io Participle: A word that partakes of the nature of 
of a verb and of an adjective. The present parti
ciple ends in the suffix "ing." The past participle 

j. 

11 d h ff " "d" "d " "t "" " usua y en son t e su ~x e, , , en, 
or "n. II 

EXAMPLES: The taking of a human life is serious. 
Informed of the death, he cried. 

Prefix is one or more letters or syllables combined 
with the beginning of a word to modify its meaning. 

EXAMPLES: Premarital. 
Ove"rs imp lify • 
Nontaxable. 

k. Preposition is a word placed before a noun or pro
noun to show its position., direction or location. 

EXAMPLES: He works in a hardware store. 
The bird flew into its cage. 
The plane landed at the airport. 

1. Pronoun is a word used instead of a noun. 

m. 

EXAMPLES: He saw the gun. 
Tom, who smoke~, has cancer. 

Suffix: Consists of one or more letters or syllable~ 
combined with the ending of a word to modify its 
mea.ning. 

EXAMPLES: Certain~. 
Attai~. 
Fearful. 

F. 

n. 
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Synonym is a word having nearly the 
another word. same meaning as 

EXAMPLES: Accept as to receive. 
Fearless as to intrepid. 
Hopeless as to despondent. 

o. Verb is a word expressing action or the state of 
being. 

EXAMPLES: Run. 
Seem. 
Is. 

1) Active voice: Verb used when the person or 
thing performs the action. 

EXAMPLES: The car struck the onlooker. 
Officer Stevens arrested the 
driver. 

2) Passive voice: The class of verb which asserts 
that the subject is acted upon. 

EXlili?tES : The man was struck by the car. 
The dri~was being arrested 
by Stevens.-

p. Vowels~ The letters a - e - i - 0 - u. 

Spelling rules to be followed in report writing. 

1. The letter "i" before "e," except after "e," or when 
sounded as "a," as in neighbor or weigh. 

a. EXAMPLES: "i" before "e. " 

believe shield 
chief relieve 
field retrieve 
niece thief 
piece wield 

b. EXAMPLES: "e i" after lie. " 

ceiling deceive 
receive receipt 

':< 
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d. 

EXAMPLES: 

freight 
sleigh 
surveillance 

"ei" sounded as "a." 

neighbor 
vein 
weight 

EXCEPTIONS to the "ei" or "ie" rule: 

weird 
foreign 
either 

height 
seize 
leisure 
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To form the plural of nouns ending in "y" or the third 
person singular of verbs ending in "y," follow these 
two rules. 

a. If "y" is 

EXAMPLES: 

b. If "y" is 
to an "i" 

EXAMPLES: 

preceded by a vowel, add an "s. " 
chimney 
valley 
monkey 

preceded by a 
and add ties." 

butterly 
cry 
try 

chimneys 
valleys 
monkeys 

consonant, change the 

butterflies 
cries 
tries 

"yU 

3. If a noun ends in "at:i.on," spell the adjective with 
"able;" if the noun does not end in "ation," spell the 
adjective with "ible." 

4. 

EXAMPLES: commendation C;i 
deduction' 
adoration 
permi~sion, 

c('mmendable 
deductible 
adorable 
permissible 

Some words which do not follow this rule are: 

honorable 
breakable 
unforgettable 

feasible 
eligible 

For words that end with "00" or "ee," add suffixes with
out any change. 

EXAMPLES: flee + ing = fleeing 
see + ing = seeing 
woo + ed = wooed 
coo + ing = cooing 
taboo + ed = tabooed 
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G. Punctuation in report writing. 

1. A period indicates the end of a written sentence or, 
short statements. A period is also used after initials 

." or abbreviations. 

2. A comma is equivalent to a short pause in speaking. 

a. A comma :~,s placed before and after an appositive 
(a word or group of words which follow a noun or 
pronou~ and describe or explain the appropriate 
noun or pronoun). If the appositive appears at 
the beginning of a sentence, the comma is used 
only after the appositive, 

EXAMPLES: Tom, who'spoke first, lied. 
John Jon~s$ a police officer, was 
married. 
A good shot, Vic Smith, stepped forward. 
A citizen of Flint, I voted Republican. 

b. A comma is placed before and after a parenthetic 
expression (words that break the even rhythm of a 
sentence). 

EXAMPLES: Henry, by the way, shot very well. 
Bill, on the other hand, shot badly. 
I feel, nevertheless, that Bill 
should go. 

c. Contrasting expressions beginning with not, but 
not, or though not, are set off with commas. 

EXAMPLES: Bill, not Luther, won the match. 
The score, though not high, was 
sufficient. 

ci. A comma is used to set off the name of a person 
addressed. 

EXAMPLES: Bill, are you ready? 
You look sick, Mr. Jones. 

e. Many introductive words are followed by a comma. 

EXAMPLES: Yes, the time is short. 
Well, are you or aren't you? 
Now, do you believe me? 
Why, I thOl:g)lt you were single. 
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Commas are used to set off quoted material of one 
sentence. 

EXAMPLES: "Shoot first or I will," Tom yelled! 
The doctor said, "Either slow dmvn or 
stay home." 

g. When introducing participial and prepositional 
phrases, commas are used. 

h. 

i. 

j .. 

k. 

l~ 

EXAMPLES: Having no friends in town, John stayed 
at the hotel. 
Of the jobs available, the one he liked 
best was that of a policeman. 

When an introductory infinitive phrase is not the 
subject of the sentence, a comma is used. 

EXAMPLE : To break the record, John had only to 
bowl his average score. 
To find the clue, one must have keen 
eyes. 

Phrases and clauses that describe a person, place or 
thing and are not essential to the sentence, require 
commas. 

EXAMPLES: Joe Johnson, who is Chief of Police, 
writes novels. 

Essential phrases and cl~uses that describe a person, 
place or thing do not require commas. 

EXAMPLES: The officer who is chief of police 
writes novels. 

A comma is used before such conjunctions as for, 
though, although and because. 

EXAMPLES: I won't be home, although I should. 
Bill lost the match, because his 
revolver misfired. 

Items in a series of three or more require commas. 

EXAMPLES: In his bag were cartridges, his gun, 
and brushes. 
He stood up, aimed, and fired. 
Tom, Henry, and John shot well. 

i) 

3. 

4. 

m. 

n. 

.. 
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A comma is used between independent clauses if they 
are joined by a conjunction. 

EitP .. NPLES : Tom gave his version of the story, 
and then he walked to the poolls edge. 
The scores ran high, but all the 
shooters were experts. 

A comma is used to separate words that otherwise 
might be mininterpreted. 

EXAMPLES: Before bowling, the men ate supper~ 
Below, the sea foamed a milky white. 
He shot, one of the police shot back. 
After the car stopped, the mare turned 
and ran. 

o. A comma is used to separate a dependent clause from 
an independent clause, however, the dependent clause 
must come first. 

EXAMPLES: When he ran, the officer yelled a 
~7arning. 

The semicolon is classed in the range between a comma 
and a period. 

a. A semicolon is used between the clauses of a com
pound sentence if they are not connected by a 
conjunction. 

EXAMPLES: Men plant; birds reap. 
You must write; 1111 read. 

b. A semicolon is used before certain connecting words, 
such as moreover, consequently, thus, hence, there
fore, besides, also, however, etc., which link two 
closely related clauses. 

EXAMPLES: Victor Smith is on the pistol team; 
moreover, he is the Captain of 
Detectives. 
The competitor shot all bullIs-eyes; 
consequently he was top scorer. 

A colon is used to introduce a list of items, and in a 
direct quotation of two or more sentences. 

>1 , 
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The following conditions will be adhered 
to: 

Interest at 6%; 
Payment in two years; 
No second mortgages; 
Life insurance for the amount of the 
loan. 

The judge ruled: "In my opinion the 
corpus delicti has not been proven. There
fore I must insist the prosecutor refrain 
from attempting to introduce any admissions." 

5. Quotation marks are used to delineate exact word usage. 
Periods and commas are placed inside quotation marks. 
Semicolons and colons are placed outside. 

6. The question mark is used after a direct question. 

EXAMPLES: What time is it? 
Where is the book? 

7. The exclamation point is used to emphasize an expression. 

EXAMPLES: Don't shoot! 
Halt! 
Ouch! 

, 
8. The dash is used, primarily, to indicate an abrupt change 

in thought. 

EXAMPLES: He shot four - no, five - times. 
Today is Monday - no, Tuesday. 
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POLICE COMMUNICATIONS 

Police Communications. 

A. Introduction to police communications. 

B. 

1. Police communications is the backbone of police operations. 

2. 

Without proper communications, the modern police depart
ment would he lost. 

When police vehicles were first used, there were no police 
radio communications as we know them today. The system 
of notifying patrol vehicles of emergencies and calls for 
service was handled by the installation of red lights at 
the major intersections of the town or city. 

a. When headquarters wanted to contact a police car, 
they would pull a switch that would send power to 
the red lights at the intersections. 

b. The next time the patrol car passed the intersection 
and saw the red light on, the driver would go to 
headquarters for the assignment. 

c. When telephones became more common, the officer 
would call headquarters when he observed the light 
signal. 

3. When radios were first installed in police vehicles, they 
were usually just receivers and did not have transmitters 
for answering calls. The radio operator would broadcast 
the calls, and hope that they were received. 

4. Today most departments have three-way radios where the 
patrol car in the field r.tay not only carryon a two-way 
conversation with the base radio, but may also carryon 
the same type of conversation with other police vehicles 
in the field. Recent developments by the military in the 
area of field communications, indicate that law enforcement 
communications will have much to look forward to in the 
future. 

The ABC's of radio transmission. A department can have some of 
the finest communications equipment in the country, but its use 
become~l greatly impaired if the officers in the field are not 
familiar with the proper use of the equipment, and do not adhere 
to the basic rules of radio procedure. One of the best ways 
to insure the proper use of air time is to follow the ABC's of 
radio transmission. 
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Accuracy is necessary to get the desired information to 
the receiving party without having the message later re
checked over the air for possible errors." There is also 
the danger to the officer in the field, should improper 
information lead him to believe that there are "no wants" 
on a suspect that he has just stopped, when in fact 
that suspect is wanted and classed as dangerous. 

a. This lack of accuracy can be the fault of either 
the officer who first checked the suspect, or the 
records and radio personnel at headquarters. 

b. The major cause of inaccuracy is hast and impatience. 
the old saying that "haste makes waste" certainly 
applies to poli~e communications. 

Brevity is increasingly important due to the expandin~ 
volume of radio traffic. This makes it essential there 
be no unnecessary repetitious words in the transmissions. 

a. The English language involves quite a lot of 
redundance. The important point in good communi
cation is understanding and clarity, Sometimes we 
can make a simple message confusing just by saying 
too much. 

1) Officers should avoid starting "word battles" 
over the air because of personal animosities. 

2) If an officer has some legitimate complaints, 
he should direct then'; through channels rather 
than make smart remarks over the air. 

b. It takes a mature officer just to remain silent ,."hen 
he has borne the brunt of some derogatory remark over 
the air, or when the tone of the dispatcher's voice 
,vas sarcas tic l.)r cynical. 

Courtesy is necessary for ra.pid and efficient service. 

a. The courtesy in police communications is more of a 
form of respect than it is flowery words. In fact, 
brevity demands that courtesy not be expressed in 
words; the officer who says "thank you very much" 
over the air is practicing good ht~an relations, but 
he is taking up very much valuable time. 

b. Anger and disrespect can also [.Ie shown in the tone 
of voice, and it should be guarded against since it 
promotes a similar reply. 
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There is a practice in many departments of juggling 
the transmitter button when someone "g00fs up" on 
the air, or says something that is humorous to the 
other officers in the field. 

1) 

2) 

This is a bad procedure, and can j.am up the 
air just when a fellow officer may be trying 
to call for help. 

There have been many instances on crowded 
frequencies where officers in trouble could 
not get through to transmit their call for 
help. 

Clarity, the second "C"I. Clarity in police communications 
depends heavily upon7emantics and phcll;)tics. 

a. Semantics: Semantics is defined as, "significant 
meaning, the science of meanings," as contrasted 
with phonetics (the science of sounds). Proper 
semantics would be the transference of thoughts or 
ideas between people through communication without 
a loss or perversion of the original meaning or intent. 
The following are tv70 ways to improve semantics. 

1) Learn through experience what the most common 
errors are. 

2) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

If an officer tries to communicate with 
someone and finds that he is misunderstood 
or has trouble getting the idea over to him, 
he can give the problem some thought with 
the intent of finding a better way of 
expressing it the next time. 

He can talk to others and, if he can, 
find out how they would express this 
thought, or just listen to others when 
then try to communicate in the same or 
similar situations. 

Experience helps considerably, since in 
law enforcement as in all fields, there is 
eventually a repetition of most situations 
and problems. 

Think before talking. If an officer will jUS~ 
spend a few seconds thinking before he transm~ts, 
he will find that he has little trouble with 
most c~'w--''1lunications over the air. 
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Too many officers grab for the mike, press 
the transmitter button and then think of 
what they want to say. This-IS quite easy 
to do when the situation involves an 
urgent matter. 

b) The important think to remember is that 
the message be received and UNDERSTOOD or 
the time made precious by theemergenc; 
would be wasted. 

Phonetics:. Phonetics is the science of sounds _ the 
under~tand~ng of a communication through the proper 
sound~ng of words. 

1) 

2) 

Radio interference ~ distortion. This can 
often be corrected to some extent by the proper 
adjustin? of t~e. "squelch" control. Changing 
geograph~c pos~t~on or having the message 
relayed by other units can also help. 

~ pronunciation. An officer should not 
t:ansmit over the air if he has gum or food in 
h~s mouth. 

a) He should face the microphone at all times, 
and speak about one inch from it. 

b) 

c) 

I~ he is traveling at high speed with the 
s~ren gOing, he may cut out the noise by 
placing the microphone on the side of his 
throat and then transmitting his message. 

Similar sounding ~ ~ lletters. There 
are many words in the English language that 
sound similar. There are also many letters 
in the alphabet that sound the same. . 
They follow: 

BCD E G P T V Z 

A J K 

I Y 

M N 

Q U 

--. 
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Phonetics may be improved through various 
efforts on the part of the officer, f.:1..1.:h as, 
by not speaking too fast, or not speak~ng 
slovenly; by talking with the mouth open, . 
forming words well, and by using the phonet~c 
alphabet when the word is likely to cause 
trouble; for example, in the case of unusual 
surnames. 

Other aids to better communications. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Don't assume anything. In the field of. law 
enforcement, matters are often of a ser~ous nature. 
Make sure that it is plainly stated, and that all 
the important facts are included. 

Don't make extra-long transmissions. Someon: may 
have a~ergency message and could not cut ~n. 

1) It is best to take breathing spells between 
long sentences in case an emergency should 
arise. 

2) This would allow them to cut in between 
sentences. It also makes it easier on the 
person who is sopying the message. 

Don't hang your hat on the microphone. Many time: 
an officer will take];i;1hat off whi~e in the.pol~ce 
car and because it is convenient, w~ll hang ~t on 
the'transmitter button. Sometimes the ~-leight of t~e 
hat will depress the microphone button, and tvlO th~ngs 
can result. 

1) 

2) 

F · st the activating of the transmitter can ~r , 'tt d interfere with other messages being transm~ e. 

Second.ly, and it has happened, everything either 
officer says to his partner will be broadcast. 

Don't shout into the microphone. Shouting will. not 
make the dispatcher hear you any better. 

Operation of the.police.radio: 
use Motorola equ~pment ~n the~r 
type of equipment discussed. 

Since many police departments 
vehicles, this will be the 

On-off switch. On all late model radios the on-off toggle 
1. switch is located in the upper right-hand. corner of the 

control head, afid is used to turn the rad~o on and off. 
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Volume control knob. This knob is located on the lower 
right-hand corn~f the control head, and is used to 
control the volume of the receiver to the loudspeaker. 
It increases the receiver volume when turned clockwise. 

Sguelch control~. The squelch control knob can 
eliminate the objectionable background noise of t~e 
receiver. To utilize this device properly, tha knob 
should be turned counter-clockwise until static is 
heard. Then it should be turned clockwise just enough 
to eliminate the static. 

4. Receive~ pilot lamp. The receiver pilot lamp is green 
in color and is usually on the left side of the control 
head. Wht\n on, it indicates that the equipment is in the 
standby pOSition, ready to receive or transmit. 

5. Transmitter pilot lamp. The transmitter pilot lamp is red 
in color, and is to the right of the rreceiver pilot lamp. 
When it is lighted, it indicates that the transmitter 
button oln the microphone has been depressed, and that 
the trans!~;i~ter is operating. 

Legal responsibility. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Depending on the rules governing the particular class of 
station bei~g operated, the larger departments will not 
hire a radio dispatcher unless he holds at least a 
second-class radio license. All police officers using a 
radio, while this man is on duty, do so using this man's 
license, and the dispatcher is responsible for the manner 
in which each man conducts himself While on the air. 

Federal law forbids: 

a. Obscenity. 

b. Profanity. 

c. Indecent. language. 

d.. Any unauthorized di.sclosure or use of messages. 

e. Making of superfluous, false, deceptive or unassigned 
call signals. 

The dispatcher can refuse you permission to use the radi.o 
on his license since any of the above prohibitions could 
cause the F.C.C. to cancel his license. 
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The radio as a tool for the officer's safety. 

1. If you must be out of hearing for any length of time and 
have time in advance to call the station, let the 
dispatcher know that you will be off the air. 

2. If there is any possibility that you will be in any 
danger in. what you are about to do, let the dispatcher 
know what you will be doing befo~e you do it. 

3. Should you observe anything requiring your attention 
while on patrol, let the dispatcher know the location 
and something of the circumstances. 

4. If working alone in a one-man car, some departments require 
the officer to call in the make and license number of 
any car being stopped for any traffic violation, as well 
as the location. These calls are for your own protection .. 

5. If you do not call back into service within a reasonable 
length of time, nor answer when called, another car will 
be i:~ent to determine what is wrong. To prevent this from 
happening, be sure to call back into service the moment 
you r.eturn to the car. 

The radio dispatcher, As a new man you may not realize the 
importance and value of having a good radio dispatcher, 
whether he is a civilian or a police officer. His value 
may not b~~ome apparent on the small department, but on a 
large Oll, '~ becomes an expert in assisting a large number 
of men anti cars. 

1. The dispatcher, being the nerve center of the department, 
can perform many services for you. 

a. He usually keeps a record of, or has access to, 
information regarding all of the following: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Streets or highways temporarily closed for some 
reason, such as for sewer construction. 

The names and locations of little-known st~eets 
and how to get to them. 

The names of various co~~erns, hotels, and 
buildings cross-indexed by street number. 

The emergency phone numbers of many establish
ments that can be called in case of an emergency. 

( 

, . 

G. 

b. 

c. 

5) A current list of stolen cars. 

6) A directory of automobile registrations 
containing the license number, make and 
address of the registered owners. 
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7) A city directory listing the name, address, 
occupation and the wife's name, if married, 
of every r~sident of the city. 

By phone, radio, teletype, or intercom he can 
check with any division of the department or with 
other agencies for information you may request; 
this includes agencies of other states. 

Where one-man cars are used, the dispatcher's 
knowledge of the city and of police work is 
especially beneficial, for only experienced men 
should be used as dispatchers under these 
circumstances. 

Courtesy and patience are the only demands made of the officer 
by the dispatcher. 

1. wnen the dispatcher calls and gives you some order or 
information, honor his call by letting him know that the 
call was received, and don't force him to repeat the call 
because of your lack of attention. 

2. If you are told to "stand by" while attempting to contact 
him, it indicates that he is busy ~ven though he is not 
broadcasting on the air. He may be on a telephone or 
intercom, so don't call again unless it is an emergency 
or until you are reasonably sure that he has forgotten 
you. 

3. Don't bother a busy dispatcher for information not 
immediately needed. 

H. Base station authority. 

1. All things being equal, radio control has the supreme 
authority and priority on police communications. There 
are two exceptions: 

a. First, any mobile unit who signifies that he has 
radio traffic of an. emergency nature. receives top 
priority. 
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Secondly, a field supervisor who is involved in a 
tactical situation can take command of the immediate 
communications because he is there in the field and 
is in a better position to assume command. 

According to federal law (Ch. 8, Section 605, Communications 
Act of 1934), Clny message is the property of the one who 
originates it, and the cancellation can .be made.only by . 
that party or department. Legally, however, th~s author~ty 
rna" be delegated. The essence of this matter is that it 
is~the responsibility of a person originating a message 
or alert to issue a cancellation or a change to the 
original messag1e when appropriate. 

I. Walkie-talkies in police work. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

In the past, one of the major ('.omplaints against ~he . 
fco: patrolman was the fact that he lacked commun~cat~ons. 

Today, with the new developments in small transistorized 
radios, it has become quite practical for the foot 
patrolman to carry a small walkie-talkie on his person. 

There are unlimited situations in which the foot patrol 
officer can utilize this form of communications. 

J. The field telephone. 

1. 

2. 

The field telephone is quite expensive to maintain, and 
because of this, there has been a tendency in many cities 
to discontinue some of these units. They are usually 
found in the business area where the foot patrol beats 
are located. 

The advantages of the field telephone are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

It can be used by the general public as an emergency 
phone. 

It can be used to call in fires. Some cities make 
them combination fire alarm and police call boxes 
since they both go into the srune communications 
center. 

It can be used for confidential messages that should 
not be transmitted over the air. Many people have 
police receivers, so an officer should not assume 
that a message transmitted over a police call 
frequency will have any particular amount of 
security. 

. d. 
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It allows the foot patrolman to check with head
quarters frequently to obtain the latest information, 
or to call for a police vehicle when an arrest is 
made. 

K. Television. 

L. 

M. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Educational television has been with us for some time, 
but the use of television as a means of police 
communications is relatively new. 

Basically it involves broadcasts throughout a county, 
just before the major shifts start. A large television 
set is placed in each squad room and specialized police 
division. 

The broadcasts contairl information on wanted persons, 
identification lineups, and also include an unlimited 
number of training sessions, including training films. 

Teletype and police communi.cations. 

1. With the American public becoming ever more mobile, there 
is the increasing need for inter-departmental police 
communications. The backbone of this form of communi
cations has been and will continue to be the police 
teletype. 

2. 

3. 

There have been many innovations in the teletype since 
it was first started, many of them because of the increasing 
loads that teletype systems are now required to handle. 

Most modern teletypes are now able to take a message 
automatically and hold it until there is a line clear on 
which to transmit it, with the use of small tapes 
increasing the speed of teletyped messages. 

Sign language - its importance to the police. 

1. 

2. 

The patrol officer finds this valuable in communicating 
with mute persons, but if he works with a partner, he will 
find it handy as a means of communications when silence 
is necessary. 

This would be in the case of a stakeout, or when a 
prisoner is in the back seat of the police car, and it is 
essential that he not overhear the conversation. 
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Subject classification for transmissions. 

is used for the following persons. 1. Subject classification 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

2. The 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

3. The 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d • 

e. 

f. 

g. 

. h. 

i 

j. 

k. 

Wanted persons. 

Escapees. 

Missing persons. 

Runaways. 

basic race patterns: 

• skin is light or of the so-Caucasian - those waose 
ce.l1ed white race·~ 

skin is dark enough to approach Negro - those whose 
the negroid race, 

Oriental - those whose background is obviously Asian. 

of obvious Mexican or South American Mexican - those 
Indian descent. 

Indian - those of American descent. 

form for describing persons. 

Authority. 

Reason wanted. 

Name. 

Sex. 

Race-class. 

Height. 

Weight 

Hair color. 

Eye color. 

Complexion. 

Build 

i 
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1. Clothing description, from head on down. 

m. Where and when last seen. 

n. Description of vehicle if on.e used. 

o. Whether armed, if known. 

p. Possible location or destination. 

Stolen vehicle classification and broadcasts. 

1. When a vehicle has just been stolen, and there is a 
great likelihood that it is still in the area, or when 

2. 

3. 

4. 

it is believed that it might be headed toward a certain 
area, it can be very important to broadcast the pertinent 
information over the air. However, there are certain 
procedures to be followed. 

The details should be broadcast in the following manner: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

The authority (and if a waiver was signed), 

The location - where the vehic~e was stolen. 

How long ago that the vehicle was stolen _ by 
minutes aud hours. 

The license number of the stolen vehicle. 

The year, color, make, and model of the stolen 
vehicle. 

Other descriptive information. 

When an officer in the field desires registration infor
mation on a certain vehicle, he should contact radio 
control,. 

Registration in~ormation can usually be obtained from 
the State Motor Vehicle Licensing Authority when the 
officer can provide either: 

a. The vehicle license number. 

b. The make of the vehicle and the motor number . 

c. The name and address of the suspected registered 
owner. 
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In order for the officer to obtain this information over 
the air, it should be of an emergency nature. Routine 
information and driver's license information must be 
obtained through the use df the teletype rather than 
the police radio. 

. . 

.... 
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THE ARREST PROCESS 

The Job: The Process of Arresting, Detaining and Transportin~ 
Malefac tors, • 

A. 

B. 

When a police officer may arrest - generally a police officer 
takes someone into custody: 

1. When he is ordered to do so in compliance with a warrant 
or court order. 

2. When the police officer observes someone perform a 
criminal act. 

3. l*len the police officer is requested to do so by 
another person who is making a complaint. 

Arrest with a warrant. 

1. If you are given a warrant or court order for the arrest 
of a person, be sure to read the paper carefully. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

a.Examine the date to see if the order is valid on the 
particular day and hour it is served. An order 
may be outdated or it may be good only on 
weekdays or before 6 PM, etc. 

b. Check to See if the territorial jurisdiction, 
county or city, is accurate. 

c. Make sure that the signature of the authority for 
the order is upon it. 

Always enter all the appropriate information in your 
memo book, including the number of the document. 

Should the.re be any trouble in making the arrest or 
should there be any future difficulty, like a court 
action, resulting from the arrest, the few extra 
minutes you spend exam1n1ng the paper and entering the 
data in your memo book will prove well worth it. 

When you make an arrest on the basis of a warrant or a 
court order, you should: 

a. Identify yours~lf. 

b. Inform the person that ''you have a warrant for his 
arrest. 

E. 

c. 

d. 

If he asks, show him the document. 

If he wants t o read it, have him do so in presence. • your 
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c. Arrest in performance 

D. 

of an on-view criminal act. 
1. If a crime is committed 

your duty is clear: or attempted in your presence, 

a. Stop the action. 

b. Arrest those whom you h 
. ave reason to believe comm1tted the crime. • 

wnenever practical inform th 
your authority and'th e suspect or suspects of 
may not be Possible d~ :ause

h 
for th7ir.arrest. This 

or while in hot p .r1ng t e Comm1sS10n of the crime ursul, t. 

Action on a 1 comp aint for misdemeanor. 

1. At tim~s, you will be asked to 
compla1nt of another for a . arrest a person on the 
when yo CT.l.me allegedly co:,'l!llitted u were not present. • 

2. 
If i~ is a misdemeanor, inform the l' 

part1cular procedure which h compLa1nant of the 
enforcement. e should Use to secure 

3. You can aid him in • two ways: 

By helping to establish the 
wh 11 identity of th a a egedly committed the e person violation. 

a. 

By giving the complainant correct informat' 
how to file a co 1 . 10n on 
a warrant. mp ~al.nt and the procedure in gl::!tting 

b. 

Action on a complaint f or a felony. 

1. 

2. 

To arrest on a crime not committ i ' 
violation allegedly committed ~\. 1n your presence, the 
have been a felony. no 1n your presence must 

HJ.:wfe th:. com~lail1ant identify himself 
n Ormabl.On l.n your memo book. and record this 

" 

,,' 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

l· . 

A felony has been committed. 

Reasonable grounds exist for believing that a 
particular person committed that felony. 

You may arrest that person. 
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Once arrested, the prisoner is in your custody. Never 
allow him to be out of your control. 

During discussion with the complainant about the crime, 
while the complainant attempts to show you damages, 
injuries or evidence runidst a group of curious onlookers, 
the prisoner may try to get away. 

The rhan in custody is your prisoner; you must maintain 
custody of him. 

Keep the complainant with you, too. 

a. Insist that he accompany you to the station house. 

b. 

c. 

If he protests, tell him of his obligations as a 
compHlinant. 

When the case involves a serious crime, remind him 
that he can be held as a material witness, under 
arrest. 

Guarding and transporting prisoners from the scene. 

1. A person is taken into custody for a crime he is alleged 
to have co~nitted. 

2. The person is not guilty of the crime until proven so in 
court. 

3. The police are responsible for apprehending persons who 
are suspected of committing crimes and retaining these 
persons until arraignment. 

4. A patrolman taking and keeping a person in custody may 
exercise as much force as is reasonably necessary to 
do his duty. 

a. To use force upon a person who peacefully submits 
to arrest is to deprive him of his rights as an 
American; it constitutes a violation of the law. 

i 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

b. 
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A patrolman who fails to apprehend a suspe:t or 
allows him to escape from custody due to wLllful
ness, ca:celessness, cowardice or neglect commits 
a violation of the law. 

Once you have made an arrest and taken a prisoner into 
custody, you must decide how best to transport your 
prisoner to the station house. 

There are times in which you should call for assistance 
to bring the prisoner in: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

When the crime is a major one. 

\~en the distance is excessive or the prisoner 
is unable to walk. 

When the prisoner's appearance is offensive to 
public decency. 

When there is more than one complainant and/or more 
than one prisoner, particularly if the advE~rsary 
is hostile. 

When the situation at the scene is charged with 
tension. 

When you are in need of transportation. 

While awaiting assistance, watch the suspect and be 
suspicious of all of ~ds ac tions . 

a. 

b. 

If he wants to get his coat, refuse his request. 
You get the coat or have someone else do so and 
examine it for weapons and evidence before 
handing it to him 

Keep others away from him, particularly frie~ds 
or members of his family; they may sneak a h Ldden 
weapon or items of incriminating evidence from 
his person. 

Protect yourself from assault and hinder the prisoner's 
escape by following these suggested procedures: 

a. When suspects have their hands in the air, have 
them turn their open palms toward you so that you 
can be assured that they do not have concealed 
weapons in their hands. 
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b. If there are one or two suspects, frisk<:'them, then 
handcuff them. 

. c •. 

~ \ 
\1. 

If you have one prisoner who is flailing his arms 
about, first get the handcuffs ori'one wrist - behind 
the back, preferably. Then, get the second 
flailing arm cuffed. If there are two prisoners, 
have them face in opposite dLrections and hand-
cuff one right arm to the other right arm. In 
this position they cannot team up and pinion you, 
each using an uncuffed arm. 

.d. If there are many pris;oners, order them to lie 
down, spread-eagle, hei.\d to feet. With eacr. suspect's 
head next to the feet of, those adjacent to him, , . 

, the prisoners will not be able to whisper to one 
an,other. Have ,y·pu:rc,gu:rt,Q,~t1covering them at all' 
t:f.ihes . , ... ~_,,·_c <~-:, 'C'~-'-':-: 

Prbtecting your ~J:isoners. 
"'., ,~ 

"1\ __ The prisoner isi.n your custody. That means Y?,tl. must 
protect him agai~st an assault by others. 

2. Whehparticularly heinous cr, .les are committed, some 
people may try to take the law into their own hands. 

3. The officer mu~'~-'-c.a..st personal feelings aside and 
handle thesituation:iI:l, an impersonal manner. 

4. If one person succeeds in~t~iking the prisoner, it may 
unl-eash a whole torrent of human~.emotion which may engulf 
and iRjure your prisoner, innocent <bystanders and you. 

5. Tell the other people that you have the prisoner in 
custody and that you will not allow any harm to come to 
h~. ~ 

-'o~. I-f>~~n: .. 9fficer sees an aroused mob forming, he should 
take t1l'~"p;:J;:is()ner to some enclosure with only one " 
entrance, :-i location in which he wi1l be protected froni 
assault from behii:i.d: .. - against i;he wa1l, if necessary. 

~ - "-.."':'-~,. 

7. 
-~::: ......... 

The of:eicer should handciJ.'£fthepl:'Jsoner to a steampipe 
or other immovable object, then station himself at the 
entrance, facing the mob, until additiona~ policemen 
arrive. 

.. 8;;-;,.0::' A partJcularly difficult situation arises when your 
. prisoner is suspected of injuring or killing a policeman. 
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a. .. Feelings run higb and members 6f the police force 
are all armed with weapons and skilled at using 
them . 

b. Whether it be on the s,treet, in a vehicle or in 
a station house, be it~' a. brother officer, detective 
or superior, the policy is the same: "Hands off! 
This is my prisoner." 

c. The officer will have to be present in court on 
the next morning with the prisoner. The officer 
wants him before the court in the same condition in 
which he was arrested. 

When a vehicle has arrived in which to transport the 
prisoner to the station house, you may have the 
opportunity to examine the area surrounding the place 
6£ apprehension.-' 

a. Look in, around and on top of toilet tanks and 
refrigerators. 

b. Peer behfhd mirrors and wall pictures. 

c~ Walk about and observe the ground and the floor and 
look underneath carpets and 1inoleum~ 

d.., Inspect the interior of trunks of automobiles by 
lifting out the seats, checking under the floor: 
mats, behind sun visors and behind the dashboard' . , 
.searching all compartments and al1 possible hiding 
~places. 

_,e. This examip,.ation may uncover evidence concealed or 
thrown away by the suspect just before arrest. 

When any evidence is discovered, mark it by tag, ia;i.,tial 
or other mark and wrap it in some way, if you can. '" 

If a district car is to provide transportation, the 
officers,~ .. riding in -j,t wil1 w~n·t to frisk the suspect 
themselves. This is good police proc~dUl:e. 

When any patrolman is going to be in a position in which 
he may be assaulted bya suspect) he should take nobody 
e1s~'s word that the suspect has been completely 
frisked; he should perform the frisk himself.' 
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In the event ther'€; are several suspects, a police van 
will arrive to trans!lor~ you and them. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

'., ~ 

Have the driver keep any curious onlookers out of 
the possible line of fire. 

Keep your gun on the p~isoners. 

Order them to place their hands on top of their 
heads ,. fingers entwined, as they vlalk toward .the 
van. 

d. Repeat this proced~re when they alight. 

.' e • You should ride in thebo,dy of the wagon with the 
prisoners, not up front with the driver. 

The station house. 

1. to walk a I~ the station house, the officer may have 
distance from the prisoner to perforfu some 
filling out arrest cards or interviewing a 

duty, like :.'., 
complainant'~~\\ 

.<~:-

a. Don It leave'the, .prisone~ unless it is absolutely 
necessary: 

-, b. When the office.: must leave, he should handcuH 
. the prisoner to an immovable (')nject. 

c. Ne¥..er handcuff,a~ris9.ner to anythir.gthat· is 
por~able or breakable .. 

d. Bring the arrest carCis" complainants and.any work 
to do into the room in which the prisoner is 
handcuffed or ask to have them brought to you. 

2. To move a battling prisoner, stand behind him and place 
one hand on the bar of the ~uffs and the other upon his 

,\ -. _. .:o:~~ 

shoulder. 

a. It is difficult for a"prisoner to kick you while 
you utand to the side.,;~d rear. 

b. An officer can render the prisoner',powerless by 
~ifting up and out on the cuffs, forcing him to 
bend ,forward, or by pulling his hair, .:impelling 
him backwards. 

"::~':.1 

-,'J 

1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 . 

8. 
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Donlt relax your guard in the station house. Other 
officers may be careless about safeguarding their 
nightsticks and guns. 

If the prisoner must use the tOilet, accompany h~m. 

Be e.~pecially careful when he washes his hands; 
pOlicemen shave at the basins and there may be used 
razor blades around. 

Whenever an officer lodges a prisoner in a cell, he 
should always assist the the turnkey or attendant. 

a. 

h. 

c. 

~any officers carefully guard their prisoner 
l~hrough the booking at the desk and while he is 
~ieing interrogated by detectives, only to relax 
~peir vigilance when the prisoner is about to be 
locked up. 

., 
The turnkey, usually an older man, is in no 
condition to battle a muscular suspect or to chase 
a fleeing youth. 

Stay with the prisoner until he is actually behind 
bars. 

When an officer turns the prisoner over to another 
authority, such as a detective or court attendant, 
get a signed receipt for him. 

If no official documents ~re provided, have the person 
accepting responsibility for the prisoner sign a notation, 
including date and time, in your memo book. Should 
anything go wrong after that, you will not be held 
responsible. 

Guarding prisoners in hospitals. 

1. Whenever you are assigned to a hosp~tal or a hotel 
to guard a prisoner, it is a good idea to take along 
a copy of the departmental regulations concerning who 
may be permitted to see the prisoner. 

a. 

b. 

If the departmetlt does not issue special formr. with 
this material upon it, put the itiformation on a 

.' small card and insert it in your memo book. 

Frequently, visitors will; ask to see the prisoner 
and there will be doubts as to whether or not it 
is permissible. 
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Sup~rio~ officers are not present and an opficer 
cannot leave the post to telephone. 

If the prisoner is in a ward, be sure the officer you 
are relieving identifies the particular patient you are ' __ 
to guard. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

:) 

The oth~r patrolman may be anxious to go off duty. 

The officer may give'you all the necessary papers 
and, after pointing in a general direction, tell 
you that the prisoner is "over there." That is 
not enough. 

Insist that he take another moment to show you the: '"', 
particular patient who is in custody. 

Ask the officer you are relieving about anything unusual 
',' the patient has done and what you should "latch out for. 
this includes attempts at suicide and escape. 

a. Ask about the prisoner's mental state; for example, 
- does he hate policemen or is he cooperative. 

b. Ascertain the crime the prisoner is being held for 
and whether or not there is a"past criminal record. 

All this information is helpful to an officer in pcr
fotming a tour of duty during the next eigh~ h?urs. 
You should pass it along to the officer rel1ev1ng you. 

Remember, prisoners who are in a sickbed can be dangerous. 

a. 

b. 

A crutch, a cast and traction weights make 
effective weapons. 

Don't allow the hospital aqrnosphere to lull you into 
a sense of false security. 

Guarding and transporting prisoner, in general. 

1. Prisoners run the range of personality. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Some are belligerent; they will threaten yo~ with " 
dismissal transfer, lawsuit and political 1nfluence. 

, " , 

Othe~ pri~oners ar,e silent, brooding, perhaps 
scheming. _, ~ 

Still others are talkative, ,possibly attempting to 
distract you. .. 

,,-

--~--------------------

j 

K. 

2. Don't converse with suspects excessively. 

a. Listen to what they have to say. 

b. Make a mental note of statements which will be 
helpful to detectives or at a trial. 
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c. Record them in the memo book as soon as you can. 

3. An officer's attitude should be neither hostile nor 
friendly, but impersonal. You are an officer on the 
job; this person is a prisoner in your custody. 

Be prepared, and take nothing for granted. 

1. Some of the most ghastly crimes have been committed by 
quiet, soft-spoken, well-mannered gentlemen. 

; 

2. A slow-moving, dumb oaf can su4denly become an agile, 
quick-witted escapee. 

3. Always try to place yourself between any avenue of 
escape, like windows and exits, and the prisoner. 

4. l}eep all objects which may be employed as weapons out 
of his reach. 

5. Be especially careful in areas where other patrolmen work; 
in detectives offices and station house back-rooms, 
departmental personnel may leave their nightsticks on 
a wall or their guns in an unguarded position. 

6. Donlt allow the prisoner to be at your gun side. 

7. There may be times in court, while awaiting trial or 
arraignment, when you have to go to the lavatory. 

8. 

a. At these times, some pa~rolmen leave their 
prisoner with another officer. 

b. This is a bad practice, particularly if the other 
officer has prisoners of his own. 

c. Put the prisoner back behind bars. 

An officer may have occasion to transport a prisoner in 
a car without another officer accompanying you. 

j 
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If this happens, handcuff the prisoner as ,follows: 
handcuff his right hand; slip the cuff under his 
left thigh and handcuff his left, hand. 

In this position, ,only slightiy uncomfortable, the 
prisoner cannot touch the door handle on his side 
and cannot interfere with your driving. 

" , 

II. 
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Principles of Arrest. 

A. An introduction to the principles of arrest. 

Arrest is the act of depriving an individual of his 
freedom and must be made with the knowledge that an element 
of danger is always present~' No two people will react the 
s&~e when faced with the prospect of jail. There is no such 
thing as a routine arrest. The unpredictability of human 
behavior makes all arrests serious business. Common sense 
demands that the arresting officer remain alert at all times. 
The officer who falls into the trap of thinking that arrests 
are routine becomes a dangerous liapility to himself and to 
his department. There are no excep~ions; every arrest must 
be considered to have an element of danger. The subject 
improperly approached, the inadequate search, and the 
poorly guarded prisoner are due more to officer laxity than 
to a lack of knowledge or proper procedures. The veteran 
is just as vulnerable as the rookie to the consequences of 
failing to remain alert or to use all available safeguards 
while making an arrest. Though inexperience is a factor) a 
major cause of police officer injuries is the false sense of 
security a.nd overconfidence developed by past "routine" 
arrests whi'ch temper the judgment of the arresting officer. 

B. Methods of ,making safer arrests. 

The element of danger present in each arrest can be 
reduced if the arresting officer follows certain basic, 
operational ~afeguards. These include the following factors: c.. 

1. Courage in approach. 

a. A police officer must respond to any emergency with 
courage" The slacker or "timid soul" cannot be 
tolerated. 

b. The officer who always appears to discover another 
assignment when he is needed and the loiterer who 
lags behind or remains hidden from view until other 
officers have preceded him to the scene, have no 
place in law enforcement. 

c. Lack of courage can and does jeopardize the safety 
of others • 

.. 2. Bravery does not imply recklessness • 
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The courageous officer does not shy away from danger 
nor does he take unnecessary chances. 

He plans his every move and follows the rules 
designed to reduce the hazards of the operations. 

He does not needlessly expose himself to possible 
injury, but neither does he hesitate to confront 
and overcome the criminal. 

He knows how to approach a suspect or a stopped 
vehicle. 

He awaits his opportunity to obtain surprise or 
superiority before he acts. 

He realizes the importance of properly searching a 
prisoner and never takes anything for granted. 

In the final analysis, bravery and caution are 
i-q,separable. 

Preparation and planning. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

While each situation varies, an arrest must never 
be attempted without some plan of action. 

The officer knows, however, what is expected of him 
and what his plan of action will be, even when he 
must act without the benefit of pre-planning. 

Offic:;ers assign(\dto a planned arrest must be 
thoroughly briefed. They should know the criminal's 
background, his crime, his physical description; and 
they should be shown the latest photographs. 

d. If the arrest is to be made indoors, the officers 
involved, and the floor plans of the building in 
which the person is to be arrested. 

Superiority in manpower and its advantage. 

a. The first tendency of an officer caught in the 
excitement of the chase may be to IIgo it alone" for 
his foremost thought is to capture the suspect. 

1) 

2) 

Impulsiveness can be dangerous, since it may 
result in injury to the officer and others • 

It may also increase the criminal's chances of 
escaping. 

.1 
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3) An arresting officer should ~ hesitate 
to call for assistance. 

b. The more manpower available the greater the 
prospects for success, which is to secure the 
arrest. 

c,o When the person being arrested can recognize that 
he is outnumbered and confronted by sup~riority 
of Yleapons, surrender becomes his only recourse 
other thandep.th. 

Controlling the arrest. 

1. Whenever a police officer is called upon to make an 
arrest, he must, by necessity, control and remain the 
master of the situation. 

2. The tone of voice is of prime importance in obtaining 
attention and obedience, and the officer's attitude, 
bearing and appearance help him to achieve this 
objective. 

a. The voice communicates confidence or inadequacy. 

1) Fear, doubt or lack of confidence are quickly 
transmitted by the voice in what is said and 
how it is said. 

2) An officer'should raise his voice only to be 
heard, not to camouflage inadequacies. 
Hesitancies or over-emphasis are indications 
of nervousness or inexperience and may lead to 
difficulties. 

3) The ~ commands obedience. 

4) Profanity should be avoided since it is 
unbecoming any professional. 

b. Actions speak louder than words. 

1) The arresting officer must remember that he is 
the symbol for law and order, performing an 
official act. 

2) The officer who radiates authority and strength 
by his erect stand, his neat appearance and 

J 
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businesslike attitude is less apt to 
encounter a "fighter" than the man who 
approaches with "a chip on his shoulder." 

Criminals are apt to interpret the blustery, 
authoritative and antagonistic attitude o~ the 
officer for just what it is - ~ mask to hJ.de 
feelings of personal inadequacJ.e~ and,the 
ability to properly handle the sJ.tuatJ.on. 

Extremes in behavior can incite a panic 
response from a youthful offender or a less 
experienced criminal 

Rather than frigh( '?fl the suspect into 
t 'gger a violent submission, belligerence can r~ 

impulse to escape. 

Use of force in effecting an arrest. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

In every arrest the officer must be firm and prepared 
to protect himself as well as others. 

The force used may vary from that 0 a comma f nd to actual' 
physical contact causing injury or death. 

Police officers operate within a legal framewo:k whi?h 
defines the amount of force which may be used J.n a gJ.ven 
situation. 

a. 

b. 

If excessive force is used, th~ office: is liabl; 
to civil suit and to criminal prosecutJ.on as Well. 

But fears of being so accused must not i~flue~ce 
an officer to the extent he ~qill jeopardJ.ze hJ.s 
safety. 

The determining factors must be the circumstances 
surrounding the arrest, the evaluation of the situation 
and the officer's jud~ent. 

h fo llowing factors combined The officer must consider t e 
when he is assessing the need to use force: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

(" 

Is the suspect submitting peacefully or is he 
resisting? 

Is the suspect armed? 

The nature of the crime committed. 

"""'---.---~-.'-~------~,=----
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d. Previous arrest record and reputation for violence. 

e. The number of subjects involved and the police 
support available at the Scene. 

The use of deadly force. 

1. The arresting officer must always be prepared for the unexpected. 

2. His service revolver must be readily accessible in all 
arrest situations. 

3. It is self-evident that the hazard potential of each 
arrest differs with the circumstances. 

4. 
The service revolver is normally kept in the holster 
when approaching a traffic violator or when the officer 
believes the circumstances of an arrest do not present 
an immediate danger. 

5. 

6. 

a. This does not imply that the arresting officer must be less vigilant. 

b. The officer cannot approach everyone he meets in 
the course of his duty With his gun drawn. 

c. Numerous arrests qr~ made without displaying a weapon. 

However, the officer must be able to act quickly in case of attack. 

a. In such circumstances, the officer ~."!Y choose to 
approach the subject gr:y,:ging,his'noistered Jveapon for immediate use. ' ~~.' 

"0. As a matter, of habit, he grips the 'ut t end of his 
gun as he approaches any suspect, regardless of 
the apparent nature of the offense. 

In situations presenting the greatest apparent danger, 
such as felony arrest, the officer must approach the 
criminal with gun in hand, prepared for any eventuality. 

a. An officer arresting a known felon approaches with 
gun in hand (uncocked) and aimed at the suspect. 

b. 
The weapon should not be holstered until the 
prisoner has been thoroughly searched and handcuffed 
and assistance has arrived, 

,---.._-

- '~- ..•. ' 
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Warning shots. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

It i~ ~ a recommended practice to fire warning shots 
to stop a fleeing person or to gain control of an arrest. 
The improper use of a weapon may lead to serious 
consequences. It may injure or kill an innocent person 
and ca~se property damage as well. 

Poor judgment can lead to civil or criminal action 
against the officer. 

If the weapon is to be used at all, it must be done 
with the intention of taking life in order to protect 
others. The weapon must then be aimed at the suspect, 
not over his head. 

Responsibilities of an arresting officer. 

1. 

2. 

While arrest techniques may vary, the fundamental 
responsibilities of a law enforcement officer never 
change. 

In all arrests, the officer must consider his obligation 
to himself and other law enforcement officers, to 
innocent bystanders and to the person being arJ;'ested. 

a. Responsibilities to himself and fellow officers. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Self-preservation should be a prime concern 
of every law enforcement officer. 

Vigilance must always be maintained even in 
the "inconseq,;1ential arres t." 

Every prisonel." must be thoroughly search for 
weapons or escape devices after arrest. Too 
frequently ,an improper search or no search 
'at all has resulted in the injury or death 
~f an unsuspecting officer. 

,., 4)' cGraI{l:~ing 'orpersonalpr-iygeges following, 
j arrests must be carefully weigh'ed">-'-;"::R..~q~J~S~_~ ,I 

" ~', 

5) 

for water, use of the bathroom, change of -, ,~,~;,,---- """""-'..:4"'"" ,'.'-' '7---

clothes and the, like should be dellied or Ij 

closely superv~7,sed. h "C, / 

t!:~ / 
A prisoner must not be permitted ti~:1 talk wi~h 
bystanders, because he may be attetliJ?ting t~.,i/ 
contact a friend or an accomiplice. \:: p 
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If the prisoner attempts to incite a 
disturbance or riot, he must be immediately 
maneuvered from the scene. Failure to act 
with speed. may endanger the safety of aU 
present. 

Responsibiliti~s to bystanders. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Wh?n7ver a police officer is apprehending a 
cr~m~nal suspect or a traffic violator the 
officer must truce steps to safeguard the 
general pUblic. 

The offi(!er must carefully evaluate the use 
of deadly f.orce whc:l. other people are present. 

,Safe driving techniques must be followed when 
in pursuit of a motorist. . 

If at all Possible, the"arresting officer 
must select the place'of arrest. It should 
be to his advantage, but also it should be 
selected with thought given fer the safety of 
bystanders. 

Resp,onsibili ties to persons arres ted. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

r ~-. 

'ilie officer must'id~ntify)6imself, inform the 
person he is under arrest, and specify the 
charges. 

It is a good policy, especially at night or 
when the suspect may be unable to properly 
observe the officer, to verbally announce in 
a clear, audible VOice, "Police, you are under 
arrest." 

A detective or an officer in civilian dr~ss 
must display police identification when 
anno!lnecing his office and purpose. The 
suspect must then be informed of the charge 
as briefly as possible. 

The merits or justification for the arrest is 
not diSCUSsed. 

After a .o;uspect has submifted to arrest and is 
in custony", the arresting officer must protect 
the priso~~r. 
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The officer must remove the J?risoner 
from the reach of an angry mob. By
standers or the vi~im:s'family must be 
prevented from assault1ng him. 

No one must be pe~itted 
force on a suspect after 
taken into custody. 

<, 

to use physica.! 
he .haS-been 

6) When handcuffs or other restraints are,used, 
they tnust"b';thumanely applied and should be 

"~:::=kept on the prisoner until such'time .is he is 
ul t'ittiately incarcerated. 

~:.' 
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Techniques '0£ Arrest. 

A. ~ntroduction to techriiques.:;f arrest; 

~, 

DUring the six year perio.d~ of 1960 'through 1965, two
hUndred seventy-eight police officers were murdered in the 
United States iD.,theline, of duty.ElghtY-fou:t''(~hir{ rper- .... 
cent) of,these officers were ~urdered'while effecting arrests 
or trC1-nsportingprisoners after the arrests. While direct 
cause ,fo,r t_hel"l_~ murders may pe a moot pOint, it can be 
assumed thC!-.t~inex'perience was not a major contributing 
factor bedmse t,he average police experience 'Of the 
murdereci offic'er Wf,lS six years .It is more likely that 
lack of'training in techniques of arres'ts· and control of 
prisoners' was a large1: contribu ting cause. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

" - - .~ .~. - ~ 

T4e dangefS:cofthear~est process. The arrest and 
subsequent: ,handling of criI!1inalsis part of th~ many 
duties a police officer i,s.~.~le4-;upon to pEfrform~?' 

a. 

b. 

.~ ~" -:.,:;:.>:;:,,-=:;.--,.;.,-1,;. - ... 

While the average arl":'est is accdinplished with no 
undue difficulties ,there is always the danger 

. that the arresting (Jfficer may be killed or inJured. 

The well-ttained and alertoffic~rsho~l(rne--""ab1.a"." .. __ .. 
1:0 minimize the risks involved in the arrest"--~ 
pl:"ocedure. 

The techniques will be directed to the I!1echanics of 
arrests and not to the legality of the arrests. Law Qf 
arrest is a subject to be covered in other sections. 

No hard and fast rules can or-should be made regarding 
arrests. The time, place and method of arrest ~l1ill be 
determined by thec'ircumstances prevai.ling at the time 
of the arrest. 

General considerations of the arrest pro~~ss •. :: 

1. Rou.tine a:J;.:r~-::..%S~~. and' the .dangers surroundJ.l:l..g them. 

'.~ ~~b. 

"Routine arrest~;t·.ir~:""p.etfmtiallythe m~sCt dangerous 
'to the .~officer because of 'the·"bve'~'·~onfiden:ce of 

o the offl.cers"tnvolved.- < . 

Self-prote'Et:to!b is""of prim~~y importance 
as well as for "non-routine" arrests and 
. tl}at'the officer be alert ~t'a1:1 tim'\Fs. 

<\';;.':-:~::::::-- -

in these. 
require 
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~. 
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The arresting'officer should gain'and maintain the 
advantage during the arrest and subsequent transportation. 

a. 

b. 

" 

An arr~;st is not a: contest between the officer and 
the arrestee. 

The officer should make use of available assistance 
from others .'.' 

1) 

2) 

3) 

This assistance provides additional safety to 
both the officer, and t~e arrestee. 

It will also ProVid.e, witnesses to 
acts that might subseq~ently take 
and after the arrest .... '\" 

-,. 

criminal 
place dur:Lng 

In addition, it wql prOVi~~~JE:otrtc{sses, to 
fac ts, statements, angJ'..appenings cQ~tempo-
raneous with the.:,avtest. . 

Place of arrest·i's,"ofteri important to the success of 
th t 'The offl.' c' er should, when possible, attempt e arl:es • 
,to pick the best place to effect the arrest. Generally, 
he should: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Avoid crowded streets, which would prevent the 
safe use of firearms. 

Avoid intersections, which provide avenues of 
escapes. 

Avoid arrests'in the presence of crowds, in 
particular, in the presence of the subject's 

- -':-:--':.;~-:---.:c'",-~z- ----:.o::~:-:: ;;::;'-:a"S-s.ec~iates. 

- --~~~~,-"--.~ 

4. The officer sh~:1a '13bU~ closely the dictates or 
ethi~s_atid reason inth~"al?:~~ication of force in the 
arres t ." '''''~< ''''',,' 

a. 
'.",,,,," ~, 

Use of forc~~"'sh0.uJd be limit~d""to that ,which will 
'effec t the arres t -~ th leas t danger toO ei ther 

'~'officer or a):'restee. 

b • . :c. Use of too much for,ce could jeopar4ize the officer v s 
"case, his perfQl:n'fa.nce 'records, and could· result in 
his being prose~uted in a ,civil court as, the 
arres ~ing Qfficer. . 

ii 

I 
f 

c. 

c. 
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Safeguards in this direction should not act as a 
deterrent to the officer's using what 10rce would 
normally be required to safely effect the arrest, 
and should not cause the officer to retreat in 
the face 6f resis.tance. 

I 
There are basic factorg to be considered by the officer, 
and which will increase the chances of 'an arrest being 
completed successfully. 

1. 
The officer should have confidence in his arrest. 

I 

I 

I 

[ 

I
f, .(~""""j , ", I, 

-.,.. 
. , 

2. 

) 

·.·3. 

a. 

, b. 

c. 

He should know the applicable laws. 

He should know what he is doing and why he's 
doing it. 

He should avoid over-confidence as he might 
tend to underestimate his adversary. 

The officer should maintain the proper attitude. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

He ~hould act naturally. 

He should make the job,to be done,. as effortless 
as possib!e. 

He should keep ~is personal feelings hidden and 
avoid personalities. 

"~;flle officer should use applied psychology in handling th~:arrests. . 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

He'should offer no favors to the arrestee until 
absolute. security is assured. 

He should make no promises that cannot be carried out. 

He should tactfully ihfe:t', if necessary, that the 
arrest:ee is under the cotnplete control of the 
arresting officer(s). 

He should assure the arrestee thci.t,he, the officer, 
is only doing his Job in effecting the arrest. 

He should, if the circumstances permit, app~al to 
the reason of the arrestee in the arrestee's 
understanding of the situation~ 

I:' I wi ~ _', 

: <~,,,,,,,==~~L_. _____ ":: _____ ._. __ ._." .. __ "'." " 
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The officer should have a plan of action developed 
pJ::i.or to the execution of the arrest. 

a. 

b. 

co. 

d. 

Simple plans are generally the best and most; 
easily applied. 

1) " Circumstances will determine the type of plan 
to be used. 

2) Flexibility of plan should exist, since 
conditions might suddenly change. 

The officer should possess as thorough a knowledge 
of the arrestee as is possible to obtain prior to 
the arrest. 

1) The officer should knot., the subject r s past 
record, if'possible. 

2) The officer should be, aware of the subject~s 
possible reactions to the arrest, if such 
knowledge is available from prior arrests,. 

3) The officer should be aware of any 
abnormalities - physical and/or mental - of 
the person to be arrested. 

The officer should have as thorough a knowledge of 
the area 'where the arrest is to take place as time 
will permit, a reconnaissance of the street plan, 
as well as the floor plan of the house, if any is 
involved. 

Unity of command must be ma;i.n_tained. One officer 
should be in cqmmand of the arrest, should do all 
the talking, and should brief, all others involved 
in the arrest as to available knowledge regarding 
the persons, surrounding~, etc. 

e • Th~_ Qffic~ll'=-shoui--cT'malte~~de terminati~~~f=;;npowet- --, '
~ __ ~---"~ ~---~--=~necessary to safely and efficiently effect the 

l.~c=~='=~==='='~~=;~~-- ;~~:;~;er ~!~e:~~~~~ ;~c!~~~ :~ ~~:i~:~!~~a~f 

H 
. ; .- .. '. 

-=.==~~-

o 

deployment of the manpower. 

f. The officer should follow a logical and diplomatic 
approach to the arrest • 

1) He should notify the subject that he is being 
arrested, telling, him (an ~xcept-ion to this is 
'~ena" chasept' vehic~lar/liUrsuit takes place). 

'-

, . 

D. 

'il J 
, , 

"n' 'U" ;~ 
~ ... ; 

o 

2) He should, if in plainclothes, show the 
person his credentials. 

3) The arrest process should be made as 
inconspicuous as possible. 
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4) The officers involved should be courteous but 
firm, dominating the situation in a decisive 
way. 

5) He should perform the contemporaneous search 
as soon as practicable, after which time 
the subject should be removed to a location 
where he can be thoroughly searched, if this 
is not possible at the time of arrest. 

Arrests with warrants differ from other non-warrant arrests. 

1. With a warrant arrest, there exists the opportunity to 
employ more available manpower. This gives the arresting 
officer superiority over the manpower available to the 
arrestee. 

a. The advance notice of the warrant for arrest makes' 
planning possible. 

b. Use of available manpower permits arresting officer(s) 
to gain and maintain complete control of the situation 
more quickly. 

c. Such advance notice permits officers to take advan
tage of the available cover when effecting the 
arrest. 

2. With an warrent arrest, there exists also the opportunity 
for the officers to avail themselves of adequate and 
appropriate weaponry, in addition to permitting more 

3. 

time for the officers to clear the area of bystanders to 
minimize dange~ in the eventAlf=g!;!u-fire. 

The officer should consider the plan of attack to be 
utilized. It should be one that is relatively simple 
and understood by all officers involved. It should run 
as smoothly as possible,. the result of coordinated 
efforts, and taking advantage of surprise. The 
announcement can be made either by vQice, telephone call, 
or through a voice amplifier (loudspeaker, "bullhorn, II 
etc.). 
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Arrests without warrents do not have the advantages of the 
~·'Wa~l;'rant arrest. There are some considerations regarding 

this type of arrest which should be reviewed by the officer 
executing this type 6f arrest. 

,-.. 

1. The officer should identify himself and announce his 
intent, authority and reason. There are some exceptions 
to this prerequisite, such as: 

a. During the attempt or actual commission of a crime. 

b. During an escape by incarcerated persons. 

c. During a chase of a criminal, either on foot or in 
a vehicle. 

2. The off;J.cers involved do not generally have the time to 
plan the technicalities of the actual arrElst process. 
Therefore~ some basic techniques must be c:onsidered for 
their value as procedures to be followed by all officers 
in all such cases. 

a. Street arrests. 

. ~--: 

~. 
/--:-~ ~ 

b • 

1) The approach to the suspect should be either 
from the side or the rear. 

2) If two officers and one suspect are involved, 
there should be formed a triangulation of the 
three, with the suspect at: the apex of the 
triangle, the two officers: at the two remaining 

,points of the triangle. 

a) If two off(cers and two suspects are 
involvec, the same type of triangulation 
is involved, wHh the one suspect standing 
between the officers and the other suspect • 

b) This method of triangulation minimizes the 
possibilities of the officers being in each 
other's line of fire. 

Arrests at or in buildings. 

1) This type of arrest, like the others, should 
be planned, insofar as possible, prior to 
execution. 

2) The officers should approach the building 
separated, so that any gunfire will have to be 
directed to two spots instead of on"e. 

" , 

'. '.1 
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3) The officers should place themselves at either 
side of the door, so that any gunfire through 
the door will not injure them. 

4) If this is the subject's home, consideration 
must be given the following: 

a) The subject will know the layout of the 
house, any hiding places, and the location 
of all weapons. 

b) The officers, particularly in this 
instance, must gain a.nd maintain control 
of the situation as soon as possible. 

c) No favors should be granted and no friedom 
of movement should be permitted. The 
suspect's hands should be kept in sight 
at all times. 

." 
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Reasonable Force - Correct Application. 

A. Verbal restraint and command. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Most people are law - abiding and will obey the requests 
and orders of a uniformed officer. In most cases, 
verbal restraint is all that is necessary to make people 
stop what they are doing and cooperate with the patrolman. 

The proper use of the voice at the right moment may 
immediately halt a criminal or cause a potential suicide 
to hesitate. 

a. A firm tone with the right inflection may halt a 
potential fight before it starts. 

b. To use verbal restraint effectively, the officer 
must be in command of the situation. 

Let us say you come upon some people arguing or 
threatening one another. It is your job to stop the 
dis turbance. 

a. You may find that everyone wants to tell his story 
first. Be patient but firm, insisting that only 
one person talk at a time. Tell them that each one 
will be heard in turn; and if everybody talks at 
once, nothing can be solved. 

b. In the time it takes to tell the story, emotions 
may cool off a bit. 

1ver allow a member of the group to place his hands 
~pon you. 

a. If anyone does, interrupt whatever is going on;' 
forget the story for the moment, and focus your 
attention on whoever pushed or grabbed. 

b. A stern command ("Take your hands off my unifc1.'m") 
is called for. Never allow yourself to be manhandled. 
If someone gets away with that~ it may be the 
start of assaults upon your person. 

c. You are not one of the involved parties; you should 
be in command of the ,situation. Make it definite 
that you will no.t tolerate' any interference. 

, " 
( 
J 

t ,. 

: C'. "t\ .~. , 

B. 

5. The cause of the argument may be unearthed and may be 
found to be a foolish thing to fight over. 

a. If they are still angry, ask if any of the 
participants would like to press a charge. This 
may serve as a cooling-off technique. The arguers 
may find that their disagreement is not really so 
serious after all. 

b. In any case, the group should be dispersed, so that 
the argument will not start up again after you leave. 

6. The command is an important tool of the patrolman. 

a. Nasal, high-pitched or weak tones will not get 
results. 

b. If a patrolman has difficulty developing a 
commanding tone, he may want to practice such a 
commanding tone with such commands as "Halt," 
"s top," and '~ove!" 

c. In voicing commands, try to take full advantage 
of your diaphragm; the abdomen should snap inward 
as the command comes from down deep. 

7. The command, along with the courteous 'request, is a tool 
of verbal restraint. 

Reasonable force - what is it? 

1. The various st'ate courts have not arrived at a single 
definition of reasonable force in a police action. 
Generally speaking, reasonable force is that amount \vhich 
must be used to do the job properly in a particular 
situation and no more. 

2. Deciding how much force to use on an opponent is not an 
easy matter. 

a. During or immediately after the conwission of a crime, 
this decision must be made quickly. Any hesitancy 
may cost the life of the officer or of others 
around him or may mean that a criminal is needlessly 

l? 
at large. 

b. If he uses the method and amount of force that fits 
the particular opposition in a situation, the patrol
man will be using necessary, reasonable and legal 
force. 
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Physical restraint. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The patrolman must re;strain peO'ple in a variety of 
situations. The patrvlman's position is different 
from that of a soldier, since iI!:, wartime, the soldier 
attempts to kill the enemy, any way he can and any time 
he can. 

As a peace officer, the patrolman must capture hiS. . 
opponent, injuring only when it is necessary and k~ll~ng 
only as a last resort. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

He must wait until a possible attack becomes real, 
until his suspicions are confirmed, before he may 
attack so as to defend himself. 

The patrolman cannot avoid violence when violence 
occurs. If he employ& force, it must be competent, 
swift relevant to his opposition and with due 
regard for the protection of others around him. 

He must be able to use force well if his community 
is to be protected and if he is to stay healthy. 
To be able to use force 'tolell, an officer must keep 
in good physical condition. 

1) A young rookie, fresh from police school, is in 
top shape. 

This condition can be quickly lost if he does 
not pursue some course of physical exercise. 
As a result he might develop shortness of 
breath and ~ndurance, flabbiness and'slow 
reflexes. 

If you are mentally alert and physically fresh, you 
are able to choose and apply the right force at the 
righ t time. 

The wrestling and jiujitsu holds of police school are 
important for self-confidence, but sometimes they may 
not be practical on patrol. 

a. 

b. 

In,school, recruits face each other and, at t~e count 
of the instructor and with mutual consent, they place 
an arm here or leg there and throw thefr classmates. . . 

When the patrolman goes out on acctual patrol, 
conditions are not the same. Instead of a spacious, 

) 

,it 

D. 

c. 

well-lighted gym~ he could be on a narrow, daJ:"k .... " 
stairway. Instead of his friendly classmates, 
he may be faced by a knife-wielding thug. Instead 
of gym clothes, he may be wearing long underwear, 
s~eaters and a heavy winter overcoat. 

Prepare yourself by realistic , intensive practice, 
preferably supervised by an experienced instructor. 

1) Practice until your reactions are automatic, 
until the techniques of defense against all 
kinds of attack and the techniques of restraining 
and subduing are virtually reflex actions just 
waiting to be triggered by your decision to act. 

2) As you learn these actions and reactions, you 
are adding weapons to your personal armory to' 
be employed when the situation calls for their 
use. 

3) Always observe your opponent, especially how 
he is dressed. Note his weakest point and 
ta~e advantage of his disadvantages. 

Preventive force. 

.1. When you look over an unarmed opponent, start from the 
bottom. 

a. 

b. 

He may be barefoot, quite frequent: in calls made to 
hotels, rooming houses and homes. If so, when he 
raises his clenched fists, a stomp with the heel of 
your shoe on the top of his toes 1rJi11 probably disable 
him. 

He may be wearing shorts. If so, a forceful kick in 
the shins will transform an aggesBor into a sufferer. 

c. Make use of your opponent's clothing to restrain him. 

1) 

2) 

A man's suit jacket, taken by the rear of the 
collar and pulled downward to his elbows, will 
his activities. Or, by grasping the bottom of 
the rear of his jacket or topcoat and throwing 
it over his head, you will hc~per his vision 
and arm movements, making him swing Wildly, if 
at all. 

-:..:;" 

If your opponent has a shirt with a closed, tight 
neck, place your hand inside the collar (front, 
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r/ 
side lOr back};: twist and lead him. An)) downt.Jarcl 
pull 'will cause pressure, usually enougr to kalep 
him in check. 

3) An opponenfis'tie can be an effective 
weapon against him. 

a) With a quick motion, grab the insiqeiflap 
of the tie and pull downward toward y:ou. 
As he bends, grab the knot with your \1ther 
hand and push up. 

b) You have an effective noose; but you must 
be careful, as too much pressure will cause 
unconsciousnelijs. 

c. Use the tie hold to move the suspect about; 
he is usually too busy clutching at his 
collar to go on fighting you. 

4) A. cap or hat, pulled down over the eyes with a 
quick motion, will momentarily blind your' 
opponent, allowing you to gai~ an effective hold. 

Force to restrSdn. 

1. Holding p'eople against t;heir will and leading the{n from 
one place. to another while they resist movement is part 
of the job of a patrolman. In order to db his dtitY:1 he 
may have to use force. 

2. If he f~tils to use restraining force effectively, ':1 battle 
may follow; the officer will have to subdue his opponent 
vigorous ly • " 

3. By successfully restrain;i.ng an adversary, by causjLnv~, 
controlled pain and injury to the person, the patf01:iff~ml' 
is protecting himself and innocent bystanders. 

/ 

-;;~: 
.. >..;.;;::;: .. -

a. 

b. 

In using restraining force, the patrolman does not 
intend to dJ.:sable or ~njure. He wants ~9 restrain 
the pers~from further activity, or he wants to 
compel~he person to ~9 along with him • 

Th,(df'ficer should apply on~y as much pressure ~nd 
~use only asmuc~ pain as LS needed to do the Job 

#t han,l.If too much power is used, a fracture ~r 
:/lother serious injury may result. 

/J:/ 
;0/ 

'_0-' 
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There are several restraining techniques in which you use 
your hands or arms: 

a. Grasp one or two of your opponent's fingers and bend 
;1 the fingers backward. To gain additional lever.age, 

you can place your thumb against the back of his 
hand while continuing to bend his fingers with your 
hand. 

b. If the opponent is pushing you~ graspbis wrist with 
one hand and hold hbn to you. Apply the finger bend 
with your other hand. If the suspect has a grip upon 
'you, force the end of your thumb or a knuckle between 
the bones on the back of his hand pr bore your thumb 
tip into the place where his thumb, joins h~.s. wris t. 

c. If the opponent has grasped you from behind, a 
stamp of your heel upon the toe of hi$ foot or a 
backward kick. with your heel strikil1g his shin may 
cause him to release you. ' 

d. Grasp his thumb (with his thumbprint against your 
palm) and bend backwards or away from his palm. 

e. Using your thumb, one or two fingers or a knuckle, 
you can apply concentrated pressure under the chin~ 
on the Adam's apple, under the nostrils, at the back 
and bottom of the ears or in the soft part of either 
temple. 

f; .• 

g. 

1) This concentrated pressure may be sufficiel1i.)Y 
painful to force". the opponent to break, hj,~ hold 
upon you, another person or an object'!;~.!:)-

2) A sharp tug. or PJ~nch applied to .. t:D~k hair, nose, 
ears or sensitiv{~ parts of ~J1ej>body (nipples of 
the breast or b'ody hai:t:);:-.,:i;!in accomplish the 
same objective., ,;:;.,".;,~:.~ 

The most commonlY . .u's~d arm hold is accomplished by 
twisting your.A}pI)'onent i s arm behind his back while 
grasping h/:i.$,~'wris.t. If he continues to struggle, 
the arm",.snouldbe beritupward, at the same time 
appl,ying a finger or thumbhold if needed. 

~.,_ ~;.c;,. _ 

An opponent can be he ld ag~,ins t a wall by a forearm 
p~ess to the throat. f~9m the front. Stand close to 
nim, with the ,side or"your hip thrust into his body 
(to avoid getting Idcked in the groin yourself and eo 
hinder his sideways: movementS) and, with your arm 
in front of you and your elbow bent, press your 
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',' h" throat. 'Us,e the weight of your foreaIfu"q~ainst ~s 
body 'to P~~ss:"forward., Your other.hand is free to 
apply additiortaj;~>.~?~ce if necessary. 

"-~':''''''' 

A forearm press from behind c~ also ~e employed. 
Grab the opponent from behind by plac~ng your 

~""';, ", forearm against his throat and, 'tvith :he same hand, 
.' . ·""~'''~''s.r':l..:L'illJ~y.,gripping his shoulder or cloth~ng. j" To 

restral~tha."person, bend him backward. \\:Lth YOU~t 
other hand:--yBtfJ,'o};!,Il:grab his wris: or hand, bend 
backward (toward you) .and apply hnger or thumb 
holds or an ann twist 'oe1:t,ind his back. 

In lieu of your hands or anns, the:D.::.;~~tstick can be 
used as a restraining ins trument. ~ '~:',;-'::,:,_,_ . 

a. 
...., ... ~ :-~'~::~~"'~-' 

Instead of a fore ann press to his throat, you'~~~~'~""~"'_ 
employ your nightstick to keep your opponent aga~ns_ 
a wall. 

1) 

2) 

1 d grasp"ng either end of the stick, Wi th your ',an s .L 

stand in front of your opponent and press it 
against his throat. 

Stand close, with the side of your hip thrust 
into his body, exactly as executed without th{~ 
nightstick. 

, h can be employed from behind b. "A nightstick t t'oat pres~ 
yourppponent, as well as from the front. 

l)C'" SHp'tli!:fstick a:c't'dss,the-throat,.,g:~,B;~P th.~ __ .... 
ends and ben~ him backward toward you. ReLa 
tively safe from his hands and feet$ you can 
use your bodytQ. best advantage. 

2) A knee placed in the back of a particularly 
violent suspect provides additional leverage. 

Restraint or come-along holds cannot be maintained over 
a long period of time ag~inst an opponent who has the 
ability and detenn:i,nation t'O break them. The ext:nded, 
restraint or leading" of a battling susPTct necesHtates 
the use of mechanical devices, like handcuffs. 

Force to subdue. 

There are times ~hen the pat'rolman must forcibly subdue 
an opponent. 
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a. 

b. 

3011"", 
If a suspect is about to use Ol;',in fact:, is using 
Violence agains t those around him or the! officer 

", ~·trying to res train him, there is no othe',r choice; 
the patrolman must fight. 

Mo~~,c.th:anj;b,~F,., he must quickly and effecUvely 
subdue his adver~a1:y, with least risk to himself 
and to others and in a manner consistent lo,ilith law. 

::-"'~ 

The Of;:;;~~";;;;t~~hOOS. the best:th9d~f. frsin'k 
n~s. ... J:)Edy and equipment tOe'get the job done~,. c'~'Here ',,
are sOml::-'i!):,actical tips to help him make that choice:' 

" '''::..':;:-c 

a) 
The knuckles in your', hand are hard, but 
there are'many fragile bones in your 
hand that can be~broken if they come into 
contact;with the hard, bony parts of your 
opponent's face and head. 

~) In addition, a punch, aimed for the face, 
""-<::~ ", .. :' sometimes lands on some teeth. If you do 

~''':'~''::'''wJ':":;"",_,~~,t break your hand or severely cut" it, ' 
you'7:ma}"C:o-,encL}lp with a serious infection 
(the mouth-~n~Hye...'1r.Q§J;; ... germ-laden body 
cavity), sometimes resutt1ilg~.!h:C!.ffiputa_ 
tion or permanent disability to' tIi~s;'f1fig-el;'~;!, ,_ 

'ff-'Y8u must punch with your fist, use the solar 
plexus as a target. An upwar\t motion _ quick, 
z'OFceful and surp~ising ,M is effective. But, 
if ':t~e suspect is we:aring.heavy clothing.1 such-" 
a blbW is useless. -

....."'-: ''':''';-;:':''':''' 

... -.; .•.. 

3) When you use your hands, learn to use the side 
,', --or 'ntIe'i:?2'():ff'::1;ne"hand-s._·" "Sever~ .cl@1age can 

be done with such biows. There a're'somehandc:".,=." 
"blows which.should be employed only when,.the 

danger is great. 

a) 

b) . 

A quick chop with a flat h-all,d; With the 
lower side of the hand hitting the opponent's 
Adam's apple, 'bridge of the nose or behind 
the base of eith~ear. 

An upward thrust ~iththe open? cuppea' 
hand (arm faCing the opponent),with the 
heel and base of the palm striking under 
the jaw or nostrils. 

',,:,.:' -- , 
""'''''::''';-':';;:;-6': ;:.; ~" 

-,~ 
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"c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

'" 

: :~ 

~ . 

filo fis ts next to one' another (hands 
tOllching 'but not entwined), used with 
a hah.'Illler' effect •... , as descrl.bed in (c). 

", .. &F~( 

One of two stiff fingers jabbed to thla 
eyeb~lls~ •. 

Two fingers "i,nserted into the nos trils 
from above and yanked upwards. 

- '.~., -

There are som~knee and foot bloW's'-which should 
be applied only when the. danger. is great. The 
best is the 'knee to the groin of your opp~nent 
but here are others which are rarely mentl.oned. 

Suppose you have knocked you'r assailant to the ~ 
ground. Be cat'efu!! As far as he is concerned, 
the fight may be far from over. 

a) 

b) 

If he reaches for a dangerous weapon on 
the floo¥ near him, stamp on his fingers 
or wrist. 

But what ,do you do when he reEi~hes for a 
gun in his clothing? If he is lyit'lg fafe 
up, kick to the groin or st'amp down upon,., 
the sola1; plexus. If he is lying f~ce 
down~' stamp on the back- of the neck or' 
between the shoulder blades. 

,I 

-_O~-'-·~-6).~_.A toe-first kick should be B.voide,d. A slight 
-m~vement~.by_ your apponent will cause you. to 

7) 

miss; and if'~you0Xl!.~ss your target, you wl.ll 
be off balance.·· Stanci~S'ide\l1~~~s to the target. 
Bend your body away from the kl:ck;~-y.ai--s&'lID~',~~ _~_~ 
leg and lash out. .In this manner, more of your , 

. shoe is preaented to the target than is the case 

. in a toe;'firstkick; and if you miss, you will 
still r.etain your balance. 

Suppose you are knocked to the ground (assuming 
you are una'l'lUect). Until you ar_e able to stand, 
kickS are the best means of holding off your 
opponent. Spin on you:~ back so that You,r feet 
are always toward your assailant • 

-::-CJ:-7'~,:,'c'~ ~;;. 
--

~--.--.;.;.-.. 

G. 
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8)You~ay be battling with a very strong opponent, 
,.::::::;cc=o!!."C=' _G=~~~oii~wh'o earns his living by using his strength 

or fists. Remember, -the~s~:rongest man in the 
wodd has the same weak points: _ eyes, nose. 
throat or scrotum. 

9) If you can avoid using your fists and feet 
on a suspect, so much the better. Emp),oying 
your body as a weapon increases the . 
possibility of your getting hurt, even if,syou 
win. Try to use your eq~ipment or other 
objects as weapons in close,!,combat. 

<" 
Using the nightstick. ~~~~··~~·~~'I. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

',.~'. 

The nightstick is a versatile and effective weapon,~" 

Make sure that it is-made of heavy, seasoned wood, 
smooth-grained_,and without knots." --,-.,~ c 

The proper use of the nightstick depends upon the 
situation. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

It can be employed as a lethal weapon, ranked just 
one step below your gun. 

Or, it can be used merely as an extension of your 
arm, to rap or jab an 'opponent without: your hands 
coming fl~q) direct contact with his body; it is 
safer for y6u~.;~nd harder for him that way. 

. .!" . 
,~ .' 

Do not use the nightstick with a slapping effect. 

1) 

2) 

The nightstick slap"does~not hurt or: disable, 
but it ctoe~ sting; and tIlis may atmoy or even 
infuriate your. opponent; ._. 
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2) Secondly, you can break your nightstick 
o~ an opponent's head; and in a fight with 
more than one assailant, this can be 
~da~~e.:.::o~s _~"o_ you. 

-.::'~-:""";~'. 

3) Thirdly, even if you hit l>lith just enough 
force to disable and aubdue the suspect, 
his head is going to have a turban of 
bandages. There· are few sorr~er sights 
than an officer standing before ajudge 
with a prisoner whose head is swathed in 
bandages. _ .. -

To hold the nightst:icKproperly, put the thong on your 
thumb and winci.tliE:i leather around the back of the hand. 
This will ~nabie you to have_ a secure hold on the 
stick; and at the same time, it will allow you to fr.ee 

'yourself from its easily, should such action be necessary. 
} 

If you can, handle th~nightstick with the hand opposite 
to your gun hand. This habit can be learned by repeated 
practice; otherwise, y.ou are limiting your effectiveness 
by being unable to use more than one hand at a time. 

The stick should be applied to bony parts of the body, 
as fatty parts 0 f the body tend to absorb the force of 
the blow. 

a. ' Sometimes a solid smash at the shinbone, side of 
the ankle, knee or elbow point will end all 
resistance. 

b. A person holding on to a pipe or door handle, 
refusing to move, can be made to let go by a 
sharp blow across the knuckles or fingers. 

USe a rap (a short, hard sideways blow) or jab (a short, 
hard, ti,p-firstblow) with a nightstick. Avoid the full 
overhead swing as much ~s possible. It is not a good 
technique for several reasons: 

a. First of all, unless your opponent is caught by 
surprise, the overhead swing is not fully effective. 

1) 

2) 

~e suspect will generally lift his arms to 
p'rotect himself. 

Your blow may fall upon the severoEil layers of 
Cclothing covering the upraised fOJ;'earm, and 
its force will be partially absorbed. 
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b. Secondly, the stick may strike a low ceiling or 
overhead obstruction and be knocked from your grasp. 

1) It may get caught on an overhead pipe, clothes 
line or electric wire. 

2) If there is more than one assailant, the 
nightstick may be torn from your hand, 
particularly from behind, and used as a weapon 
against you. 

c. Thirdly, the public reaction to an overhead swing 
is decidely unfavorable, and understandably so. 

1) Without knowing the facts of the matter, the 
citizen is confronted with a terrible sight: 
a unifo~1ned policeman taking a full, roundhouse 
swing with a big cl~b. This unfavorable public 
reaction may be a hindrance when you need 
aSSistance, witneSSes or cooperation of any 
kind from the public. 

2) A short rap or jab with the sti~k is more 
effective in the fight and does not have such 
an adverSe effect upon public opinion. 

8. When you rap or jab, shorten your grip depending upon the 
-= si,t:;uation. 

-------------~---

a. If YOUli1Uf'Lt_ go into the close quarters of a cab to 
subdue a sus'pect:~hold the nighs tick near the end, 
with about three inc'he,s protruding. 

1) Jab with it, straight from your body, like a 
knife stab, or from the Side, like a left cross. 

2) Make sure the jutting end of the stick reacheS 
its mark before your hand does. 

b. In the less confitiiIlg quarters of a hall,\lay, hold 
the stick about halnvay up. Rap or jab with it. 
You may find it effectfVe to feint with your free 
hand before rapping with''YQ,ur stick. 

'\~~.'.s, 

c. An effective jab can be acco~~1ti:ih~d by a bayonet 
thrust movement with your nightstick.-With one hand 
on the handle and the other hand at the middle, 
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jab the stick to exposed (unclothed or 
sparsely clothed) areas of the body. 

In open areas, like a park or street, where you have a 
greater freedom of movement, the nightstick can be 
swung like a baseball bat •. 

a. Grasping the stick with both hands at the handle, 
the swing can be a downward chop from the shoulder 
at a 45 degree angle. 

b. ',\here are some stick blows that should be employed 
otl1y when the danger is great: jab to the face, 
throat, groin, solar plexus or under the heart. 

10. If an opponent is trying to strike you with an object, 
the n~ghtstick can be used to block the blow. 

a. 

b. 

Aim the stick at his forearm or wrist, not the 
object. If you try to hit the object, ydu may miss 
altogether. 

If you hit it, the object may be so hard that the 
blow may continue undeflected or your nightstick may 
break. 

H. Using the daystick. 

1. 

1. A ~~ooden daystick should never be used with a swinging 
motion; it is not effective. A swinging blow with a 
wooden 'days tick has a cutting effect; and when used upon 
the face, it ~1ill lacerate and cause profuse bleeding. 

2. Jab with it. Jab to the ribs, the side of the jaw, the 
pit of the stomach or under the breastbone. 

Using the blackjack. 

1. 

2" 

Although very effective, the use of the blackjack is 
against regulations in many police departments. 

The blackjack is more compact than t~e nightstick. 

a. For this reason, plain clothesmen and detectives 
use it because it is easy to c~rry and conceal. 

b. Uniformed patrolmen use it when they do not have a 
nightstick or when they are:in confined quarters. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------._. 

J. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Do not use a blackjack in your fist for added power when 
you punch an adversary. You may hurt your hand far more 
than you do him. 

Use a sidewards swing, allowing the protruding end of the 
bl~ckjack to land first. Or, a short over-the-shoulder 
sW1ng can be employed, making maximum use of tne spring 
action in the blackjack. 

If two or more patrolmen are involved in subduing an 
apponent, they should take care not to hit one another 
with nightstick or blackjack blows. When on officer 
has his arm around a battler's throat attempting to 
restrain him from behind, other policemen's blows 
intended for the opponent's face or head may strike the 
officer's head or elbow. ' 

Using available objects. 

1. 

2. 

~n ~ffice: co~fronted with an armed or dangerous suspect 
1S Justif1ed 1n drav7ing his gun. In most instances he 
can use other weapons assigned to him as part of hi~ 
7quipment; sometimes he must use available objects 
1nstead of, or to supplement, his regular weapons. 

When confronted by a person with an object in his hands, 
the officer should pursue the following: 

a. To begin with, use verbal restraint; try reasoning 
with him. If this fails, you must subdue him. 

b. Look around you. Think, and improvise. 

c. Use any handy object that will enable you to subdue 
the person without killing him. Use that object as 
a weapon or shield so that you can get close enough 
to use your nightstick. 

d. 

e. 

Make sure to notice other objects that your opponent 
can grab and use as weapons: a bus sign, a broken 
beer bottle. Get between him and the potential 
weapon as you advance. 

When you get close enough, subdue him quickly. You 
may have to hurt him; but you have saved his life 
by being mentaLly alert, thinking clearly and 
improvising on the spot. 
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Using the gun. 

1. When facing a man arm~d with a dangerous weapon~ the 
officer should, if possible, find some object which he 
could use as a shield to ward off the attacker. Under 
no circumstances should the officer unnecessarily expose 
himself or others to the danger of being seriously 
wounded or killed in an effort to disarm someone armed 
with a deadly weapon. 

a. The officer, if he can do so without exposing him. 
self to immediate attack, should command the attncker 
to drop the weapon. If the adversary continues 'his 
assault without responding to the command, the 
officer should feel no compunction in shooting the 
attacker. 

b. Disarming techniques are reserved for the experts 
and should never be attempted by the police officer 
unless that officer has no access to his gun or 
does not have the time to get it out and use it. 
Such a condition might prevail in the event the 
officer entered a business establishment and was 
immediately confronted by an armed adversary. 

1) Under such circumstances, it is possible that 
the officer might not be able to get his gun 
out fast enough to avert the attack; or that 
shooting in crowded rooms or areas might 
unnecessarily endanger the lives of many others. 

2)' In this situation, such disarming tactics as 
those employed in juijitsu, karate, savate, etc. 
might be the only alternative. This leaves 
little choice for the officer confronted with 
such a predic~g~t~ 

c. However, any time that the officer has the time to 
draw his weapon to avert an attack by someone armed 
with a deadly "ieapon, he should do so without 
hesitation. He need not expose himself or others to 
needless bodily attack nor to the danger of sustaining 
mortal injury when he could avert it through the use 
of his weapon. 

2. If you are being fired upon, take cover. Get behind 
anything th~t will stop a bullet - an automobile, a tree, 
a building. 

3. 

4. 

a. 

b. 
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Cardboard store displays and thin plaster or wooden 
walls will afford concealment but no protection. 

Avoid taking cover near any glass windows, as 
fragments of shattered glass can cause you severe 
injury. 

If no cover is available, present the smallest possible 
target to your assailants - crouch, or better still,.f~ll 
to the ground and return their fire' from a prone pos1t10n. 

If firing the weapon is necessary to prevent the 
commission of a felony, or if, in fact, a felony has been 
committed and the fleeing suspects have not halted at 
your cQa~and and identification as a police officer, 
then you may fire on them. 

a. 

b. 

Never point your gun at anyone unless you intend :0 
£ire it, should the circumstances demand such act1on. 

Don't fire your gun. while running. You may not hit 
the person you are firing at, and you will be 
endangering the lives of others in the area. Stop 
and take aim. 

1) 

2) 

Aimed fire, if it is to be accurate, depends 
upon the weapon's being maintained in a fixed 
position. 

a) 

b) 

The unsupported, extended arm sways; a sway 
of a fractiol'kOf an inch may mean a miss of 
many feet; a s;ay of inches may result in 
a miss of several yard~\ 

s~pport your gun hand against a stationary 
object. You will be better able, thereby, 
to hit your target. 

Deliberate, aimed shooting may not be possible 
in certain situations. 

a) To protect your own life or the lives of 
those around you, you may have to hastily 
discharge your weapon after pointing it in 
the direction of the assailants. You take 
a risk if you do and you take a risk if you 
don't. The decision depends upon your 
evaluation of the particular situation 
confronting you. 
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Fer quick firing, shoo.t from a semi-crouch, ~ith 
the weapo.n held in fro.nt o.f yo.u. Practice. in 
sheeting from this po.sitio.n, should increase 
yo.ur accuracy. 

Since the use o.f a weapo.n is fraught with the dangerls 
inherent in its use, pro.ficiency in its use by the clffilcer 
sho.uld be considered one of the mo.st impo.rtant o.bjectives 
o.f his practical training. 
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The Use o.f Perso.nal Pro.tectivcWeapons. 

A. 

B. 

Intro.ductio.n to. the use o.f perso.nal pro.tective weapo.ns. 

1. Michigan is fast appro.aching the po.int where a man 
will no. lo.nger be given a badge, gun, and club, and 
then to.ld to. "go. o.ut and enforce the law." This will 
com~~out because o.f the increasing demand by the public 

,.;:::. . .::;a1:ifft·,Othey deserve to.p quality law enfo.rcement. 

2. 
, 

The co.urts have made it ,quite clear that cqrnmunities have 
a definite respo.nsibility to train their law enfo.rcement 
perso.nnel pro.perly in the skillful use o.f their perso.nal 
weapo.ns, and that any lack o.f training that results in 
injury to. the public at large makes the community emplo.y
ing that o.fficer civilly liable fer these injuries. 

The side arm. 

1. One o.f the greatest misco.nceptio.ns among new police 
officers relates to the use of their side arms. Because 
of television and the movi~s, many young officers get 
into serious trouble because of a lack of understanding 
of the practical as well as the legal aspects of using 
their gun. 

2. The purpose of the gun is to kill; that is what it is 
made for. If an officer wishes to. maim ordisabte a 
person there are other weapons, such as the club~ that 

" could be used for this purpose. 

a. More criminals are wounded by police officers than 
there are actually killed by them. The answer might 
well lie in chance or fate. 

b. It is a very rare and skilled officer who, under 
. combat conditions, can say with 100 per cent accuracy 
that he can shoot a person and not kill them or 
can hit them in the leg or arm only. 

c. This being the case then~ a:n officer should only 
fire his weapon when he fully intends to kill the 
person he is shooting at, or is willing to accept 
the responsibility of the person dying as a result 
of the ,action. 

~ 
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Since we cannot guarar,.tee that a bullet will not kill 
the person at whom it is fired, we must seek refuge in 
the law that allows us to kill another person. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

A homicide by a police officer is justifiable under 
the following conditions: 

1) 

2) 

When necessarily committed in overcoming actual 
resistance to the execution of some legal 
process, or in the discharge of any other legal 
duty. 

When necessarily committed in retaking felons 
who have been rescued or have escaped, or when 
necessarily committed in arresting persons 
charged with a felony, and who are fleeing 
from justice or resisting such arrest. 

It is important for an officer to realiz~ that this 
law does not give him carte-blanche p:ivileges in 
such cases, and that his action should be a last 
resort when all other means have failed, or when 
it is obvious that th.is is the only course open 
to him. 

If it would appear to a prudent and reasonable 
person that such extreme force was not necessary, 
the law would not protect the officer. 

It should also be pointed out that the law applies 
only to a felony and ~~ misdemeanor~ The law feels 
that it is better that a misdemeanant escape than be 
killed, for this would be a punishment far in excess 
of the crime. 

The law gives further justification to homicide~ 
not only to police officers, but to citizens in 
general. The conditions necessary for such action 
are as follows: 

1) 

2) 

When resisting any attempt to murder any person, 
or to commit a felony, or to do some great 
bodily injury upon any person. 

When committed in defense of habitation, property, 
or person, against one who manifestly intends 
or endeavors, by violence or surprise, to commit 
a felony, or against one who manifestly intends 
and endeavors, in a violent~ riotous or turnultous 
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manner, to enter the habitation of ano'ther 
for the purpose of offering violence to any 
pet'son therein. 

3) When committed in the lawful defense of such 
person, or of a wife or husband, parent, child, 
master, mistress, or servant or such person, 
when there is reasonable ground to appr~hend 
a design to commit a felony or todoc-B.om~ 
great bodily injury, and imminent danger of 
such design being accomplished; but such person, 
or the person in whose behalf the defens~ was 
made, if he was the assailant or engaged in 
mutual combat, mU,st really and.in good faith 
have endeavored to decline any further 
struggle before the homicide was committed. 

4) When necessarily committed in attempting, by 
lawful 'ways and means, to apprehend any 
person for any felony committed, or. in law
fully supressing any riots, or in lawfully 
keeping and preserving the peace. 

f. Again it must be remembered that these laws are to 
be availed of only when this action is a last resort, 
and that it is expected that a police officer would 
exercise greater care than the average citizen in 
these matters because his trainipg and judgment would 
better prepare him to meet the situation with a cool 
head. 

g. The law is quite explicit in justifying a homicide 
only when the intentions of the perpetrator are 
manifestly exhibited or when the controlling actions 
are reasonable. 

There=are practical aspects of shooting to be considered. 

a. The pr~ctical aspects regarding the use of the 
side arm can be condensed into two rules: 

b. 

1) Use it to save your own life. 

2) Use it to save the life of another. 

These rules are certainly more restrictive than 
those allowed in the lavl. However, it is wise to 
consider the taking of a human lif~ from a more 
conservative viewpoint. 

! 
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d. 

A professional police officer should be a person 
with a conscience. A person with a conscience 
does not lightly weigh the taking of a human life. 

.~\ 

His action might be approved by~a,court or review 
boardA~ falling within the limits of justifiable 
homicide, but in his own mind, for the rest of his 
life, he might askhimself,if'his action was truly 
a last resort. 

KnoW the facts before shooting: Don't guess. 

a. Because we are all human beings and are fallible 
to chance appearances and circumstances, it is 
quite possible to take an innocent life while 
performing what,we consider to be a legal duty. 

b. Is the case actually a felony, or does it just 
appear to be one? The following are examples of 
ac tua1 cases: 

1) An armed robber hel.d up a grocery store. There 
were several people inside the store. As the 
robber: left by the front door, one of the 
people ran out the back door and over to a gas 
station to call the police. In the station 
getting gas was an off-duty officer. On 
hearing what happened, he ran to the front of 
the store. In the meantime the owner of the 
store had picked up a revolver and took off 
after the perpetrator. When the officer 
arrived at the front of the store, he saw the 
owner running with the gun in his hand, and 
yelled for him to stop. The owner turned and 
saw the officer in plain clothes with a gun 
in his hand, and thinking that he was the 
partner of the othe:c gunman, he fired at the 
off-duty officer, who in turn returned the 
fire, and a gun battle ensued while the real 
perpetrator got away. Luckily no one was 
killed. If someone had been killed, it would 
have been declared excusable or justifiable 
homicide, but the person doing the killing 
might have been bothered for the'rest of his 
life. 

2) Two persons held up a downtown bank and the 
alarm was tripped. As a businessman was about 
to enter the bank with a bag of ,money, he saw 
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one of the perpetrators fire a shot, and he 
tU1:'ned and ran down the street. Just then 
a p~")l:i.ce~ca:r arrived at the scene and saw 
the businessman running down the street 
with a money bag in his hand. The officer 
yelled at him to halt, but the running had 
apparently jarred the businessman's hearing 
a~d loose, and he didn't hear the order. The 
officer fired at the businessman and killed 
him. 

-~,:::. 

At a banlt holdup, the perp~tratQrs, while 
going through drawers, accidentally setoff 
the ~ilent alarm. When the first officers 
arrived, a gun battle ensued. A-man living 
next door to the bank, saw ~lacwas going on 
and grabbed his revolver so he could assist 
the police. As he ran across the parking lot 
of the bank with his gun in his hand, another 
police car drove up. The officers jumped out, 
and one of them started shooting at the citizen 
with the gun in his hand. Fortunately, the 
officer was a bad shot and the man was not hit. 

c. Apa;ct from the cases of mistaken or supposed identity, 
the officer ,should also consider the possibility of 
hitting innocent bystanders when he becomes involved 
in a gun battle; there are, unfortunately, many 
cases of innocent bystanders being shot as a result 
of an officer firing at a criminal and missing, and 
for this reason, extreme caution should be used vlhen 
firing a weapon in a congested area. 

Shooting at juveniles presents many problems for the 
police officer. 

b. 

He should never underestimate the capabilities of 
a juvenile or the potential danger that the 
juvenile might possess; yet there are many times that 
an officer is completely justified from the legal 
standpoint in shooting at juveniles, and yet from the 
practical standpoint it is ill-advised. 

It is common for police officers, when they begin 
chasing a stolen car containing juveniles, to 
start shooting at them. This tendency is strong, 
especially if they finally stop the car and the 
juveniles start running. 
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They justify this action by the magic word 
"felony"; "If it is a felony you can shoot 
at them." 

It should be 
juvenile car 
misdemeanor, 

/,t remembered that 
theft cases are 
"j~yriding.1I 

the majority of 
reduced to the 

3) Many departments now prohibit firing at 
stolen cars first. The safety of the public 
is an important factor here. 

Panic firing is where one officer opens fire and every
one else follows suit. 

a. The first shot can be, and in many cases has been, 
an accident. 

b. 

c. 

It seems that when the first shot is fired, many 
officers tend to panic and follow suit, feeling 
that there must be some good reason for the first 
shot being fired. 

The power of panic reaction is greater at night 
when darkness b~eeds, insecurity and often hides 
the reality of the situation. 

Despite the issuance of orders, in most departments, 
forbidding the firing of warning shots, their use is 
still prevalent in police work. It probably results 
from the frustration of the officer at having someone 
running away from him, and yet having a reluctance to 
shoot him. 

a. What is wrong with warning shots? 
, 

1) What goes !!E. ~ ~ down. The question i.s, 
where will it come down? The chance of a 
warning shot Coming down and hi tting a person 
in the head is rather remote, yet 'it has 
actually liappened •. 

2) Angle shots ~ cause damage. Many officers 
fire" their warning' shots over the suspect's 
head. This is more dangerous in that it can 
easily ricochet and cause property damage, 
as well as injury and death. 
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It seldom stops the suspect. Officers usually 
fire warning sho~when the suspect is too far 
away to chase. When the suspect is that far 
away, ,he will seldom stop when the shot is 
fired. If anything, he will run faster because 
the shot h~s stimulated the adrenal fluid in 
his body, and has given him more energy. 

! report must·~ filed. Usually .~ copy ot' 
this report goes into the officer s personal. 
folder, and can be considered derogatory~in 
nature. 

Use of side arms in dispatching injured animal"s. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Most officers s~ldom fire their side arm in an 
actual combat situation, but many of thenl use 
their gun regularly in putting injured animals ' 
out of their misery when it is obvious that nothing 
can be done for them. 

In dealing with animals under any condition, it is 
wise to remember that some people love an~mals more 
than they love. other people, and will be very 
critical of any decision that involves shooting 
them • 

The following steps are recommended when it appears 
that an officer will have to shoot an animal that is 
injured: 

1) 

2) 

Obtain the owner's permission if possible. If 
the owner-is not around, or is unknown, obtain 
the names of witness~swho can verify that the 
animal was in a condition that warranted its 
being shot to put it out of its misery. If the 
owner of the animal later sues the officer on 
the grounds that the action was unjust, the 
officer can call on.the witnesses to back UP. 
his action. 

Use special ammmunition. An officer should 
carry one or two extra "wad cutter" type bullets 
to be used in "dispatching" injured animals. 
It is very embarrassing for an officer to shoot~· 
an animal and then have hilll __ j!lmp -Uj,T ana go yelping 
down the street.=Nei."t:1i=er a magnum load nor 
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a penetrating load should be used because 
they have a greater chance of going through 
the animal and ricocheting to cause injury 
or damage. 

Clear all children £rom the scene. Young 
chUdr;rr---do-nofund~arurthe situation and 

, , it is possible that they might subconsciously 
hate all policemen for the rest of their lives 
because in the back of their minds they 
remember a policeman in uniform shooting their 
pet that they loved so much. They might have 
forgotten that the animal was injured, or they 
might not have ,been present when it was 
actually hit by the car. The thing that sticks 
in. their minds is the policeman shooting i't. 

Move ~ animal off the pavement. To reduce 
the chance of the bullet ricocheting, it is 
best to remove it to a dirt or lawn area. 

Muzzle the animal. For safety's sake, it is 
best to muzzle the animal even though it may 
appear to be almost dead or even unconscious. 
The animal should not be moved without.,first 
muzzling it. This can be done with the officer's 
belt, handkerchief, or a 'piece of rope. 

Don't s~.v~t the animal in the head. If it is 
possible that the animar-might~rabid, the 
laboratory must have the head intact in order 
toperrorrn its test. If there is no suspicion 
of rabies, then it may be shot in the head, down~ 
into the body. This increases the chance of 
killing the animal, and decreases the chance 
of: the bullet coming out the other side. If 
the animal is suspected of rabies, it should be 
shot .in the neck and down into the body. 

Breaking the neck !!. another way_ Many times 
an officer is reluctant to shoot the animal 
because the area is congested with people, and 
there is no area without pavement (downtown 
area). This can be done by holding the animal 
up by the hind legs in one hand, until the neck 
arches back, taking the club in the other hand 
and""then ~,ivi~g ~ snapping blow to the bac:k ?f 
the 'neck. \ Th~s loS the common method of k1.lll.ng 
rabbits. it reduces the danger of shooting, and 
is less messy. 
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B) ~ ~ animal is~. Many times an officer 
will shoot an injured animal, notify 
headquarters to call the pound and give them 
the locatio~, and then take off. Under these 
conditions,' it is not uncommon for a dead 
enimal to lie in the gutter for two days. 
The reaction of the residents in the 
neighborhood is often qUite strong, for they 
feel that the job was only half done by the 
officer. People expect more from the modern 
police department than they ever have before. 
Arter the officer has shot the animal, he 
should solicit-one of the neighbors to allow 
the animal to be put in their garbage can 
(if it fits) until the pound car can arrive. 

10. Liability as a result of shooting. 

11. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

An officer who shoots an innocent bystander during 
a gun battle may not be found criminally guilty 
because it would be classified as excusable homicide, 
but if a jury was to find that the officer did not 
exercise reasonable care and caution, he could be 
sued for everything he will ever own. 

It is important to remember that the board or jury 
that decides on the action is a ''Monday morning" 
board, and was not there during the heat of battle. 
Their thinking can be quite a bit different. 

When the law refers to actions as being those of a 
reasonable and prudent man, they usu~lly mean such 
a man when he is wi.thout pressure of fear. 

A matter that is of as much concern to police 
administrators as the improper firing of the side ,arm is 
the failure of the officer to use it when he should. 

a. 

b. 

Police administrators are becoming more aware of 
situations where the police officer has "buck fever," 
and cannot fire his weapon. 

In many cases the officer has "been wounded or killed 
as a result. The killing of another human, being is 
a serious matter, and should not be taken lightly. 
However, the officer's life and safety is much more 
important, and steps should be taken to discover 
these tendencies and either correct them or direct 
the officer into another field of employment. 
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c. Since the average officer rarely fires his weapon 
in a real combat situation, it is conceivable that 
he could spend many years on the department 
witl10ut being aware of this "buck fever." 

d. By the use of wax bullets and a reverse projection 
movie screen, it is possible to train an officer 
to react to real danger situations by having him 
draw his gun and firt~ it when the situation is 
presented on the screen. With enough practice, this 
would become a "conditioned response." 

C. The police club and its significance as a police tool. 

1. The use of the police club often causes problems for new 
officers. 

a. Most people will agree that the police club is both 
a defensive and offensive weapon, but there is much 
confusion about its use. 

b. It seems natural for the club to be used on the 
opponent's head, yet if there were a cardinal rule 
for the use of the police club, it would be tlDo not 
hit a person on top of the head with the police club." 

c. So natural is this tendency to so use the club, that 
veteran officers who know better have, on occasion, 
because of the excitement of the fight, hit his 
opponent on the head. 

d. Why then, if this tendency is so natural, shouldnlt 
an officer hit his opponent on the head? 

1) 

2) 

It can kill them. If you want to kill the 
per;on,~ the gun; that what it is for. 

You seldom knock them out. In most cases, 
the purpose of using the club is to subdue the 
opponent or knock him out. With the police 
club, this seldom occurs. Many times the 
club will break and still not knock the person 
unconscious. 

3) The victim usually bleeds profusely. Even though 
the break in the skin is small, the bleeding is 
quite profuse, and this will gain the sympathy 
of bystanders and may promote charges of police 
brutality. 

2. 

3. 
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4) The officer opens himself for attack When the 
officer raises his cluB,~aSlhe must ~o hit a 
person on the head, he opens himself for any 
number of defensive actions. It puts him in 
a very bad position strategically. 

Generally speaking, the best places to use the police 
club are where the skin is close to the bone. They are 
as follows: 

a. Collarbone. 

b. Shins. 

c. Hands and wrists. 

d. Kneecap. 

e. Nose. 

f. Adam's apple. 

g. Ankle. 

h. Elbow. 

i. Solar plexus. 

The best position for holding the club is a hori~ontal 
position in which the right end of the club is held in 
the right hand, palm down and the left end of the club 
is held in the left hand,'palm up. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

When ready to deliver a blow, the club is snapped 
from the left hand to the target, and is immediately 
returned. 

If the s~bject grabs the club, a quick twist will 
remove h1s grip. If both hands were gripping the 
club, palm down this could be done. 

When carrying the club in the police car, it should 
~e ~ept in ex~ctly the same position so that when 
1t 1S needed 1n a hurry, it can be grabbed 
immediately. 

4. There are other uses of the police club in addition to 
its use as a weapon. 
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a. The club can be used as a "come along." One of 
the most common is where the club is inserted from 
behind and between the legs and then lifted up. 

b. The club can beuse9 as a splint for broken bones. 

c. The thong can be used in a splint for broken bones. 
C' 

d. It can be used to break in a window or door when 
forced entry is required. (The gun should never be 
used for this purpose.) 

5. Carrying the club involves certain safety precautions. 

a. When carrying the club~ the thong should!!£!. be 
hung around the wrist as is commonly ~een in many 
cities. 

,'I 

b. It should be hung on the thumb and back across the 
back of the hand. In this way, it can be released 
in case the subject gets a firm grip on the club and 
starts to swing the holder around. 

D. The Yawara stick. It is a small dowel-shaped weapon of any 
material - with knobby ends which protrude from the hand when 
gripped by the officer, and is now carried by many officers in 
addition to their police club. It has the following advantages: 

1. Because it is small, it can be held in the hand and 
hardly noticed; the officer can have it ready without 
alerting his opponent. By folding the arms, it can be 
completely hidden. This reduces the possibility that 
the officer might have to fight. 

2. If an officer comes at someone with a police club in his 
hand, he can expect a fight, because the opponent often feels 
that he has no choice. There have been fewer charges of 
police brutality in departments where Yawara sticks have 
been used. 

3. It cannot be grabbed from the officer's hand. The size 
and the spikes prevent it> The small spikes can be used 
as come-alol1gs. 

E. An ever-increasing number of police departments are equipping 
their men with the tear gas spray. 

1. It is primarily designed to momentarily stun a person who 
is: 

'J 

2. 
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a. Assaulting an officer. 

b. Resisting an officer. 

Tear gas spray has the following advantages: 

a. It is carried in a compact container which can be 
held in the hand. 

b. It has a sudden, surprising, stunning effect. 

c. Its use requires no physical contact. 

d. It creates a good image for the department - leaves 
no marks or scars - there is no bloodshed. 

e. It is effective when properly used, in the majority 
of instances. 
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VI. The Frisk and Search. 

A. Frisk and search by the policeman. 

B. 

1. To protect himself and others and to uncover evidence 
of criminal a.ctivity, an officer performs a frisk and 
a search. 

2. A search is a methodical and comprehensive examination 
of a suspect's person, possessions and clothing in an 
effort to uncover hidden weapons, articles that may 
be used to facilitate escape or evidence of illegal 
activity. 

3. The person who is searched has been arrested and/or is 
searched in compliance with a warrant. 

4. A frisk is something less than a search. 

a. A patrolman does not place his hand inside, but 
moves his hand along the outside of a person's 
clothing. 

b. He does not pat - it is possible to miss a small 
weapon or item of evidence that way - but feels 
by running his hand against the garment. 

c. The officer feels for any hard objects that can be 
dangerous weapons in the hands of a person desiring 
to flee or to do injury to himself, the officer or 
others. 

When and where to frisk. 

1. Always frisk prisoners e 

2. Upon arriving at the scene of a fight, separate and then 
frisk the participants. Someone may have a gun in his 
coat pocket, an ice pick in his belt or a knife strapped 
to his shin. 

3. The frisk prevents further and more hazardous disorder. 

4. As you frisk, be sure to take note of any peculiarities 
of apparel and possessions: 

a. Extra-large pockets or metal clips sewn into a gar
ment may indicate that the suspect is a shopliftere 
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b. Slits in the clothing are a mark of a pickpocket. 

c. Several can openers may be the tools of a car burglar 
or thief. 

At night, choose a well-lighted area nearby to conduct 
the frisk. 

During the daytime, select a location away from the 
public, because bystanders may inadvertently and unin
tentionally interfere with your duty through their 
curiosity. 

7. Another reason for frisking a suspect away from public 
view is that the suspect's reputation should not be 
jeopardized unnecessarily. 

How to frisk. 

1. One technique entails ordering the suspect to stand three 
feet from a wall or an automobile, with his feet spread 
far apart and his han~s outstretched before him. 

a. The suspect leans his body forward until his open 
palms are against the wall or car roof. 

b. In this position, the suspect can rather easily be 
thrown off balance by kicking one foot out from 
under him. 

c. When using this technique, place ym.n~ l~f.t feot in 
front of the suspect's left foot. 

de At any suspicious movement by the suspect" kick hi.s 
foot away from the wall or car to send him spra~vling" 

e. Start at the head and frisk downward. 

f. When you pass the suspect's jacket or coat, grasp 
the rear bottom and thrust it over his head e 

g. While he is momentarily blinded by this actions you 
get a clear view and are able to perform a more 
complete frisk. 

h. As you get to frisk below the knees, seeking for 
anything in his socks or shoes, you ShOllld crouch~ 
not bend from the middle. 
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l~en you remove your left foot from in front of him, 
replace it with your left hand. 

Once you are finished with the suspect's left side, 
switch your gun to your left hand and move to his 
right side. 

Place your right foot in front of his and perform 
the frisk of this side in the manner described above. 

~fuen you frisk a young, agile suspect and the circum
stances prevent your using your gun should he try to 
escape, use the following procedure. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

While you frisk the upper portion of his body with 
one hand, grasp the back of his shirt collar with 
your other hand. When you fri~k~he lower part of 
his body, grasp the back of his belt or pants 
waistline with your other hand. 

By keeping a firm grip upon him, you make it diffi
cult for a suspect to dart away from you. 

As you frisk, your eyes should be upon the suspect's 
head and hands at all times. 

The movement of these parts of the body will give 
you·the first signs of any false moves on his part. 

Your hands will feel anything suspicious; you don't 
have to watch them at work. 

If you find anything worth examining, take it and 
back away from him before you inspect it. 

Your momentary diversion vlhlle in close proximity 
to the suspect may give him ~n opportunity to 
attack you and/or attempt to escape. 

There are officers who use the above technique with some 
slight variations. Insta~dof the Sqspect keeping his 
balance with outstretched arms, some patrolmen prefer 
to order him to clasp his hands behind his head, fingers 
entwined and palms against the back of his head, and 
us~ his elbows to lean against the wall or car. 

a. The advantage of this technique is that any suspi
cious movement can be countered by ramming the 
suspect's head against the wall. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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b. There is a drawback in using this technique: the 
suspect may have a razor or other small but danger
ous weapon secreted at the back of his shirt, 
jacket, or coat collar. 

Some officers prefer to lean a suspe.ct against a stoop 
or automobile fender; they reason that the lower the 
object the suspect leans against, the easier it is to 
throw him off balance. 

There are various other techniques which are used to 
frisk a person. 

These are used when you are certain that a crime has 
been committed or when you believe the suspect will 
assault, you and flee at the first opportunity. 

One inv~ving the suspect lie down on his belly, 
sp~eagle fashion. 

a. Frisk from the side opposite the direction he is 
facing; that is, while the suspect is facing to the 
right, you would frisk from his left side, and 
vice versa. 

h. With his legs spread out. have him turn his feet 
toward one another, in a pigeon-toed manner. 

c. Start to frisk from the feet and work up. At all 
times keep your body, especially your feet, ~way 
from his hands. 

Some patrolmen take a dangerous suspect to a nearby 
enclosure which is removed from public view but is la.:q~e 
enough to allow freedom of movement. 

a. Once inside, the suspect is ordered to drop his 
trousers about his ankles • 

b. Then he is ordered to lean against a wall, in the 
manner described earl~er. 

c. With his pants about his ankles, the suspect will 
find it hard to assault you or to escape from you. 

When you frisk, tell the suspect what you are doing and 
tell him of the consequences should he give you any 
trouble. If you have reason to be~ieve the suspect has 
a gun or other dangerous weapon upon his person or he il! 
desperate or not completely rational, have your gun out 
and ready to use but uncocked. 

\ 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

Do not assume that, because you are a police o[ficl'r 
acting with legal authority, everyone will do as he is 
told. 

a. A suspect who thinks hims-elf larger, stronger, 
faster or younger than you may attempt to assault 
you. 

b. A person familiar with the surrounding area IIiay 
chance a sneak attack upon you. He may reason 
that with his knowledge of the nearby alleys, 
rooftops and backyards, if he could only get one 
punch or kick in - enough to knock you down - he 
would make a successful getaway. 

c. Order the suspect to assume the frisk position and 
be ready to back up your order. 

Suppose there is More than one suspect to be frisked. 

a. If there are many, a patrolman should, with his 
gun in hand, order them to assume a frisk position 
and call or send a reliable person to call for 
assistance. 

h. Suspects should remain in the frisk position, with 
the officer covering them with his gun from ten 
to twenty feet away, until assistance arrives. 

Do not stop frisking when you find a weapon. 

a. A suspect may have two or more weapons upon him. 

h. If you cease frisking when you discover a gun in 
a shoulder holster, you will miss a knife that is 
taped to a leg. 

c. Professional gunmen have been known to hide a 
small-caliber gun beneath another in their holster, 
hoping that the police upon discovering the first 
weapon, will not inspect the holster for the second. 

d. Your life d.e,pends upon a good frisk. 

The p~oper procedure depends upon several factors. 

a. Location. If you are in a confined area, like a 
hallway, room or small backyard, only one suspect 
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can be frisked with safety by a lone patrolman. 
The presence of additional suspects necessitates calling 
for assistance. 

b. Ti~ At night, when the light is so dim that you can
not see their movements clearly, assistance is needed to 
frisk even a few suspects. 

c. Bystanders. If innocent Eystanders, curious spectators 
or children crowd around,the scene, the number of suspects 
you can safely frisk is very limited. The other people 
may be grapbed and used as shieids. 

1) Should the suspects flee among them or attempt to 
assault you, you cannot fire your gun for fear of 
injuring someone in the crowd. 

. ~24-'~' Thepre-spnce ofother'pe'bple milIillg about is rea
son enough to call for assistance. 

d. Physical obstruction. If there are nearby objects behind 
which suspects can dodge (a line of parked cars, for ex
ample), or which the suspects may use to assault you 
(~.g., loose lumber, bricks, metai sanitation baskets), 
it is dangerous for you, alone, to frisk more than one 
man. Call for assistance. 

Hazards to the policeman in frisking. 

1. The greatest hazard to a lone patrolman attempting to 
frisk more than one suspect is derived from his own 
rnental' state. 

2. Because he has performt~d frisks many times before, is 
anxious to get his meal. or go off duty, believes the 
complainant to be a crank or doesnit think the suspects 
look like criminals, an officer may take on more than he 
can handle. 

3 0 Doing so, he is neglectful of his ~uty and is needlessly 
exposing himself to great risk. 

Two man frisk team. 

1. One officer should stand about ten to twenty feet away 
from the suspects, with his revolver covering them, while 
his partner, with his gun in his holster, does the frisk
ing. 

a. The patrolman hold~ng theigun should always be on the 
side OPPosite his partner. 
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b. At no time should the partner get in the line-of-fire, 
between the revolver and the':.suspects. 

. 2. When they change sides, the officer doing the frisking 
should pass behind his partner. 

3. The officer doing the frisking should never get between 
suspects. 

a. . There are two ways he can avoid d(:iing so. 

1) .c One involves frisking the l~\ft side of the first 
suspect, moving htm to the e~d of the line and 
frisking the left side of the next suspect. 

2) ~fuen the left sides of all suspects are frisked. 
the officer does the right side of each suspect, 
one at a time, returning each suspect to. the end 
of the line when he is finished with him. 

b. A second technique entails removing one suspect from 
the line altogether. 

1) While the remaining suspects are covered by his 
partner, the officer frisks this suspect com
pletely. 

2) After returning hini to the far en.d of the line, 
the patrolman takes the next one aside for a 
complete frisk. 

3) The officer should inake sure" that the person 
already frisked is back in line before he takes 
the ':next suspect outcof line. 

The search of a suspect. 

1. A search of a suspect entails the very thorough examiu
ation of his person, possessions, and clothing. 

2. It should be performed on a person in the station house 
under the ~upervision of a superior officer or in a hospi
tal under the supervision of hospital authorities. 

3. Another patrolman should stand guard while the arresting 
officer performs the search. 

4~ All garments should be searched. Nothing should go 
unexamined. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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a. A razor blade, file or package of narcotics may be 
secreted in the sweatband of'a cap or in the lining 
of a tie • 

b. Watch for portions of a seam that are sewn in a 
different stitching than the l:'est of the seam. 

c. Feel for anything that is lumpy or hard. 

d, Examine garments for hidden pockets and shoes for 
hidden compartments. 

e. Hiding 'weapons and evidence under co liar lape Is, 
pocket flaps or in trouser and shirt cuffs is a 
favorite trick of criminals. 

All possessions of the arrested suspect should be laid 
out on a table, away from the suspect, and searched 
methodically. This includes things he has in his pockets. 

a. Wallets, paper pamphlets, key cases and handkerchiefs 
should be opened andd:J:leir contents placed upon a 
table. 

b. Fountain pens and cigarette lighters can be remade 
in such a way as to fire a small-caliber bullet, so 
examine them carefully. 

c. Any garment or article already examined should be 
placed far apart from those which remain to be 
searched. 

When there is more than one prisoner, thoroughly search 
one at a time. 

Follow all the orders of your superior officer. If you 
are not certain about the disposition or importance of 
any article, ask him. 

Weapons and evidence can be taped or strapped to parts 
of the body. 

a. A prisoner's person should be carefully examined, 
including the soles of the feet~ armpits, fatty 
creases an.J. between the legs. 

. ... b. A search must be thorough or it is a waste of time. 
Do not be rushed. 

If the person or article are exceptionally filthy or 
lice-ridden, take off your jacket and roll up your shirt 
sleeves. 
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Wash your hands and forearms thotoughly when you 
are finished. 

Do not let odor or filth deter you from a careful 
examination of the person's body, possessions or 
clothing. You are after evidence and evidence is 
necessary for complete investigation and conviction .. 

VII. 
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Transporting Prisoners. 

A. 

B. 

An introduction to methods and safeguards in transporting 
prisoners. 

The unpredictable nature of man creates a serious threat to the 
officers removing a man from the scene of a crime or an arrest. 
The prisoner, facing the loss of freedom, can become desperate 
and extremely dangerous. The fact that a prisoner submits 
peacefully does not guarantee that he will not resort to vio
lence or trickery minutes later. Any prisoner - even the 
"friendly drunk" - may be some dangerous wanted man plotting his 
escape. Therefore, transporting officers must be prepared to 
cope with any eventuality - including an attack on their persons, 
or deception - to carry out a plan ,of escape. Transporting of
ficers are required to act in a ma,nner l-lhich will assure the 
safety of their prisoners. From the time of arrest until the 
moment of incarceration, the prisoner is their responsibility 
and they are required to take " any necessary precautions in order 
to provide for the prisoner I s safE~ ty. 

Preliminaries to transporting a prisoner. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

An officer should never attempt to transport more persons 
than he can safely control. 

Searching a subject'is the first of many precautionary 
measures to be taken and applies to every prisoner trans
ported. 

a. 

b. 

Do not depend on another officer to search a pris
oner for you. Personally search each person you 
will transport. 

Confiscate any article that can be used as a weapon. 

1) ",I Items such as a pen, a heavy beit buckJe, a pen 
knife, must be removed. 

2) A woman's large purse, a hat pin and high heeled 
shoes can be used to inflict injury • 

Any person arrested for a serious offense, regardless of 
sex or age, must be handcuffed. This precaution i6 also 
taken with any person who has resisted arrest or who 
shows s~gns of belligerency. 

A1thou8:h the interior ofa police vehicle is searched 
for a hidden weapon or evj.d£:nce after a prisoner has 
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been booked, it is also a good practice to re-search the 
vehicle before transporting another prisoner. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

This permits the officer to remove any article which 
could be a potential weapon. 

Tools, flares, a flashlight or even a weapon hidden 
by a previous su.spect can all be used by a prisoner 
attempting to escape. 

It assures that there are no weapons or evidence 
hidden in the vehicle before the prisoner is placed 
there. 

If a subsequent search conducted after the prisoner 
is delivered discloses a weapon or evidence, it is 
easier to establish that this contraband was hidden 
by the suspect. 

The transporting officers are required to aret :.n a man
ner that assures the safety of their prisoner. 

a. The driiver of the cru.iser or transportation van must 
obey all traffic regulations. 

b. Excessive speeds are unnecessary and needlessly en
danger the occupants of the police vehicle and the 
motoring public. The transporting officers must 
also care for the prisoner. 

The intoxicated prisoner also presents the greatest num
ber of hostile or uncooperative prisoners. 

a. Whenever you are dealing with such an individual, 
it is best to apply restraints inunediately to obtain 
cooperation by firm direction. 

b. If you must resort to force, do so only after other 
attempts have failed. 

c. Then the officer should use only such force as is 
necessary to control the subject. 

Usiug the patrol wagon as a means of transportation. 

1. The patrol wagon is the ideal vehicle to transport pris
oners, but its availability does not eliminate precau
tions of searching or handcuffing prisoners. 

-------------------------------------------~----- - ---.--------_.-
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The patrol wagon should be searched for any articles 
which could be used for weapons. 

The prisoners are seated as far forward as possible, 
while the guard officer is seated near the back doors. 

The interior'light is kept on to permit a better watch 
over the occupants and to enable the driver to check the 
rear compartment periodically. 

The guard officer should not allow prisoners to conduct 
a conversation among themselves. 

After the prisoners are delivered to jail, the inside of 
the patrol wagon should be searched again for any dis
carded evidence. 

Women prisoners can be transported by male officers if 
the procedures are adjusted. 

a. No officer should ride in the back with a female 
prisoner. 

b. Both officers remain in front of the van or cruiser 
and watch the pr.isoner through the compartment win
dow. 

c. The interior light should be turned on to facili
tate observation. 

Male and female prisoners, unless involved in the same 
crime, should not be transported together. 

a. In those cases involving the transportation of 
mixed sexes, the guard officer rides with the pris
oners. 

b. If extreme hostility exists between the parties ar
rested, it is better to place them in separate ve
hicles. 

Using the patrol car as a means of transportation. 

1. The one-man patrol car. 

a. Sound field procedures generally direct that when
ever you have a subject in custody, you are to in-. 
form the dispatcher and request transportation as
sistance. 

,.,.", 
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b. If no other units are available and you must trans
port the prisoner to jail, inform the dispatcher of 
the following: The identity and description of the 
wrisoner, the reason for the arrest, your location 
and your destination. 

c. This procedure not only keeps the dispatcher in
formed of your movements, but the knowledge that 
other police units are aware of his identity may 
deter a prisoner from attempting to escape. 

d. The handcuffed prisoner is placed in the car through 
the driver's door, to prevent any escape effort when 
the officer walks around the car. The prisoner is 
seated on the front seat. 

e. Additional restra1nts can be applied by using the 
safety belt to secure the subject to his seat. 

f. As a precaution, the officer sho~ld place his wea
pon on his left side. 

g. If at any time the officer feels he cannot handle 
the situation, he should remain at the scene until 
additional help arrives. 

h. Two prisoners may be handled in much the same man
ner. 

1) They are restrained by interlocking their arms 
and handcuffing their hands behind their backs. 

2) One suspect is handcuffed with his arms behind 
him. 

3) The left arm of the second prisoner is then 
passed under the right arm of the first sub
ject before applying the handcuffs. 

4) The prisoners are seated on the front seat and 
the safety belt is used to secure at least one 
of the subjects. 

One-man car and assistance. 

a. If a unit assigned to assist in transporting a pris
oner is another one~man car, only one police vehicle 
is used for transportation. 

E. 
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b. The other is parked legally out of traffic and 
locked While both officers transport the subject to 
jail. 

c. If restraints are used, they are applied in the 
usual manner. 

d. The pr':soner is seated on the right rear seat of the 
transport vehicle while the guard officer, after 
placing his service revolver on his left side, is 
seated directly in back of the driver. 

e. When two subjects are to be transported, they are 
handcufied in a manner which will be most effective 
and yet, will not prevent them from leaving the po
lice vehicle in an emergency. 

f. The two are seated on the rear seat - one on the 
right side, the other in the center - while the 
guard officer is seated in back of the driver. 

g. The front seat is used if a third suspect is to be' 
transported. 

h. Under no circumstances must the guard officer seat 
himself in the front while the prisoners are placed 
in the back seat. 

i. At least two officers should transport a female pris
oner if a policewoman is not available, noting time, 
location and destination with the dispatcher and re
porting to the dispatcher the time of arrival at the 
destination. 

j. The prisoner is se~ted in the police vehicle as any 
other prisoner - on the right rear seat with the 
passenger officer next to her. 

k. As with a male suspect, the officers must remain 
alert for any attempt to escape, hide evidence, 
fight or interfere with the driver. 

Transporting juveniles. 

1. Any person, including a juvenile, who is suspected of 
committing a felony or who may be dangerous to himself 
or to you, should be handcuffed while en route to jail. 
A juvenile should also be searched. 
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2. A male juvenile is transported by police vehicles in much 
the same manner as an adult. 

3. Local exceptions may exist where the statutes may pro
hibit the transportation of juveniles with adults. 

4. Departmental policy may also restrict the transportation 
of juveniles to unmarked vehicles. 

5. The fact that exceptions may occur should not be inter
preted to mean that an officer should be less vigilant 
when transporting a juvenile. 

6. Female juveniles are transported in much the same manner 
as an adult female. 

7. If a policewoman or matron is not available, the trans
porting officers follow the SaIne procedures that apply 
to the transportation of adult females. 

The importance of time in transporting prisoners. 

1. The time between arrest and incarceration is critical. 

a. The potential for false accusations is reduced by 
expediting the transportation of a prisoner to jail. 

b. Always take the most direct route from the scene to 
jail. 

c. If too great a period of time elapses between the 
arrest and the booking, and an allegation of of
ficer misconduct is made, the more difficult it is 
for the officers to account for their time. 

" 
d. Stopping on the way to jail to make a field inter

rogation or for other less pressing business has 
resulted in criticism of officers. 

2. Both officers must remain with the prisoner throughout 
the entire period of transportation. 

a. The officer who leaves his partner for any reason 
provides the opportunity for the prisoner to file 
a false complaint. 

b. It is advisable to obtain a time and mileage check 
from the dispatcher and record the information in 
the notebook before leaving the scene of an arrest. 
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In addition the d 
e '. names an addresses of responsible 

p rsons who w1tnessed the arrest will help the offi-
cer to refute any false accusations of misconduct. 
these should be secured before leave th ' 1ng e scene. 

Limi ting your conver t· h sa 10n wit prisoners. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

A police vehicle is not the best 
suspect. place to question a 

The driver is preoccupied with operat1"on 
and b of the vehicle may not e a good corroborating witness. 

A hostile~ intoxicated or 
be difficult to handle if 
him enroute to the police 

emotionally upset suspect can 
attempts are made to question 
station. 

Questioning may serve only to arouse 
him more resistive. a suspect and make 

It is not necessary t ·d o aV01 all conversation. 

a. You may use this time to calm an emotional prisoner. 
b. Being a good listener often can accomplish pose. this pur-

c. ~~~ can engage in general conversation to distract 
suspect and pr,~vent him from developing an alibi. 

Such conversations can also serve to b k d 
defenses and k th. rea Own any 
the I" ma.e e Subject more cooperati.ve at po 1ce stat10n. 

d. 
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The; Stopping of Vehicles and the Cuntrol of Occupants. 

The chasing of vehicles. 

1. The changing attitude of the public. 

a. The ancient philosophy of law was "The safety of the 
people is the supreme law"; a new philosophy of "The 
safety of the individual is greater than the safety oE 
the people" has arisen. 

b. In a similar vein, police departments are receiving an 
increasing number of complaints whenever the newspaper 
describes a chase through the town by a police car pur
suing a criminal suspect. Letters are written to the 
editor, and the Chief of Police is visited by both 
individuals and committees. The gist of their complaint 
in simp·leo; police cars should not endanger the lives of 
innocent citizens by chasing criminals at high speeds 
through populated communities. 

c. Their feeling is that it is better to let the suspect 
escape rather than endanger innocent persons who may be 
crossing the street, or who may be driving into an inter
section on the green light when the pursued vehicle hits 
them broadside. 

d. Since the police department is a servant of the public, 
wise police administrators lend a heavy ear to public 
demands and since our towns and cities are growing so 
fast, the problem will become more acute as the areas 
become more populated. 

e. Again it boils d()wn to the safety of the general public 
versus the safet)r of the individual. The answer to this 
problem is not simple, bu~ it can be greatly helped by the 
proper training and attitude of the patrol officer. 

2. The personal involvement of the patrol officer. 

a. It is quite easy for the officer pursuing a suspect to 
become so personally involved in the case that he will 
take unnecessary chances and will endanger his own 
personal safety and the safety of his vehicle, not to 
mention the safety of citizens in general. 

b. It is wise to remember that when we become emotional, 
our intellect is either impaired or blocked, and we are 
at the mercy of our emotions and our habits. 
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In such a situation as a police chase, an officer needs 
every bit of intelligent thought he can muster. Such q 
chase can often amount to a battle of wits; an officer 
must, therefore, learn through practice to control his 
temper and remain cool during emergencies. 

This is harder for some than it is for others, but it is 
someLhilig that can be developed in every officer. 

An officer should., therefore, carefully develop good habits 
in his driving and general police procedures so that when 
he finds himself in an emergency situation he will auto
matically perform the tasks that his habit patterns indicate. 

In a police chase the officer usually has greater advant
ages, and need not take chances that are unnecessary. 
These advantages are: 

1) Police communications for tactical operations such 
as interceptions and roadblocks. 

2) Numerical superiority. The officer can calIon the 
other units of his own department and of those from 
other agencies and neighboring communities. 

3) The officer usually has a better knowledge of the 
streets and the general area. 

l~) The officer usually has more experience and skill at 
high speed driving. 

Experience indicates that a police officer "loses his 
head" more in a "hot chase" than at any other one time. 
As a result, there is <it high degree: of unnece$sary shots 
fired during a chase, and a high degree of suspects 
assaulted by police officers when the chase comes to a 
climax. 

It is very natural for an officer to build up internal 
tension during the chase, and it is hard for him to turn 
it off when the chase ends. 

This s~e feeling persists in the driver of the vehicle 
being pursued. Many times he will come out of the car 
fighting because his body is so stimulated by the adrenal 
glands as a result of the chase. Pride also enters into 
the ·picture. 

When an officer has chased a suspect for some time, and 
the suspect finally halts the car or has an accident, and 
then makes a run for it, there is a terrible temptation 
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for the officer to halt the suspect by the use of his 
side arm. This occurs even if the suspect is obviously a juvenile. 

k. It is hard for anyone to turn his emotions on and off like 
a faucet, but the responsibility that a police officer holds 
demands that he give it some concentrated effort. 

'The person being pursued
o 

a. 

b. 

In making a chase as effective as possible, it is wise to 
evaluate the feelings and pressures of the person being 
chased, and analyze his motives. 

The pursued usually has the disadvantage because of the 
following: 

1) The pursued is under mor~ pressure to e~cape and make 
decisions. He has more to lose. Decisions under 
pressune, as a ruler are often not the best ones. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Unless the person is drunk or under the influence of 
narcotics or drugs, he is usually more emotional and 
scared, and will take more chances. Often the fact that 
he is "fleeing is a sign of panic. 

a) Many officers will play this to their advantage 
by just staying on their tail rather than trying 
to overtake them through dangerous maneuvE:.t's. 

b) The result is that the officer insures greater 
safety, and the suspect often crashes his vehicle 
or !~5pins it out" because he took too many chances. 

c) Keeping a safe distance also prevents the officer 
from "rear ending" the pursued car, and it allows 
him to maneuver more easily. It also gives him 
a better view of the overall traffic so he can 
prevent collisions with other cars on the roaq. 

If the pursued driver is under the influence of drugs 
or alcohol, his senses and reactions will be affected. 

Because of watching movies and televisi!ln, the suspect 
might have the added fear that he will be shot at. 
This fear might increase as the chase lengthens. It 
is possible that he has been chased before and was shot 
at, and the fear may be a real one. 
The siren and red lights tend to make the suspect think 
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that the police car is closer than it really is, 
and that it is going much faster than it really is. 
As a result he may take unnecessary chances. 

Pointers during a chase. 

a. The patrol 
pointers on 
them during 
ued review, 
reactions. 

officer would de> ~oJ'ell to review the follOWing 
a regular basis. He will not remember all of 
the first chase, but by being given a contin
they will eventually become part of his habit 
They are: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

Notify headquarters immediately when the chase begins. 

Weigh the seriousness of the violation against the 
possibility of wrecking the police car and causing 
self-injury. Some violations are just not that 
serious that an officer should gamble so much just 
to catch the fleeing vehicle o But remember, flee
ing is an arrestable offense for: 

a) Eluding police. 

b) Rt::<:,.kless driving. 

Do not actually begin the chase until the seat belt 
is fastened securely. 

Don't pursue a vehicle if you are carrying passengers 
or prisoners unless it is a dire emergency, The courts 
might award them a considerable sum if any injury 
occurred. 

Don't make quick starts or "dig out" when first 
starting a chase~ It can stall the engine, and it 
can ~ls!l cause an accident. 

When not actually accelerating, keep your foot on 
top of the brake without depressing it. The split 
second that will be saved in applying the brakes 
when some danger presents itself, will mean that the 
police car will stop many feet sooner, and may save 
your Hfe. 

Take into consideration the condition of the road, 
the degree of traffic and the weather, when chaSing 
a suspected vehicle. All of these conditions should 
ha~e an effect on your driving. 
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Plan on a car entering each blind intersection that is 
app.roaching. Remember how easy it is for a person in a 
noisy car with the windows rolled up not to hear your 
siren. 

Keep radio control informed of each change in direction 
so that the other police cars may be directed to a 
proper interception. 

Don't use the siren unless you 'are the immediate chasing 
'police car. It is unfortunately common for emergency 
vehicles to collide in a blind intersection because they 
both had their sirens on and could not hear the other 
emergency vehicle. 

Don't accelerate on oil slicks, ice, or slippery parts 
of the road. It can cause skidding. 

If you have a partner, let him do the ra.dio broadcasting. 
Also have him sweep the approaching intersections with 
the spotlight if it is at night; this is to warn vehicles 
approaching from side streets that you are approaching 
their intersection. (DO NOT SHINE YOUR SPOTLIGHT INTO 
ONCOMING VEHICLES, as this can b lind the driver and 
cause him to drive into your vehicle head-on.) 

When approaching another vehicle fr.om behind, slow down 
gradually before actually arriving just behind him. 

a) Applying brakes at the last minute presents a 
greater danger of acci~en~'s and results in a greater 
loss of speed. i,~ 

b) It is harder to regain this speed in order to prop
erly pass, than it would be if the police vehicle 
was slowed slightly when the vehicle ahead was first 
noticed, and then the speed gauged accordingly. 

When driving at fast speeds, it is difficult to take 
evasive action when one of the vehicles ahead suddenly 
decides to make a turn. Therefore, give all cars ahead 
plenty of pre-warning when you are about to pass them. 

a) This can be done with the horn or spotlight if the 
siren is not being used. 

b) At night put the spotlight very briefly on the rear 
view mirror. If it is left there too long, it might 
blind the driver and cause an accident. 
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15) , If at all possible, avoid passing other vehicles at 
intersections. This requires a little planning, but 
the safety factor is worth it. 

16) Generally, don't pass on the right. If it is a necessity, 
it should be done very slowly and only when the car ahead 
has had some warning and seems to be aware of what is tak
ing place. This is very dangerous, though~ 

17) 

18) 

19) 

20) 

21) 

22) 

Don't brake on turns. Pump or fan the brake pedal inter
mittently; don't jam the brakes on. This causes skidding, 
and could overheat the brakes to the point where they 
might fail completely. 

When going into a turn at high speeds, accelerate 
slightly. This gives the rear wheels a little traction 
and will help the vehicle stay on the road. Race drivers 
use this technique on the track. 

If there is a strong wind blowing from either Side, plan 
on the police vehicle swerving sharply when passing large 
trucks or when going into an underpass, because these act 
as wind blocks, and have the same effect as if a person 
were leaning against you with his arm, and then suddenly 
pulled his arm away. 

If the suspect begins firing at your vehicle, be very 
cautious about returning the fire. Do not panic and use 
all shells in your gun; if the~chase should suddenly end, 
you might have to face him with this empty gun. 

a) Be aware of possible bystanders or innocent motorists 
on the road when you return the fire. 

b) If it is a two-man car, the passenger should jump 
in the back seat and roll down the windows on both 
sides. He can quickly go from one window to the 
other in order to return the fire according to the 
best vantage point. 

In a long chase, the accelerator should not be given full 
throttle for a long period of time. The pedal should be 
released for a second to give the pistons, rings, and 
cylinders an oil bath. This little precaution may insure 
that the police vehicle does not have an engine failure 
that would end the chase. 

In a long highway chase, the siren, if it isn't the 
electronic type, should be used sparingly or it can 
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burn out. The tone should be constantly varied, and when 
there are no other vehicles or intersections around, the siren 
should be released. Save it for when it is really needed. 

23)' If the officer sees that he is about to collide with an 
oncoming vehicle, it would be better, if possible, to run off the 
road. 

a) Even if he were to hit a tree, it would result in less 
inpact than colliding with an oncoming vehicle. 

b) If the oncoming vehicle were traveling at the same speed 
as :the police vehicle, the impact force would be double. 

c) Sometimes when the police vehicle runs off the road, there 
are small fences and bushes that tend to slow it down. 
In such a case, the officer should bring his face down 
toward,the seat to prevent its being cut from flying glass. 

d) If the police vehicle is traveling at a very high speed, 
it is sometimes best to roll the vehicle rather than hit 
trees on the side of the road. To roll the vehicle, the 
steering wheel should be jerked quickly to one side, and 
then both the brake and the accelerator jammed to the 
floor. (This should only be done when the safety belt is 
very secure.) 

24) An officer often forgets to use turn signals during a chase 
because his whole attention is devoted to the vehicle being 
chased 0 The other drivers on =he road are not mind readers, 
and any turning signal given by the officer will further insure 
his own safety~ And after all, his safety is one of the prime 
considerations. 

Stopping the vehicle. 

1. When it is expected that the vehicle driver might respond to 
your command to pullover, the fi~st consideration is to pick 
the best location. 

2. When' a location is decided upon, radio control shou~d be 
notified of this proposed location. It will also enable 
other vehicles to intercept if the occasion demands it. 

3. The prime considerations in picking a location are: 

a. To present as few escape routes as PQssibl~, such as 
side streets. 
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b. To present as little traffic hazard as possible. The 
street should be wide enough to make the stop without 
putting the persons involved in danger from passing cars. 

c. To take place in an area as little populated as possible. 
There have been many cases recently throughout the country 
where large groups of bystanders have formed around the 
suspect and stopped vehicles and because of sympathy for 
the person stopped, they have attacked the officer~ In 
case there might be some shooting, it is best that there 
not be bystanders around to get hit. 

Routine stops. 

1. The majority of vehicle stops made by the average officer are 
for routine or minor violations, mainly traffic violations. 
Unfortunately, these routine stops cause an officer to let his 
guard down. 

2. It is quite impractical to treat each person or vehicle stopped 
as you would a known or dangerous criminal. 

3. This does not mean that the officer must be left to the mercy 
of all criminals. There are basic procedures that, if followed, 
would greatly reduce the hazard involved in making so-called 
routine stops. 

4. It might be well to first look into the word "routine." Routine 
is defined as "any regular procedure adhered to by habit." Too 
often we associate boredom and unimportance with the word routine • 

5. The key to routine stops is to make ourselves adhere to GOOD 
habits, so that they become built-in safety devices. You can 
take many precautions without giving the person stopped the 
feeling that he is some kind of dangerous criminal • 

a. Procedures to follow before getting out of the car. 

1) ALWAYS call in ~he license number on all vehicles 
stopped and be sure to include a description of the 
vehicle. The plates might be stolen or later changed. 
This does not stop the driver from shooting the officer, 
bUI: it might mean that assistance will arrive at the 
s~ene sooner and get the officer to the hospital in 
til1l..e to save his life. Even if the officer were to 
die, the license number might lead to the eventual 
? .;··~st of the perpetrator and possibly the saving of 
~he lives of future victims. 
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As a routine matter, check all vehicles stopped 
against the "hot sheet," and give radio a chance to 
check the license number through their master files 
before getting out of the car. Too often an officer 
will call in the number and then get out of the car 
before the answer is received. 

Keep an eye on the driver of the stopped vehicle. 
Even though it appears to be a routine stop, the 
officer may observe him hide something, or change 
places with his passenger. He may also not always 
know exactly why he was stopped. He might have just 
committed a trime and believe that he has been 
identified. 

If it is at night, turn one spotlight on the sub
ject's rear view mirror ONLY WHEN THE VEHICLE HAS 
STOPPED, and the other along the side of the car to 
observe objects being thrown out. If it is an iso
lated area, the officer should open and slam both of 
his doors to make the driver of the stopped vehicle 
believe that there are two officers. 

Approaching the Suspect vehicle. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Check the trunk during the approach. See if it i.s 
ajar or weighted down. Check the back seat and the' 
floorboard during the approach. 

If it is at hight, the flashlight should be held in 
the hand other than the gun hand. It should be held 
in the club position rather than the carrying position. 
In this way it can be used as a flashlight for checking 
identification, and in an emergency, it can be quickly 
used as a club. 

Stop just before the doorpost and check for the ign±
tion key. If the key is missing, chances are the car 
has been hotwired. This simple routine takes but a 
second to perform. 

Do not go further than the doorpos~. 

a) If the subject were to open the door quickly, 
it would knock the officer down, or possibly 
push him into oncoming traffic. 

b) If the subject has to turn in order to talk 
to the officer, it puts him at a psychological 
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disadvantage. A criminal usually weighs all 
of the facts before taking some overt action 
against the officer, and will take this action 
only when he feels that the odds are in his 
favor, or when it is a last resort. 

5) The officer should always stand with his side facing 
the subject~ Should the subject decide to kick or 
deliver a blow to the groin area, the hip would take 
the blow instead. 

6) If the officer were to sense that something was 
wrong, he might approach the vehicle from the right 
side. In this way, he would have a clear view of 
the driver, and would force him to move over to the 
officer by getting out of the car, or by moving over 
to the right side of the seat. This would put the 
driver at a disadvantage. 

Talking to the driver. 

1) Ask him to turn the engine off if it is still 
running. This will decrease the chance of the 
driver's suddenly taking off. It will also promote 

2) 

3) 

4) 

better communications. . .... 

·DON'T reach in for the ignition keys. The officer 
puts himself at a great disadvantage when he reaches 
his hand through the window and down to the key. 
His arm could be broken, or an armlock could be 
placed on him. If the driver is trying to get the 
car started, it might be warranted to grab for the 
keys, but caution should be taken. 

Explain the purpose for 
to step out of the car. 
over to the edge of the 
cussed. This prevents: 

the stop and ask the subject 
Then ask the subject to step 

road so the matter can be dis-

a) The person from driving off. 

b) The officer from being hit by passing cars. 

c) The driver from pushing the officer into the 
passing cars. 

Instruct others in the car to remain in the car if 
it appears that they might be getting outu If they 
are ''hoods'' and the officer is alone, they can quickly 
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surround him in an innocent manner, and then his 
safety would be in jeopardy. If there were several 
of them, the officer could not reach for his gun or 
club before they would be on top of him. If they 
were to get within two feet, the officer would have 
little chance to draw his gun. Keeping them in the 
car is a good preventive measure. However, if the 
situation were such that the officer suspected some 
type of criminal activity, he would then be wise to 
order all of the persons out of the car with his gun 
drawn and then have them assume a security position 
against the vehicle until help arrived. The best 
type of security position will be discussed later 
in this chapter. 

If it is at night, and the officer is alone, and 
something makes him suspicious, h~ might call back 
to the police car as though his partner was there, 
and ask him to call headquarters to check something. 
This bluff might be the deciding factor in a decision 
by the suspects not to attack the officer. There 
are many cases on record where the occupants of the 
stopped vehicle were planning to shoot the officer, 
but refrained from doing so because they could not 
see the exact position of the officer's partner and 
take a bead on him also. 

6) The officer should make it a firm habit never to 
stand in a position where the subject is on the same 
side as his gun. At first this requires a conscious 
effort, but after a while it becomes second nature. 
When writing a citation, the officer might put his 
gun side toward the vehicle so it cannot be eaSily 
grabbed. 

The stopping of vehicles that contain suspected criminals. 

1. Spotting the suspects. 

a. The spotting of criminal suspects require that the patrol 
officer be constantly alert, not just when some specific 
crime has been committed and an alert has been broadcast. 

b. Since it is a common routine for the criminal to change 
automobiles for the "getaway" an officer should be alert 
for the persons who fit the descriptions of the perpetra
tors, not just the automobile. 
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c. He should plan on there being slight variations in the 
description of the vehicle because: 

1) The suspects may change things on the car or change 
to another car. 

2) Human error may occur in: 

a) The victim's description or the witness' 
description. 

b) The officer's recording of the description at 
the scene. 

c) The radio dispatcher's transcription of the 
description. 

Notifying headquarters when the suspect vehicle is spotted. 

a. When a patrol officer spots a suspected vehicle, he 
should immediately contact radio control and give the 
following information: 

1. The fact that the vehicle has been spotted. 

2. The location of the vehic Ie at the tinle of reporting. 

3. The.direction that the v~'.hicle is going. 

4. The relationship of the police vehicle to the 
suspect's vehicle. 

5. The speed of the suspect vehicle, if the police 
vehicle is behind it. 

b. It may be important that the suspect vehicle not be immed
iately stopped. 

c. It is possible that the driver has not seen the police 
vehicle and this would give the patrol officer time to 
plan a little strategy before the suspect would take some 
evasive action. 

Method of stopping. Though there are any number of possible 
means of stopping a suspect vehicle, the following method seems 
more universally applicable to most police problems. It offers 
the maximum protection in most situations, ;in addition to elim
inating the necessity of selecting one method from a nlli~ber 
of alternatives at a time when the actions of the officers 
involved should be the end product of an almost-reflex action. 
A brief description of this method follows: 
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Once there is an indication by the driver of the 
suspect vehicle that he intends to pull to the curb, 
the police vehicle should remain directly to the 
rear of the suspect vehicle at a distance of about 
two car-lengths. 

Whenthe suspect vehicle is fully stopped, the police 
vehicle should be parked behind it in such a manner 
as to have the left front fender of the police vehicle 
projecting into the traffic lane by approximately 
two feet. 

1) The reason behind this is that the fender of the 
police car will project far enough into the traf
fic lanes to deflect any passing vehicles. 

2) Also, this will afford the officer approaching 
the suspect vehicle a barri.cade behind which he 
can place himself in the event that a gunbattle 
ensues. 

The headlights of the police vehicle should be on 
"high beam" not only in order to illuminate the 
interior of the suspect vehicle but also to blind the 
driver of the suspect vehicle in his vision to the 
rear. If spotlights are available to the police 
offi,cers~ these should be trained on the sides and/or 
rear wind~w of the car. Using all available light is 
best for two reasons: 

1) It conceals the location of the second officer, 
if there is one; and if there is only one officer 
in the police car, this fact will not be so read
ily apparent to the occupants of the suspect 
vehicle. 

2) With the areas near the side of the suspect vehicle 
well illuminated, the disposal of contraband, 
weapons or fruits of a crime beeome that much more 
difficult for the occupants of the suspect vehicle. 

Leaving the police vehicle. 

a. Adjust the radio volume so that it can be heard out
side the car. It should not be on too loud, or the 
suspects might be confused between the radio and the 
officer's commands. 
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Put the car keys in a pocket. More than one suspect 
has escaped the scene in a police vehicle. 

Radio control should be notified when the officers 
leave the police vehicle. 

The doors of the police vehicle should be used as 
shields until it is felt that a safe advancement can 
be made. 

1) The doors will not offer a lot of protection 
against bullets, but they can deflect any 
bullets that come at an angle. 

2) They do offer a certain psychological protection 
in that the suspects feel that the officers are 
~rotected, and it might curtail their shooting •. 

If using a flashlight, it should be held out from 
the body in the hand other than the gun hand. If 
the light becomes a target, the officer wants it to 
be as far away from the body as possible. 

Handguns should be drawn, but not cocked. In an 
:mergency, the officer can fire the gun double action 
1n a hurry, but if it is cocked it might go off 
accidentally. ' 

Th: s\.l.spect vehicles should never·be approached by 
g01ng between the police vehicle and the suspect 
vehicle. The suspects could place their vehicle in 
:everse and back up, crushing the officers. There 
1S also the disadvantage of being outlined by the 
headlights of the police vehicle~ 

An order should be directed to the occupants of the 
suspect vehicle, using words similar to the following: 

1) "POLICE OFFICERS. DON'T MOVE UNLESS YOU ARE 
TOLD BY US TO DO SO, OR WE HILL SHOOT. KEEP 
LOOKING STRAIGHT AHEAD." 

2) Always use a firm, forceful voice. The officer 
should make a point of always using the plu,,"f,ll 
form of "we," ~]hether he is alone or with another 
officer. 
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The officer should at this point give the occupants 
of the suspect vehicle the following command:. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

"Driver, lay both hands on top of the steering 
wheel, palms up." 

"You in the front seat.on the right - put your 
hands on the windshield, palms against the glass." 

"You in the rear seat - lay your hands on the 
back of the front seat, with the palms up." 

"All of you - keep looking straight ahead and 
do not move unt i1 told to do so." 

Immobilizing the suspect vehicle. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d~ 

To make sure that the chase does not start allover 
again, the suspect vehicle must be immobilize1. , 
This is best done by removing the keys to the veh1cle. 

This can be quite dangerous, sincQ any removal of the 
suspect's hands from view can mean that the suspect 
is reaching for a weapon. 

There are two methods used in removing the keys fro~ 
the suspect vehicle. Before this,is atte~p~ed, one 
officer must first place himself 1n a pos1t1on where 
he could see the ignition switch if the door were open. 

Method # I - when the driver's window is rolled down. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Order the driver to move his left arm slowly out 
of the window. 

Order the driver to move his right hand slowly 
from the steering wheel and out the window to 
open the door from the outside with his right 
hand. This puts him at a physical disadvantage. 
Now the officer who is in position can have a 
clear view of the ignition, and the inside of 
the vehicle near the driver's seat. 

Order the driver to put his right hand back on 
top of the steering wheel. 

Order the driver to slowly reach for the keys 
with his left hand, and slowly drop them on 
the ground. 
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Method 11 2 - when the driver's window is rollt.cJ up. 

1) In this situation, the driver w'ould have to 
remove his hand from sight to roll the window down 
anyway, so this movemenL m1ght as well be util
ized to open the door. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

He should be ordered to raise his left elbow up 
in the air, then keeping his elbow high, open 
the door with his left hand. 

In this position the driver would find it more 
difficult to attempt evasive action than if his 
arm were completely out of sight while opening 
~he door. 

Order the driver to put his right hand back on 
top of the steering wheel. 

Orde,r the driver to slowly reach for the keys 
with his left hand, and slowly drop them to the 
ground. 

The approach to the vehicle and removal of the suspects. 

a. In approaching and taking control of the suspect's 
v~hicle, the following steps should be observed: 

1) Don't give the suspects so much attention that 
you are oblivious to oncoming traffic. Traffic 
can kill just as well as the criminal, and 
usually does. 

2) Watch that you don't get into a position where 
you are in the crossfire of your partner. 

3) Watch for the trunk lid being slightly ajar. 
Someone might be hiding in the trunk. 

b. Removing ·the suspect. In removing the suspects from 
the vehicle, the following procedures should be used. 

1) The driver •• The driver should always be removed 
first. 

a) Have him grip the top of the steering ~~heel 
with both hands, and then back out of the 
open left front door with his hands still 
on the steering wheel. 

.( 
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When his feet are on the ground, have him 
then place his hands high in the air. Then 
have hi.m slowly back up to you. 

c) He must then be placed in a position where 
he may be watched and later searched. 

The front passenger. Have the front seat pass
e;ger slide over to the driver's side of the 
car and put his hands on top of the steE:'ring 
wheel. Then have him repeat the same procedures 
as were followed with the driver. 

The rear passenger (s). Have the rear seat 
~s~r~ put both hands out of the rear door 
windows and open the doors from the outside with 
their hands remaining on the outside. When their 
feet are on the ground, have them raise their 
hands high and back up toward you. If the win
dows are rolled up, have the passenger in the 
left rear side raise his left elbow and open the 
door with his left hand, then place both hands 
back on top of the front seat. He can then back 
out in the normal way5 The passen~er iQ the 
right rear seat should then slide over to the 
left and repeat the process. 

Searchi,' i:: of occupants. 

1. The wall search. 

The wall search is the most common and the most p,rac
tical of all searches; it can be used on automobiles 
as well as walls. There is seldom a situation where 
this type of search cannot be utilized. 

I) An officer should always be careful about getting 
too close to a person when the officer has his 
gun drawn. There are too many ways to take it 
from the officer. 

a) It is hest to give your partner your gun, 
and then use the free hand to control his 
body by grabbing his belt or clothing at 
the waist. 

b) If you do not have a partner, do not attempt 
a search until another officer arrives, 
unless it is an unusual situation tqhere one is 
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just not available and an immediate 
search is of utmost importance. In that 
case, hold your gun close to your body 
and twist the body so that the gun is as 
far away from the suspect as possible. 

1 Order the suspect to put his hands against the 
wall and: 

a) Spread his arms apart. 

b) Spread his fingers apart. 

c) Spread his legs apart. 

d\ .' Move his feet back until the suspect is 
off balance and must rely on the wall for 
support. It is important that he assume 
this position or he may be able to make 
some cotmter-action. If he refuses to 
move his feet back~ or stalls, kick his 
feet back. 

If the suspect is dangerous, you might loosen 
his belt and allow his trousers to fall. This 
would both immobilize and embarrass him. 

4) Grab his clothing or belt in your left hand 
from the rear as a means of control. 

5) 

a) 

b) 

Place your right foot next to his right 
foot, so that you may kick his foot from 
under him if he tries anything. 

This will also allow the officer ~o push 
down on the suspect's waist and cause him 
to fallon the ground if his feet are as 
far enough out as they should be. 

Begin searching the suspect with your right 
hand on the right side only. Use the following 
order of search: 

a) Wrist, fingers, arms and armpits. 

b) The hair and neck. If he has a Gat, 
remove it from behind him. 

c) The torso. (Chest, stomach, sides and back, 
including clothes.) 
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The belt and waist area. 

The groin and crotch. Many are a little 
squeamish about doing this. Yet this is 
a favorite hiding place. You have only 
your life to lose. 

Legs, ankles, socks and' shoes. Look inside 
the edge of the shoes. Have the suspect 
lift one shoe at a time to inspect the 
bottom. 

If he has a hat, step back and look at the 
inside and under the band. Be careful that 
he does not take advantage of this distrac
tion. 

Repeat the same procedure on the left side, this 
time using the opposite hand and foot for con
trol. 

The kneeling search. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

The kneeling search is used when there is no vertical 
surface for a wall search. 

Before conducting this type of search, it is best to 
have all other suspects lie on the ground in a 
"spread eagle" fashion, facing the other direction. 

They should be instructed to keep their eyes straight 
ahead. 

When a suspect cannot see the officer, it discour
ages countermeasures. 

This can be done with the wall search, also. 

Bring one suspect at a time back for the search. 

The person to be searched kneels down and crosses 
one leg over the other. 

h. The officer can put his foot on top of the top leg 
and then grab his belt or the collar of his shirt 
for control. 

i. The rest of the search ,is the same as the wall 
search as far as order is concern~d. 
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The spread leg standing search. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Because of a fault in the kneeling search, the 
spread leg standing search was developed. 

On several occasions, suspects have secreted thin 
knives in motorcycle boots, and when one leg was 
crossed over the other in the kneeling search the 
officer was not able to find the knife. ' 

The spread leg standing search is used under the 
same conditions as the kneeling search, and it 
involves the suspect standing with his legs aB far 
apart as he can move them. 

The officer gra.bs the suspect by the back of the 
belt or trouse1,;'s, and then kicks each leg out a few 
more inches. 

The officer can test the effectiveness by pushing 
slightly forward and feeling that the suspect is 
completely off balance. 

The suspect is then ordered to raise his hands 
straight up in the air. 

Should the suspect make a false move, the officer 
can easily push him down on his face. 

h. In this position, the suspect is helpless to make a 
move without first falling to the ground and then 
regaining his balance. 

i. This type of search is not as good as the wall 
search, but is better than the kneeling search. 

Considerations in searching. 

a. Do not just pat the suspect, search his person by 
grasping the clothing; otherwise it is possible to 
miss a flat object such as a blade or a hacksaw. 

b. If you have a female suspect, the law allows you to 
search her, but the search depends upon the situation,; 

c. Obtain as many witnesses as possible to counter any 
accusation later that you molested her. 
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8) Heel of shoe (false cavity). 

9) Rings. 

10) Narcotics in handkerchief hem. 

6. Body search. 

a. 

b. 

When the suspect is taken to headquarters or to jail, 
the search should be more intensive and should include 
the body itself. 

Some of the more connnon hiding places are: 

1) The hair. 

2) The ear. 

3) The mouth. 

4) The nose. 

5) The armpit. 

6) Under skin bandages. 

7) Under the soles of the feet. 

8) Under the testicles or foreskin of the penis 
if not circumcised. 

9) In the anus. 

10) Between the toes. 

Fe (Handcuffing of occupants. 

1. Pointers on use of handcuffs. 

b. 

Always handcuff the suspect I s hands behind ~is back 
unless transporting a long distance, in wh1ch case 
a transportation chain w'ould be used. 

H~ndcuff the hands back to back. This prevents any 
manipulation of the handcuffs. 

5. 
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d. 

e. 
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Your main concern with women at the scene is to 
locate concealed weapons. It is common for criminals 
in the company of their girlfriends to pass weapons 
to them. 

Anything concealed in the body cavaties can later be 
found by the matron at headquarters, and if the woman 
is properly handcuffed, she cannot gain access to 
these items. Therefore, the search should be 
restricted to her purse, her hair and the torso. 

If an officer feels hesitant about grabbing or feel
ing a woman during a search, he may use his club to 
tap the suspected areas, and if there is a gun or 
knife hidden in these areas, the sound will be quite 
distinctive when the club hits them. 

A favorite hiding place for guns is in the woman's 
panties. At one time it was common for girlfriends 
of the criminal to hide small knives in ~their hairdos. 

Clothing search. 

a. Since many criminals plan for their eventual capture 
or arrest, they will hide both escape tools and nar
cotics in the clothing that they normally wear. 

b. They will also occasionally hide money in the clothing 
to be used for bribing and the buying of favors. 

c. Some of the favorite parts of the clothing used for 
hiding articles are: 

1) Hat band. 

2) Tie. 

3) Lapels (underside) c 

4) Inside belt. 

5) Pant cuffs. 

6) Socks. 

7) Instep ~~ VL shoe. 
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Double lock both cuffs. This prevents shimming. 
Otherwise any thin metal object such as a hairpin 
can be used to shim the ratchet and release the 
cuff. This also prevents unnecessary injury to the 
wrist by having the cuffs tighten up on the suspect, 
and cut his wrist. 

When going some distance, put the suspect's belt 
through the cuffs and then secure the belt with the 
buckle on the opposite side of the body from the cuffs. 

Search prison!rs for handcuff keys and ballpoint 
pens. Check the mouth. Ballpoint pens can be used 
as both: 

1) 

2) 

Weapons (they can be used to stab). 

Handcuff keys (they can be modified so that 
the ink barrel will serve as a key). 

When a prisoner is handcuffed and in the car, use 
the seat belts to secure him to the seat. 

Even though the prisoner is handcuffed behind his 
back you should slide your gunbelt around your waist 
to the side away from him if he is sitting next to 
you. There have been cases of handcuffed prisoners 
grabbing an officer's gun from his holster. 

Handcuffs are not escape-proof. They are just meant 
to be a temporary restraint. Don't put too much 
faith in them. 

Always carry an extra handcuff key~ They are easily 
lost. 

Applying the handcuffs. 

a. Handcuffs should be applied if at all possible when 
the lsuspect is in the wall search position. 

1) Take the handcuffs in the closed, single locked 
position, and grip them by the links with the 
left hand so the movable arm of the cuffs is on 
the bottom, and the keyhole is facing the suspect. 

Tell the sub ject. to put his right hand behind 
his back with the back of his hand facing his 
body. 
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Grab the suspect's fingers on the right hand 
with your right hand as though you were shak
ing hands with him~' only gripping lower to 
prevent 'fris "Indian wrestling" you. Then bend 
the fingers outward. 

Lay the right cuff on his wrist and then give 
a quick downward snap so the swinging arm of 
the cuff swings around and locks. 

a) You can complete the swing with your fin
gers if it doesn't complete it by itself. 
With a little practice, an officer can 
become quite proficient at this. 

b) Do not bring the cuffs down on the suspect's 
wrist with great force. It is not required. 
and it can hurt the suspect's wrist. The 
cuff should touch the wrist before the down
ward snap is given. 

Grab the handcuff links with your right hand 
and tell the suspect to put his head against 
the wall, and then bring his left hand back 
in the same manner as before with the right hand. 

Grasp his left hand with your left hand as you 
did with the right hand, and apply the handcuffs 
with your right hand as was done before. 

Double lock both cuffs. 

Put your hand over his shoulder and pull him 
back to a standing position. 

Handcuffing more than one prisoner. 

a. When alane ~Yith one pair of handcuffs. 

1) 

2) 

Put both prisoners in the front seat with the 
left hand of the man next to you cuffed to the 
right hand of the other prisoner. Put the man 
to the far right in the seat belts. 

Put one prisoner in the right front seat, and 
the other in. the right rear seat, then handcuff 
both their left hands together, but through the 
open windows or their doors and around the door
post on the right side of the police car. 
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This position is one of the safest to the 
police officer, but .some do not recorranend 
this technique because they feel that in 
case of an accident or fire, the prisoners 
would not be able to escape from the car. 

b) It is a good policy never to handcuff a 
prisoner to a permanent part of the car for 
this reason. 

c) However, in the above case, when both 
windows are rolled down, the prisoners 
could crawl out should an emergency arise, 
and they would be free of the car. 

When there are two officers) two prisoners and two 
sets of cuffs. 

1) Handcuff both prisoners with their hands behind 
their back and put one in the front seat right 
side, and the other in the right back with the 
other officer sitting behind the driver • 

2) Handcuff one prisoner with his hands in 
of him palms outward, and then handcuff 
prisoner through the first man's arms. 
them in the back seat next to the other 
who sits behind the driver. 

front 
the other 
Place 

officer 

3) Place both prisoners in the back seat. Handcuff 
~risoner # l's left hand behind him to prisoner 
1)- 2' s left hand. Prisoner 11 2 is sitting to 
pris(mer # l's right. Then handcuff # 2's right 
hand behind his back to prisoner # l's right hand. 

When there are two officers and three prisoners, use 
any of the combinations previously mentioned for one 
and for two prisoners. 

When there are two officers and four prisoners. 

1) One prisoner sits in the right front seat and 
another in the right rear seat. Their left 
hands are handcuffed around the right doorposto 
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The other two prisoners sit next to them, 
ona on the left of each man. 

The left hand of the prisoner in the 
seat is handcuffed to the right hand 
the prisoner in the front seat. One 
cer drives and the other sits behind 

rear 
of 
offi
him. 

2) Two prisoners in the front seat and two in the 
back seat are handcuffed in ·pairs, left hand to 
left hand. The other officer sits behind the 
driver. 

3) Handcuff prisoner ';I~ I in the left front seat 
by the left hand. Then place the other set 
of cuffs through the open cuff of the first set 
and then close the cuff on the left hand of ' 
prisoner # 2 in the right rear seat. Now cuff 
the right hand of # 3 in the right front seat 
to the right hand of # 4 in the left rear seat. 
This joins all four hands together over the cen
ter of the front seat c. This may also be used 
with three prisoners, by placing one prisoner 
in the front seat, and cuffing his right hand 
with the free cuff. 

REMEMBER, NEVER ALLOW A PRISONER TO S IT BEHIND THE 
DRIVER, EVEN THOUGH CUFFED. 

Searching vehicles. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Whenever suspects are arrested in a vehicle, a search of 
that vehicle should be automatic. 

Since the vehicle will be impounded a preliminary search 
is all that is necessary in the fieid. 

There is a limited number of places that a person could 
hide things in a vehicle after being stopped by officers. 

Most of the objects hidden in automobiles are put in places 
where they can easily be accessible to the person hiding 
them. Some of the more cormnon places are: 
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a. Glove compartment. 

b. In the back of the sun visor. 

c. Under or in armrests. 

d. In back of the dash board. 

e. Under the floormat. 

f. Under the front seat or inside the stuffing, around 
the 'springs. 

g. Behind the body or seat lining if it is loose. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

k. 

1. 

Behind the back seat, including through the back 
seat into the trunk. 

The ash trays. , 

Under the hood. 

Under the fenders (attached to ''hide-away'' magnets). 

Under the frame. 
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The Automobile Search 

A. Introduction to the automobile se~rch. 

B. 

The automobile offers the criminal convenient and hard-to
detect hiding places for weapons, the fruits of his crime, and 
for the transport of contraband. 

The many recesses, the maze of w~r~ng under the dashboard 
or the hood, and normally inaccessible areas, such as the spaces 
behind upholstery panels; are all utilized to hide items. These 
unusual places of concealment often are supplemented by cleverly 
constructed electronically controlled compartments, rem()vable 
panels, or by alteration of standard automotive equipment. The 
ability to detect and recover this evidence will rest w:lth the 
searching techniques developed 'by the officer. These should 
include knowing what !2. ~ fcL!" knowing where !2.~, and 
knowing~!2. look. 

The courts have generally ruled that an officer is auth
orized to conduct a search incidental to an arrest when it is 
necessary to protect the arresting officer from attack, to 
prevent the prisoner from escaping, or to recover the flt'ui~s 
of a crime. The circumstances of the arrest will detennine 
the degree of the search. 

An office·r' s responsibility to search. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The search of a motor vehicle normally is undertaken by 
the same officers who have arrested the occupants. 

A parked or abandoned automobile usually will be searched 
by the officer whose suspicions are aroused and who has 
grounds to be lieve the vehic le was used in a cri. ~e • 

One such exception occurs when a departmental message 
requests that a vehicle used in a serious crime, or its 
contents, are not to be touched or d;~turbed by the 
recovering officer until the arrival of technicians and 
special investigators. 

If any occupants are founrl in such a vehicle they are 
immediately removed. The vehicle is treated as any other 
crime scene. 

Search responsibilitj~s for the officer. 

One-man search of a vehicle. 

-. 
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A police (lfficer occasionally will have the 
opportt'l-ni ty' to search an abandoned vehie le • 

Even though the car may have been parked for 
some time and the occupants are no longer pres
e',Ut the search Plust be as methodic~l and " (' complete as if if were occupied. 

'~ , ' 

The usual method,is to begin the examination 
on one siae. 

The automobile is then searched f~om the front 
to the rear; then back again :1:0 the front. 

This ~ame procedure is repeated on the· opposite 
sid(?'~'-~~"'",.:c::~':::;'::::2<,:::::"" <: -c' 

b • "'v'Two officers ~ search of a vehicle. 
'\.,: 

c. 

. " 
1}:> , The officers position 

"of the automobile. 
themselves on each side 

2) 

":.:'; 

The officers then start the search from the 
front and proceed toward the rear. 

3) '~"; :the officers exchs,uge positions after eacl:]J. has 
-car~fully examined his portion of the automobile. 

4) 

5) 

',' 

The searb~then proceeds from the rear tO,the 
front. ' 

This variation in the search pattern serves as 
a check on the first examination. 

Search by one offi~~r at a time. 

1) 
........ }- .. 

Situations arise in which only two 
present at the scene of an arrest. 

officers are 
It then be-

'~. '~'~~"-" 

'- .~ 
' .. ~ 

2) 

3) 

4) 

cOlJles necessary for them to divide the work. 

On~:'''1}Wi!.rds the suspects while the other examines 
"the auC6m.;obile. " 

After both sides haV:ebeen thoroughly searched 
the qfficar guarding the'''prisoners is relieved. 

He then repeats the systema.ti~ search~'of the 
vehicle. 

I 
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5) The search should notbe~lttiti.ted toone 
iii'diVI.dual. - - -- -

6) This practice decreasas the possibility of over
looking or failing to recognize evidence. 

6. The offi~ers are operating within the legal 'framework of 
the statutes when they conduct a reasonable search: after 
the occupants area~rested, if the automobile is found to 
be abandoned, or there are reasonable gr.ounds to believe 
it has been used in a felony, and the officer has a search 
Harrant. 

C. Never conduct a vehicle search while the occupants ~re'-st;ii-11. 
,in the automobile. 

1. A search while the suspects are in the car makes the 
officer a target for criminals who intend to escape • 

2. Another::hazardous practice is to allow the .... nguarded 
occupants to stand alongside the searching officer while 
the interior of the vehicle or the. trunk compartment are 
being examined for the safety of the searching officer. 

.... '3. 

a o A police officer should not try to search an automobile 
without assistance. 

b. If an officer has probable cause to arrest the occu
pants and to search their vehicle, he must regard 
them as potentially dangerous. 

After the 'suspects have been removed 
bile, they are positioned far enough 
from iriterfering with "the search e 

from their automo
away to prevent them 

4~ The officer guarding the suspects must maintain a close 
watch to prevent tllem from discarding evidence o:r~t"'~pons • 

5. Any' article, rib mattez;: how innocent" or-unimportant it may 
appear, which has been dropped o"r thrown aw~ by the sus
pects, must be immediately recovered for future evaluation. 

D. The search of an automobile must be conducted metho~ically and 
thoroughly. 

-

.. ':: 
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1. The officer shoulq, have some definite notions as to where 
to look - motor atid dashboard recesses, the seats and 
trunk compartment are themos~ widely used. 

2. 

3. 

The smaller the evidence being sought - as in the case of 
narcotics or jewelry - the, easier concealment becomes and 
the more numerous become the hiding places. 

The search must be unhu,rt'ied and complete. 

4. If some evidence or a weapon are found before the auto
mobile has been thoroughly exami,:ned, the officer must not 
stop until the whole vehicle has been closely checkedv 

a. The experienced officer also recognizes the ingenuity 
and mechanical talents of some criminals. 

'". b. 

c. 

, , 
The officer is aware that certain craf.tSmen are 
capable of devising unusual ,means of concealing 
weapons, evidence or other cont~:aband. 

"-.':", 
The o~fi~er must, therefore, be prepared to dirty" ,I 
his hands and perhaps soil his uniform. 

:Search of the front ~nd of a vehicle. 

1. 

2. 

~I 

The grill, the bumper a..Ttd the fender areas provid.~ __ excel
lel}t"l1;iding places.~=" 

Evidenc:a may be placed in a container 'between the grin 
and radiator or secured to the grill. 

3. Cantraband has been discovered attached, ~o the' il;l,ner 
surface of the f2nder by means of a ma~et, a magnetized 
container or tape. 

4. The license plate:s must be checked to determin~:: if they 
have been altered or i·f (:he identifying numerals and 
letterB are the same ori'both front and rear plates. 

5. 

6., 

The back of the license, the bump~r and the underside of 
the gravel pan also should be exami.ned. 

The nUlUerous recesses and the automotive, equt,pment of the 
motor and the adjacent area are frequently used to hi:1e 
weapons and other evidence. 

.~ . 

I 

F. 

I 
I. 

t. ' 

8. 

, 9. 

10. 

11. 
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A small item of'contraband such as 'jewelry or narcotics 
may be placed in a watertight container and suspended 
inside the radiator. 

The battery, the battery case~ the engine block, the 
clutch and starter housing all have been used to support 
weapons or other large objects 'such as burglar tools. 

Close attention must be paid to the ventilating ducts or 
any container found'attached to the sides of the motor well. 

J;r- narcotics searche.s, the air filter of the carburetor 
spould J)e examined. 

ii ~ 

I' 

Tte body frames and supports also provide places of con
cElalment and should be checked. 

Search of the interior. 

1. 

2 .• 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The back of the dashboard is the most frequently u.sed 
place of concealment for items ranging from small nar
cotics packages to hand guns. 

a. The profUSion of electric wires, the almost inacces
sible recesSes and its ready availabili~y to the 
occupants, all contribti~e to the popularity of this 
location. 

It is not unconnnon to find within this area items 
attached by tape or pinned to the wiring. 

The outside top surfaces of the radio and the glove com
partments offer sturdy supports for weapons. 

The fresh air ventilating outlets are also frequently 
used to hide a weapon or other evidence. 

The ability to locate evidence in this area will nec
essarily depend on the search tactics. 

The rear portion of the dashboard can be thoroughly 
scrutinized witb,out the need for crouching on the floor. 

a. " 

With a mirror held in one hand and the flashlight 
pointing up under the dash, the officer can search 
effectively. 
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b. Merely glancing into the general direction of this 
area and groping blindly in these dark recesses can 
result in overlooking evidence. 

6. The area alongside and under the seats is used rather 
frequently to hi~e contraband. 

7. Removing the seats whenever possible, rather than merely 
looking or feeling under and between the cushions, is a 
more effective method of searching. A closer and better 
inspection of the webbing and springs can be made. 

J3. The front and rear floor mats are also removed whenever 
possible as narcotics or currency are often hidden under 
them. 

9. The ashtrays and their contents should be examined. 

10. The upholstery must be checked for bulges, rips, or sewn 
portions. 

11. Any flashlight, book, magazine or container found in the 
automobile must be closely scrutinized. 

12. Occasionally, one will hear of an alert officer finding 
a hollowed-out book designed to conceal a weapon or 
narcotics. 

Search of the rear end of the vehicle. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The trunk must be given a complete examination and any 
item found in this compartment must be critically evaluated. 

Clothing, rags, containers, tools, the spare tire well and 
the area under the spare tire must be checked. 

The interior of the trunk lid must also be examined for 
possible contraband. 

The underside of the rear fenders, th~ bumper and the 
gravel pan must all be carefully searched. 

H" Search of the undersides of the vehicle. 

1. The framework of the:: automobile should be carefully 
examined for objects attached by magnets or secured in 
place by tape or wire. 

:':'.1 

I. 

I 
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2. A check also should be made for hidden compartments 
attached 'to the frame in which ite~ might be hidden. 

Recording evidence. 

1. Any article found during the car search which may be 
useful as evidence must be recorded in the officer's 
not,ebook. 

2. Notes should be made describing the article, the location 
of its discovery and ~he identity of the witnesses present. 

3. Whenever possible, another police officer should be asked 
to verify the finding of any evidei.:'<a. 

4. This will then pennit two officers to qualify as wit
nesses in the court proceedings. 
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